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INTRODUCTION
“[W]hat is government itself but the greatest of all reflections on
human nature?”1
―James Madison―

SINCE THE AMERICAN CONSTITUTION was enacted more than 200 years
ago, a variety of lawyers, justices, political scientists, historians,
philosophers, humanists, social scientists, politicians, and concerned
citizens have been engaged in pondering what it means, how its more
vague and open-ended clauses shall be interpreted, and what its
implications are for us as individuals and society. Foremost among these
interpreters—as measured by the weight of their impact if not their
wisdom—have been the justices at the U.S. Supreme Court. It is they who
have had the final word in matters of interpretation and while they have
spilt a few words of wisdom, the opposite is equally true. Anyone even
remotely familiar with this topic knows that there has been heated
controversy among the justices themselves about issues of utmost
importance—and that the greater array of scholars have had even more
profound disagreements regarding the propriety of the Court’s decisions
and doctrines.
This book shall not rehearse all the controversy, all the different
theories and opinions that have informed the debate to this day. Instead,
I aim to bring something new, something that can help remove some of
the so-called nebulousness that has been associated with the text itself,
something that can separate the wheat from the chaff regarding the
appropriateness of the various legal arguments and political theories that
have been used to interpret it, and something that can help us see the
many disagreements from a more informed perspective. In short, my aim

1

MADISON, HAMILTON & JAY, THE FEDERALIST PAPERS (2010) 200
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is to offer a new framework for constitutional interpretation, a framework
that will add more depth, coherence, stability, and—not least—credibility
to the discipline.
These may be big words, but what I hope to provide is nothing more
than the logical next step when it comes to constitutional interpretation.
As is well known, we already have one framework in place for
interpreting the Constitution. This is that of political theory and, as most
will agree, one cannot really make sense of the Constitution without its
aid; the political theory is the lens through which the text must be read,
and yet many scholars—even those who agree on the importance of
applying the philosophy of the Founding Fathers—have ended up
reaching very different conclusions. Granted, a few have done such a
poor job that we are left with a nagging suspicion that their efforts have
been less than sincere. For some individuals—especially those in
positions of power—it seems to be psychologically impossible to come
to terms with rather explicit rules of construction, and whenever the
logical implication of the founders’ philosophy has been at odds with
their own preferences, they will dream up their own idea of what the
founders meant and leave it at that.
Without going further into detail on the virtues of these endeavors,
this just proves my point, and it should be obvious from the present state
of affairs that having a political theory is not enough. To put it in the
bluntest terms, a fascist, a socialist, and a libertarian will construe the text
in wholly different ways, and this being the case the Constitution can be
an accommodating tool for agents of tyranny as well as agents of liberty.
There is only one way to solve this problem and it is by adding another
factor to the equation, namely human psychology. Psychology, after all,
gives birth to politics, just as politics gives birth to law. Human
consciousness is the overriding variable that controls everything else, and
in drawing on findings from psychology I will therefore present a model
that holds great promise for the discipline of law.
The Full-Consciousness and Null-Consciousness Model
The basic premise of the FC/NC model is that the dynamic unfolding
between the individual and society is a variable in constant flux and that
what changes it is our level of consciousness. That much is obvious. But
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without going into too much detail, we can, by building on research from
psychology, put together a model that describes the defining dynamics
between the individual and society at different levels of interaction. As
shall be seen there are certain givens which will help us predict the overall
effects of certain changes in consciousness, and one of the most important
lessons we can draw from this conceptual framework concerns the
relationship between the individual and the state.
The reason for this is that the FC/NC model represents a sliding scale
of autonomy-fulfilling societal interaction where the NC-end consists of
non-autonomous individuals and the FC-end consists of fully
autonomous individuals. We all belong somewhere on this scale and
while very few fulfill the criteria to be put in either of the extreme ends,
I shall for simplicity’s sake separate the population into two categories—
into those of FC and NC individuals. Considering that most people will
exist on the borderline between these two categories, demonstrating FC
qualities in one situation and NC qualities in another, this is an
oversimplification. But we are here concerned with the bigger picture and
for the sake of analysis this generalization works fine.2
As we shall see, psychologists will attribute different traits to the
different groups, and depending on the autonomy levels present in any
society we can predict what government that will result. Freedom and
responsibility, as the Founding Fathers knew so well, are inextricably
linked. We cannot have one without the other and the more a society is
defined by FC traits, the more the state will fulfill its role as a protector
and advancer of human rights. The opposite is equally true, and the closer
we draw towards the NC-end the state will become an instrument of
oppression.
In one end of the model therefore we have those characteristics and
dynamics that define the ideal society, while in the other we have those
that define less evolved societies. Much more will be said about this.
Suffice now to say that the FC/NC model’s categorization of societies at
different levels of maturity is hardly controversial. Those familiar with

2

As NC traits represent our most unflattering potential, while FC traits represent the opposite,
this generalization will also serve another purpose. I have no intention of putting people down
on an individual basis, and by applying this generalization—and showing the implications of
sticking with either position—I will leave it up to the reader to decide whether he/she, in
thoughts, words, and actions, will represent the former or the latter.
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Dworkin will notice how this model is loosely applicable to his three
models of community,3 and those familiar with Rawls will recognize the
FC society as what he would consider a well-ordered society.4 The FC
society then is no invention of mine. It is simply the kind of society in
which we would want to live, where theory and practice is one and the
same, and where reason is allowed to guide our ways. Not only that; it is
also the kind of society that our leaders will insist that we are: we are
already constitutionally committed to those ideals found in FC
societies—and to the extent we are weighed and found wanting, it will be
due to a failure to practice what we preach.
The implication is a qualitative difference between the reasoning that
takes place at the FC and NC level. Most are influenced by both, but in
its pure form FC and NC reasoning represent two wholly different ways
of perceiving the world. As shall be seen, we are dealing with two
different paradigms, one superior to the other, and nowhere is this better
exposed than in our system of law. While NC reasoning is revealed to be
the result of confused analysis and incomplete understanding—that is, as
not being supported by any valid foundation at all—FC reasoning has as
its defining trait that it is always harmonious with reason, leading back to
first principles. For purposes of constitutional construction this
qualitative difference is extremely important. These two types of
reasoning form the basis of any dispute on constitutional interpretation
and only FC reasoning can accurately decipher the Constitution. Because
of this, much of this book will be concerned with explaining the
difference between FC and NC reasoning and its implications for society.
This book, however, is not only about constitutional construction; it
extends further, to its logical conclusion. Having defined the parameters

3

Dworkin describes the attitudes of members of a political community at three different levels
of reasoning. The first model, where there is no common bond and understanding and people
are driven by selfish pursuits, conforms to the lower end of the FC/NC scale. The second model
(the Rulebook Model) represents a more advanced society. At this level, the “members of a
political community accept a general commitment to obey rules established in a certain way.”
Whereas people in the first model have no sense of obligation to each other, here they do. But
their obligation is to a certain set of rules and these rules may be unfair, especially to politically
weak minorities. It is only at the third level (the Model of Principle) that society has matured to
be governed by principled reasoning. Only at this final level is the conditions identified by
Dworkin of a true community satisfied, only this type of society has moral legitimacy with
integrity of law and legislation. DWORKIN, LAW’S EMPIRE (1986) 208-24
4

RAWLS, JUSTICE AS FAIRNESS: A RESTATEMENT (2003) 8-9
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of the FC/NC model, we see that not only does it provide us with a frame
of reference by which various legal arguments and philosophies can be
ordered according to their compatibility with first principles. Having laid
out the Spectrum of Consciousness and its implications for social
interaction, we have a definite map of the greater moral, legal, political,
and psychological landscape, one that provides us with the knowledge
needed to assist us in the building of a better future. This being so the
FC/NC model is also a unique tool for purposes of social engineering.
As we shall see, there are two kinds of social engineering, one that
brings us towards the FC-end and another that takes us towards the NCend. Both will be discussed, but when it comes to FC-engineering there
are two basic tools available, one being consciousness-raising and the
other being law.5 Consciousness being the underlying variable that affects
everything else, the extent to which law will fulfill its potential as a tool
for these purposes depends on the consciousness of society. And from the
dynamics that define societies at various positions on the FC/NC scale,
we see that only societies having reached a certain level of maturity can
begin to apply this discipline for constructive purposes. Societies existing
at the lower end of the spectrum will be too informed by special interest
groups and short-term priorities to put the science to good use, and so it
comes as no surprise that it has yet to be recognized. Even so, the theory
is in place for us to apply whenever we are ready, and it is a science no
less worthy of recognition than any other.
In looking at this, we find that based on our position on the FC/NC
scale we are faced with two choices: progression or regression. When it
comes to social engineering this is the only map to go by and the choice
social engineers must make is what direction. This alone should make the
FC/NC model worthy of attention. The law is a powerful tool in the
advancement of society towards either end. And considering that the FCend has been the yardstick against which not only our greatest religious
figures but all progressive thinkers throughout history (the Founding
Fathers included) have measured the inadequacies of their age,6 it is not

5

In a previous book I’ve focused on the former and this work will be concentrating on the latter.
For more on consciousness-raising, see MIKALSEN, REASON IS (2014)
6

I use “progressive” in the sense of being oriented towards Wholeness and the ideals, values,
and principles that follow. In the FC/NC model all progression is towards this end; towards ever
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difficult to see how social engineering naturally connects to the discipline
of constitutional construction—and how the FC-end should be the Moral
North in any constitutional interpretation.
To fully connect with this greater picture, we must also introduce
another lesson from psychology. This is that our psychological
development does not stop with adulthood. Psychologists have
discovered that we are subjected to growth-conducive and growthinhibiting potentials throughout our lives and that the extent to which we
draw upon the former we will advance cognitively, emotionally, and
morally to higher levels of maturity. More shall be said on this important
topic. However, psychologists have categorized different stages of
growth and based on where we find ourselves certain qualities will be
demonstrated.
This knowledge is valuable both for social engineering and
constitutional interpretation purposes—which, of course, should amount
to the same. It is important for social engineering purposes because the
higher levels of growth are synonymous with psychological health, while
the lower levels indicate illness. The further towards the lower end we
draw, the more we will see the world from a fragmented and isolated
perspective and be driven by fear. Depending on their personality, people
at this end will exhibit manipulative, immoral, self-centered, and controloriented traits or they will be more submissive, naïve, and easy to
manipulate. In either case, because of their yearning to control others or
to be controlled, they will be uncritically embracive of authoritarian
systems. The opposite is equally true, and the higher we climb on this
scale of psychological well-being, the more we will see ourselves as part
of a greater whole and be moved by love. Such people will not only be
more resistant to manipulation and opposed to authoritarian systems; they
will also be more forgiving, tolerant, honest, and compassionate—in
short, more able to integrate and represent those values, ideals, and
principles that follow from the Wholeness concept.7
greater levels of coherence and value-fulfillment, and all regression is towards the opposite—
i.e., towards the NC-end.
7

The tendency of psychological growth towards Wholeness has been aptly described by
researchers. Walsh and Grob summarizes the findings: “A common conclusion concerned a
fundamental capacity and drive of mind. The mind increasingly came to be seen as a selforganizing, self-optimizing system. Most of these investigators concluded that, given supportive
conditions, the mind tends to be self-healing, self-integrating, and self-actualizing. These
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Based on this simple chart, we can see that for purposes of social
engineering it would be wise to ensure those conditions that promote
growth rather than stagnation, for only to the extent that this is done can
we become a harmonious and well-ordered society. In this connection
one of our greatest challenges is the society in which we live. It is so full
of growth-inhibiting factors that the opposite result is ensured. And
because we are born into this type of society, development towards higher
levels becomes arrested.8
This is important knowledge because given more ideal conditions,
we would all advance to those levels of psychological health/maturity
that define the most “self-actualized” population. The fact that we are
more or less “damaged goods,” however, does not mean that we must
stay that way. Psychologists have developed the tools needed to help
people overcome these obstacles; we know what causes regression and
what generates growth, and we know that the extent to which we can (1)
help individuals “unfreeze” and/or (2) ensure the societal conditions that
keep people from freezing in the first place, we can move society forward
in the right direction—in the direction of the utopian vision of the
Founding Fathers.

tendencies of the mind to unfold and develop its potentials had been recognized before in both
East and West, psychology and philosophy. Centuries ago, Tibetan Buddhism described the
‘self-liberating’ nature of mind. More recent recognitions include neuroatomist Kurt Goldstein’s
‘actualization,’ Ken Wilber’s ‘eros,’ and Aldous Huxley’s ‘moksha drive.’ Many psychologists
have come to the same conclusion. Examples include Karen Horney’s ‘self-realization,’ Carl
Rogers’ ‘formative tendency,’ Carl Jung’s ‘individuation urge,’ Abraham Maslow’s ‘selfactualization’ and ‘self-transcendence,’ and Erik Erikson’s ‘self-perfectibility.’ These
tendencies of mind had been repeatedly recognized throughout history, but they became
unavoidably evident with the [research on] psychedelics. Stanislav Grof later coined the term
‘holotropism’ [movement towards wholeness] to describe the mind’s tendency to move towards
holotropic or transpersonal experiences and thereby heal and integrate.” Walsh & Grob,
Psychological Health and Growth in WINKELMAN & ROBERTS (EDS), PSYCHEDELIC MEDICINE
(2007) 215-16
8

MASLOW, TOWARD A PSYCHOLOGY OF BEING (1982) 16 (“What we call ‘normal’ in psychology
is really a psychopathology of the average, so undramatic and so widely spread that we don’t
even notice it ordinarily. The study of the authentic person and of authentic living helps to throw
this general phoniness, this living by illusion and by fear into a harsh, clear light which reveals
it clearly as a sickness, even though widely shared.”); Walsh, States and Stages of
Consciousness: Current Research and Understandings in HAMEROFF, KASZNIAK & SCOTT
(EDS.), TOWARD A SCIENCE OF CONSCIOUSNESS (1998) 684 (“the human condition offers
possibilities far beyond those usually recognized. It follows that the condition we have called
‘normality’ is not the peak of human development but rather may represent an arbitrary,
culturally determined form of developmental arrest.”)
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It should come as no surprise that the stages of developmental growth
match perfectly the FC/NC model’s sliding scale of autonomy-actualized
individuals and the societal interaction that follows. The defining traits
of FC societies are exactly those we find in individuals at the highest
levels of psychological growth, and the defining traits of NC societies are
those found in growth-inhibited individuals.
When it comes to matters of constitutional interpretation this finding
is important for two reasons. First, we are constitutionally committed to
realizing those values found at the FC-end and it should be reflected in
our system of criminal law. Only to the extent that this is the case can we
say that we are drawing upon the law as a tool for constructive social
engineering—and only to the extent that this is so can we say that we
have a constitutionalized (and just) system of law. The integrity of our
legal system, then, depends on the extent to which it coheres with the
light of first principles—and this is where our system of law runs into
problems.
As we shall see, there are only two kinds of law—the FC and the NC
version—and by necessity the former will be a principled system of law
while the other will be one of arbitrary law. I say “by necessity” for only
FC societies can afford the luxury of having a system of law congruent
with its foundation—i.e., the fundamental principles of justice. For this
to be the case, society must have evolved to the point where theory and
practice is one and the same, and only FC societies have advanced to the
point where reason rather than passion defines the parameters for social
interaction. In NC societies there will always be a gap between the two;
the ruling elites may talk of human rights, common values, the rule of
law, human dignity, and so on, but those in positions of power will mean
little by it. They will have an agenda of their own, one that is
incompatible with the values to which they pay lip-service, and the only
thing that can ensure the survival of a system where theory and practice
means two different things is a system of arbitrary law.
This is especially important to recognize, as our society does not yet
conform to the demands of a just society—of a FC society. While we, on
the one hand, celebrate those ideals and principles which would be fully
realized and acted upon in the FC society, we fail to live by the very
standard to which we hold ourselves, and an honest look reveals that we
satisfy the criteria of an advanced NC society—no more: (1) we
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recognize the values of FC societies, (2) we are constitutionally
committed to realizing them, but (3) we sometimes fail to do so. The
extent to which we fail to live up to the demands of justice will be
elaborated upon, as will the nature of the system that maintains the status
quo. Suffice now to say that the current American system is a system of
arbitrary justice, one that builds on logical contradictions, misconstrued
doctrines, and fundamentally flawed analysis—nothing else.
These may be harsh words. However, while FC law will be firmly
rooted in first principles, the latter (which may or may not conform to the
higher version of law) has nothing but incoherent reasoning and
fragmented understanding going for it. To sustain such a system—in
order to make it believable—one is dependent on a breed of lawyers and
justices who do not really understand (or care) what true law is. In a NC
system they are never short in supply, for due to reasons that will be
explained later a majority will be too entangled in the mindset that
connects them to their day and age to be free from contemporary
constraints. Hence, if we conform to the standards of an NC society, these
people will adjust to NC standards; they will, in short, become NC
individuals and NC individuals do not have the capacity to see beyond
the doctrines of the status quo. As mentioned, one of the defining traits
that separate FC and NC individuals is that the former are more connected
to the implications of Wholeness while the latter see the world from a
fragmented and isolated perspective. It is therefore only FC individuals
who have developed an ability for moral reasoning that transcends time
and place—and this explains the major difference between FC and NC
jurists.
This also explains the second reason why lessons from psychology
should be brought to bear on constitutional interpretation. We need a
functional legal/moral compass, and what I have said means that NC
individuals lack the basic faculty needed to interpret the U.S.
Constitution. As we shall see, the Constitution was an FC document, and
the founders were FC individuals. It was their ambition to create a secure
foundation upon which a new model of state could be built, one that
would secure a maximum amount of liberty and happiness for all, and
one that would withstand the attack of those factions that had other
ambitions. The only thing that could secure such a foundation was
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fundamental principles, and so it was that state and federal constitutions
were enacted that built on these principles.
From this it should be obvious why NC jurists are faced with an
impossible task, as they themselves cannot connect with the light of first
principles. To do so they must first develop the integrity needed to free
themselves from contemporary constraints—and as of yet they have not
done so. While this may be a controversial assertion, evidence will be
provided. And in this book’s part three we shall see that, extrapolating
from the reasoning of more than a hundred constitutional challenges to
the drug laws, 90 percent of American judges fall into this category.
This does not mean that the higher form of reasoning that qualifies
for FC status is out of reach. What is needed, however, is some soulsearching and a crash course in FC law and for us as a society to fully
embrace those doctrines that build on first principles. If this foundation
is in place, we can expect that most of today’s lawyers and jurists will be
able to do their job efficiently and competently in a higher evolved
system of law—they will, in short, become functional FC lawyers.

Why We Need this Model
On this basis it should be evident why the FC/NC model could help
remove some of the so-called nebulousness that has been attributed to the
constitutional text; why it could help separate the wheat from the chaff
regarding the different arguments and theories that have been used to
interpret the text; and why it could help us to see the many disagreements
from a more informed perspective. After all, the only reason why there
has been confusion around these issues is the different worlds of FC and
NC reasoning—and where NC individuals see “nebulousness” (or
“inkblots”) FC individuals see clarity.
To separate reason from madness, then, we need only give FC
scholars their due. We must leave it to them to give meaning to the
Constitution, for only they know how to interpret it in any coherent
fashion; only they can ensure that first principles are cogently applied;
and only they can give effect to those barriers that the founders put in
place to protect against sinister influences.
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When it comes to this, the FC/NC model will provide us with the
information we need to understand why this is so. As we shall see, it (1)
provides us with a social meter that, based on the autonomy-levels in
society, will describe the type of society we are dealing with; (2) it
explains the forces that act on us individually and en masse; (3) it enables
us to predict the effects that changes in human psychology have on
society; (4) it can be applied to any society at any time and place; (5) it
provides us with a bigger context, normatively and historically speaking;
and (6) it will explain why society operates the way it does—in short,
why our system of law is neither better nor worse than it is. In short, it is
a map that provides us with a greater, much needed frame of reference—
one that should be used by those who want to add more depth, coherence,
stability, and credibility to the discipline of law.
Today the Constitution is interpreted without much regard for this
bigger picture. As many scholars have noted, the Supreme Court’s
doctrines have failed to provide us with a reliable direction, and it has no
functional moral compass to guide its reasoning. Without it the justices
are like shipwrecked lost at sea, paddling their life-raft in whatever
direction the winds of public opinion, political expediency, corruption, or
personal prejudice may blow, and they need a bigger frame of reference
to make sense of the world. The promise of the FC/NC model is that
through its application we can find our place in the greater scheme of
things. We can gain a firmer foothold and the Court may again, like it did
200 years ago, navigate by the stars—i.e., by the light of first principles.
General Outline of the Book
This book proceeds as follows: In part one we begin by presenting
the FC/NC model and framing its bigger-picture implications. We will be
given a crash course in social engineering, for in mapping the human
psychology we are provided with the tools needed to understand the
forces that act upon us individually and en masse. First, we shall study
the relationship between the individual and the collective. We shall see
that the collective consciousness has a hold on us that is most powerful
and how its grip informs our perception. As we shall see, there will
always be a distance between theory and practice in those cultures that
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conform to the criteria of advanced-NC societies and this grip ensures
that psychological mechanisms help us “unsee” this distance.
This part of the book may sit uncomfortably with some readers. In
fact, to the extent that these defense mechanisms operate to bridge the
gap between theory and practice, it can be a bit nauseating. Even so, if
we are to have some meaningful frame of reference, we must be willing
to confront the disparity head-on. As it stands, this distance can only exist
to the extent that we, collectively speaking, are willing to delude
ourselves, and if we have any intention of reaching our potential, we must
have the courage to face reality. An honest look at the present state of
affairs might hurt, but it is also liberating. It is, after all, the only way that
we can free ourselves from the restrains that keep the status quo in place.
And by recalibrating our worldview so that it conforms to the biggerpicture provisions of the FC/NC model, we are not only provided with a
historical and moral context but also a sense of direction. This is the only
way of overcoming the challenges we are faced with, and so I hope that
readers will bear with me.
Having reviewed all this, we shall see why some individuals are more
resistant to manipulation than others, how they effectively have freed
themselves from contemporary retrains, and why these people are more
intimately connected with the values, ideals, and principles that follow
from the Wholeness concept. We shall discuss the qualitative difference
between the worldview of FC and NC individuals, and after this biggerpicture review is completed we shall look at its implications for our
system of law. In what will be a general introduction, one that lays a
foundation of our discussion of the U.S. legal system in part two and
three, we shall explore the basic difference between the FC and the NC
system of law. We shall see that the former, building on first principles,
appeals to human reason while the latter only appeals to arbitrary moral
codes, and then we shall discuss the implications for constitutional
interpretation. As will be seen, the FC-end must always be the yardstick
against which all our laws and regulations must be measured.
In the second part, we shall see what historical evidence can be found
in support of this supposition. We shall see that the founders were FC
individuals and that the American system of law was a system of
principled law. We shall then see how this system, with the progression
of time, was corrupted. The aim is not to offer a comprehensive or
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definitive history, but rather a high-speed and selective tour, focusing on
how the inherent tension between the FC and NC paradigm has shaped
the evolution of American law. We shall see how American lawyers
gradually fell into a habit of NC reasoning as a result of a pressure to
conform to the expectations of the status quo. And after discussing how
modern doctrines, generally speaking, are flawed and incompatible with
first principles, a more in-depth view shall be provided in part three.
In this part we shall get into specifics. We shall discuss how false
doctrines and unprincipled reasoning has shaped drug policy and how the
courts have failed to properly apply the Constitution when challenges to
the drug law have been made. Again, much of the focus will be on the
qualitative difference that separates FC from NC reasoning, and again we
shall explore the weakness of the latter as compared to the former.
Finally, in part four, we shall return to the bigger picture and see how
the tension between the FC and NC paradigm has informed the evolution
of society. We shall see how, as society matures, the FC paradigm is
gradually being integrated, and how modern trends indicate that it is
about to become the dominant influence on our system of law. We shall
also say something about social engineering for FC and NC purposes
before the implications for American society—and the founders’
vision—will be discussed.
The book should be accessible to the common reader as well as
specialists in law and I hope you enjoy this journey through the
transpersonal framework of perception.

Roar Mikalsen
Bastöy Prison,
July 4, 2016.
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PART ONE
FRAMING THE
COMING-INTO-BEING
OF LAW
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1
MAPPING THE HUMAN PSYCHOLOGY
“Men, it has been well said, think in herds; it will be seen that they
go mad in herds, while they only recover their senses slowly, and one
by one.”1
―Charles Mackay―

TO SUCCESSFULLY MAP OUT the greater landscape from which law comes
into being, we must begin with the forces that act upon us individually
and en masse. These forces define behavior at different levels of
psychological maturity and depending on the level of maturity different
types of society result. It may sound complicated, but it is not. Indeed, as
we shall see, it is all remarkably simple, and it is because we as a society
have failed to put sufficient weight on a much-neglected variable that
problems abound.
This variable is human psychology, the environment of thought
which we inhabit, and few pay much attention to it. Like a fish in its
element does not see water, we are immersed in an environment of beliefs
where fundamental assumptions about reality are rarely questioned or
made explicit. Our ideas about ourselves and the world are simply taken
for granted. They form our identity, they shape our society, they
determine what kind of legal system we shall have—and yet we hardly
ever question the premises of our suppositions. We devise clever and
ingenious systems of political theory, legal theory, and so on, but we fail
to begin where we should—i.e., with a map of human psychology.

1
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If we did, we would have seen humanity’s problems and challenges
in a new light. We would have had a bigger frame of reference from
which to measure ourselves and society—and because we need this
context to make sense of the world, this is where we begin.

1.1 THE FULL CONSCIOUSNESS &
THE NULL CONSCIOUSNESS MODEL
By building on research from developmental, transpersonal, and social
psychology I have put together a map that explains the dynamics that
define the relationship between individual and society at different levels
of maturity. My first premise, that individuals are at different levels of
psychological development, may be seen as controversial—especially
from the perspective of those inhabiting the lower-end of the FC/NC
model. Indeed, it is in the nature of things that these people cannot even
conceive of normative growth. At this level, the world is seen as a valueneutral place, one where fact and value are two different things, and so it
will appear self-evident that there can be no “higher” or “lower” human
development—and that those who perceive differently must be deluding
themselves. Nonetheless, psychologists have studied the issue and based
on their findings we can clearly trace individual development from the
NC to the FC-end.2
First of all, different traits are found at different stages, running from
the fear-oriented, isolated, shallow, value-free and fragmented
perspective found at the NC-end to the love-oriented, value-laden,
holistic, and integrative perspective found at the FC-end. Second,
psychologists have found that the NC-end equals mental illness while the
FC-end equals health and well-being. And third, they have found that
individuals, as a rule, will advance in one direction: they will develop
2
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from the NC towards the FC-end—and not the other way around.
Stagnation at one level may be frequent, but it will be attributed to
growth-inhibiting factors and when such problems are resolved they
progress towards the FC-end.3
More shall be said on this, but while some at this point may want to
disregard these findings the FC/NC model should be accepted as useful
by skeptics alike. Not only does it allow us to predict and understand the
interactions between the parts and the whole; it provides us with an idea
of what results changes in consciousness will bring, and it helps us, in
broad terms, control for different variables in our environment whether
they be internal (psychological) or external. In other words, it is a reliable
model for social engineering, one that provides us with a testable
hypothesis that will work with a 100 percent certainty whether we apply
it to ourselves or on a mass-scale. No matter where we would find
ourselves on this scale we are provided with a greater context, one that
lays out the terrain in either direction. And even though some may take
issue with my premise that some types of human characteristics, some
types of societal organization, and some types of justice systems are
better than others, there is evidence to suggest they are4—and I suspect
that even moral relativists would prefer a peaceful, loving, harmonious
and liberty-oriented society rather than a war torn, fear-ridden, crimeriddled, and hierarchical police state.
Hence, as some human traits and some societies clearly exhibit
qualities that are more appealing to reason than others, this premise is
difficult to contest.

3
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That being said, we shall now examine the greater forces that shape
law into being, and the relationship between law and the whole can be
seen as a Russian nesting doll. According to this analogy, society’s body
of law represents the innermost doll; this is wrapped inside the bigger
sphere of political theory (or societal workings); and this greater body of
politics is enveloped by an even greater framework, by the realm of
human psychology. To continue this analogy, that to whatever extent we
find a dissonance between theory and practice at the level of law or
politics we would by necessity be dealing with a schizophrenic nesting
doll, because this distance will always have to be traced back to the level
of psychology. As this is the most fundamental level, it follows as
axiomatic that a dissonance at other levels has its roots in our psyche—
or to be more correct, for we are dealing with the nature of mass-events,
that it has roots in the collective psyche. If we want to understand the
status quo, then, we better begin with this mighty variable.

1.2 THE IMPACT OF THE COLLECTIVE CONSCIOUSNESS
The concept of the collective consciousness, while familiar to
psychologists and sociologists,5 has escaped the attention of jurists.
However, we have ignored it at our own peril. And to set the stage for a
greater frame of reference, one that provides us with an understanding of
the context in which law has evolved, we begin with the premise that a
system of law can never be better than that for which the collective
consciousness allows.
As we shall see, our system of law will faithfully mirror the quality
of this variable, which in essence is a self-containing multitude. It is the
sum of all our minds, and our system of law will at any given time reflect
the contemporary legal consciousness of the average citizen. I am not
saying that legal scholars have no more wisdom to contribute to the
system of law than an uneducated man—some obviously do. I am saying
that the system of law as a whole must reflect the average consciousness

5
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because it is the sum of all our minds. Therefore, to the extent that
positive (FC) qualities such as love, autonomy, understanding,
compassion, tolerance, integrity, wisdom, and a sense of community
prevails, such qualities will be replicated in the criminal justice system.
Indeed, to the extent that such qualities define us we will have little need
of such a system at all. It is also axiomatic that to whatever extent
negative (NC) qualities such as hatred, intolerance, bitterness,
selfishness, irresponsibility, avarice, frustration, and ignorance prevails,
this will characterize our system of law (and politics) in the opposite
direction.
From this premise it follows that the only way we can change things
for the better is by making sure that the influence of positive values is
strengthened en masse. If we want to live in a world where people are
more cooperative and loving, where they respect each other’s integrity
and autonomy, and where crime is nonexistent, we have no other choice
than to find a way to empower our positive inclinations. No doubt our
current model of criminal justice does a poor job in this regard, no doubt
there are ways by which this can be done more effectively—and no doubt
doing so necessitates a fundamental review of our most basic
assumptions.
We shall have more to say on this but to continue our discussion on
the collective psyche, its impact is colossal. Even though most of us never
give it much thought, it is there, and we are all in its embrace. From the
day we are born we will be shaped in its image. Through our upbringing
we absorb the norms of society and are molded. We are like a sponge that
not only soaks up society’s moral codes but its most commonly held
beliefs. This is positive in the sense that, like a magnet, the collective
psyche lifts our understanding to the cognitive level of the average
citizen. However, it is a negative influence in that, as soon as we have
reached this level, it will retard further development. If we want to
advance cognitively to higher states of consciousness, we will have to do
it on our own and we will constantly feel the pressure of this massive
beast to conform to the status quo.
I say “beast,” for it has a certain existence of its own and history
assures us that it is a dumb and dangerous brute. That is, at the FC level
things would be different, but at the NC level it is a group-consciousness
slowwitted enough to feed on misconceptions, arrogant enough to ensure
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that it stays that way, and dangerous enough to take pride in its ignorant
ways.
Now, as we live in a NC society, this massive, comatose being (that
becomes manifest in the tendencies and instincts of the masses) holds us
in its grip. Our unconsciousness, our fears and mediocrity are its
lifeblood. It prays on weakness and has no clue of the possibilities and
the glory that awaits beyond its event horizon—the FC society. Thus, true
to its disposition, it will go out of its way to impede progress. As it
remains too obstinate and dimwitted to see beyond the status quo, it has
no idea of the retarded, self-defeating, and inhumane creature it has
become. Instead, fearing the unknown, its main objective is to preserve
its shoddy sense of self. It therefore frustrates any effort to break free and
discover a greater reality. Nothing is more threatening to its sense of self
than individual integrity and so the status quo preserves itself by
rewarding the opposite.
This force is equally present at the micro- and macro level, shaping
society in its image. It defines the average citizen’s worldview, just as it
manifests in the power-balance between the individual and the state and
the relationship between states. Depending on time and place, it will be
soaked with the masses’ irrational tendencies (their repressed fears and
their denial of responsibility) and if we want to understand the
psychology of mass-movements we must look to the influence of this
entity—it is due to its impact that individuals will abandon reason for
madness.
What the national psyche cannot admit to, the average individual will
predictably deny. It takes integrity to acknowledge that “the emperor
wears no clothes,” and so many people will go through life failing to see
what is right in front of them. On blind faith they will believe that
government is fundamentally a force for good; that patriotism equals
supporting their government; that the leaders of the nation are the good
guys; that they only go to war against the “bad guys”; that wars are fought
to protect wholesome values; that military service is honorable; that all is
well with the relationship between the individual and the state; that we
represent the best of humanity, and so on.
This has been the human condition for millennia. Psychologists are
well aware that clear thinking on these issues comes at a psychic cost that
few are willing to pay—and when confronted with evidence to the
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contrary and the distance between fact and fiction rears its head, the
impact of this entity makes sure that a majority will repress the natural
inclination to try and make sense of the world. It is the weight of this
entity that makes the masses embrace any government-sanctioned lie as
long as it is widely shared (and the truth is too horrible to accept), and it
is due to its influence that well-adjusted citizens will respond with anger
and denial whenever others point this out.
History speaks volumes of the misfortune caused by our will to
ignorance, our projection of inner fears to the outer world, and our
tendencies to follow authority, no matter how incoherent our leaders’
reasoning, no matter how corrupt their morals, and no matter how
repulsive their behavior. Those in authority need only appeal to our fears
and prejudices and like clockwork they reap their harvest. Wars,
genocide, persecution of minorities, forced vaccinations, and countless
other acts of violence are sure to follow in the wake of this dark alchemy
and the masses have no way of stopping this carnage. Being swept up in
a greater movement, few have the wits to see the cliff towards which they
are heading, and even fewer have the courage to oppose this mindless
race to the bottom.
As such dynamics can only persist to the extent that we let
unconsciousness govern our lives, this collective consciousness is often
referred to as the collective unconscious. Consequently, the closer we
draw towards the NC-end, the more a society will be subjected to its
impact and the more powerful its presence. Hitler’s Germany was an
example of this force taking over, and it was for this reason that Wilhelm
Reich, already before the War, described fascism “in its pure form as the
sum total of all the irrational reactions of the average human character.”6
The social dynamics unfolding in Germany at this time is a warning we
would do well to remember for the more we let unconsciousness define
us, the more hellish will be the result. Nothing good can ever come of it,
as this “creature” feeds on darkness. It is the sum of all our repressed
fears, all our denial of autonomy and responsibility, and all our childish
weaknesses that brings it to life, and it can only be conquered by a
willingness of each individual to honour those responsibilities that come
with being an adult person.
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It follows as axiomatic that the further we advance towards the FCend the more the force of this unconscious will dwindle. Indeed, quite a
few have managed to free themselves from its clutches. This will be that
percentage which holds FC status and, after a look at the connection
between the collective unconscious and the NC State, we shall see why
some are more resistant.

1.3 THE NC STATE AND THE COLLECTIVE UNCONSCIOUS
“There is only one political sin: independence; and only one political
virtue: obedience. To put it differently, there is only one offense
against authority: self-control; and only one obeisance to it:
submission to control by authority.”7
―Thomas Szasz―

We have already been introduced to the link between freedom and
responsibility. And just as there is a fundamental antagonism between the
state and the individual at the NC level, so there is the same rivalry at
play between us and the collective unconscious. Indeed, the NC State is
a manifestation of this force, and the further we draw towards the NCend the more this holds true. The NC State therefore will always equal
tyranny, whether by oligarchy, monarchy, or the mob rule of lawless,
unrestrained democracy.
To understand why, consider that the further towards the NC-end, the
more a society will be under the influence of the psychology of fear and
its inhabitants will see the world from an isolated perspective. The more
they do, the more the negative qualities of humanity will be encouraged.
Self-interest will be seen as diametrically opposed to the interests of
others and in the spirit of self-preservation people will begin to see
avarice, hostility, mistrust, ruthlessness, and so on, as virtues. This
prepares the ground for a dog-eat-dog world, one where the government
will be run by factions and individuals eager to pursue selfish ambitions.
In the game of NC power-politics, only the most egotistical, merciless,
7
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and cunning individuals can hope to get ahead, and this ensures a
dynamic where individuals with these traits will rise to the top.
It goes without saying that the people who are the most eager to play
this game will be the people who are the least fit to preside over the
interests of humanity. They will be the ones that to the greatest extent
satisfy NC criteria, those psychologist Philip Zimbardo diagnosed with
“the spiritual condition of having an inner black hole so deep within
oneself that no amount of power or money can ever fill it.”8 For these
people “whatever exists outside of one’s self has worth only as it can be
exploited by, or taken into one’s self,”9 and as nothing they do will really
serve the people, they will have to rely on brute force, propaganda,
treachery and misdirection to ensure that they stay in power. Deceit being
the name of the game in any society that fails to abide by the principles
and ideals to which it pays lip-service, those with a perceived interest in
the status quo will deny that this is so. Nonetheless, this dynamic is
clearly seen even in our society,10 and a telltale sign is its overall structure.
The only way the NC mindset can ensure its own survival is by depriving
a people of their government, and to the extent we are dealing with a
hierarchical, control- and competition-oriented structure we can see this
force at play.
In societies found at the extreme NC-end, such as Stalin’s Soviet
Union and Hitler’s Germany, this force will be so powerful that FC
values, ideals, and principles are not even acknowledged. At this level,
the nation is so informed by the psychology of fear that the leaders will
openly celebrate strength and ruthlessness as virtues. In more advanced
NC states, however, this is not so. Here, the government must honor the
standards that follow from the Wholeness perspective, but it will be little
more than a ruse. It will be a ploy for officials to look more trustworthy
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in the eyes of the populace, and they can only hope that their subjects will
be sufficiently defined by NC traits for it to work.
If this is so, such a collective state of schizophrenia can carry on for
decades, even centuries. At the surface all will be well with the world,
but behind the façade powerful forces will be at play to ensure that theory
and practice remain separate. These forces will be both psychological and
political. At the level of politics, the distance between theory and practice
will be maintained by propaganda, violence, a culture of impunity, and a
system of arbitrary law, while at the level of psychology, defense
mechanisms such as repression, denial, projection, and scapegoating will
keep reality from imposing.
The impact of these forces will be discussed. But it is in the nature of
things that the FC and the NC worldview are fundamentally opposed and
those in charge will see human rights activists and FC individuals as a
threat to their powerbase. It is for this reason that the basic antagonism in
the NC-realm is not between capitalism or communism or any other
government-sanctioned ideology. Instead, it is between individualism
and statism. The defining traits of individualism are integrity, autonomy,
and responsibility, and it follows that in the NC State these qualities will
be deeply despised. Just as the collective unconscious would lose its
mighty sweep had people not been seriously lacking in these traits, so the
NC State, which owes its existence to the same lack of traits, would be
doomed should individuality in any meaningful sense emerge. The NC
State therefore can be expected to fight for its own survival, and from this
results its force of inertia: In order to preserve its own existence, it will
advance ruthless, self-serving and fear-driven individuals to positions of
power; it will reward obedience and punish integrity; and it will fight our
natural drive towards becoming members of the FC community.
I say natural drive, as given ideal circumstances we would follow our
natural inclination to grow up and become FC individuals. We shall have
more to say on this, but history is a testimony to the inherent tendency
for growth. From generation to generation, humanity over-comes the
obstacles associated with living in a world governed by NC reasoning,
and transpersonal theorists have had much to say on how this process
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applies collectively.11 Historically speaking, we can therefore see the
evolution of society as a progress towards a more and more just order—
towards an ever more autonomy-actualizing society with all it entails of
an increasingly fine-tuned balance between the individual and the
collective. However, as of yet we remain primarily under the influence
of those dynamics that define NC societies. And this being so, those who
want a career in the upper echelons can expect to be successful only to
the extent that they leave all sense of personhood aside.
This is system profiling 101. Just like the collective unconscious the
NC system can be said to have an identity of its own, and to ensure its
own preservation it will embrace us to the extent we become one with it
and reject us to the extent we have a mind of our own. Now, being an
advanced NC society, our situation is more nuanced, as in the FC State
(from which we share some traits) the dynamics will be reversed, and the
state will reward those officials with the most integrity to top positions.
However, as of yet we have not arrived at this level. We have a way to
go until theory and practice becomes one, and the closer a system is to
the NC-end the more threatened it will be by human integrity, the more
it will be inhabited by “system-zombies,” and the more it will be defined
by robot-psychology. Always eager to hide its true nature, an advanced
NC State will make every effort to praise FC values, but if one wonders
what kind of system we are dealing with we need only look at how it
treats whistleblowers and conscientious objectors. To the extent society
exists at the FC-end, they will be respected and rewarded for their
personal courage and vice versa. And looking to people like Edward
Snowden, Bradley Manning, Brad Birkenfeld, and Susan Lindauer the
diagnosis should be clear.
From this fact alone—never mind all the other symptoms of NC traits
we shall discuss—we can conclude that we are not yet the society we
pretend to be. And it is for this reason that system representatives, as
Reich pointed out, “never orient [themselves] in terms of truth, but in
terms of illusions, which usually correspond to the irrational structure of
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the masses.”12 Psychologically speaking, they are under great pressure to
conform to the expectations of the status quo, and the chasm between
theory and practice can only be bridged (on its terms) by rejecting reality.
This is therefore what they must do; this is the price they must pay for
having a career. It takes its toll psychologically, as there will always be a
quiet voice within telling them that they should know better, that they
should stand up for what is right. But the pressure of the collective
unconscious weighing too heavily, the result is a given: They will do what
it takes to fit in, and they will choose NC over FC traits.
This tendency is so common that we cannot really hold it against
them. After all, our representatives would not have been under such a
pressure to conform unless we all, en masse, every day chose to live the
same lie—and if we want to study this dynamic of denial and repression,
there is no better arena than the War on Drugs and the War on Terror. If
it was not for our eagerness to deny reality, none of these campaigns
would be with us today, and they are proof that humanity is still being
moved by unconsciousness. As we shall see, the bigger and the more
horrible the lie, the more ardently it will be embraced. Psychological
defense mechanisms ensure that for NC individuals denial will be the
only option—and so the more easily exposed a lie, the more they will
attack those who speak truth.
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1.4 THE FORCES THAT KEEP THEORY AND PRACTICE SEPARATE
“My inclination to be relieved of having to think, particularly about
unpleasant facts, helped me to sway the balance. In this I did not differ
from millions of others. Such mental slackness above all facilitated,
established, and finally assured the success of the Nationalist
Socialist system.”13
―Albert Speer, Hitler’s Minister of Armaments―

As mentioned, the forces that maintain a distance between theory and
practice are both psychological and political. At the level of politics, the
distance will be maintained by propaganda, violence, a culture of
impunity, and a system of arbitrary law, while at the level of psychology
defense mechanisms such as repression, denial, projection, and
scapegoating will keep reality at bay. The political forces, however, are
secondary and psychological incentives will be the primary reason why
this state of schizophrenia is allowed to endure.
“Schizophrenia” is not an exaggeration, for in the NC society there
will be a tremendous pressure on people to betray their values. Our
identity being connected with these values, they cannot be distorted
without also undermining and distorting our sense of self, and so the
pressure to conform to the status quo will result in a cognitive discord
that can only be labeled as a sickness of the mind, no matter how
widespread.
First of all, the problem is this. Having established a system that in
name only represents the ideals and values that follow from Wholeness,
what the state actually does must be credited as reflecting these values.
The ruling ideology is supposed to equal all things good and decent and
so leaders will have to portray everything they do as embodying
wholesome traits and qualities. No matter how appalling the state action,
no matter how disgraceful the behavior of its representatives, and no
matter how loathsome the moral codes of society, they must be praised
as conforming to proper ethics.
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Now, we know that the NC system will necessarily be built on a false
foundation. It will be a social order whose authority depends on lies,
deception, and false presumptions, and so it will have to spin night into
day to ensure its own preservation. Thus, in the NC society a collective
state of schizophrenia is slowly induced, for as in Orwell’s dystopian
novel Nineteen Eighty-Four words will have to embody their opposites.
Truth being the ultimate enemy, it can no longer be afforded a reality of
its own. It can only be whatever the government says it is, and to the
degree leaders maintain an aura of respectability (i.e., to the extent they
manage to define reality on their terms) this Orwellian process will be
complete. The system of values will be broken down and deformed into
something wholly different, something satanic, schizophrenic, and
spiteful.
In such a society the concept of right and wrong will be deformed
into something that no longer makes sense. What serves the state will be
promoted as something good, something that is rewarded and worth
striving for, and so the qualities attached to the concept of “virtue” will
include deceitfulness, avarice, arrogance, ignorance, viciousness,
hatefulness, deviousness, ruthlessness, treacherousness, and blind
obedience. Furthermore, these negative traits’ opposites (righteousness,
kindness, truthfulness, critical thinking, helpfulness, autonomy, etc.) will
have to be reinterpreted as bad, something to be punished—and thus
ashamed of. Such attributes threaten the authority of a despotic order and
so they will have to be redefined. Personal strength therefore will be
defined as personal weakness, courageous behavior will be described as
cowardly, peaceful protesters will be identified as terrorist sympathizers,
more forceful agitators for reform will be classified as terrorists, and so
on.
The further towards the NC-end, the more pronounced this tendency
will be. Even so, we do not need to look hard for the same dynamic at
play in our society. We see it when agents of the state label
whistleblowers such as Edward Snowden as “arrogant” and a “criminal”
for having the integrity to expose the monstrosity of the surveillancestate. We see it in how drug prohibitionists demonize those who fail to
abide by their moral codes. We see it in how citizens are taught that
telling authorities about their children’s drug use is not snitching but
helping them understand the consequences of their actions. We see it in
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how these people describe themselves as crusaders for all that is good
and decent while they persecute drug users, force them into prison or
“rehabilitation” camps, and break up families. We see it in how the
government and mainstream media present warfare as peacekeeping
operations. We see it in how they try to project an image of the 9/11-truth
movement as terrorist sympathizers. We see it in how conspiracy
theorists en masse are being derided as a kooky bunch. We see it in how
war is presented as a noble endeavor. And we see it in how soldiers are
celebrated and honored for their service in illegal wars.
It all may all seem compelling to individuals whose worldview is
defined by the NC Groupmind. Nonetheless, in the sanctuaries of our soul
we know better, and we see the psychic costs of clinging to reversed
moral codes on American soldiers’ psychological problems and suicide
rates—many more killing themselves back home than dying in combat.
The latter is exactly what we can expect from such a system. So is
the fact that 25 percent of Americans report to have been mentally ill last
year, for this tension between reality-in-fact and reality-as-thegovernment-says-it-is creates a pressure, a dissonance that can only be
overcome by self-deception and delusional belief systems. This again is
bound to have further corrosive effect on our moral identity and the fabric
of society, for truth and moral identity are intimately linked. Thus, as
most people do not have the stamina to oppose the state, they must, to
preserve their sanity, lay aside their critical faculties and sense of
integrity. They also must disengage themselves from any meaningful
moral standard, for only in so doing can they accept a dissonance so
overwhelming that it, to a thinking person, would be impossible to ignore.
So it is that self-deception feeds on itself. These individuals may be
exemplary in the eyes of the state but having lost touch with their inner
moral compass, their sense of self is no longer rooted in any meaningful
conception of values. For all intents and purposes the FC-world has
become the NC-world and vice versa—and so it is that they, in the name
of humanism, will trample the very values on which humanism is built.
They will become policemen, prison employees, justices, lawyers,
academics, soldiers, public officials, and bureaucrats loyal to the status
quo. And because they do, the system’s force of inertia will continue to
take us ever further from that path staked out by the Founding Fathers.
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It is a sad story. But if we are to understand the difference between
the FC and the NC mindset and the forces that ensure that theory and
practice remain separate, it must be told. The first step to recovery, as
they say, is admitting that there is a problem. And if we are to understand
why people choose madness over reason (for it is a choice, at some
level—and it is madness, only commonly shared) we have to recognize
the impact of the collective unconscious. It is due to the pressure of this
entity that the dynamic unfolds, as the power of group conformity is too
enormous. Resistance creates an emotional burden most find impossible
to shoulder, and so it is that the bigger the lie, the more eagerly it will be
embraced.
When all is said and done it is this, our willingness not to think about
things, that makes it possible for theory and practice to remain separate.
And as Hannah Arendt discovered after her study of the Nazi psychology,
the ideal subject of tyrannical rule is not the person who is convinced of
a totalitarian ideology; it is the person for whom the distinction between
fact and fiction, truth and falsehood is no longer of any relevance.14
Our need to conform to the demands of situational forces has been
keenly studied by social psychologists. More than 25,000 experiments
including some 8 million people have been done confirming the power
of situational and systemic factors in determining our behavior and the
findings are astounding. They reveal that most of the population will
torture another human being to death as long as certain situational factors
(such as the orders being given by a seemingly authorized person) are in
place.15 And they reveal that no matter how horrible their acts, normal
people will have little problem rationalizing their behavior. In short, they
reveal that people will not really think about things. From this research,
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our ability to disengage morality and critical thinking whenever
situational forces stipulate it is empirically validated.16 And based on his
findings from experiments conducted in 19 American towns, Stanley
Milgram (see note 15) concluded that “if a system of death camps were
set up in the United States of the sort we had seen in Germany, one would
be able to find sufficient personnel for those camps in any medium-sized
American town.”17

1.4.1 THE LURE OF COLLECTIVISM
If we are to take ourselves seriously, then, we must recognize that we are
not really that different from the people who were born in Germany in
the first half of the 20th century. There was nothing inherently evil that
made them embrace the Nazi movement, just as there was nothing about
the Nazi regime that was alien to the state. In fact, Hitler’s Germany and
Stalin’s Soviet Union were the logical conclusion of the state project at
the NC level of operations. It was the NC State revealing its true nature,
as these tyrants merely embraced inherent tendencies.
Truth be told, one of the most important lessons we can draw from
history is that if it were not for the distance between theory and practice
neither Hitler nor Stalin would have come into power. Nazism may have
been an easy lure, given its scapegoating and grandiose vision, but it was
because Western democracies falsified their own foundation by openly
mocking the values to which they aspired that fuel was given to the
dynamic which ensured their arise. It was, after all, easy for fascists and
communists to see the duplicity of Western democracies. To anyone who
cared to look the liberal principles of self-determination and equality
were words bereft of essential meaning and behind the façade was the
reality of oppression and inequality. It is little wonder then that a
countermovement arose. We see the exact same dynamic at play today in
16
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the fertile ground for extremist movements such as Islamic State (IS).
Drone killings can only increase local hostility. The same is true with
open invasion, and only to the extent we represent FC ideals, values, and
principles can we fight terrorism and extremist ideologies. The same was
true a hundred years ago, and as Normand and Zaidi noted:
“It should not be forgotten that fascism was primarily a positive
ideology that appealed to a shared sense of strength, ethics, and honor
based upon service to the community. Under fascism, individual
members of a community were mobilized through an idealized
version of one destiny by one will under one leader, as opposed to the
egoistic self-interest of bourgeois liberalism that set each man against
his compatriots: Against liberalism’s glorification of the selfish
individual they proposed the spirit of self-sacrifice, obedience and
communal duty.”18

The same can also be said of communism: both movements started
out as a result of good intentions—as a sincere attempt to deal with the
afflictions associated with the NC State. Even so their solution, to do
completely away with the notion of individual sovereignty, should have
raised eyebrows. The idea of individual rights may have been of little
consequence and Western powers may have used it as a ploy to hide a
more sinister reality. However, it was all that stood between the people
and the oppressive forces intrinsic to NC Government—and if history
had not yet provided sufficient lessons, these movements would make it
clear that wherever rights are sacrificed for the common good, lives soon
will follow. It is estimated that Soviet leaders killed some 60 million
people in the seventy-year period after 1917 and the Nazis probably
would have outdone them had they not been defeated. No more
murderous regimes ever soiled the earth—and in hindsight it should be
easy to see that fascists and communists alike mistook the disease (i.e.,
unrestrained government) for the cure.
At some level it is possible to understand their confusion. After all,
the concept of individualism may at first glance be construed as an
ideology only selfish and greedy people would endorse—one that, if
carried to its logical conclusion, would mean the death of society. The
18
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lure of collectivism therefore is that it appeals to our good-hearted nature.
We naturally want to contribute and to use our powers for the greater
good, and it is precisely for this reason that so many people are drawn to
collectivist movements. On some level it is liberating to join them, to be
inspired by the promise of a glorious future, to fight for a greater cause,
and to be swept away by their momentum. However, such movements
will always fail to deliver on their promise and the power of the collective
unconscious explains why. First of all, it ensures a dynamic that attracts
self-serving and control-oriented individuals to positions of power. There
will be a totalitarian drive inherent in the NC State and the only thing that
can offset this trend is the FC mindset. To the extent this is present the
destructive dynamics that follow from the NC mindset will be reversed
and a better world can be built. However, mass-movements in NC
societies are never grounded on a foundation of respect for individual
integrity; they are never all-inclusive; they are never moved by reason;
and the psychology of love never feeds the momentum. Instead, we see
the opposite: they are collectivist; they are authoritarian; they are
exclusive; they are driven by passion; and the psychology of fear feeds
the momentum.
Hence, a destructive dynamic takes over. The end-result is always a
given, because without a supportive basis in individual integrity the
center cannot hold. Psychologically speaking, such movements gain their
momentum from nothing but repressed fears—fear of autonomy, fear of
responsibility, etc.—and this is why they are so appealing. Their essence
is the idea of some supreme authority figure (whether it be in the form of
one individual, God, or the state) who will free us from the unbearable
affliction of being granted free will; who will remove from our shoulders
the responsibility that comes with being autonomous individuals; and
who in his/its infinite wisdom will arrange a perfect society—one in
which no one is really free but where, at the very least, everyone is
“secure” from the burden of autonomy/responsibility.
This is the lie that takes on new forms from century to century. It is
passed on by politicians and intellectuals alike, but the truth is that no
society can be liberated unless everyone begins to realize inherent FC
qualities. It does not matter what ideology the NC State officially
embraces, whether it be fascism, communism, socialism, or just plain
democracy. The only vision that can help us forward is a truthful embrace
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of FC traits, for only to the extent that this is done will we be moved by
consciousness rather than unconsciousness.
Now some may disagree, thinking that all it takes is for the right
leader to emerge (usually having themselves in mind) and then a more
perfect world can be realized. However, without a supportive basis in FC
qualities any collective movement will stray afar. It will be moved by
repressed fears rather than reason, and we will be adrift on the great seas
of the collective unconscious with no compass or direction, with no hope
of reprieve or salvation. It will be the same old story where prejudice and
passion will inform the passing of law and ensure its continuance, where
oversized enemy images will ravage society, where dominance-oriented
factions will be empowered, and where the masses will be moved by
unconscious desires rather than conscious choices.
The problem, as always, is that the masses deceive themselves. On
one hand, they insist that they want freedom and autonomy, while they
fear the responsibility that comes with being a sovereign individual.
Hence, they will embrace paternalistic policies and they will want leaders
who expose the self-asserting qualities they themselves lack. Thus, the
more helpless, shameful, and weak they feel, the more they will promote
leaders who display an aura of strength and promise salvation in return
for obedience. These leaders, however, will (in any meaningful sense) be
just as helpless and weak, for they are no more in charge of themselves
than the rest of the citizenry. To the contrary, they will be those who to
the greatest extent overcompensate for emotional distress in childhood,
seeking to push aside feelings of worthlessness and lack of trust by
dominating others. With such individuals in charge and overly
submissive citizens at hand to do their bidding, everything is set for
disaster. It is the timeless tale of the blind leading the blind, and so the
history of NC states is an unending cycle of misfortune and cognitive
dissonance.

1.4.2 THE CONNECTION BETWEEN UNCONSCIOUSNESS AND FEAR
History never fails to drive home this lesson: That in the name of all
things good, the state will use collectivism as an excuse to destroy the
individual, making itself all-powerful in the process. This is not
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something civil servants strive towards consciously; we do not need a
group of sinister plotters in the innermost sanctuaries of government to
bring about this dynamic (although it helps). All it takes is that we let our
officials do what they normally do—i.e., let the winds of the collective
unconscious guide them in whatever direction it might blow.
It is no coincidence that these winds often prove dreadful as there is
a powerful connection between unconsciousness and fear. Indeed, the NC
mindset draws its very validity from the psychology of fear, and the
further we draw towards the NC-end the greater will be its impact. As
philosopher Eric Hoffer noted, “it is when power is wedded to chronic
fear that it becomes formidable,”19 and rulers know this. It is a law of NC
politics that power will increase only to the extent that they can nourish
an atmosphere of fear, as fearless people would never give away control
of their lives. Fearful people, on the other hand, do not want
responsibility. They want others to save them from themselves (or
whatever external threat they fear), and they are looking to authorities to
do it. In truth, it is a double blessing for the agents of tyranny: fearing
responsibility, people will also fear knowledge, and they will prefer
ignorance to inconvenient truths. Hence, for that percentage of the
population who thrive in the game of power-politics—those with a
spiritual black hole no amount of power or wealth can fill—fear is their
mightiest ally.
Now, we cannot know how many of our public servants who suffer
from such a condition as they will never admit to it. However, it is certain
that those with this condition will be drawn to positions of power and that
they will be successful (and plentiful) to the extent society draws near to
the NC-end. It is also certain that they will shun no means in their quest
for power. We can safely assume that they will join with others like them;
that they are intelligent enough to know how to manipulate others as a
means to their end; that no war and no machinery of oppression would
ever have come into being if wasn’t for the presence of such individuals
in our governments; and that to the degree they are successful in their
quest, the individual citizen will be enslaved. Students of power-politics
know this and as H.L. Mencken observed, these people will prosper in
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proportion to the extent they “excel in the intervention of imaginary perils
and imaginary defenses against them.”20
It is for this reason that FC individuals are especially watchful when
it comes to enemy images. And whether it be a war on communists,
terrorists, or drugs that agents of the state will have us embrace, wise
people will take care to double-check the validity of the enemy image
they are being sold. It is, after all, the energy of these images that keeps
war-profiteers afloat; that feeds the authoritarian forces inherent in
government; that ensures people will turn on each other; that makes them
turn to authority for protection; and that makes them freely give up their
rights in exchange for promises of security. Hence, every time FC
individuals hear officials embrace the psychology of fear and claim that
the interests of the collective (meaning the state) must trump the interests
of the individual, they will see the writing on the wall and know that this
logic was the foundation of every tyranny ever conceived.
Thus, they will not buy into such reasoning, no matter how wellintentioned. They will know that “collectivism” is just another cry for
unrestrained government. They will know that there is no conflict
between individualism and the interests of society. And they will know
that individualism is in fact the only ideology that properly protects the
interests of the individual and society. History confirms this beyond
doubt for every time collectivism is allowed to blossom, we see tragedy
follow in its wake. The ideology of individualism, with the value it
provides human dignity, the protection it provides against undue
infractions, and the limits it puts on state power, is the only ideology that
can hold the forces of despotism at bay—and it is for this reason that all
FC documents build from this basis.
As we shall see, the U.S. Constitution and modern-day human rights
conventions are all such documents. Their purpose is to bar against the
tyrannical potential inherent in every government, to maintain the
integrity of the fabric of society by putting a leash on authority, and to
bring attention to the ever-present dynamics between the individual and
the NC State. The social dynamics discussed were well-known to the
founders and they did everything in their power to ensure a foundation
from which a new type of society could spring into being. They also knew
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that their work could only be successful to the extent that the people were
motivated and guided by FC traits. And if one should wonder why the
Constitution today is in shambles and the political philosophy of the
founders remains distorted, the answer is simple: It is because we all
collectively fail to honor the ideals on which America was built. To this
day NC traits are more commonly embraced than FC traits, and James
Boward observed the result:
“[Since the period of the founders, we] have seen the sapping of most
restraints on arbitrary government power. American political thinking
suffers from a romantic tendency to appraise government by lofty
ideals rather than by banal and often grim realities; a tendency to
judge politicians by their rhetoric rather than by their day-to-day
finagling and petty mendacity; and a tendency to view the expansion
of government power by its promises rather than by its results.”21

As long as unconsciousness continues to guide our ways, this state of
affairs will only escalate. The totalitarian aspects of the NC State will
become ever more empowered until all pretenses of abiding by the
founders’ Constitution are gone. Even so, the ultimate authority resides
in the people. And to the extent that a population empower themselves—
to the extent people take responsibility for their lives and value
autonomy—they will have a government responsive to their voice. The
dynamics between us and our government fully depends on our
sentiments, and while a majority remains unduly influenced by the
collective unconscious, there are also those who have not lost touch with
the inner compass. This will be that percentage who qualify for FC status,
and we shall now see why some refuse to take part in a collective
psychosis—why some, indeed, will “walk the talk.”
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1.5 INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT
“The empirical fact is that self-actualizing people (fully evolved and
developed people) are also our most compassionate, our great
improvers and reformers of society, our most effective fighters against
injustice, inequality, slavery, cruelty, exploitation (and also our best
fighters for excellence, effectiveness, competence). . . . [They are] the
most fully human persons.”22
―Abraham Maslow―

Having been introduced to the influence of the collective consciousness,
how it informs thought and behavior, and how the NC State results from
the extent to which we fail to take our ideals seriously, it is time to look
at our personal development. We have seen that individual development
springs from the collective consciousness; that depending on time and
place this greater variable will be saturated by different qualities, and that
these qualities again will determine how individuals perceive the world.
We shall soon see why some are more resistant to its influence, but before
we do, let us start with basics.
As mentioned, the dynamic unfolding between the individual and
society is a variable in constant flux and what changes it is our level of
consciousness. The spectrum of consciousness is wide, and researchers
have found that not only individuals but societies tend to evolve from the
NC towards the FC-end. Each opposing end is defined by diametrically
opposed traits and in one end of the spectrum we will find enlightenment
and in the other self-annihilation. The defining traits at the FC-end will
be responsibility, autonomy, reason, coherence, expansion, freedom,
wholesomeness, rationality, integrity, and wisdom, while those at the
NC-end will be slavery, heteronomy, contraction, irresponsibility,
inconsistency, dependency, dissipation, confusion, irrationality, passion,
infantilism, and lunacy. This is the spectrum from which we must choose:
Between wholeness and fragmentation, between light and darkness,
between consciousness and unconsciousness, between sanity and mental
illness, between value-fulfillment and value-obliteration, between love
22
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and fear, between equality and hierarchy, between autonomy and
tyranny.
While most of us will be influenced by both FC and NC traits, this is
the continuum of options. We can either feed the forces that move us
towards destruction—those of the collective unconscious—or we can
wise up, take our inner world seriously, confront our fears, work out our
issues, arrive at higher and higher states of consciousness and become
ever more enlightened. It is either-or and based on our preferences we
will move in either direction on the FC/NC model.
Depending on our choices en masse certain consequences are also
bound to follow. If we exhibit NC qualities we will have increasingly
control-oriented, competition-oriented, and hierarchical social structures.
We will have a social dynamic that punishes positive traits and rewards
negative. We will have an atmosphere that breeds enemy images, fear,
estrangement, conformity, mental sickness, and tyranny. And we will
have self-serving public officials that represent the worst of mankind.
This, however, is only one side, and to the extent we choose the other we
will have a dynamic that ensures the opposite.
While the choice, put in this perspective, should be easy, it is not
always so. Nothing can be more demanding than to accept the
responsibility that comes with being an adult and the lure of escape can
be tempting. Denial is one of several predictable defense mechanisms
when faced with a reality that threatens to overwhelm us and most are
very good at ignoring difficult questions. However, to the extent that we
do, we are sure to feed the collective unconscious and ensure a dynamic
that leaves it to the most fear-ridden and control-oriented individuals to
take us all for another hell-ride. We have already seen why this is so, and
the reason is that there is a definite relationship between the inner and the
outer world. Everything begins with this inner world. There is nothing in
the way we organize society that does not have its roots in thought—and
the more disorganized our world of thought, the more this inner chaos
will manifest.
As a society we have not matured to the point where this is obvious.
We tend to take for granted that the world is what it is and that our ideas
about it have little bearing on reality. However, truth is the opposite and
historically speaking the inherent conflict between the FC and NC
mindset explains much of the dynamic that has shaped society. On the
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one hand we have the voice of reason, the bigger perspective
understanding that humanity is really one great organism; that all human
beings are equally valuable; that we have a God-given right to life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; and that governments are instituted
to ensure that this is so. This is the FC perspective. It builds from the
perspective of Wholeness, from first principles, and everything follows.
On the other hand, we have the world of NC reasoning which sees
everything from a fragmented perspective, which sees existence as a
constant state of war, and which has little regard for the values that are
self-evident as seen from the FC perspective.
All thoughts will be more or less influenced by one or the other
perspective. All our thought processes arise from the interplay between
the whole and the parts, and to the extent we are colored by one or the
other opposite realities will result.
Our problem is that throughout history most have seen the world
from the NC perspective. This being so, the world has been governed by
its kind of logic and the endless series of misfortunes that have befallen
humanity are a testimony to the effect of our beliefs—they do shape our
reality. While FC individuals see the world (mainly) through the eyes of
love, NC individuals gaze upon it (mainly) through the eyes of fear, and
as our thoughts literally create our reality the horrid effects of this
mindset have seemed to confirm our worst fears. We have seen wars,
deceit, ruthlessness, oppression, and all kinds of mischief as the way of
the world, but we have not understood that we ourselves—with our
mindset—have contributed to the energy that made it so.
It should be obvious that had a greater percentage of humanity seen
the world from the FC point of view, the world would have been moved
by our positive rather than negative inclinations. We would not have had
a political process dominated by self-serving interest groups. We would
not have supported deceitful, dishonest, and ruthless politicians who
encouraged fears and prejudices, and we would not have had the
hierarchical, dominance-oriented, and competitive social order that we
have. Understanding that all wars were civil wars, there would be no war.
Understanding that the lives of others mattered just as much as ours, we
would not be so disrespectful to the interests of others. And
understanding that the inner and outer world reflect upon each other, we
would not have projected our own fears onto others.
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If we really want to get to the roots of our problems, they begin with
certain widely shared assumptions about the fundamental nature of
reality which are mostly taken for granted. Today, for example, many
people embrace the tenets of the Neo-Darwinian worldview or some
organized religion. And while the former tells us that existence has no
meaning, no value—and that you, therefore, have no meaning, no value—
the latter tells people that they are born in sin, that God (all that they see
as good) is fundamentally different from them, that “he” has made them
inadequate and debased, and that he will find a way to punish them.
Whether we are Christians, Muslims, atheists, or simply undecided,
many people are colored by such beliefs. The collective unconscious is
filled with the deluded debris that results from such massively shared
notions and most people are struggling with issues of self-worth. Had we
not been besieged by issues of guilt, we would have looked closer at these
issues. However, most people imagine the eye of God to be too terrible
to bear. Even atheists are afraid of the abyss, and so psychic walls are
installed. We will rather cling to an identity on false premises than live
naked forever, and so we reject the responsibility of facing our fear. To
the extent we do this, we will project our own inner fears and unresolved
issues onto our surroundings, and this projection mechanism again turns
the world into the horrid place it is.
To put it simple, if it were not for this all our problems would be over,
and our challenge is to find a way out of this destructive cycle. This is
what FC individuals have found, and what they have done is both simple
and infinitely difficult: They have taken their inner world seriously, dared
to confront their fears, looked at the beliefs behind them, checked them
for accuracy, found that these beliefs were deluded, and corrected their
thought structure into one of greater harmony and coherence. The most
advanced FC individuals have done this over and over—and the more
they have searched within, the more they have resolved conflicting belief
structures into ones of greater unity with the Wholeness concept. In the
process they have attained greater insight into the nature of reality, their
analytical powers have increased, and their sense of self has evolved.
This is the essence of the process that psychologists have called selfactualization. It ties the world with spirit, and as this process unfolds
people are transcending the dualistic understanding of the NC mindset.
High-end FC individuals experience this process as a blending with the
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Cosmos at higher and higher levels of completeness. Their old ego
dissolves and the apparent paradox is that the more it does the more they
build an integrity of their own. Hence, the further they advance towards
the FC-end, the more they establish their own moral platform—one that
integrates the Wholeness and whatever follows. Every step of the way,
they will become more in touch with FC standards; they will become
more firmly guided by the light of these values, principles, and ideals;
and their quest becomes to represent them to the best of their ability.
Consequently, their ultimate mission will be to always—in thought,
words, and actions—embody FC values, principles, and ideals, joining
them in ever higher union.
For those who are interested in this process, I have written in depth
elsewhere.23 It is validated by psychology, and even if this is a rough
outline only, one that ignores a couple variables, we see what separates
individuals at the NC and FC level. They both started out from the same
position, free-floating on the seas of the collective unconscious. These,
however, are treacherous waters. They are a cacophony of disorganized
value systems and belief-structures, few of which are fully thought
through. Indeed, many of the most commonly shared are fundamentally
flawed misconceptions and those adrift on these seas will embrace
numerous contradictory beliefs, some more seriously deluded than
others.
At the NC level many of these beliefs are accepted as gospel. Indeed,
people will retain them even when confronted with evidence of their
inaccuracy, usually for reasons of conformity and convenience. Their
identity at this stage is simply too dependent on the group consciousness
to depart with the old belief-structure. We have already seen the power
of group conformity, and so, if they belong to a Church, they may not
want to think about dogmas in fear of being ostracized; if they are
members of a motorcycle gang, they may not want to reconsider its moral
codes in fear of being evicted; and if they work at the DEA, they may not
want to question the premises of drug prohibition in fear of losing their
job. Examples abound and there are many reasons why people will not
want to think about things.
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At some point, however, a normal person will no longer be willing to
pay the price of conformity. This price will be growth stagnation, even
mental illness, and as we have a natural leaning towards growth most will
sooner or later want to make sense of things. It does not take much to
figure out that two contradictory beliefs cannot both be true and healthy
people will want to avoid the cognitive dissonance that goes with
accepting unresolved issues. They will also know that new data cannot
be continuously ignored to preserve old beliefs, and they will want to
steer clear of the diseased psychological terrain that comes with denying
reality. Therefore, sooner or later most people will move on, leave old,
disserving, growth-inhibiting and erroneous belief-systems behind and
establish new, more coherent frames of reference. The more they do this,
the more they will build a platform of their own. They will, in short, begin
to build integrity, and the more they do, the sooner they will become
fully-fledged FC individuals. This integrity is like an island in the sea of
collective consciousness. It is the premise from which we evolve, and the
more we build our character, the more resistant we become to the ebb and
flow of the ideas from the collective consciousness.
Thus, this is the basic difference between FC and NC individuals:
They have the courage to question commonly shared beliefs and the
ability to process new information. It may not seem like much and we all
probably think we share these traits. Even so, when push comes to shove
a majority of the population will prefer ignorance to knowledge, illusion
to reality, and heteronomy to autonomy—in other words, they will lack
the integrity to weather the tides of the collective unconscious.
FC individuals, however, are free from the clutches of this force.
Having begun their inner work, (or being naturally endowed with
integrity/FC traits in the first place) they are rewarded with a sense of
identity which is grounded in something deeper and more profound than
the NC Groupmind (that part of the collective unconscious with which
most identify). Indeed, the further they evolve towards the high-end, the
more their sense of self becomes grounded in the essence of the Cosmos;
they realize that they are spiritual beings having a physical experience
and their sense of self-worth now comes from their expanded connection.
This deeper sense of self makes it not only possible for them to free
themselves from contemporary restraints. But because of this increased
connection and their integration of the bigger picture, they also move on
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to a larger conception of living than self-seeking on NC terms, which is
often motivated by personal selfishness and/or obedience to authority.
For those who have not severed the connection between their sense of
self and the NC Groupmind, it is only natural to think along these lines.
However, the inner world of FC individuals has expanded beyond the
point where they let collectively shared beliefs and prejudices define
perception. Their sense of identity being grounded in something deeper,
they no longer identify with the things they own or their social status;
they no longer feel compelled to ignore inconvenient truths; and they no
longer see self-interest as opposed to the interests of others. Because of
their expanded sense of self, their perception of self-interest will be more
far-reaching, and while NC individuals think of it in narrow terms,
detached from more all-encompassing considerations, FC individuals see
it as connected to the bigger picture.24 As they grow towards the FC-end,
their sense of responsibility therefore comes to extend beyond the realm
of the physical self (i.e., where psychopaths draw the line), beyond that
of friends and family (where most NC individuals draw the line), until it
includes humanity, the planet, and the Cosmos as a whole. Their loyalties
will, with all that it implies, more and more lie with the ideals, values,
and principles that attach to the Wholeness perspective, and this suggests
that they are less likely to be manipulated by others, more likely to
recognize injustice, and to oppose it.
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1.6 THE FC SOCIETY
“The old philosophers taught that physical birth is an accident, for
men are born into various races and nationalities according to the
laws of generation; but there is a second birth, which is not an
accident; it is the consequence of a proper intent. By this second birth
man is born by enlightened intelligence out of nation and out of race
into an international nation and an international race. It is this larger
and coming race that will someday inherit the earth. But unless a man
be born again by enlightenment, he shall not be a part of the
philosophic empire.”25
―Manly P. Hall―

Now, few individuals have climbed very high on the FC-end. But based
on findings from developmental psychology and transpersonal theory we
can estimate that at least ten percent of the population have matured to
the point where they have begun to map the relationship between the
inner and outer world. The more they excel at this task, the further they
advance into FC territory, and it goes without saying that the world will
be a vastly different place when the rest of humanity catches up.
It is in the nature of things that more and more people do. As of yet,
this group lack the political clout to have a marked systemic effect, but
they are increasing in numbers and we are closing in on our status as FC
community. A natural question then arises: what will the FC society be
like and when do we qualify for this status?
First of all, a society has reached the first level qualifying for FC
status when its representative bodies (1) recognize the difference between
the social dynamics at work in NC societies as opposed to FC societies;
when they (2) understand why this difference exists; and when they (3)
have begun to organize their labors in the service of moving us towards
greater levels of coherence. In other words, individuals in these bodies
must not only recognize basic laws in the operation of consciousness, but
they must have enough systemic sway to make policies that complement
their insights. When a society has evolved to this point the science of
25
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social engineering will be duly recognized and from there, we can expect
things to progress quickly to the betterment of humanity.
To say more on the topic of constructive social engineering, it is
autonomy oriented. In the FC society justice is preserving, protecting,
and advancing autonomy rights, while injustice is arresting, violating,
and transgressing upon autonomy rights. Hence, the task of social
engineers will be to preserve and promote as much autonomy as possible.
In this sense, FC-engineering is not about generating the greatest amount
of happiness per se. It is not about eradicating all perceived vices. Instead,
it is about protecting individual boundaries to the greatest extent. It is
about ensuring that every individual has the freedom to express herself;
to experience whatever pursuits and to realize whatever values that may
be within the limits of rational choice.
In this sense social engineers are inspired by what Amartya Sen and
others have called the capability approach, and their ambition is to ensure
that all persons have an equal amount of advantage in terms of
opportunities to achieve those things they have a reason to value.
This means that all basic needs must be provided for. The FC society
will blossom to the extent that the individual is free to determine what
he/she wants to do with his/her life, and so FC engineers a focus on the
actual opportunities of living rather than economic improvement per se.
The latter, obviously, is an important part of their equations, but they have
a wider focus than merely assessing a person’s advantage in terms of
income, wealth, and resources. One could, after all, easily imagine a
society rich in material goods, where everyone had the resources needed
to buy everything, but where freedom of choice in the greater sense—in
the sense of sexual orientation, information gathering, consciousness
experiences, and value pursuits—was very restricted.
Needless to say, this is not the idea that FC engineers have in mind.
The point of FC-engineering is not to provide a specific design for a
tightly constructed, particular form of society; social engineers have no
idea of what the end result will be. They just want to provide the best
possible framework for individual and societal growth, one that allows
for the greatest possible variety of reasonable value pursuits—one that
embraces plurality, not uniformity.
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This is the only end they have in mind.26 Knowing that all healthy
individuals will want to contribute to the best of their ability, they have
no fear that giving individual freedom greatest possible rein will be the
death of organized society or that it will be at the expense of the public
welfare. On the contrary, FC engineers know that individual-, human-,
and societal potential are one and the same, and their foremost concern is
providing a basis for sound development. If this structure is in place, all
else follows, and so the first task of social engineering will be to raise a
generation that has faith in humanity and understands the workings of
consciousness. To the extent that this is successfully done the problems
that we are so familiar with will not only become history, but the
dynamics that make NC societies/individuals come up short will be
reversed and a new era will begin.
Now, just as there are different levels of NC societies, the same goes
for FC societies. We shall not discuss the evolution of societies at the
most advanced FC-end, as this would bring us into realms where we are
ill-prepared to go. However, FC societies continually evolve into systems
of ever greater coherence and describing the social dynamics inherent in
a representative system is easy. On the level of psychology, we will have
wholesome, trusting, truthful, responsible, and autonomous individuals.
We will have individuals who have gone within, taken their inner world
seriously, and shed light on those areas that were engulfed in darkness.
Instead of repressing fears and ignoring the inner chaos that shapes and
determines NC behavior, these people will know how to balance the inner
and the outer world. Hence, they will not be ruled by unconsciousness.
Having dealt satisfactorily with their own issues, they will not project
unresolved issues onto others; they will not need scapegoats to blame for
the perceived ills of society; they will not have to deny reality to get by;
they will not have to repress emotional difficulties; and oversized enemy
images will not overpower their reasoning. We will, in short, have wellbalanced individuals and this will result in a well-balanced society.
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As we have discussed, the pressure to conform to a narrow and
prejudiced “ideal” of citizenship will not exist. Instead, people will be
encouraged to realize themselves in their own image, to follow their own
lead, and to live as they please. It will hardly be necessary to add the
obvious passage “as long as their activities do not directly hurt others,”
for as these individuals will be psychologically healthier than those of
NC societies, they will not have a proclivity to stray afar. Psychologically
speaking, every healthy individual will want to contribute to the Whole,
and so any pursuit of self-actualization, no matter how uncommon, will
be motivated by a yearning to be all they can be for humanity.
Consequently, harmonious societies will arise. To summarize their
essence, they will be equality-, autonomy-, and liberty-oriented. There
will no longer be a perceived dichotomy between self-interest and
community interest and at the level of politics there will be no more
division into right and left. The only perceived distinction will be
between constructive and destructive approaches, the former being those
solutions that follow from a reasoning derived from the Wholeness
perspective and the latter being that which follows from its opposite—
the psychology of fear.
Thus, the FC society will be a world that transcends ideology, one
that we can say is capitalist in the sense that freedom of contract and
private property rights will be duly respected; one that we can say is
socialist in the sense that the government will provide a certain minimum
of material support; and one that we can say is communist in the sense
that a certain community spirit will prevail. In short, we can say that it
represents the best of these ideologies, but most of all we can say that it
is libertarian, in the sense that the goal of society will be to advance each
individual’s liberty and autonomy rights. Because we will be dealing with
a nation where the majority qualifies as enlightened human beings, the
political process will not be dominated by self-serving factions. As a
result, the three branches of government can begin to fulfill their
contractual obligations to the people, ensuring that the state discharges
its responsibilities as a protector and advancer of human rights. Public
servants will therefore be public servants, not wolves in sheep clothing,
and a rule of transparency and accountability will ensure that whoever
violates the public’s trust will be held liable for transgressions.
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Having a more responsible citizenry, there will be a social dynamic
that rewards integrity, and this will ensure that the best and brightest will
be brought forth to positions of service and influence. These officials’
analyses and actions will be more harmonious with those that follow from
a proper integration of the Wholeness perspective. They will have a
deeper understanding of the Wholeness concept and its implications than
NC individuals, and as the narrow NC perception of self-interest will not
be a problem they will carefully weigh and balance the interests of the
individual against those of society in every equation. Considering the
complexity of societal interaction, there is still the possibility that human
errors occur, but the courts shall make sure that an effective remedy is
provided whenever complaints are made.
In other words, the social compact will be effectuated. On the level
of law, therefore, the legal system will no longer be another symptom of
the factious spirit that defines NC politics. Instead, it will be an
instrument of justice, a firm framework that will help us steady the course
towards Utopia. There will be a system of principled law, a rule of
reason—one where we will give up no more autonomy rights than
absolutely necessary for establishing a well-functioning society. Theory
and practice will be as one and legal systems around the world, being
built on the same principles of law, will mirror each other.
All in all, then, the FC society will be a cooperative venture. The
government apparatus will be more finely attuned towards the goal of
maximizing the welfare of citizens. It will, in a hitherto unparalleled
sense, be a government of the people, by the people, for the people—one
where the parts and the Whole constantly will recalibrate each other
towards that potential of greatness which is inherent in all things as we
together strive to make our world a better place.
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1.7 THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE FC AND NC PERSPECTIVE
“To see things as parts, as incomplete elements, is a lower analytical
knowledge. The Absolute is everywhere; it has to be seen and found
everywhere. Every finite is an infinite and has to be known and sensed
in its intrinsic infiniteness as well as in its surface finite
appearance.”27
―Sri Aurobindo―

As people advance from the NC to the FC-end, we have seen that their
belief- and moral structure is constantly being calibrated towards a state
of greater harmony with the Wholeness concept. As this process unfolds
people are increasingly transcending the dualistic understanding that
defines the NC mindset. Thus, to them, the thinking that separates the
world into positive and natural law, man and nature, spirit and matter,
good and evil, science and religion, sense and sensibility, body and mind,
subject and object, life and death, self-interest and community-interest,
left and right politics, and so on, is becoming increasingly obsolete.
Individuals found at the very high FC-end claim to have reconciled
all such apparent contradictions. They have done their inner work and, in
the process, come to know an expanding form of consciousness that
makes them ever more one with the Universe. For these individuals
therefore, legal theory, political theory, moral theory, social theory,
scientific theory, psychological theory, and spiritual theory all merge into
one coherent superstructure. It is obvious to them that there can be only
one valid law, one valid government, one valid science, and one valid
religion, and that they all come together as one for the ready mind.
Now, this assertion will be controversial. Like I said, perhaps 10
percent of the population will qualify for FC status, but only a few have
climbed to the point where this appears self-evident. Nevertheless, let us
for the sake of argument imagine that there could be something to it: How
can it be that the world is perceived so differently from the high-end FC
perspective and what does it look like?
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I have written about this elsewhere,28 but if we are to emphasize one
particular aspect of the high-end FC experience it is that it is deeply
spiritual. The reader may have noticed that while the NC-end represents
those aspects of our psyche that we would think of as animal-like, the
FC-end represents our godlike potentials. And as people more reliably
begin to choose the latter, they are rewarded with a more intimate
relationship with the Force that sustains existence. As this relationship
evolves, human consciousness is transformed into a type of awareness
that supersedes the one we know so well.29 From this perspective
consciousness is identified as the Ultimate reality, the one that gives rise
to matter. The brain, in other words, is perceived as a transceiver rather
than a generator of consciousness, and the Universe is seen as a sentient,
Super-conscious Organism—one that experiences itself through the play
and interaction of its fragments (us).
It bears emphasis that while this is diametrically opposed to most NC
individuals’ worldview, there is nothing unscientific about it. On the
contrary, more and more anomalies in science dictate the need for a
fundamental review of basic assumptions and more and more scientists
are moving in the direction of the FC paradigm.30 However, to continue
28
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our discussion on the high-end FC perspective, another important aspect
is that the evolution of life is seen as a purposeful unfolding. The trend
towards self-actualization, they claim, is not only found in Man but in all
things; it is built into the very fabric of existence and we see it all around
us. Atoms, molecules, rocks, single-celled organisms, multicellular
organisms, plants, animals, man, and Cosmos: All is seen as a movement
of this Cosmic Force’s inherent drive towards self-actualization at
different levels of complexity. Human evolution is viewed as an
important part of this movement. It is perceived as a steady drive towards
greater and greater levels of coherence, towards greater and greater levels
of understanding, towards greater and greater levels of value fulfillment,
and towards an ever more transcendental union with the ideational
framework upon which everything rests—those principles, values and
ideals that follow from the Wholeness.
The question is should we believe them? Is there an objective order
of morality that we can appeal to? Is it possible to find a universally valid
moral, spiritual, and political theory?
High-end FC individuals absolutely think so. To them it is simply a
matter of sufficient psychological growth before it becomes self-evident
and, having arrived at another level of being, they will explain it as if they
are standing on top of a mountain. For those at the base it will be
impossible to gain a proper overview of the mental/moral/legal/
spiritual/political/scientific landscape; therefore, to them it will be
impossible to unite all tiers. However, the higher we climb, the more we
close in on a single point of perspective, and as seen from its point of
view all those aspects of the Wholeness that appear separate at the base
ultimately merge into one coherent superstructure—one unified Whole.
It goes without saying that individuals at the base level will be highly
skeptical of such notions. To them fact and value remain two completely
different things; to them there is no inherent connection between law and
morality; to them to be a better and a wiser person is not necessarily the
same; to them science and religion is seen as opposing poles; to them the
idea that all the world’s religions could convey (and unite in) some deeper
universal truth is highly suspect; to them reason and emotion remain
opposites; to them there is a dichotomy between subject and object; to
MEDICINE (2007). For books on FC religion: SMOLEY, INNER CHRISTIANITY (2002); TEASDALE,
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them the mental and the physical are distinctly different worlds; to them
the political map is divided into different, conflicting ideologies; to them
the link between freedom and responsibility is hardly obvious; to them
positive and natural law are fundamentally at odds; to them there is only
left and right politics; and to them the idea that all of this diversity, all
these conflicting variables, can be transcended into a higher, unified
Whole is impossible to fathom.
Even so, according to scientific theory the FC paradigm holds a
superior position due to its ability to explain and integrate more data, and
the fact that the world is seen so differently from the FC and NC
perspective can be explained by the finding that psychological
development is integrative. As reason, intuition, and emotion become
more aligned, a more refined analytical power is brought to bear and
greater depth is provided. Thus, the more we grow, the more parts are
unified into wholes, and apparent contradictions at the lower levels will
be seen in a new light.

1.7.1 PARALLELS BETWEEN RELIGION AND LAW
In order to give the reader an idea of what this entails I will, in this part,
not only discuss its implications for lawyers. The qualitative difference
between FC and NC reasoning at the level of law shall be elucidated upon
later, but the tendency to integrate more and more variables can best be
explained by examining its implications across disciplines. I therefore
want to discuss the bigger-picture connotations, as it is here—in the
broadening of horizons—that we see the difference between FC and NC
reasoning.
That being said, this model of psychological growth (of integration
into greater wholes) should be easy enough for lawyers to understand.
We see the same integrative process manifested in law, and FC scholars
such as Dworkin have connected the ideal of self-government and the
idea of legitimacy to the concept of law as integrity.31 Integrity and
coherence obviously connects (even if NC scholars fail to grasp the
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connection), and so we find that a system of FC law is consistent and
whole in a manner that NC law is not. In the former, there is not only
internal but normative and principled consistency, and the FC system of
law integrates all these variables. While NC law, then, operates on only
one level, (that of positive/written law) FC law operates on multiple. By
ensuring that the positive law is calibrated to conform to a world of ethics
which again is rooted in first principles it builds a secure foundation for
itself, something NC law will never know—or its disciples allow.
Considering the obvious defects of NC law, one could be amazed that
rulers still can find lawyers who are willing to practice this trade.32
However, as seen, one must be at the FC level of cognition to see that
there is “a direct connection between integrity and the moral authority of
the law,”33 and lacking sufficient integrity, it is no wonder that NC
lawyers will prove their loyalty to power rather than reason. It takes a
lawyer of some stature to talk truth to power, just at it takes some stature
to connect with the light of first principles, but for those who do the
importance of grounding law in reason rather than passion is easily
understood. For these people it is also easy to see why all criminal law
must conform to principles of fundamental justice. And to the extent that
one has a grasp of the interconnectedness of these principles and the logic
by which they operate, one can see how the body of criminal law—if it
should be worth a damn—must be calibrated towards a state of internal
resonance.
Hence, the fact that we have two different systems of constitutional
law, one European/international and one American, should be an
indication that we have come up short. Imagine, for example, a situation
where American and European physicists accepted the same fundamental
tenets and yet operated with separate rules of engagement. It would be
obvious that leaving cultural inhibitions aside (i.e., adhering to the
principles of science and following their lead), would advance our
understanding of physics. And as the fundamental principles of law are
universally recognized (those found to the extreme NC-end excepted), it
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should be clear that the current divide between American and European
law is an arbitrary divide; that it is the result of cultural inhibitions; and
that leaving prejudices aside, we could arrive at a more harmonious
system of law—one that more in tune with the fundamental principles of
law.
The same logic also applies to religion: Just as there logically can be
only one science of physics and one science of law, there can only be one
science of spirituality. Hence, if the world’s spiritual traditions had any
merit, it could not be found by mindlessly embracing one religion and
castigating all others. Instead, as our perspective was the result of cultural
inclinations more than reason, the clever thing to do would be to broaden
our horizons and to look for the common denominators between different
religions. Only in doing so would we have an opportunity to rise above
limited perspectives, to separate the wheat from the chaff, and perhaps
get some insight into a spiritual reality that transcends time, space, and
individual/cultural understanding.
Now, for FC individuals this is self-evident, and it speaks volumes
about the power of the collective unconscious that this is controversial.
Just like mainstream psychology still fails to include the reality of the
soul, so organized religion fails to comprehend it psychologically, even
to the simplest degree, and instead of encouraging an experiential
approach to spirituality, religious leaders and NC psychologists prefer
sticking to hopelessly inadequate scripts.
In regards to psychology, however, a branch has moved beyond the
single state fallacy,34 integrating spirit. This is transpersonal psychology
which grew out of the humanistic psychology movement. Also called the
Third Force of psychology (Freud and the Behaviorists being the other
two), these psychologists studied the healthy human mind. And while
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mainstream psychologists focused on the normal range and its
pathologies, these pioneers would explore the frontiers of human
consciousness.
What they found would take them out of the NC paradigm and into
the FC paradigm, for as they mapped out the potentials of the human
psyche they began to see what the great mystics had always known: That
our psyche, individually and collectively speaking, was advancing, and
that the process itself seemed to be guided by a Greater Force.35 Their
research would not only merge psychology with disciplines as diverse as
religion and quantum physics, but they found that high-end FC
individuals had accessed states of consciousness that seemed to indicate
another evolutionary leap. These individuals would share the same
insights that one may stumble upon in the literature of the mystics.
Indeed, research indicated that all organized religions could be traced
back to high-end FC individuals and high-end FC experiences; that there
was nothing supernatural about the prophetic visions and the lives of
history’s greatest religious figures; that these were perfectly normal
manifestations of those possibilities that existed at the high FC-end; and
that, therefore, “all religions are the same in their essence and have
always been.”36
To advanced FC individuals this is all too obvious. And the only
reason why this has not been obvious to others is that the institutions that
followed in the wake of such high-level FC events were founded and
maintained by NC-level individuals. Psychologically speaking, these
groups are worlds apart, and as organized religion is the result of NC
individuals trying to interpret and make sense of the high-end FC
experience it is only natural that the outcome is a confused product. The
reason why organized religion is losing membership, therefore, is not that
spirituality has outplayed its role. Spirit never will. It is only the old NC
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version of spirituality that is struggling to keep up with the times—and
one reason why the times are changing is that more and more people are
becoming FC individuals.
We see this trend also affecting the discipline of law. As I have said
there are basically only two kinds of law—the NC and the FC version—
and the fact that the NC version has held sway is no indication of its
strength. To the contrary, it is merely an indication of the half-witted
reasoning that has passed as “law” to this day, for no better place can one
see the qualitative difference between the reasoning that takes place at
the FC and NC level. We have already seen that FC individuals are more
connected to the implications of the Wholeness concept while NC
individuals see the world from a more fragmented and isolated
perspective. We have also seen that the more they advance towards the
FC-end, the more they build an integrity of their own. The result is that
the further they advance towards this end, the more they establish their
own moral platform—one that integrates the Wholeness perspective, and
one that is connected to and aligned with the light of first principles. As
they integrate this perspective, they are rewarded with the ability to see
beyond the mental horizon of their contemporaries. They become
sufficiently grounded to see through the fog that disables otherwise able
minds—the one produced by misconstrued doctrine, aberrant criminal
codes, unfounded fears, flawed ideology, insufficient analytical powers,
the false authority of precedent.
NC individuals are not that fortunate. They have barely begun to
build this platform and so their morals will be basically those of society.
This, of course, is no sound measure from which to build a morality, and
if these people were born in Germany in the 1920s, they would with a
100 percent certainty grow up to become Nazis. It is only FC individuals
who have developed the ability for moral reasoning that transcends time
and place—and this explains the major difference between FC and NC
lawyers.
This should also explain the fact that NC individuals lack the basic
faculty needed to interpret the U.S. Constitution. As we shall see, the
Constitution was an FC document, and the founders were FC individuals.
It was their ambition to create a secure foundation upon which a new
model of state could be built, one that would secure a maximum of liberty
and happiness for all, and one that would withstand the attack of those
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factions with other ambitions. The only thing that could secure such a
foundation was first principles, and the whole point of the Constitution
was to anchor the light of these principles.
Thus, it should be apparent why NC lawyers are faced with an
impossible task, as they cannot connect with the light of first principles.
They may think they do, but NC individuals trying to interpret the
Constitution is much like NC individuals trying to interpret or understand
the spirituality of high-end FC individuals. We just saw how the result
was organized religion, and just as they cannot attempt such an endeavor
without making a mockery of spirituality, they cannot attempt to interpret
the Constitution without making a mockery of law.37 The reason why
should be obvious, for just as true spirituality will always be animated by
the ideals and values that follow from the Wholeness perspective, so true
law will always be animated by the fundamental principles of justice.
Psychological growth being integrative, we find that at the FC-end the
sources of law and religion are interconnected, and that only FC
individuals can connect with this firmament. Without this connection one
is lost, floating adrift on the seas of the collective unconscious, and so it
is that only FC lawyers can we give effect to higher law. Every effort by
NC individuals is doomed to fail, as they are in the position of children
trying to understand advanced mathematics—it just does not work.
For them to connect with the light of first principles they must first
do the inner work. They must recalibrate their mind to the point where it
is no longer polluted by the prejudices and moral codes of society, and
then, to the extent their inner world becomes harmonious with FC values
and ideals, they may access the implications of first principles. There is
no other way. And to provide further example of the extent to which FC
reasoning qualitatively differs from NC reasoning, the difference
between FC and NC law shall be elaborated upon. It will be a general
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introduction only, one that lays a foundation of our discussion of the U.S.
legal system in part two and three.
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2
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FC AND NC LAW
“Reasonable minds can certainly differ, . . . that does not mean that
there is no right or correct answer; that there are no clear, eternal
principles recognized and put into motion by our founding documents.
This was the mistake of the legal realists, and it continues to be the
mistake of the critical theorists: law is something more than merely
the preferences of the power elites writ large. The law is a distinct,
independent discipline, with certain principles and modes of analysis
that yield what we can discern to be correct and incorrect answers to
certain problems.”38
―Justice Clarence Thomas―

IN THE FC SOCIETY criminal law is no more extensive than absolutely
necessary. The use of this sanction is recognized to come at a great cost
not only to the individual but to society alike and every effort is made to
ensure that society abides by a minimalist conception of criminal law
theory. Of course, as no society will readily admit to any other doctrine,
this also applies to NC societies; no matter how oppressive the state and
no matter how bad its system of law, its officials will always claim that
their actions are no more invasive than absolutely necessary and that
everything they do is for the good of society. Therefore, what truly
separates FC and NC societies is that the former has principled
constraints in place which is not only intended to ensure that this is so
and that every infringement on individual liberty is justified by
objective—rather than subjective—criteria (even more advanced NC
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societies have this), but that these constraints achieve their proper
function and effectively ensure that their objective is being met.
Now, as Professor Husak has pointed out, to be justified, criminal
laws must satisfy each of these four constraints: (1) they must proscribe
a nontrivial harm or evil; (2) the hardship and stigma associated with such
sanctions may be imposed only for conduct that is wrongful (that violates
others rights); (3) violations of criminal laws must result in punishments
that are deserved (they must be proportionate to the crime); and (4) the
burden of proof must be placed on those who advocate the use of criminal
sanctions.39
It is important to note that the latter means that the state must be
prepared to justify the existence of the criminal law.40 It is also important
to note that even though we live in a NC society this system of law is
already in place, at least theoretically. Human rights law, for instance, is
there to ensure that all these criteria are being met, just as the U.S
Constitution, correctly interpreted, will do the same. The problem,
therefore, is the distance between theory and practice and the fact that NC
individuals have little regard for the integrity of law.
The reason why is easy to understand as, collectively speaking, the
integrity of law will be proportionate to the integrity of self. Identity and
truth and integrity and coherence being fundamentally entwined, it goes
without saying that an NC system of law will have little to offer on all
accounts, for its disciples will be operating on the surface of things where
these words have little meaning. For high-end FC individuals it follows
as obvious that these words draw their inherent meaning and value from
the principles, ideals, and values that attach to the Wholeness
perspective—they tie everything together and connect the individual to a
greater frame of reference. However, as NC jurists have not yet
developed the integrity to connect these terms and to provide them with
sufficient depth (i.e., value) to see how they connect, it also follows that
they will have no choice but to be satisfied with a system of law that
mirrors their own confusion. This will be a system of arbitrary law—one
that is rooted in nothing but the authority of the state.
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If we want to understand the difference between FC and NC law, this
is where it begins. It is as night and day, and if we look at any framework
of law it is built on the basis of one of two premises. Either its
fundamental premise will be that the individual is owned by the
government, in the sense that he or she has no rights other than those
granted by the state, or it will be that the individual has rights independent
of whether or not governments recognize them. All legal reasoning begins
with one or the other proposition. From these first premises two divergent
bodies of law originate, and while those who embrace a body of law built
on the assumption that the individual is owned by the state will find
themselves in the NC category, those who argue coherently from the
opposite direction will find themselves in the other.
Legal reasoning must begin with either assumption and two
conflicting bodies of law follows. Traditionally, those who subscribe to
the NC conception have been called legal positivists41 while the other
brand is represented by natural law theorists/lawyers. Today, the line
between natural lawyers and positivists is a blurry one, for as we shall
see there is no inherent contradiction between written (positive) law and
higher (natural) law. Higher law needs written law to become legalized
while written law needs the higher law for its legitimacy, and together
they ensure that the system of law is both sufficiently specific and flexible
to fulfill its intended function—to see humanity prosper by bringing the
light of first principles to earth. Any jurist who knows a thing or two
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about law gets this, and the entire point of the U.S. Constitution (and
international human rights law) is to positivize the higher law.42
In this sense, therefore, the traditional separation between the two
lines of reasoning is officially transcended but NC jurists have made sure
that the higher law has not been effectuated. Under cover of a system of
principled law they have established a system of arbitrary law and they
have done this by falsifying the foundation of the legal system. Instead
of thinking things through and ensuring that their argument resonates
with the implications of first principles they will, by way of unsound
doctrines, jump to conclusions based on their own prejudiced
conceptions. And while part two and three will provide more detail, this
general introduction shall clarify the flawed foundation of the NC
system—which is still in place today.

2.1 THE FC AND NC CONCEPTION OF CONSENT
“Since no man has a natural authority over his fellow, and force
creates no right, we must conclude that conventions form the basis of
all legitimate authority among men.”43
―Jean-Jacques Rousseau―

The basic premise of the NC system of law will be that the individual is
owned by the state. No matter how much modern lawyers try to veil its
foundation behind complex terminology, wonderful words, and
highflying aspirations, it all comes down to this. In the NC-world the
state, not the individual, is sovereign—and the fact that our leaders talk
of “sovereign states” says it all. Furthermore, as the individual has no
other rights than those granted by the state, the idea of consent is
meaningless. NC leaders, of course, will never admit to this, for as any
thinking person will know that “consent is needed to convert a slave
42
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relationship to one that is morally permissible,”44 they will have to find a
way for it to appear otherwise. In Western democracies, the way this is
done is simple, and the rulers will either (1) embrace the notion that the
legitimacy of the state rests on the original consent of the people, or (2)
that it rests on the consent of the people today. In the former case they
will say that our forefathers (those who enacted and voted for the original
constitution) have consented for us, while in the latter they will say that
we, by voting for our politicians, have consented to being governed and
have a duty to obey.
However, as Professor Barnett reminds us, “only if persons have a
right to refuse their consent can we ever say they have consented,”45 and
so the flawed foundation of these notions of consent becomes apparent.46
We obviously had no say in a contract that was written 230 years ago and
very few people have any direct influence on what goes on in Congress
today. Our representatives may not even have been elected by a
majority—and even if they were, what they do with the trust given to
them is no reliable standard for consent. It is well-known that politicians
are much more likely to do the bidding of lobbyists than ordinary citizens
and with an approval rating of around 10 percent it is uncontroversial that
Congress as a whole has betrayed the American people’s trust.
It is evident, then, that these consent theories are worthless—and this
would also be the case even if Congress had a 99 percent approval rating.
Even in that case not everyone would have consented and so, as a 100
percent of the people cannot be expected to consent to everything
politicians do all the time, we need another standard of consent.47
44
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This is found by applying the FC standard. If the “consent of the
governed” is to have meaning, we must assume that first come rights then
comes government, and only by applying the FC standard can the people
be said to have consented in any meaningful way. In the FC system the
individual is the sovereign, and the state is as an aggregate of sovereign
individuals. The government is an organizing apparatus put in place by
individual sovereigns to ensure that their natural rights are protected, and
that goods and burdens are properly allocated. However, given that the
government cannot in every instance ask these individual sovereigns their
permission to act—and given that universal consent, in any case, would
be impossible to obtain—the question becomes: to what kind of system,
what kind of rules, is it that an intelligent and reasonably informed
individual would give her consent? While “We the People” therefore in
the NC system means nothing more than its rulers decrees, it is in the FC
system a “We the People” in the abstract: it is a rule by reason; it is the
idea of what free and equal citizens would consent to.
When it comes to this, there is basically only one kind of system to
which all can reasonably agree, and it is one founded upon principles of
justice. These principles can all be logically deduced from the first
premise, that of individual sovereignty. In the state of nature, we are all
born free, equal, and with a natural right to life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness. However, living as we do in a world where some fail to
respect the sovereignty of others, there is a need to organize so that
individual rights are protected from the violent onslaught of those who
will rape, kill, plunder, and subjugate at will. Therefore, sovereign
individuals unite to form a political society, and so the question becomes
“to what kind of social contract would these sovereign agents give their
consent?”48
Obviously, they would not accept a deal where they were worse off
than in the original state (that before society was formed) and obviously
they would not accept a transaction where others got a better deal. The
foundation for a just societal order, therefore, is obvious. First, as no one
would accept further infringement on self-determination than that which
initially did and still does occur.” Barnett, The Misconceived Assumption about Constitutional
Assumptions (2008) 27
48
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was necessary to protect the rights of others, there is a presumption of
liberty and it is the responsibility of the state to ensure that its intrusion
is no more extensive than that which is absolutely necessary for the
common welfare. Second, as no one would accept a social contract where
they were comparatively disadvantaged, a basic premise is that we all
have a fundamental right to be treated with equal respect and concern.
The universal principles of justice follow as a logical conclusion from
this outset. We shall have more to say on these, but in essence they dictate
that (1) the criminal law must be the option of the last resort; (2) that
criminal law’s only legitimate goal is the protection of rights; (3) that the
state can only proscribe activity that threatens an evident harm to
autonomy interests; (4) that harm must be some factual event (rights can
only be harmed by means of external conduct, thus ideas and wishes
cannot be regulated); (5) that there must be moral blameworthiness for
punishment to be inflicted; (6) that the individual remains sovereign even
after the formation of society; (7) that all government must be subservient
to the public interest (the principle of limited government); (8) that a
separation of powers and judicial impartiality shall ensure that this is so;
(9) that the state must justify its actions whenever the validity of a law is
disputed; (10) that the greater the infringement, the more stringent the
criteria and the justification for the infringement must be; and (11) that
all laws must conform to standards of equality/non-discrimination,
proportionality, and non-arbitrariness.
These principles inform an overlapping whole which shall protect
and honor the inherent value of human beings. They are the nucleus
around which a body of law must be erected and together they make up
that framework which we call the rule of law. Any government worthy
of existence ensures that it operates consistently with these principles of
justice. And to summarize its implications, the essence of FC-based
consent theory is that:
“A particular written constitution should be followed if the substance
of what it says is ‘good enough’ to provide, however imperfectly, the
procedural assurances that the laws will respect the rights of the
persons on whom they are imposed. A law would be just, and
therefore binding in conscience, if its restrictions on a citizen’s
freedom were (1) necessary to protect the rights of others, and (2)
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proper insofar as they did not violate the preexisting rights of the
persons on whom they were imposed. The second of these
requirements dispenses with the need to obtain the consent of the
person on whom a law is imposed. After all, if a law has not violated
a person’s rights, then that person’s consent is simply not required. .
. . For example, it does not matter if a murderer has consented to the
law prohibiting murder. He cannot complain when a murder statute is
imposed upon him because the prohibition on murder does not violate
his rights; and he has a duty to obey such a law because it is necessary
to protect the rights of others, which he has a duty to respect.” 49

2.2 JUDICIAL REVIEW IN THE FC AND NC SYSTEM OF LAW
Now, even though a constitution may provide a foundation for the social
contract, taking care to properly “lock-in and preserve the rightsprotecting features of the governing structure” and to “define and limit
the power that may properly be exercised,”50 this is no guarantee that
agents of the state will ensure that rights are properly respected. Not
everyone in the system of government has humanity’s best interest at
heart and, even if they did, mistakes could be made.51 Consequently, as a
government “retains legitimacy only so long as it continues to protect
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natural rights, its raison d’être,”52 and the fundamental principles of
justice require that a fair balance be struck between the interest of the
individual and the protection of society, there must be a measure in place
that can provide an effective remedy in those cases where individuals
claim that rights violations have taken place. This mechanism is called
judicial review. It is the failsafe mechanism that citizens must rely on
when the political process fails to perform its proper function and without
such a procedure the constitution will be worthless.53
This core element of the rule of law—an element that Professor
Andenæs described as “one of the West’s most important contributions
to World Civilization”54—is another trait that separates FC and NC states,
for while lower-end NC states scoff at the idea and advanced NC states
officially endorse it (but make sure to undermine it), only FC states will
deliver on their promise. In part three we shall see how the American
legal system has deprived citizens of their right to an effective remedy
hundreds of times, and the way it is done is by reversing the presumption
of liberty.
It bears emphasis that this presumption is the very foundation of the
rule of law. Consequently, while FC states will honor the liberty
presumption, NC states will abide by the opposite presumption, that of
legality. It is impossible to overestimate its implications, as this is the
flick switch which separates those states that honor constitutional
commitments from those that do not. Faced with a presumption of
legality the citizenry will have no legal means to counter an assault on
their rights and this is a sure sign that we are dealing with a tyrannical
government. It may not be a tyranny of oligarchy or monarchy, but it will
be a tyranny nonetheless—and in the case of America we are, at the very
least, dealing with the tyranny of unrestrained and lawless democracy.
Such a tyranny is not better than other forms of tyranny. It means that a
majority of the population (or a smaller portion of politically powerful
groups), based on nothing but intolerance and prejudice, will be able to
deprive the rest of the population of their rights—and while the FC
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system will secure individual rights from all totalitarian trends, the NC
system will not.

2.3 THE POLICE POWER AND THE
FC AND NC CONCEPTION OF HARM
“In a constitutional regime of criminal law, criminal harm is not
simply pain, discomfort, or unease, all of which are phenomena that
may be experienced by many creatures. Harm instead is harm to
human rights, and in particular to the basic human right to autonomy,
which gives rise to human dignity. As Jefferson understood, it is this
harm that persons constitute political communities to prevent and, if
it cannot be prevented, to punish.”55
―Markus D. Dubber―

We have seen that to be justified, criminal laws must proscribe a
nontrivial harm or evil, and the question then becomes what exactly is a
“nontrivial” harm?
One answer could be that the harm must be of proper concern for the
public, which means that the reasons for criminalization must be
sufficiently weighty. However, this is not saying much. We have merely
switched one question with another, and now the query becomes what are
“sufficiently weighty” reasons?
This will depend on time and place. Nevertheless, what we can say
for sure is that in a FC society the police power is limited to (1) those
instances where there is a direct harm to others, or (2) where there is a
statistically demonstrated secondary social harm of some significance. If
the criminal law applies, these statistically demonstrated secondary
harms must outweigh all those concerns that speak in favor of liberty as
outlined by modern proportionality analysis. We shall have more to say
on this but it consists of a four-prong test that, correctly applied, will
balance the interest of the individual against the interests of society. To
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pass this test a law must attack a social harm that in some concrete way
can be shown to violate the rights of others, either in an individual or
collective capacity.
This means that not all social problems are up for grabs. As Joel
Feinberg pointed out, “voluntarily risked injuries, deaths, broken backs,
and broken hearts, are evils of some kind, [but they are] not violations of
rights or grounds for grievance.”56 Consequently, for criminalization to
be an option, the purpose of the law must (1) be to prevent the possibility
of a direct harm to others that is statistically significant (like drunk
driving); (2) it must be directed at harms of some significance (i.e., the
indignation experienced by some because they have to live amongst
others who do not abide by their moral codes is not itself sufficient
reason); and (3) the law must be reasonably calibrated to deal with this
social ill. It must, in other words, not be overly harsh or too invasive (not
criminalize being drunk at home, in bars, etc.), and in those cases where
a law does not attack direct rights violations (like rape, murder, etc.), it
should have a proven effect on reducing the asserted evil and the law
must not be a greater evil than the mischief it seeks to eradicate. We must
always respect the presumption of liberty and keep in mind that an
infringement on autonomy rights also counts as harm. The greater the
infringement, the greater the harm, and we need good reasons to
overcome the presumption of liberty. Therefore, if there is any doubt as
to whether a criminal law satisfies the criteria above, the liberty
presumption dictates that a criminal law fails the test. In that case the state
will still be free to find a way to reduce the alleged evil, but it must do so
by other means than the criminal law.
Furthermore, we must keep in mind that the FC conception of the
harm principle is, as Professor Richards noted, “a natural consequence of
an ethical conception of human rights, in which autonomy is the ultimate
good.”57 This means that it is not about avoiding harm at any cost. There
is a danger to everything we do, and the idea of clamping down on all
possible harms would be the creed of tyrants. Thus, the harm principle,
in a FC society, concerns harms to autonomy. It is not about maximizing
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over-all pleasure but, as Professor Richards put it, “of protecting, on fair
terms to all, the higher-order rational interests of persons.”58
In the FC society therefore, policing is autonomy oriented. The state
will be mindful of its role as a protector and advancer of autonomy rights
and “crime” will be activity that violates another person’s freedom.59 This
means that two consenting adults can do pretty much what they want
together, unless society as a whole, in some meaningful sense, can be said
to suffer.60 The implication is that the FC system of law distinguishes
between what we can call vices and crimes. Vices will be all those
pursuits that may or may not contribute to our happiness but that do not
directly harm others. It could be gambling, prostitution, drug taking, TV
watching, overeating, etc. Others may not like these activities but if
performed by consenting adults, the FC state would not interfere.
Remember the social contract holds that people have a fundamental
right to be treated with equal concern and respect. It implies a
fundamental respect for their selfhood, which again entails a respect for
their freedom to live a life according to their own choosing, to follow
their own path, and to learn from their mistakes. It may very well be that
the total sum of pleasure, in a weak, pitiful, even meaningless sense of
the word, would be maximized in a Matrix-like world where humans
were hooked up to machines, put in a drug-induced coma, and forced to
live out their lives in a stupor of chemically induced orgasmic bliss. It
may be that such an escape from the responsibility and hardships that
come with being an autonomous individual would appeal to some. But,
then again, everything that makes a life worth living would be taken out
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of the equation. Gone would be the thrill of overcoming obstacles. Gone
would be the concept of free will. Gone would be all the challenges and
rewards that follow from autonomous living. Gone would be the wisdom
that only experience of the good and the bad can bring.
The problem with the NC conception of the harm principle is that it
ignores all this. In the minds of NC individuals even moral disgust counts
as some sort of harm to be avoided and, having little regard for the
autonomy of others, there is no principled limit to their use of the criminal
law. These people therefore think it proper to prohibit every-thing that
they themselves do not like or understand. “Witchcraft,” sodomy,
interracial marriages, contraceptives, music, prostitution, gambling,
drugs; whatever they frown upon is up for grabs, and they are even prone
to make laws that compel a certain behavior. They may, for instance,
demand that you worship a certain god, that you eat certain foods, and
take certain drugs—all for “your own good.”
The less they know about something, the more fearful they are, and
the more keenly they will pursue their mission of eradicating evil.
Looking back at history, the religious fervor with which they meddle in
the affairs of others has been the cause of almost all human-made
suffering. It has been at the heart of every mass-movement gone wrong,
but to them this is of little concern. If someone tries to point out the
parallels between their crusade and those of earlier days (say the
inquisition or Nazism) they will reject them out of hand, for it is
impossible to shake their impassioned conviction that they are on the side
of good.
More shall be said on this. However, their inability to learn from
history is not really a fault of their own, for even though most
psychologists are too polite to tell them, their bewilderment is explained
by psychological factors they have yet to grasp. First of all, they have no
understanding of how their convictions are shaped by the undue influence
of exaggerated enemy images, nor do they have any idea of why these
images have such an influence in the first place. Second, due to the
clogged workings of their minds, NC individuals lack the ability to see
their day and age in a historical context. As we have seen, they will be
too heavily subdued by the collective unconscious to see the bigger
picture, and this is also a reason why they never consider the implications
of their argument.
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Just to take an example, they always presume that it is they—the
purveyors of all things good and decent—who have a divine right to
dictate to others how to live their lives and if you ask them if others
should be allowed to impose their morality onto them, they are quick to
reject such a notion. Considering that nobody likes to be deprived of
autonomy this is not so strange. But this logical inconsistency will not
make them reject their first premise—that they have a right to do this to
others.
This feat of self-righteous deception is one of the defining traits of
NC individuals. They will hold two conflicting opinions at the same time,
and even when the inconsistency is brought to their attention they will
continue on as before.
In the history of law, we find many examples of this, one being the
prohibition of sodomy. There was a well-known debate on this topic
between Lord Devlin and the legal theorists H. L. A. Hart and Ronald
Dworkin in 1960s. Devlin argued that the state was in its full right to
prohibit homosexuality on account of its duty to protect the moral fiber
of society, but Hart and Dworkin made the folly of his position plain.
Hart argued coherently why feelings of intolerance and disgust did not
represent a moral conviction in any meaningful sense and Dworkin later
expanded this argument into a distinction between a sociological and
discriminatory sense of the word “morality.” To quote Bakalar and
Grinspoon:
“In the first sense, morality includes anything that any sufficiently
large group considers to be part of its system of ethical beliefs. In the
second sense, a conviction is not moral unless the person who holds
it is able to give reasons for it—reasons not contaminated by prejudice
(for example racism), personal emotion, false factual beliefs, or
rationalization, and not dependent solely on the beliefs of other
people; for example, ‘everyone knows that homosexuality is a sin’ is
not a discriminating moral statement. A certain degree of sincerity,
consistency, and lack of arbitrariness is also necessary; to say that the
wrongness of homosexuality is self-evident, like the wrongness of
cruelty, would be to fail the test. Dworkin says that Devlin wants the
law to ratify morality in the sociological sense, although in fact it
should be concerned only with morality in the discriminatory sense.
A consensus of prejudices and passions that presents itself as morality
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deserves no legal respect, and by ignoring it, a legislator or judge
vindicates the true implicit morality of the community.”61

One could, perhaps, be so bold and imagine that no self-respecting
scholar would ever again advance Devlin’s position after Hart and
Dworkin had demolished his argument, pointing out the difference
between prejudice and true morality. However, one would be mistaken.
As a matter of fact, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld a prohibition on
homosexual activities in 1986,62 and as late as 2003 Justice Scalia, in his
dissent in Lawrence, argued that laws prohibiting homosexuality (as well
as other moral offenses such as masturbation, prostitution, adultery,
fornication, etc.) were constitutional for the same reasons as Devlin.
Considering that even to this day there is no shortage of lawyers who
share Devlin’s and Scalia’s position, one can be amazed at the confused
reasoning that takes place at the NC level. In the name of all things good,
they mete out punishment, while ignorance and prejudice remain valid
reasons for visiting upon others the horrors of the criminal law. There is
no privacy realm they will not invade, there are no limits to the evils they
will inflict upon others, and there is no way to convince them otherwise.
FC lawyers may expose the fallacies of their argument, but as NC
individuals have not yet matured to the point where they can tell the
difference between principled and unprincipled reasoning, between
reality and fiction, and between right and wrong, it will be to no avail.
In looking at history, we find that NC individuals are the same people
who would persecute heathens in the 1300s, witches in the 1500s, runaway slaves in the 1800s, Jews in the 1940s, and exponents of whatever
they find annoying today. It may be prostitution, homosexual activity,
drug use, or something else; all that changes is the cultural prejudices and
the enemy images which drives them to cruelty. And while FC
individuals therefore, with good reason, appreciate the importance of
having principled restraints on the police power to ensure that narrowminded and intolerant bigots cannot dictate to others how to live their
lives, we still live in a world where the legal system fails to provide these
limits. In fact, as we shall see, the American justice system fails all four
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prongs of the constraint-test identified earlier: (1) it proscribes harms that
are trivial to non-existent; (2) it imposes sanctions for conduct that is not
wrongful (that does not violate the rights of others); (3) it imposes
punishments that cannot be justified (it recognizes no real proportionality
restraints); and (4) it places the burden of proof on those who advocate
the removal of criminal sanctions.
It should be clear that there is room for improvement. Any theory of
law must be measured by the extent to which its application will advance
the integrity of the legal system, and as current doctrine clearly fails to
honor the principles of fundamental justice the legitimacy of the system
is in big trouble. As we shall see, there is no lack of scholars who have
pointed out its inherent weaknesses and yet the response of the U.S.
Supreme Court has been nil. It consistently ignores all evidence of its
failure to provide credible leadership and scholars know this.63 They have
even pointed out the need for impeachment procedures,64 and as the
malfunction of the status quo only becomes more evident, the credibility
of the system will continue to fade until (1) the Court awakens to its
responsibilities or (2) a new Court is installed.

2.4 THE EVOLUTION OF LAW
Despite the problems discussed thus far, it is not my intention to present
a pessimistic outlook. As bad as the present system is, there is not only
hope for the future, but it is quite certain that the current state of affairs
will be upgraded to FC status.
The reason is that as time has progressed, our legal system has been
advancing towards a state of resonance with the principles, ideals, and
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values that follow from the Wholeness perspective.65 A quick review
shows that 400 years ago there were no reliable standards of justice and
the most barbarous and cruel punishments were tolerated. Being flayed
alive, broken on the wheel, rendered asunder with horses, maimed,
mutilated, and scourged to death was common procedure in the Western
world; 300 years ago things had improved, but the death penalty was still
being applied for most types of “criminal” behavior and few people
cared;66 200 years ago, the death penalty was still common for violations
we would consider minor and laws that treated blacks as property were
widely accepted as uncontroversial; 100 years ago much had improved,
but laws that restricted rights and freedoms on account of race, gender,
and so on, still corresponded to the standards of that time. Things most
certainly have picked up since then, but 50 years ago provisions that
criminalized sodomy, contraceptives, interracial marriages, and
unmarried people living together67 were all heralded as good law.
To this day therefore, the standard by which we measure the
legitimacy of laws has evolved and the past 50 years this standard has
become more refined and less ambiguous. As seen from the FC
perspective, the reason for this is that the evolution of law has been
guided by underlying principles. These are the principles of dignity,
autonomy, equality, proportionality, and non-arbitrariness. And even
though their application has been diverse—and even though the extent to
which they have been allowed to guide the evolution of law has been
limited by the prevailing mindset of the age—we find that, as time has
passed, these principles have increasingly worked their magic.
This natural progression of the law, from a highly selective, coarse,
and incoherent application of these principles towards one that is more
consistent, finely tuned, and well-reasoned, is natural. To high-end FC
individuals it reflects the journey of the human mind from a state of lesser
intelligence towards increasing understanding, and today our system of
law has evolved to a point where these principles are clearly defined;
where their implications are properly delineated; where their interrelation
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is acknowledged and understood; where appropriately devised tests are
available for balancing purposes; and where the criteria to which all laws
must conform are clearly outlined. Hence, from century to century, we
have been drawing ever nearer to the FC-end, and current trends suggest
that the time when the entire system will be recalibrated towards a state
of resonance with FC principles, ideals, and values is imminent. When
this happens, our legal system will go from having crime prevention as
its focus to one where the ultimate goal is to free the human spirit.68
Autonomy will be the name of the game,69 and the legal system can
finally begin to serve its proper function as a tool for constructive social
engineering.
This will be an awesome achievement; one FC lawyers have been
looking forward to for some time. However, as seen from the high-end
FC perspective, the evolution of law connects to an even bigger picture,
one that unites all tiers of human endeavor in a crowning achievement of
the human race. We have already discussed some cross-discipline
similarities between fields as diverse as religion and law, and while the
next chapter will be of little interest to those firmly entrenched in the NC
paradigm, I shall end this section by connecting the bigger picture.
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3
LAW’S RELATION TO THE BIGGER PICTURE
“All life here is a stage or a circumstance in an unfolding progressive
evolution of a spirit that has involved itself in Matter and is laboring
to manifest itself in that reluctant substance. This is the whole secret
of earthly existence.”70
―Sri Aurobindo―

WE HAVE SEEN THAT to high-end FC individuals legal theory, political
theory, moral theory, scientific theory, psychological theory, and spiritual
theory all merge into one coherent superstructure. This speaks volumes
about the credibility of their position, for where else can we find such a
theory of everything, one that bridges the apparent gap between fields as
diverse as science and religion?71
We also saw that they pictured the evolution of life as guided by an
inborn Force, one that drives all things forward, bringing out their
inherent potential. And the fact that the framework of the FC/NC model
describes a dynamic that runs from the baser/fouler kind of human
interaction to the more noble/refined—and that the model itself reflects
the historical evolution of society from the NC to the FC-end—may not
be so strange to FC lawyers. They already know that law evolves; that
throughout history it has become ever more calibrated to meet the
demands of justice; and that its evolution mirrors humanity’s increasing
recognition of the principles of justice.
The evolution of law can be seen as evidence of the process that highend FC individuals are talking about—and it is this process that brings
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meaning to the old trope “Law works itself pure.” For this is the alchemy
of law: From generation to generation, as humanity evolves, to bring out
a more noble form of law latent in the less noble form. We could,
however, just as well say that “our Psyche works itself pure,” that
“Humanity works itself pure,” or that “Spirit works itself pure,” for
according to high-end FC individuals it is the same thing described from
different perspectives. Psychologically speaking, they will say that it is
the story of our journey from unconsciousness into consciousness, from
forgetfulness into remembrance, from being engulfed in the idea of
separation to rejoicing in a transcendent understanding of our relationship
to the Whole. The FC/NC model mirrors this trajectory and seen in this
light human evolution is a much more noble undertaking than those at the
NC-end could ever imagine.
The account of human accomplishment, however, does not stop there
as, religiously speaking, our journey from the NC to the FC-end is even
more profound. As previously discussed, the high-end FC experience is
essentially spiritual, and as seen from this perspective human evolution
is the process of Spirit working its way through matter, working upon it
and refining it until one day the essence of all being can surface. If we
are to believe their version of events, there are two sides to this spiritual
quest; it is all about the interplay between the fragments (us) and the
Whole, and as seen from the perspective of the latter, evolution is the
process of the Wholeness awakening to itself through our evolving
understanding. Hence, the further humanity moves towards the FC-end,
the closer we draw to a future point in time when the Oneself, the Face
behind all faces (what you may call Source or God), can pierce through
and remember itself completely, experiencing Itself in all things as all
things.
The other side of the story is us, because each of us is this One, this
One Face behind all faces. And as seen from the perspective of the
fragments, evolution is complete when we will all embody a higher form
of consciousness—one that psychiatrist R.M. Bucke called the Cosmic.
We will then see the world through the eyes of Cosmos.72 We will become
the Galactic Consciousness embodied in man, and we will see ourselves
as this One that always has been, always is, always will be.
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This may appear farfetched, but this is the essence of the world’s
spiritual traditions as seen from the high-end FC perspective. As
discussed, organized religion is just the NC-version of spirituality and
those who want the FC-version must talk to mystics or other advanced
travelers in consciousness. Quite a few are already familiar with this next
level of consciousness and having attained states of awareness that
transcends time and space (as we know it) some claim to have seen the
process unfolding as a whole. They believe that when it comes to this
process, there is nothing haphazard about it; that when life was first
breathed into matter the Idea itself was always complete; and that the
progress of evolution was destined to unfold for this purpose—for us to
emerge, strive, falter, despair, collect ourselves, and rise triumphantly.73
For those interested, the spiritual quest is detailed elsewhere. It is
beyond the scope of this book to elaborate on this process, but Ibn alArabi, a 12th century mystic, summarized it beautifully in the following
words: “God sleeps in the rock, dreams in the plant, stirs in the animal,
and awakens in man.” To high-end FC individuals, human consciousness
is the bridge that this Greater Force uses to realize itself in the physical—
and even if the consciousness of NC individuals has yet to be refined to
the point where they can feel this Force becoming manifest, those at the
higher FC-end do feel its presence in no uncertain terms.
Now, many jurists (but never the good ones) will not want to have
their profession sullied by talk of comparison to mysticism. They like to
imagine that they are dealing with something much more scientific than
mystics in pursuit of spiritual enlightenment, but the truth is far from it.
It is only at the NC level that law and religion belong to two different
worlds and the further we draw towards the FC-end, the more the two
become one.74 Indeed, only in looking at things at the surface do they
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appear separate, and as soon as one digs deeper, into their essence,
commonalities emerge.
We need only ponder the idea of justice to see that it is so. Any
serious deliberation will find that it refuses to be reduced to some
positivistic conception which equates justice with law-as-it-is, and the
idea of authority is no less mysterious. Only the most hardheaded
positivists would argue to the contrary, seeing justice as that which judges
do, and the authority of law as being derived from the state. However,
very few jurists will honestly subscribe to this notion and FC jurists know
better.
Just as children at some point will cease to take the authority of their
parents for granted, these jurists have matured to the point where the
question “Why” merits a different response than “because our will must
be done.” To understand this “Why,” they must go deeper than the
positivists and the simpleminded notion that equates authority with State
and its commands with the source of law. They must go beyond this realm
of childlike minds. They must enter a world that transcends time and
place—and having begun this quest they have joined the mystics in their
trade. Just as a mystic wants to experience God more directly, they want
to experience the source of Law more directly. And just like a mystic
must leave religious dogma behind to reach a deeper understanding of
the Divine Mystery, so they, in their search for a true understanding of
Law, must open themselves to the Mystery. They must divest themselves
of the baggage that comes with their upbringing, education, and
prejudices, and trace the interrelationship between Law and Morality to
its very source. To find a greater Truth, they must roam beyond the
narrow confines of positive law; they must cross over into those
territories where political philosophers ruminate, and in pursuit of
enlightenment they must go even further; they must go into and even
beyond those lands that border on the mystical, into the very essence of
Being. It is here that they may connect with the light of first principles. It
is here that they may find enlightenment.
No question, then, bona fide jurists are in the business of pursuing a
quest no less ambitious than mystics. Like the mystics they are divinely
another 18th century name for the FC version of religion. Influential founders in this regard were
Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, Thomas Paine, James Madison, Alexander Hamilton,
Ethan Allen, George Washington, Cornelius Harnett, Governor Morris, and Hugh Williamson.
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inspired. Like the mystics they are trying to understand the mind of God.
And like the mystics the extent to which their quest will be victorious
will mirror how far they have travelled towards the FC-end. The great
jurists, therefore, just as the great scientists,75 have always been mystics
at heart. And while they may not have thought of themselves as
trailblazers on a spiritual quest, it should be easy enough for FC scholars
to recognize that they are dabbling in closely related disciplines. They
may not yet be aware of the greater parameters from which human
evolution has come into being; they may not know about Out-breath and
In-breath, Vishnu’s dream, and the Cosmic Play. But we are all, in truth,
cosmic dancers and those with eyes to see will know that law does “work
itself pure” and that the end-result is a given. As Robert G. Ingersoll,
another FC lawyer, observed the greater framework of this process: “As
man develops, he places a greater value upon his own rights. Liberty
becomes a grander and diviner thing. As he values his own rights, he
begins to value the rights of others. And when all men give to all others
all the rights they claim for themselves, this world will be civilized.”76
Now, we are not there yet, and it will be for us to assist in the societal
upgrade to FC status. It may seem like an overwhelming task, but
historically speaking, we may not be far from this Grand Finale when we
shall redeem ourselves and prove victorious. Personally, I believe it is
upon us and that the rise of principled law in the past 60 years goes to
prove it. What was born out of the Enlightenment era and the efforts of
the founders has now arisen in full force. As we shall see, this force was
quelled into submission by the increasing dominance of NC lawyers in
the 1800s but has survived as an undercurrent. Since the Second World
War, it has been steadily gaining momentum, while FC scholars have
stripped the Supreme Court’s doctrines of all credibility. At long last the
alchemy of law nears complete and soon the great work can begin—that
of constructive social engineering.
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4
IMPLICATIONS FOR
CONSTITUTIONAL INTERPRETATION
“How easily men satisfy themselves that the Constitution is exactly
what they wish it to be.”77
―Justice Joseph Story―

FROM WHAT WE HAVE seen, we can understand why people have different
opinions about the Constitution. The further a person is drawn towards
the NC-end, the more likely he is to see the text as a totalitarian blueprint.
The principles of justice that breathe life to its very essence will be
hopelessly out of reach, and to fill in the blanks prejudiced conceptions
or guesswork does the job.
We see an example in Robert Bork, a judge honest enough to admit
his confusion. As he said: “There may be a natural law, but we are not
agreed upon what it is, and there is no such law that gives definitive
answers to a judge trying to decide a case.”78 Bork gives a voice to a great
many scholars. They may agree that the tradition of natural law gave birth
to the Constitution and that it in essence is a natural law document (how
could they not?), but its implications are lost.
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Now, as not all natural lawyers are capable of FC reasoning, Bork is
correct in asserting that “we are not agreed upon what it is.” Historically,
there has been no shortage of lawyers who have justified arbitrary
legislation by claiming that its authority is derived from a “higher” law.
Kings, for instance, famously claimed a divine right to rule based on
natural law, and today scholars such as John Finnis and Harry Haffa make
the same mistakes. Failing to connect with the light of first principles,
such jurists substitute their own prejudices for principled reasoning and
argue that homosexuality is unnatural and therefore in violation of natural
law. Proponents of this reasoning begin with the presumption that the
root of nature is generation and conclude that homosexual acts are
punishable by law because they are “unnatural acts, and being unnatural,
the very negation of anything that could be called a right according to
nature.”79
Another example is given by Judge Richard Posner. He has stated
that “survival of the fittest” could be taken as an example of natural law
because it purports to describe a law of behavior that has its source in the
“nature” of human beings.80 Again, however, the mistake is evident. All
these people invoke nature to support their case but instead of an
argument from first principles, they offer vague generalizations about the
way most people tend to behave (or, in their mind, should behave).
Examples of such unprincipled, arbitrary natural law reasoning
notwithstanding, it is not that common, and we need only listen to those
who reason from a FC perspective to learn how it is properly applied.
Among those who operate at this level—and can delineate the
implications of first principles—there is agreement as to what natural law
is and how it applies on a case-by-case basis, and so Bork’s criticism only
concerns the idea of natural law as it exists at the NC level.
The finding that some people fail to connect with the light of first
principles is not a new one. Locke himself spoke to it and also Madison,
Jefferson, and Adams subscribed to this view.81 Applying the lessons
from psychology, we can see why this is so, and why we should listen to
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those who have this ability rather than those who don’t. As we shall see,
the Constitution was a FC document, and the leading founders were FC
individuals. They wanted to empower the individual by all legal and
political means, and this is the very opposite of what NC scholars do. The
difference between the two breeds could hardly be greater82—and as NC
scholars operate within a range where the greater view is lost, they are
unfit for the task of constitutional interpretation.
This is all the reason we need to leave these matters to FC scholars,
but another is the resulting interpretation. Looking at this, we are in a
tight spot today exactly because we have left it to NC scholars to make
sense of the Constitution.83 It is because of this that our legal system is
skewed in favor of tyranny;84 it is because of this that voices of reason
have been consistently ignored;85 it is because of this that human rights

82

“Consider the contrast: on the one hand a group of lawyers who have memorized a list of
rights, set down in the first eight amendments to the Constitution; on the other hand, a generation
of lawyers who had cultivated the art of tracing their judgments back to first principles and
anchoring truths.” ARKES, CONSTITUTIONAL ILLUSIONS & ANCHORING TRUTHS (2010) 8
83

West, The Authoritarian Impulse in Constitutional Law (1988) 539 (“[C]ourts and
commentators are presently inclined toward an authoritarian and hence amoral resolution of our
constitutional questions in part because modern interpretations of our underlying political
theories . . . reflect our anxieties about ourselves, fears about others, and our asocial and even
psychopathological tendencies, rather than our social aspirations. The modern judicial impulse
toward authoritarian decisionmaking in constitutional cases might in part be a reaction to the
sorry self-portrait we have cast in our modern political theory. If we are as we paint ourselves
in our political theory—incapable of creative and moral constitutional self-governance—then
we are in dire need of authoritarian control.”); Sherry, The Ninth Amendment: Righting an
Unwritten Constitution (1988) 1010 (“A passively textualist approach to the Constitution is
itself productive of despair: when we cede the community’s moral authority to an external
source, we give up a part of our humanity. The desire to appeal to the absolute authority of the
historical Constitution is also self-replicating. To the extent that we as a society relieve ourselves of the obligation to make difficult moral decisions, we further undermine our capacity to
do so. Moral sensibilities, whether of an individual or of a community, are best developed by
making moral choices.”)
84

See e.g. Stuntz, The Pathological Politics of Criminal Law (2001) 7 (“the story of American
criminal law is a story of tacit cooperation between prosecutors and legislators, each of whom
benefits from more and broader crimes, and growing marginalization of judges, who alone are
likely to opt for narrower liability rules rather than broader ones.”); Materni, The 100-plus Year
old Case for a Minimalist Criminal Law (2015) 5-6 (“the criminal law is in desperate need of
normative and limiting principles beyond the procedural protections that the Supreme Court has
recognized over time.”)
85

“For the past generation, virtually everyone who has written about federal criminal law has
bemoaned its expansion. But the expansion has continued apace, under very different sorts of
Congresses and Presidents. Normative argument does not seem to have mattered. One can put
the point more generally: American criminal law’s historical development has borne no relation
to any plausible normative theory—unless “more” counts as a normative theory. Criminal law
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are subject to selective implementation on the basis of power politics;86
and it is because of this that we have a system of arbitrary justice.
From the scholarly debate we have all the evidence we need that only
FC scholars can interpret it in any coherent and consistent fashion and
the FC/NC model explains why. As seen, only they are sufficiently free
from personal bias to provide the words and values of the Constitution
with objective meaning;87 only they are fit to represent “the ethical
tradition that accords respect to the dignity and intrinsic worth of every
individual;”88 and only they can bring integrity to the system of justice.
The confusion that takes place at NC level is all too apparent, as it makes
no sense to believe in principles of justice and to claim that natural rights
are no longer justiciable—or that the enumerated rights warrant a better
protection than unenumerated rights. Likewise, it makes no sense to
believe in these principles and to support a doctrine of legislative
deference, to prioritize procedural over substantive due process, to see
the state as sovereign, or to embrace any other consent theory than one
founded upon justice. In all cases, the former negates the latter, and only
by the unswerving application of FC reasoning can the Constitution
represent a coherent political theory.
The consistent application of this principled type of reasoning will
also bridge the gap between theory and practice—and if some remain
unconvinced why any of this matter, the FC/NC model provides us with
good reasons. We can see from this model that to the extent NC
individuals are allowed to make sense of the Constitution, we will move
society towards the NC-end, and to the extent we leave construction to
FC individuals we will move towards the FC-end. In other words, the
Constitution can either be used as a tool for agents of tyranny or as a tool
scholars may be talking to each other (and to a few judges), but they do not appear to be talking
to anyone else.” Stuntz, The Pathological Politics of Criminal Law (2001) 4
86

NORMAND & ZAIDI, HUMAN RIGHTS AT THE UN (2008)

87

The closer towards the FC-end, the more objective our perception. To quote Maslow:
“Perception [at this end] can be relatively ego-transcending, self-forgetful, egoless, unselfish. It
can come closer to being unmotivated, impersonal, desireless, detached, not needing or wishing.
Which is to say, that it becomes more object-centered [i.e., principle-centered] than egocentered. The perceptual experience can be more organized around the object itself as a
centering point rather than being based upon the selfish ego.” MASLOW, RELIGIONS, VALUES,
AND PEAK-EXPERIENCES (1994) 62
88

Hudson v. Palmer, 468 U.S. 517 (1984) (Stevens, J., dissenting) (quoting United States ex rel.
Miller v. Twomey, 479 F.2d 701, 712 (7th Cir. 1973)
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for agents of liberty; it will have to be either-or, and there is no doubt
what the founders advocated. To their mind the Constitution was to be a
solution to the problems that plague NC societies, and if we consistently
choose the FC aspect of interpretation, we will make it so. We will have
the moral compass and the tools needed to begin the process of
constructive social engineering, and this is all that we can ask of a
Constitution. To the extent we do this, we will be honoring its potential—
and in honoring its potential we will pay our tribute to the founders.
Add to this that the Constitution is more than a mirror from which
people can see whatever reflection they like. As Tribe has pointed out:
“The authority of the Constitution, its claim to obedience, and the
force that we permit it to exercise in our law and over our lives would
lose all legitimacy if it really were only a mirror for the readers’ ideas
and ideals. We have to reject as completely unsatisfactory the idea of
an empty, or an infinitely malleable, Constitution. We must find
principles of interpretation that can anchor the Constitution in some
more secure, determinate, and external reality.”89

The Constitution, in other words, must mean something and to the
extent that we can say that the Constitution reflects one single vision and
aspiration it must be that we are to strive for the greatest possible amount
of autonomy on an individual and collective scale.90 Its talk of liberty,
equality, limited government, due process, privileges and immunities,
and the general welfare are certain indicators, and this interpretation is
the common denominator found in the Supreme Court’s jurisprudence.

89

Tribe, On Reading the Constitution (1986) 12

90

FC scholars identify autonomy as the fundamental principle of political legitimacy. Professor
Dubber does it here: “The principle from which the new republican form of government drew,
and continues to draw, its legitimacy was ‘the consent of the governed.’ The consent of the
governed in turn mattered not for its own sake, but because republican government is selfgovernment, ‘of the people, by the people, for the people,’ in Lincoln’s memorable phrase.
Ultimately the legitimacy of the state, then, rests on the autonomy of its constituents, ‘the
capacity of mankind for self-government,’ as Madison put it in the Federalist Papers. All of this
is obvious enough. What’s not so obvious, or at least hasn’t been so far, is that as a type of state
action, criminal law must derive its legitimacy from the same source.” Dubber, A Political
Theory of Criminal Law: Autonomy and the Legitimacy of State Punishment (2004) 4-5
(Emphasis mine)
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Now, some scholars, like Tribe, are skeptical about reading the
Constitution in search for one unifying lofty ideal.91 Even so, despite a
variety of motives and ideological differences among the framers, it is
safe to say that the enhancement of autonomy must be its core value. First
of all, no single, or more admirable purpose could be found. Autonomy
is synonymous with freedom, and the extent to which we can pursue our
happiness depends on the extent to which autonomy is restrained.
Secondly, even if the framers had conflicting ideas, their vision must
conform to this single ambition if we are to take them seriously. As we
can see from the FC/NC model, the opposite of autonomy is tyranny. It
is therefore safe to say that to the extent the founders were not agents of
autonomy, they must have been agents of tyranny, and I have yet to meet
a constitutional scholar who would support the notion of the Constitution
as an instrument of oppression. It is self-evident that no people would
willingly enslave itself, and even though some framers may have
entertained an authoritarian agenda this is no reason to stray from the
course of liberty. When interpreting the Constitution, we must do so with
the best intention, and if we are to fill its words, values, and ideals with
meaning, we must see it as a FC document, providing and securing the
greatest possible amount of autonomy to individuals in both a personal
and collective capacity.92
That said, this will not solve all the problems associated with
interpreting the Constitution. For one, first principles alone cannot decide
anything; they can only lighten our load to the extent a number of
variables are known. Being open-ended and abstract, the courts need
more rule-like constitutional constructions (what we call doctrines) to put
their provisions into effect, and the validity of these doctrines will depend
on the extent to which they succeed in channeling the light of first
principles. Poor doctrines must result in poor law—and considering that

91

Due to a failure to discriminate between the FC and NC conception of the Constitution
Professor Tribe thinks that it “could not possibly express a coherent political theory, however
sympathetic and humane I might find its substance. It seems to me almost a contradiction in
terms to suppose that one could read a Constitution composed as ours has been as though it were
an expression of any unified philosophy.” Tribe, On Reading the Constitution (1986) 26
92

The public interest, as Möller has pointed out, “is really only a short form of saying that it
serves everyone’s autonomy interests.” MÖLLER, THE GLOBAL MODEL OF CONSTITUTIONAL
RIGHTS (2012) 136
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current doctrines have been richly criticized for a failure to anchor the
light of first principles, it is evident that we need better doctrines.
Secondly, the Constitution is silent on the best way to govern a
society. It has nothing to say on race-specific affirmative action,
minimum wage laws, drug policy, and so on. Reasonable people may
differ as to how one best secures “the blessings of liberty” and it may be
impossible to tell which option is the most suitable means of doing so.93
This will be for humanity to determine according to its best wisdom.94
However, the FC-end must always be the yardstick against which our
laws and regulations must be measured. To the extent they enhance the
collective welfare by securing the greatest possible extent of autonomy
for all, they will be compatible with the spirit of the Constitution—and
likewise, to the extent they fail in this endeavor, they will be
unconstitutional.

93

As a FC document, the Constitution supports both libertarian and communitarian versions of
autonomy. As the focus traditionally has been on a state’s duty to refrain from interfering with
our liberties, one can say that the libertarian version has had a strong influence on the justices at
the Supreme Court. If autonomy-enhancement is the goal, however, it is logical to conclude that
the state has a duty to ensure a certain quality of life for its citizens. The UN’s International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights are the result of such thinking, and for
historical support of this notion, see Heyman, The First Duty of Government: Protection,
Liberty, and the Fourteenth Amendment (1991)
94

The level of generality with which the Constitution speaks signifies that the framers intended
to leave this issue to successive generations. What were fixed were the fundamental principles
of justice; what was not fixed was the way they would inform society. Thus, “as the Constitution
endures, persons in every generation can invoke its principles in their own search for greater
freedom.” Lawrence, 539 U.S. at 578–79 (Kennedy J., majority opinion)
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PART 2
THE IDEA AND THE
DESTRUCTION OF AMERICA
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5
THE IDEA OF AMERICA
“A free people [claim] their rights as derived from the laws of nature,
and not as the gift of their chief magistrate.” 1
―Thomas Jefferson―

THE FOUNDING OF AMERICA represented a brand-new chapter of
civilization building. The founders rejected the idea of a dominion by
force, whether it would be by minority or majority rule. Instead, the New
Order of the Ages was to be a dominion of reason. As Alexander
Hamilton wrote, the United States was to be governed by “reflection and
choice” rather than by “accident and force.”2 It was to be a land of the
free, a government of wisdom—the ideal state.
Looking to Europe and the countries from which they fled, the
founders saw that the old models of government were essentially
tyrannies. Whether they were called democracies, republics, or
monarchies, the only difference was by what mechanism the few would
force their will upon the majority. Not only were these governments
internally oppressive. Externally, they were exceedingly fond of war and
the only control on imperialist ambitions was the military force of
opponents. In short, these states recognized no moral restraints and were
unbound by reason.
The fundamental injustice inherent in such a system was obvious to
the Founding Fathers. They were not only well-versed in the lessons of
history but committed to the ideals of the Enlightenment Era. Chief

1

Thomas Jefferson, Rights of British America (1774)

2

MADISON, HAMILTON & JAY, THE FEDERALIST PAPERS (2010) 1

among these was the idea of autonomy, which was an invention of this
period. Until that moment in time the idea of sovereign individuals and a
government founded on the inherent dignity of man were unheard of. To
the thinkers of this era, however, it was evident that if a remedy were to
be found, it would have to be in this concept. Inspired by Locke and other
theorists therefore, the founders imagined there being a natural state of
man. They envisioned that in this natural state, before governments and
any kind of organized society, all individuals were born free, of equal
worth, and with a set of unalienable rights. It was to protect these rights—
the right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness—that people formed
a government, and from this idea emerged a foundation for the New
World.
The Declaration of Independence was the first building block of this
foundation.3 It was in every sense a FC document and several state
constitutions followed.4 The most famous was the Virginia Declaration
of Rights, a declaration that has been called “the very birth of what we
understand today as modern constitutionalism.”5 It established a firm
foundation for the founders’ aspirations, one where rights were the basis
and foundation of government, and not the other way around.
This is a very important distinction, one that separates FC from NC
systems. In the NC conception of rights all powers are transferred to the
state at the point where we, from the original state, enter into society.
Thus, following this idea, rights can be granted (and withheld) by the
government. According to the FC conception, however, the state has no
rights to give or to withhold. The state is just a protector of those natural
rights that are precursors to all government and “its goal is not to confer

3

See e.g., Gerber, Liberal Originalism (2014) 4-5 (“the United States of America was founded
to secure the natural rights of the American people. ‘To secure these rights,’ Thomas Jefferson
proclaims in the Declaration of Independence, is the reason that ‘governments are instituted
among men.’ To secure natural rights is, therefore, why the Constitution was enacted, and to
secure natural rights is how the Constitution should be interpreted. That is the ‘original intent’
of the founders.”)
4

The early state constitutions were similarly worded as the Declaration of Independence. The
language of the Virginia Constitution was characteristic: all men have “certain inherent
rights, . . . namely the enjoyment of life and liberty, with the means of acquiring and possessing
property, and pursuing and obtaining happiness and safety.” MCDONALD, NOVUS ORDO
SECLORUM (1985) 152
5

Dippel, Modern Constitutionalism: An Introduction to a History in the Need of Writing (2005)
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any right on the individual, but rather to ensure that others are prevented
from harming or destroying already existing rights.”6
When it comes to this, the FC conception of rights can be logically
deduced from natural law doctrine7 and in the early days of the republic
it was recognized by presidents8 and courts9 alike. Today the state abides
by the NC conception, but there is no shortage of FC scholars to remind
us that “our constitutional rights are codifications of those innate rights
which exist independent of government,”10 and that a “discerning
constitutional thinker must appreciate the extent to which the
constitutional project quintessentially was an effort to codify pre-existing
natural law rights.”11
These scholars see the U.S. Constitution as a FC document, one that
naturally connects to the Declaration of Independence.12 It came into
being a decade after the Declaration, much due to the founders’ concern
that individual rights did not get the protection they were owed. Even

6

Rosenfeld, The Rule of Law and the Legitimacy of Constitutional Democracy (2001) 1334

7

“Men cannot create natural rights, and the government does not grant natural rights to men;
men may only create political rights by the consent of those who entered into the same social
contract. Men therefore have a duty and an obligation to not infringe on the natural rights of
others. Natural law sets the highest good that man should strive towards and sets in place
prohibitions which he should not break.” Sabo, The Higher Law Background of the Constitution
(2009) 24
8

As President John Adams assured the American people, they had “rights antecedent to all
earthly governments—rights that cannot be repealed or restrained by human laws—rights
derived from the great Legislator of the universe.” Sanders, Ninth Life: An Interpretive Theory
of the Ninth Amendment (1994) 802-03
9

Chisholm v. Georgia, 2 U.S. (2 Dall.) 419 (1793); Calder v. Bull, 3 U.S. (3 Dall.) 386 (1798);
Sherry, The Ninth Amendment: Righting an Unwritten Constitution (1988); Barnett, We the
People: Each and Every One (2014); Barnett, Who's Afraid of Unenumerated Rights? (2006);
SIMON, HUMAN RIGHTS OR AMERICAN PRIVILEGES? (2007)
10

O'Scannlain, The Natural Law in the American Tradition (2011) 1527

11

Ibid. 1528. See also BLACK, A NEW BIRTH FOR FREEDOM (1999); GERBER, TO SECURE THESE
RIGHTS (1995); Gerber, Liberal Originalism (2014); ARKES, CONSTITUTIONAL ILLUSIONS &
ANCHORING TRUTHS (2010); Sanders, Ninth Life (1994); Rosenfeld, The Rule of Law and the
Legitimacy of Constitutional Democracy (2001); BLAU & MONCADA, JUSTICE IN THE UNITED
STATES (2006); SIMON, HUMAN RIGHTS OR AMERICAN PRIVILEGES? (2007); Sabo, The Higher
Law Background of the Constitution (2009)
12

As Gerber noted, “[t]he particular provisions of the Constitution were written with the
founders’ background attitudes in mind. The Constitution is not an end in itself; it is the means
by which the American political community’s ideals—its ends—are ordered. It is therefore
necessary to interpret the Constitution in light of those ideals; ideals expressed with unparalleled
eloquence by Thomas Jefferson in the Declaration of Independence.” Gerber, Liberal
Originalism (2014) 5
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though the ground was extremely fertile for FC reasoning, influential
factions preferred the NC system of law. Thus, founders like Madison
was alarmed by the transgressions on individual liberty, and the ultimate
objective for the framers when they met in Philadelphia in 1787 was to
create a system that would do a better job at protecting natural rights than
the government had done under the Articles of Confederation.13 In other
words, these FC individuals sought a way to cope with the dynamics
inherent in NC societies; the purpose of the Constitutional Convention
was to find a way to save the system of FC law against the forces that
continuously disparaged and sabotaged the elevated ideals from which
FC reasoning drew its strength—and the end result was the U.S.
Constitution with its Bill of Rights.

5.1 THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION
“If men were angels, no government would be necessary. If angels
were to govern men, neither external nor internal controls on
government would be necessary. In framing a government which is to
be administered by men over men, the great difficulty lies in this: you
must first enable the government to control the governed; and in the
next place, oblige it to control itself.”14
―James Madison―

In writing a Constitution, the framers sought to create a positive law that
would protect pre-existing natural rights. They wanted a mechanism for
bringing the higher law down to earth, and in this sense we have a written
and an unwritten Constitution.15
13

GERBER, TO SECURE THESE RIGHTS, 100-25; Barnett, The Ninth Amendment: It Means What
It Says (2006)
14

MADISON, HAMILTON & JAY, THE FEDERALIST PAPERS (2010) 200

15

“In the abstract, a written constitution can be considered another structural feature of
governance, like separation of powers, judicial review, and federalism, whose value lies in its
ability to lock-in and preserve the other rights-protecting features of the governing structure, as
well as to define and limit the power that may properly be exercised.” Barnett, The Misconceived
Assumption about Constitutional Assumptions (2008) 49. See also AMAR, AMERICA’S
UNWRITTEN CONSTITUTION (2012); Sherry, The Founders’ Unwritten Constitution (1987);
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The unwritten constitution consists of the principles of natural law
as well as the tools and techniques for applying these principles on a caseby-case basis, while the written constitution positivizes the higher,
unwritten law. The former proceeds (and gains its authority) from the
latter, and even though the Constitution does not explicitly reference
natural law, like the Declaration of Independence and several state
constitutions, it (1) uses terms that cannot be understood in any other
context and (2) it cannot be read in isolation. It must be seen in light of
the political theory of the founders, their speeches and diverse writings
(especially the Declaration of Independence) and these are replete with
references to a higher, unwritten law, accessible to human reason. The
Federalist Papers, for instance, frequently rely on “nature,” “primary
truths,” and “reason” to justify general principles of law, and it simply
makes no sense to read the Constitution as a NC document.16
Even so, this is what many scholars do. Whether it be for reasons of
ignorance or convenience, they fail to appreciate the higher law background of the Constitution, and they have managed to get away with it to
this day. One reason is that constitutional interpretation did not really
evolve to become a fully formed discipline. Until the 1980s little
scholarship existed to make sense of the Constitution as a FC document
and because a system of NC law had become firmly established
precedent, most people assumed that the justices at the Supreme Court
knew what they were doing. Today, however, we know that our
confidence was misplaced. FC scholars have demolished the credibility
of the current system, exposing its flawed foundation for all to see, and
whether we look at early jurisprudence, the founders’ writings, the
debates preceding the Bill of Rights, or the Ninth Amendment
scholarship which has accumulated in later years there is too much data

Sherry, The Ninth Amendment: Righting an Unwritten Constitution (1988); GERBER, TO SECURE
THESE RIGHTS (1995); Snure, A Frequent Recurrence to Fundamental Principles (1992); Grey,
The Uses of an Unwritten Constitution (1988); Solum, Originalism and the Unwritten
Constitution (2013); Sanders, Ninth Life: An Interpretive Theory of the Ninth Amendment (1994)
16

As Madison himself wrote: “On the distinctive principles of the [U.S.] Government . . . the
best guides are to be found in . . . the Declaration of Independence, as the fundamental Act of
Union of these States.” Madison, letter to Thomas Jefferson, February 8, 1825
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to preserve the prevailing notion of the Constitution as a source of our
rights.17
It is therefore plain wrong when NC scholars talk of “the rights we
have through the First Amendment”, and so on. As Alexander Hamilton
described the source of our fundamental rights: “[T]he sacred rights of
mankind are not to be rummaged for among old parchments or musty
records. They are written as with a sunbeam, in the whole volume of
human nature, by the hand of Divinity itself and can never be erased or
obscured by mortal power.”18
The reason why the enumerated rights cannot be the source of our
rights should be obvious, as they are secondary to the fundamental
principles of justice. The relationship between the two is like that of
shadow and light, and the enumerated rights represent the shadow that is
cast from these principles into different areas of activity. The First
Amendment merely provides a general outline of our rights in the area
of religion, free speech and the like, just as the Second Amendment’s
right to bear arms merely details one aspect of inviolable rights in the
area self-expression and protection. The existence of these rights does not
depend upon their enumeration any more than the existence of light
depends on its shadow. Light creates shadow, not the other way around.
It was this conception of rights that made the American system so
unique, for even though the founders were inspired by the British legal
system and its leading theorists, this was the crucial difference between
the two—one being a system of FC law and the other NC.
We shall later see how doctrines are used to channel the light of first
principles into a workable system for determining when we have a rights
violation and how this analysis is the same whether or not a right is
enumerated. However, to continue our story, it is well-known that the
founders were in a quandary as how to prepare a document which would
17

O'Scannlain, The Natural Law in the American Tradition (2011) 1516 (“when our founders
codified fundamental rights in the Constitution, they did not believe that they were ‘creating’
those rights, any more than a mathematician ‘creates’ mathematical principles when he writes
the axioms of a formal system.”); Sanders, Ninth Life (1994) 804 (“the real ideological
revolution which occurred over the summer of 1787 lay in the recognition that a constitution
could become positive law of a higher level, intended to supplement and give practical force to
natural law. The Framers did not . . . intend the Constitution to wholly supplant higher law;
rather, they expected natural law to continue to condemn repugnant laws which the Constitution
did not expressly prohibit.”)
18

Hamilton, The Farmer Refuted, 23 Feb. 1775
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be effective in protecting natural rights. Some wanted a Bill of Rights
because of the frequent occurrence of undue interference with rights.
Others did not want to enumerate any rights, precisely for their fear that
“an imperfect enumeration would throw all implied power into the scale
of the government, and the rights of the people would be rendered
incomplete.”19 They knew that a complete enumeration would be
impossible20 and that to enumerate only some would be a dangerous
undertaking, one that agents of tyranny would seize upon to deny those
rights that were not accounted for.21 However, Virginia Representative
James Madison, the chief architect of the Constitution, thought this
problem could be solved by the implementation of an amendment that
detailed the rules of construction. His idea was welcomed, and so it was
that the Bill of Rights found its form. First, the Founders enumerated
eight specific amendments, each focusing on problem areas they sought
to remedy. By articulating in general terms protections in those areas
deemed most pressing, they provided a rough outline of rights and duties,
and then came the most important amendment—the Ninth.

19

Pennsylvania representative James Wilson, quoted in Sanders, Ninth Life (1994) 765

20

To quote James Iredell, who became a Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court: “[I]t would be not
only useless, but dangerous, to enumerate a number of rights which are not intended to be given
up; because it would be implying, in the strongest manner, that every right not included in the
exception might be impaired by the government without usurpation; and it would be impossible
to enumerate every one. Let anyone make what collection or enumeration of rights he pleases, I
will immediately mention twenty or thirty more rights not contained in it.” Barnett, The Ninth
Amendment: It Means What It Says (2006) 28
21

Alexander Hamilton's argument in The Federalist is well-known: “I . . . affirm that bills of
rights, in the sense and in the extent in which they are contended for, are not only unnecessary
in the proposed Constitution but would even be dangerous. They would contain various
exceptions to powers which are not granted; and on this very account, would afford a colorable
pretext to claim more than were granted. For why declare that things shall not be done which
there is no power to do? Why for instance, should it be said, that the liberty of press shall not be
restrained, when no power is given by which restrictions may be imposed? I will not contend
that such a provision would confer a regulating power; but it is evident that it would furnish, to
men disposed to usurp, a plausible pretence for claiming that power.” The Federalist No. 84 in
MADISON, HAMILTON & JAY, THE FEDERALIST PAPERS (2010) 329; See also McAffee, The
Original Meaning of the Ninth Amendment (1990); Sanders, Ninth Life (1994); Barnett, The
Ninth Amendment: It Means What It Says (2006)
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5.1.1 THE NINTH, THE TENTH, AND THE FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT
When the founders wanted a mechanism to ensure the protection of
natural rights, the Ninth Amendment became the solution.22 As this
Amendment says: “The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights,
shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people.”
No doubt, then, this is the amendment that to the greatest extent
protects first principles.23 As seen from the perspective of principled law
it is the one that carries the greatest weight, for while the first eight
amendments were to guard against obvious threats, this amendment was
designed to cover all possible rights-violations.24 The Ninth Amendment
was unanimously decided, and while the rest of the Bill of Rights resulted
from a compromise in the debates, the Ninth Amendment did not.25 To
the founders its importance was self-evident, and their only concern was
that it would fail to hold the forces of despotism at bay.26 They were well
aware that sinister forces were bent on undermining the American
experiment and their foremost concern was to prevent the new
government of falling prey to the factions that had enslaved the people of
Europe.27 They were no less naïve about the corruptibility of their own

22

Barnett, The Ninth Amendment: It Means What It Says (2006); Barnett, The Golden Mean
Between Kurt & Dan: A Moderate Reading of the Ninth Amendment (2008)
23

Tribe & Dorf, Levels of Generality in the Definition of Rights (1990) 1100-1001 (“Ninth
Amendment . . . affirmatively acts as a presumption in favor of generalizing at higher levels of
abstraction.”)
24

A majority of the Ninth Amendment scholars have concluded that these unenumerated rights
were no less important than those enumerated. See Barnett, The Ninth Amendment: It Means
What It Says (2006) 13-14 (“the purpose of the Ninth Amendment was to ensure the equal
protection of unenumerated individual natural rights on a par with those individual natural rights
that came to be listed “for greater caution” in the Bill of Rights.”); Richards, Liberalism, Public
Morality, and Constitutional Law (1988); Sanders, Ninth Life (1994); Niles, Ninth Amendment
Adjudication (2000); Sweet & Harris, Moral and Constitutional Considerations in Support of
the Decriminalization of Drugs, in FISH (ED.), HOW TO LEGALIZE DRUGS (1998); Grey, The Uses
of an Unwritten Constitution (1988); Sherry, The Ninth Amendment: Righting an Unwritten
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government,28 and the powers that ruled Europe rightly feared the
American experiment. It was (and probably remains) humanity’s most
successful attempt at controlling the oppressive tendencies inherent in the
NC State, and the founders recognized that the success of the American
project depended on the ability to protect the Constitution against those
“violent and oppressive factions which embitter the blessings of
liberty.”29
The Ninth Amendment was of principal importance as a bulwark
against these factions. Hence, to deny the Ninth Amendment its rightful
position as a central tenet of the U.S Constitution would not only degrade
it to the status of a NC document, but it would pave the way for tyranny.
Perhaps, then, it should come as no surprise that this is what the U.S.
Supreme Court has done. As we shall see, this Amendment has generally
been avoided altogether on the excuse that it is too vague and open-ended
to work with, but it is just as likely that the Court’s disdain can be
ascribed to political priorities rather than mere ignorance. The dynamics
that define NC systems dictate that those who govern will construe laws
and constitutions most favorably for increasing their own powers and as
we saw in part one, there will be a tremendous pressure on the individual
to conform to the expectations of the status quo. Hence, as the Court
consistently has downgraded all FC aspects of the Constitution to NC
status, only the most naïve would outright deny the possibility of this
dynamic at play. After all, to FC scholars the meaning of the Ninth
Amendment is easy to deduce, and it is no more vague or open-ended
than it must be to do the job that the founders intended.
We must never forget that the thinking behind our constitutional
order was simple. The idea was, as far as possible, to empower the
individual and to restrict government, and with that in mind the content
of the Ninth Amendment should be less elusive. It simply means what it
says, and it is there to make sure that the proponents of state power have
(MCDONALD, NOVUS ORDO SECLORUM, 78) and Washington was no less convinced that the
British were “endeavoring by every piece of art and despotism to fix the shackles of slavery
upon us.” (Ibid.) This belief in conspiracies did not end with the revolution.
28
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no fig leaf behind which to hide authoritarian ambitions. Put in its proper
frame therefore its implications (at the very least for criminal policy) are
clear and as a general conception of the rights it reserves, we can say that
in all those areas in which the state cannot claim, justify, and prove that
an infringement on our personal freedom is absolutely necessary for the
protection of society, the state shall refrain from such interference—and
this Amendment protects the activity, whatever it is.
Now, it is in the nature of things that NC individuals are burdened
with an authoritarian bent. As we have seen, they will either have an urge
to rule others or to be ruled by others, and so they have great difficulty
accepting this premise. This, most likely, is the reason why the Ninth
Amendment has been put to sleep by the Supreme Court. The large
majority of Ninth Amendment scholars, however, are FC individuals and
to them this interpretation is uncontroversial.30 There is agreement among
these scholars that the framers understood the unenumerated rights
referred to in the Ninth to be fundamental rights,31 and that they devised
not only the Ninth but also the Tenth Amendment32 to bar against undue
infringement on individual liberty.33 They see these amendments as two
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parts of a greater whole, the former reserving rights and the latter limiting
powers.34
This greater whole is the background presumption of a right to
liberty. Indeed, as seen from the FC perspective these amendments are
but two sides on the same coin, and as Barnett has noted:
“Going back to the 18th century, there is a mode of interpretation that
properly takes the presumption of liberty into account. According to
it, constitutional enactments that empower the government are to be
narrowly construed when they potentially encroach on the liberty
rights of individuals, while they are to be broadly construed when they
protect the liberty rights of individuals. As St. George Tucker, a
leading constitutional scholar at the time of the founding, said when
he discussed the interpretive connotation of the Ninth and Tenth
Amendments: ‘every power which concerns the right of the citizen,
must be construed strictly, where it may operate to infringe or impair
his liberty; and liberally, and for his benefit, where it may operate to
his security and happiness.’”35

Unless we are to reject everything the founders stood for, and unless
our purpose is to deny the American people their unalienable rights, we
must accept this constitutional construction. The Ninth dictates that in
absolutely all areas of activity the individual has a right to do with his
life, liberty, and property as he wills, unless sufficiently weighty social
considerations justify a limit to his freedoms.36 This means that there must
be principled limitation to the police power. For a law to validly infringe
34
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our liberty it must be neither arbitrary, disproportional nor
discriminatory. It must represent a proper balancing of the interests of the
individual and society, and as Barnett reminds us:
“A conception of the police power that is consistent with this principle
would have the following components: (1) a prohibition of an act is
proper when the act violates the rights of others (e.g., murder, rape,
robbery, theft, trespass)—because such an act wrongfully violates the
rights of another person, it is not properly called a ‘liberty’; (2) a
regulation of liberty is proper when it is necessary to protect the rights
of others from the risk of violation—for example, health and safety
laws; and (3) to establish that a regulation of liberty is ‘necessary’
would require the government to show some degree of fit between
means and ends and that the measure is not simply a pretext for
restricting the exercise of liberties of which the legislature
disapproves.
This approach to protecting liberty generally resembles how
courts now protect the enumerated natural rights of speech, press, and
assembly. The prohibition of wrongful acts, such as fraud, defamation
or trespass are constitutional notwithstanding that the acts being
prohibited are speech or assembly. Regulations of rightful exercises
of speech or assembly in the form of rules governing “time, place, and
manner” are proper insofar as there is an appropriate fit between
means and ends, they do not place an undue burden on the exercise of
these rights, and they are not pretexts for prohibiting speech of which
the government disapproves.”37

In other words, to find out whether an activity can be properly
prohibited, it does not matter if it is an enumerated or unenumerated right.
In all cases the law must conform to certain criteria of reasonableness,
and these criteria are well-known to constitutional lawyers.
Now, originally, the Ninth Amendment (like the rest of the U.S.
Constitution) applied only to the federal government. It was only with the
passage of the Fourteenth Amendment in 1868 that the federal
government obtained jurisdiction to protect the people from rights
violations by state governments and this amendment is of great
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significance when it comes to the U.S. Constitution fulfilling its role as a
FC document. As it held in part: “No State shall make or enforce any law
which shall abridge the privileges and immunities of citizens of the
United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or
property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its
jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.”
This Amendment came into being shortly after the Civil War and its
ratification was obligatory before the Confederate States were allowed to
rejoin the Union. In the period of the Founding slavery had been so
deeply embedded in the social fabric that it proved impossible to write it
out of the Constitution. It was this fateful compromise that resulted in the
Civil War, but with this amendment Congress redeemed itself and the
Constitution officially came to recognize the truth that the Declaration of
Independence nearly a century before had deemed “self-evident.”
America, however, was still being run by racist white men, and this
Amendment alone could not bridge theory and practice. With the
Slaughter-House Cases, in what scholars have called the “the sorriest
opinion ever written,”38 the Supreme Court effectively reduced it to
something more tolerable to the men in charge, but we are here concerned
with its true meaning and as for its Equal Protection and Due Process
Clauses FC scholars and justices agree that they codified a natural law
version of these concepts.39 As to the Privileges and Immunities Clause,
38
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they also agree that its original meaning “included [not only] the same
natural rights retained by the people to which the Ninth Amendment
referred, but also the additional enumerated rights contained in the Bill
of Rights,”40 and that “[w]hen the Privileges or Immunities Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment is combined with the Ninth, the unenumerated
liberty rights retained by the people were expressly protected against
infringement by both federal and state governments.”41
The Fourteenth Amendment, then, was a giant step forward for the
U.S. Constitution. The Amendment completed the Constitution as a FC
document by making it applicable to the states—and so, in theory at least,
everything was as it should be. The people now had a fully formed
mechanism that could “secure the Blessings of Liberty.” First, the
Constitution’s Preamble and Article One set out the perimeters of a
limited government, establishing that its power to infringe natural rights
was restricted to those laws which were “necessary and proper”42 to
“promote the general Welfare.” Second, the Constitution being a “logical
extension of the Declaration of Independence,”43 one that “completed and
perfected the revolution,”44 there was no doubt as to the natural rights
principles and values it embodied. Third, the Ninth Amendment were
there to remind the government that the enumeration of certain rights
should not be construed to “deny or disparage” all the other natural rights
retained by the people. Fourth, the background presumption of liberty
made it clear that when interpreting the Constitution “all language must
be construed ‘strictly’ in favor of natural rights.”45 And fifth, if the people
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had any grievances, they were guaranteed “due process of law” and “the
equal protection of the laws” by the Fifth and the Fourteenth Amendment.
“Due process of law” means that the government must treat its
citizens according to established procedures (that it must abide by the rule
of law), and affirms that the law must conform to the principles of natural
law—the higher law.46 This means that the law shall not be
“unreasonable, arbitrary or capricious, and that the means selected shall
have a real and substantial relation to the object sought to be attained,”47
which would be the protection of the general welfare. As Justice Harlan
put it, due process is the result of a balance between “respect for the
liberty of the individual” and “the demands of organized society.”48
In essence, then, the due process doctrine can be viewed as a vehicle
for protecting personal autonomy, and this can only be done by ensuring
that the citizens are provided an effective remedy whenever they contest
the validity of a law. The doctrine of judicial review is there to provide
this remedy, and as this has been accepted as a basic ingredient of the
rule of law since the Founding49 the liberties of the American people
should have been secure—provided that constitutional construction was
left to competent individuals.
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5.1.2 “A FREQUENT RECURRENCE TO FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES”
As we have seen, the founders did what they could to ensure that the
American legal system was one of principled law. The Constitution may
have been a compromise between diverse factions and interests but its
principles were clear. They were firmly established at the heart of the
Constitution. They were its true lifeblood and the founders expected them
to guide America forward on its path towards Utopia. The framers, for
instance, may have compromised on slavery, but they knew very well
that its very existence undermined the legitimacy of the American
project. Many of them were haunted by this compromise but assumed
that the principles embodied in the Constitution would work on the social
fabric until a more just order could be established. As President Lincoln
said:
“[The founders] did not mean to assert the obvious untruth, that all
men were then actually enjoying equality, nor yet, that they were
about to confer it immediately upon them. In fact they had no power
to confer such a boon. They meant simply to declare the right, so that
the enforcement of it might follow as circumstances should permit.
They meant to set up a standard maxim for free society, which could
be familiar to all, and revered by all, constantly looked to, constantly
labored for, and even though never perfectly attained, constantly
approximated, and thereby constantly spreading and deepening its
influence and augmenting the happiness and value of life to all people
of all colors everywhere.”50

Remember that FC individuals, having the ability to connect with the
light of first principles, also have the ability to see their day and age in a
historical context. They are the frontrunners, the avant-garde of
humanity, and this is both a blessing and a curse. The blessing is that they
have a sense of direction (and a sense of connection) that others do not.
They know that the principles and values that follow from the Wholeness
perspective will become more integrated into the social fabric as
humanity matures and that they are privileged to be in a position to aid in
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this process. It is a curse, however, in the sense that it is tiresome work.
They are born into a society where the majority has little regard or
understanding for the bigger picture, where most are happy to embrace
collectively shared prejudices, and where people with a vested interest in
the status quo will forcefully oppose them.
To those who do not suffer fools gladly this is frustrating, for on the
one hand they see how humanity’s problems can be solved easily and on
the other they see the horrors of the status quo like no others. They see
through the lies and the deceit that NC individuals embrace, they see the
reality of oppression and injustice where others fail to see anything
wrong, and they must learn to be infinitely patient with their fellow men
and women.
To the extent the founders were FC individuals, they were in this
position. Some, like Hamilton and Washington, were more content to
play the game of politics with the expectation that the greater good would
prevail, while others, like Jefferson and Paine, had a harder time
accepting the status quo.51 Even so, the distance between theory and
practice was obvious to them all (or else they would not have been FC
individuals), and it was for this reason that they emphasized the
importance of going back to first principles in times of controversy.
First of all, this was the only way America could fulfill its destiny.
The idea of America was that of progress, of gradually overcoming
challenges so that a more perfect world could emerge. As the Constitution
proclaimed, its purpose was to “form a more perfect Union,” and this was
the essence of the American project; to keep adjusting whatever
imbalance remained in the relationship between the individual and the
state in order for us to enjoy progressively greater blessings of liberty.
First principles were the guiding lights of this process. They were the
starry heavens under which the great ship of America would stake out its
course, and only by a frequent return to these principles could its
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visionaries measure and recalibrate a distance between theory and
practice.
Secondly, not only would it advance the progress of society from NC
to FC status; it would bar against the corrupting dynamics inherent in NC
societies. To the extent that the founders represented FC values they were
of invaluable service to their country, but there were only so much a few
good men could do. The great majority of their contemporaries being NC
individuals, it was inevitable that self-serving factions would come to
control the machinery of government and the founders feared this like
nothing else. They saw this dynamic at play, and they knew that if
anything could keep these factions from destroying the foundations of
America it was the principles embodied in the Declaration of
Independence and the Constitution. Thus, as William Hooper, one of
North Virginia’s delegates to the Continental Congress in Philadelphia,
reminded his fellow delegates, it was “necessary that recurrence should
often be had to original principles to prevent those evils which in a course
of years must creep in and vitiate every human institution.”52
Hooper was not the only voice in this choir. To the extent that the
framers were FC individuals, they knew that as time progressed, first
principles would be the only check on agents of tyranny, and their legacy
is seen in at least eleven state constitutions which warned that “no free
government, nor the blessings of liberty, can be preserved to any people,
but by . . . frequent recurrence to fundamental principles.”53
Had the courts stood by these principles they would have avoided
many an embarrassment over the years. They would also have provided
the people with the only reliable means of keeping the American
experiment on that path staked out by the Founding Fathers, and this, I
believe, is why Justice Thomas urged the American people “to be ever
vigilant in reminding us—me and everyone else who has the privilege of
serving our nation through public office—of the principles of our
founding and how they apply to the controversies of our time.”54
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However, neither the people nor the courts have given this issue
much attention. It has been hundreds of years, and they have consistently
ignored the light of first principles, letting government roam free. For this
reason, the system of law became increasingly corrupted, and we shall
now trace this process.
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6
THE CORRUPTION OF AMERICA
“We are walking around in the spaces of a nation which we believe
to guarantee ‘liberty and justice for all,’ as a matter of constitutional
law. But outside the realms of free expression and religion . . . our
original constitutional text, even including the Bill of Rights, protects
only a few limited and special substantive human rights. That is not a
slight variation on the principles of the Declaration of Independence,
but very nearly antipodal to them.”55
―Charles L. Black―

AS SEEN THE CONSTITUTION was a FC document. The founders’ moral
theory, conception of rights, consent theory and doctrine of revolution
were all purebred FC thinking, and to a large extent the Declaration of
Independence, the state constitutions, and the U.S. Constitution came into
being as a reflection of the ideals and values expounded by this era. I say,
“to a large extent”, as Americans had no other choice. They were under
the tyranny of a king whose unjust demands claimed an ever-increasing
toll, and the only way they could be free from this burden was by applying
FC reasoning. This was the key to their liberty. And this being the case,
it is small wonder that it was an auspicious time for such elevated
reasoning. As intellectual elites, politicians, and regular citizens all had a
vested interest in achieving sovereignty, the circumstances would breed
it forth, but as their aims were achieved a different dynamic began—one
that would prove the downfall of the founders’ project.
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6.1 A RACE TO THE BOTTOM
Even though the leading framers, no doubt, believed in their vision and
above all sought to ensure its success, society did not go from NC to FC
status overnight. When dealing with social dynamics there are no clean
breaks; it is just a slow progression towards either end, and so the new
government was at the basic level (i.e. the psychological) not much better
than before the revolution. The old rule may have been deposed and a FC
foundation put in its place. But as the American psyche did not go from
NC to FC status in the same period much was still the same—and after
the old rule was gone, new rulers emerged victorious.
These new rulers had little use of FC reasoning. In fact, to the extent
they were more concerned with protecting their own ambitions than
promoting justice, the founder’s system of law would be their biggest
problem. And so, to successfully play their game of power-politics, they
had to abolish the very foundation upon which America was created.
So it was that a system of NC law emerged. Individuals will interpret
the Constitution according to their own nature. And while FC individuals
will concentrate on the principles and values it intended to protect, NC
individuals will interpret it according to their own dispositions. Thus,
after the new government was constituted, less noble, more “practical”
concerns came into play. To the extent that the American psyche
conformed to NC standards, there would be a social dynamic which
ensured that the most self-serving, cunning, and ruthless individuals
would rise to positions of power and these people had no interest in FC
values. Quite the contrary; to whatever extent the ideal of self-governing,
responsible, and independent individuals materialized, it would mean the
death of the old hierarchical, dominance-oriented way of government,
and this is not what NC rulers want. Instead, what they want is the power
to shape society according to their own calculations of self-interest. Their
goal will always be a strong government that caters to their ambitions,
one that proves more responsive to their will than FC ideals, and the new
rulers of America were no different. The sum of their perceived selfinterest, ambition and avarice therefore provided for a bureaucratic thrust
which ensured that the government parted ways with the principles and
ideals on which it was founded.
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As the framers had noted, this process was well underway at the time
of the Founding and by the beginning of the 20th century the American
project had been properly derailed. The ruling elites now had complete
control of the political process and if the United States had ever been a
government of the people, by the people, for the people this clearly was
no longer the case. Instead, the United States had become something out
of the founders’ worst nightmares; an Orwellian state-project that paid
homage to FC ideals while secretly doing everything it could to
undermine first principles. The courts would prove willing instruments
in this process. Siding with the rulers, they would ignore the founders’
call for a frequent recurrence to first principles, and so a jurisprudence
evolved that undermined the ideals of the Founding.

6.2 THE INFLUENCE OF FACTIONS AND IGNORANCE
Now, while I have pointed out the obvious as to the inherent dynamics of
NC societies, this summary may be troubling to some. We all know that
the founders were extremely worried about the influence of those forces
that sought to “separate the people from their government,”56 but we tend
to forget or deny that they are equally present in our day and age.57
This “forgetfulness” is psychologically expedient, as it is one of those
defense mechanisms that make life much more bearable. Just like some
people, in fear of having to face reality, will ignore all symptoms that
there is a cancerous substance growing inside their body, so others will
disregard the influence of these forces upon our body of law. However,
if we are to make sense of the distance between theory and practice, we
must be open to the possibility that these factions did not simply wither
away after the Founding. Instead, it would be sensible to assume that such
factions, since those days, to the best of their ability have tried to bend
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the fabric of American justice to their own ends, and a student of power
politics will have to conclude that they have been rather successful.
At the very least, books have been written by whistleblowers who are
familiar with these factions.58 Their stories speak for themselves as to the
disturbing reality behind the façade. And when it comes to the distance
between theory and practice, the influence of these factions on the
machinery of state can hardly be overestimated. The present state of
power-political rivalries is a living testimony to their enduring
presence—and so is the zeal with which all governments have fought the
progress of human rights law. Our leaders may solemnly declare their
commitment to human rights in speeches at the UN and elsewhere, but
reality betrays a different picture.
When dealing with NC dynamics power never abdicates willingly.
Only a collective increase in FC traits can arrest the ambitions of the
individuals in charge, and as nothing threatens the state’s hegemony of
power more than human rights law, they have effectively kept it at bay.
Internationally, we saw how this was done in the aftermath of the Second
World War. Before and during the war Western leaders used human
rights rhetoric for mobilization of public opinion and after the war the
enthusiasm for human rights was so great that a series of human rights
initiatives were orchestrated by NGOs. Had things been different—i.e.,
had humanity matured to the point where a system of FC law could be
accepted by government leaders—the world would have been a very
different place. Our rulers, however, had no intention of holding
themselves accountable for human rights violations. They therefore made
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sure that the UN human rights conventions were given no legal status and
no system for enforceability.59
Domestically, something similar took place in the period after the
Founding, as the new rulers had no intention of abiding by the FC
standard. Instead, the Constitution would have to be interpreted in ways
that appealed to those in power and as a result its most important parts
had to go. Looking back, we see that the U.S. Supreme Court has been a
most willing servant of power in this process, gradually ensuring that the
Constitution became sufficiently void of protective clauses to allow for a
return to tyranny.60 As we shall see, by relying on purebred NC reasoning,
the justices at the Supreme Court have done to America what no British
king could successfully do; they have effectively stripped its people of
all but a handful of rights, they have subjected Americans to the tyranny
of arbitrary rule, and tens of millions of Americans have suffered terribly
for it.61
It would be extremely naïve to discount or deny the influence of
behind-the-scenes politics. We have just seen that the first American
President warned about the influence of a secret society that wished “to
separate the people from their government,” and that other founders
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noted similar concerns.62 Modern people tend to scoff at such notions.
Even so, according to the Knights Templar Order—a secret society
grouping which presided over the English legal system at the time of the
Magna Carta:
“The real problem, and the ultimate root cause of corruption of the
legal system, is the practice of infiltration and fraternal control by
secret societies from the 15th century, whose agendas became even
more aggressive from the 18th century, and escalated to being
shamelessly obvious by the 21st century. Whenever enough of their
members occupy enough key positions to control the legal profession,
their immoral egotistical arrogance makes them certain they can get
away with flagrant violations of the Rule of Law.”63

The Templars describe Masonic influence as the source of the
problem. According to them, the top levels of Freemasonry are “infiltrated
by another secret society of ‘elites’ with highly negative agendas against
humanity.”64 While most Masons remain unaware of this, Washington, who
himself was a Mason, must have known, as the group named by the Knights
Templar is the same group as that was specifically named by Washington—
the Illuminati. As most historians believe that this group was dissolved at the
end of the 18th century, many people will reject this notion. However, the
Knights Templar fraternity, which holds the same legal status as the Vatican
State, claims to be fighting the undue influence of this secret society to ensure
that our system of law is upgraded to FC status.65
It is beyond the scope of this book to pursue the matter in any academic
fashion. But leaving aside the question of whether the Masonic Order, at the
top level, has been infiltrated by a group with evil intentions, it is indisputable
that we, the past 200 years, have witnessed the systematic dismantling of the
founders’ system of law—and this has happened on the Masons’ watch.66
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However, while the influence of secret societies is beyond dispute,
the manipulations of factions are not the only reason why the American
legal system has failed to represent the ideal of justice. Far from it. Its
institutions, after all, are filled with mere mortals and like other mortals
they tend to be moved by passion. Indeed, in the NC society this is the
trait that most fully defines human interaction—and it is for this reason
that the system of justice has failed to perfect a canon of law worthy of
its name.
We have already seen the power of situational factors on our minds.
It is difficult to overcome the group-mind and the fact that we are a NC
society explains why a majority, even in scholarly circles, have no idea
that the Constitution is a FC document, enacted to ensure a reign of first
principles. Living in a NC society, the system is rigged in favor of the
NC version of events; and with our law schools designed to produce NC
lawyers, only a few have the faculty to grasp the essence of the
Constitution. As already discussed, the collective unconscious will have
sufficient impact to make a majority of those who would otherwise be
capable of FC reasoning submit to the status quo. As NC jurisprudence
throughout the centuries has attained an aura of respectability, those who
drink from the well of judicial precedent are likely to be drawn in by its
seductive authority. Like a poisoned fountain it clouds lawyers’ minds,
muddles their vision, and confounds their logic, leaving them dazed and
ill prepared to grasp the inherent contradictions of their trade. It is
unfortunate, but by the time they have finished law school most have
become so subdued by the pressure to conform that principled reasoning
escapes them. In order to fit in they must comply with certain
expectations, and in eagerness to adjust they end up too entangled in the
web of jurisprudence to see its inconsistencies and inadequacies.
So it is that only a few, those who are further advanced, are able to
connect the dots, see the bigger picture, and grasp its essence. Even
among this percentage, however, only a few will dedicate themselves to
bringing integrity to law. For reasons of convenience, most will accept
the status quo and only those even further advanced at the FC-end will
have the integrity to speak truth to power, standing up for FC ideals,
values, and principles.
Thus, we find that for the last 200 years the discipline of law has
fallen into disrepute. In a debate firmly set within the parameters of NC
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reasoning, the majority of scholars have become trapped by cultural
indoctrination and contemporary constraints and fail to see further. This
explains the absence of a viable account of criminal law. FC scholars
have tried to establish principled limits to its scope, but as most of their
peers are at the NC level their impact has been inconsequential. They may
have been awed by “the glaring failure of penal theory as it has developed
on both sides of the Atlantic;”67 and they may have been “baffled” why
so few care about the integrity of their profession.68 But there it is. The
simple answer is found in the powerful psychological effect of living in
NC societies, and not until their peers grow some integrity will their
discipline present itself as a respectable endeavor.
This tendency to fall in line is also why constitutional interpretation
hardly evolved as a discipline for 200 years. It was left to the justices at
the Court to advance the doctrines most suitable to their needs, and not
until the latter half of the 20th century did serious scholarship begin. What
really sparked it off was a movement of judicial conservatives in the
1980s who argued that the Supreme Court’s drift towards protecting
unenumerated rights was unconstitutional. In a series of cases the Court
had given protection to privacy rights that were not explicitly mentioned
in the Constitution and these conservatives claimed that this was an errant
doctrine—a doctrine incompatible with the founders’ intent.
These scholars claimed (erroneously) that the founders wanted only
the enumerated rights protected and (rightly) that the Constitution had to
be interpreted as originally intended. They therefore became known as
Originalists. As a result of their efforts, other scholars began examining
this issue and one of the pioneers was Randy Barnett. When he began
researching the Ninth Amendment, he discovered that it had gone
virtually unnoticed until that point in time,69 and his studies led to one
surprise after another. It did not take long to discover that the Originalists
were wrong and that the founders wanted all rights equally protected. He
also found “that the Ninth Amendment was inextricably linked to the
other clauses that the Supreme Court had redacted from the text: the
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Necessary and Proper Clause, the Commerce Clause, the Privileges and
Immunities Clause, and the Tenth Amendment. They all had to go if
Congress and state legislators were going to be given the discretion to
pass laws ‘in the public interest’ unconstrained by any limits on their
powers besides a few judicially favored rights.”70
In other words, Professor Barnett discovered that the activities of the
Supreme Court were part of a bigger picture, one that predictably
conformed to the dynamics inherent in NC societies. In looking at this
from an isolated perspective it will be impossible to say what kind of
motivations the justices may have had to move the Court in this direction.
However, as seen from the bigger perspective, what we can say for sure
is that individuals can be counted on to interpret the Constitution
according to their own inclinations—and that today’s doctrines are the
result of leaving interpretation to NC individuals.
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6.3 TRACING THE CORRUPTION OF LAW
“The assumption would engage itself slowly, but steadily, that the
things written down were far more important as rights than the things
left unmentioned. In this subtle shift we find the essential move from
natural rights to positive rights, from rights grounded in the nature of
human beings as ‘moral agents,’ to the sense rather of rights that
have standing as rights because we have decided, as a people, to
confer them to one another. In the age of relativism so portable and
facile, so deeply absorbed that it is rarely even noticed, many people
by now have made the shift to the latter understanding without being
aware that they had made any shift at all. Much less are they aware
that they had made a decisive moral break from the premises of the
American Founders.”71
―Hadley Arkes―

As the American society (in every other sense than in its Founding
documents) remained a NC society, its system of law would primarily be
formed by two forces: (1) the need of rulers to justify their ambitions and
(2) the impact of the collective consciousness. The former would be a
symptom of the latter, and we have discussed the impact of factions and
ignorance on the body of law. It is pointless for our purposes to speculate
to what extent the status quo results from one or the other, but these two
forces, to a great extent, have shaped law into being. I say, “to a great
extent,” as being an advanced NC society, there is also the influence of
FC reasoning.
In looking at the big picture, we can see that it was most influential
at the time of the Founding. Law, in this period, was a very different
endeavor than today and there was no “system” as we think of it. Justice
had not yet become bureaucratized; there were no urban police forces;
and politicians posed little treat to the people’s private domain. The
system was decentralized. There was no power trip to be afforded by a
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career in the criminal justice system and crime victims would themselves
prosecute most criminal cases.72
The doctrine of judicial review was firmly in place and the people, as
jurors, exercised absolute power on a case-by-case basis.73 Natural law
reasoning was the name of the game, even though most people had little
understanding of FC values and principles. As others have noted, the
“[t]he government [that the framers] devised was defective from the
start,”74 for when they spoke of “We the People” they excluded the
majority of the population. At most, it included a narrow class of white,
property holding men, and less than 20 percent of the populace had any
influence on the political process.75 By and large, these white males had
little regard for the rights of blacks, women, and politically weak
minorities. These groups had to fend for themselves, but by invoking
constitutional principles they would advance on the path to liberation.
We must also recognize that the principles of the enlightenment were
corrupted by puritan spirit. In pre-revolutionary colonial America
religion was a way of life and the institutions reflected religious values.
The criminal law, therefore, was primarily concerned with protecting
religious and moral values and these were often opposed to those of the
Enlightenment tradition.76 This was one reason why the founders sought
to separate state from church, but even though the American revolution
brought profound changes in attitudes toward crime (prosecutions for
various sorts of immorality nearly ceased)77 puritanism lingered.
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Even so, decades after the Constitutional Convention, natural rights
doctrine were still going strong. As late as 1827 Chief Justice Marshall
held in Ogden v. Saunders78 that it is not the state that gives validity and
effect to a contract, but a contract that gives validity and effect to the
state, and there are many examples of FC reasoning from this period. The
courts would frequently trace their analysis back to first principles. Both
at the state and federal level they would invalidate statutes that conflicted
with unwritten rights,79 and even Supreme Court justices would do their
reasoning by the same reasoning that characterizes FC law, delineating
principled limits to the police power and affirming the principle of
individual sovereignty.80
Looking at this period, however, courts would less and less reliably
apply the founders’ doctrines, and they fell into the habit of reasoning
from the NC perspective. As Gerber observed, by the time “the Court
decided Barron in 1833, belief in higher law had given way to a view of
the written Constitution as the sole source of fundamental principles,”81
and positive law would become more and more detached from first
principles. The presumption of liberty still held sway, as did the limits to
the police power, but the state power constantly grew until the founding
ideas of America amounted to naught. This shift was slow in coming.
Still, it had already begun in the days of the founders and Thomas
Jefferson, the author of the Declaration of Independence, commented on
the drift towards the English (NC) conception of rights:
“I join in your reprobation of our merchants, priests, and lawyers, for
their adherence to England and monarchy, in preference to their own
country and its Constitution. . . . With the lawyers it is a new thing.
They have, in the Mother country, been generally the firmest
supporters of the free principles of their constitution. But there too
they have changed. I ascribe much of this to [the increasing influence
of English law, especially] the wily sophistries of a Hume or a
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Blackstone. These two books, but especially the former, have done
more towards the suppression of the liberties of man, than all the
million of men in arms of Bonaparte and the millions of human lives
with the sacrifice of which he will stand loaded before the judgment
seat of his Maker. I fear nothing for our liberty from the assaults of
force; but I have seen and felt much, and fear more from English
books, English prejudices, English manners, and the apes, the dupes,
and designs among our professional crafts.”82

Jefferson was not the only founder to lament the increasing influence
of NC law. James Wilson, a man who ranked second only to Madison in
terms of the contributions he made to the framing and ratification of the
Constitution, was explicit in his criticism of English law and while he
was professor at the college of Philadelphia, he gave a series of lectures
on the subject of natural law and the dangers he attributed to the
jurisprudence of Blackstone and Burke. There were others, including
John Taylor, who in his work Construction Construed and Constitutions
Vindicated strongly criticized the increasing use of “sovereignty” as
found in Blackstonian positivism.83 However, the tides of NC law were
on the rise, and by the 1830s FC law had become a legal undercurrent,
one that would sometimes surface in the opinions of judges, but usually
in dissents rather than majority opinions.
Living in a NC society takes its toll, and as time progressed social
dynamics would breed forth NC reasoning. Most judges being too
blinded by culture to see the bigger picture, they would have to draw upon
the authority of precedent rather than first principles and their analysis
would be tangled a hapless mixture of FC and NC reasoning. Thus, in its
pure form FC reasoning would become exceedingly rare. But in its
diluted form it has remained with us to this day, providing some
protection against the authoritarian tendencies inherent in the NC State.
We see it in the “inherent limitations” approach of the nineteenth century,
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the Lawton test,84 the Lochner test,85 the early alcohol cases, the
substantive due process doctrine, the strict scrutiny review, as well as the
Court’s reasoning in more recent cases such as Roe, Casey, and
Lawrence.
In short, elements of FC reasoning have been present all along, but
without sufficient thrust to prevail against the tendencies inherent in NC
societies. It is in the nature of things that most people will conform to the
expectations of the status quo, and so NC reasoning has continued to
inform US legal doctrines.

6.4 FLAWED DOCTRINES AND INCREASING POLICE POWERS
“[T]here have been powerful hydraulic pressures throughout our
history that bear heavily on the Court to water down constitutional
guarantees and give the police the upper hand.”86
―Justice Douglas―

The evolving legal doctrines of America were a result of the social
dynamics inherent in NC societies. When it comes to these dynamics,
that there will be a totalitarian drive inherent in the state. Instead of
containing its role, the government will seek an excuse to expand its
mandate; instead of confining itself to punishing crime, it will go into the
business of preventing crime; and instead of controlling those activities
84
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that directly threaten the rights of others, it will seek to expand the
definition of harm.
This is the predictable result of living in a NC State. It will always
seek to expand in scope, and as its only recognized function is to maintain
the public welfare, these are obvious way to proceed. To expand its reach,
the state must find an excuse, a threat from which the “social interest”
must be protected, and so the ever-present threat against individual
liberty will be the call to sacrifice rights for the public good.87
Needless to say, the evolution of law will be informed by this
tendency of the state. To the extent that NC individuals are in charge, the
legal system will become an instrument of class rule, as they embody
exactly the same qualities that fuel the system’s force of inertia. This
force, after all, is nothing but the result of collective NC traits, and we
shall now see how modern doctrines result from such factors.

6.4.1 THE EVOLVING POLICE POWER
In the NC society, special interest groups will be in control of the state
apparatus. This includes the legal system, and so the courts will be more
concerned with protecting elite interests than individual rights. To the
extent that the U.S. legal system has been shaped by NC forces, we can
observe this tendency in the evolution of law—and it is plain to see.88
Indeed, as we are dealing with a system that consistently puts corporate
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profits over human lives, it is difficult to conclude otherwise89 and
another symptom is the expansion of the police power.
This common trait of NC states is connected to the first, for to the
extent that the state apparatus will be influenced by elites, these factions
will be control-oriented and they will want a strong government to satisfy
their ambitions. These forces, however, can only account for so much. As
a responsible citizenry would do away with authorities who sought to
deprive rights, the limits on the police power will depend on the people
and its expansion will mirror the extent to which they satisfy NC criteria.
Hence, as the limits on the police power have been expanding, this
trend must be attributed to an increasingly infantilized mindset on part of
the average citizen. Part three and four shall have more to say on this, but
the pressure on individual freedom is apparent everywhere, not least in
the history of morals legislation. Beginning with the early alcohol cases,
the state expanded its reach into what had previously been considered the
individual’s private domain. The first alcohol cases were tried in the mid1800s but, at this time, intoxicating liquors were regarded as property and
property rights were fundamental.90 Thus, possession and use could only
89
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be prohibited to promote public health, safety, and morals. The state
would argue that a prohibition was necessary for exactly these reasons
but lost its case again and again as “the keeping of liquors in his
possession by a person, whether for himself or for another . . . can by no
possibility injure or affect the health, morals, or safety of the public.”91
Harm to the public interest, in other words, had to be more than mere
theoretical or indirect. And as alcohol possession or use was “without
direct injury to the public, [it was] one of the citizen's natural and
inalienable rights.”92
This conception of harm held sway until 1915 and defendants who
challenged laws prohibiting the possession of alcohol had period had a
fair shot at invalidating the law as it deprived them of property without
due process of law.93 Only in narcotics cases did the courts reason
otherwise and defer to the legislature whenever this issue was brought to
their attention.94 Scholars, however, have documented that the first drug
laws were the result of racism, corruption, empire building and
ignorance.95 The proscribed drugs were most commonly used by
politically marginalized groups and this explains why government, at the
state level, was free to use these laws as means of social control.
Even so, when the first federal narcotics legislation was enacted
things were a little different. The Constitution did not provide the federal
government with police powers, but as it was formulated as a tax act, its
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lawfulness survived judicial review.96 The justices suspected that the
Harrison Tax Act was a pretext “to exert . . . the reserved police power
of the States,”97 and at this time the Court was mindful of allotting such
power to the federal government. However, the legislation survived by a
4 to 5 decision, and by the time it had become obvious that it really was
a springboard for more repressive actions the courts had come to accept
its legality. Over the next decades therefore, increasingly punitive
measures would be allowed—and whenever the constitutionality of these
laws came under attack, the courts would reverse the reasoning they had
applied in the alcohol cases: It did not matter if no actual or direct harm
to the public interest was involved, prejudice alone would suffice, and
the courts would leave these matters to the legislature.98
Furthermore, the NC State’s drive towards expansion is not only seen
in drug cases and the alcohol cases after 1915. It is also seen in other
cases, as it was in this period that the Court did away with the right to
property altogether;99 it was in this period that the right to contract was
nullified; it was in this period that the presumption of liberty was
overturned; it was in this period that the right to self-medicate went out
the window; it was in this period that a rational connection between
means and ends would no longer be required; and it was in this period
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that any meaningful restraint on the police power vaporized.100 Since this
period, everything could be criminalized in the pursuit of the public
interest and whether or not a legislation actually fulfilled its intended
function would be irrelevant. From 1915 and onwards everything would
count as “harm,” and the legal reasoning of the founders was not only
abandoned—it was turned on its ear. The founders’ fear of big
government not only had no bearing, but the very idea of principled limits
to the police power was anathema to the emerging legal mindset.101
Indeed, this was a period when the answer to all perceived social ills was
a call for more state power, and it should come as no surprise that
positivism had become the ruling ideology. It was, after all, the only
philosophy that would provide the agents of the state with the tools
needed to perfect their vision—and so the 20th century would become the
bloodiest, most murderous in the history of mankind.102
First principles having been properly done away with, there was
nothing to keep government from expanding its reach, and this period
would continue to the mid-1950s. After this, the Court had its most liberal
period (lasting until 1969) where civil rights were recognized as never
before. This, however, is not saying much. As Professor Stuntz noted, the
protections provided by the founders’ legal thinking “were
inconsequential before the mid-twentieth century, and have been mostly
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perverse since,”103 and to this day the Supreme Court have recognized
only a dozen or so rights outside those explicitly granted in the Bill of
Rights. They include the right to marry,104 to have children,105 to direct
the education and upbringing of one’s children,106 to marital privacy,107 to
use contraception,108 to bodily integrity,109 to abortion,110 and to refuse
unwanted lifesaving medical treatment.111
All these rights fall under the “privacy” umbrella, and no new rights
have been recognized since the Supreme Court in 2003 accepted it to
include a right to engage in personal relationships.112 These are the
crumbs of freedom that the Supreme Court has left us. And it is obvious,
as Professor Black noted, “[t]hat is not a slight variation on the principles
of the Declaration of Independence, but very nearly antipodal to them.”113

6.4.2 THE EQUALITY AND FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS DOCTRINE
The scheme that has made this heist possible is the Supreme Court’s NC
mode of constitutional construction, one that interprets individual rights
narrowly and government powers broadly. Its most central feature is the
equality and fundamental rights doctrine that evolved out of the 1930s
legal environment. It was in this period the presumption of liberty was
overturned and a presumption of constitutionality would be applied to
constitutional challenges.114
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The positivist spirit that the Court embraced so fully proclaimed that
the Court should recognize no more rights than necessary and, unless an
act of the legislature burdened an enumerated right, the judges would
defer to the legislature. This, however, would reduce the protection of
rights to those of free speech and religion and there were noticeable
problems with this approach. It was obvious even to positivists that the
Constitution had to protect at least some unenumerated rights; the Ninth
Amendment explicitly said so, and so the task was to separate those
unenumerated rights that deserved protection from those that did not.
Thus, to carve out a sphere of protection that could deal somewhat
satisfactorily with the most blatant human rights abuses on American
soil, the Court would rely on two sets of guidelines: (1) In the area of
equal protection challenges, it would apply a suspect classification
analysis whereby legislation attacking specifically chosen groups would
be subjected to closer scrutiny, and (2), in the area of due process
challenges, the fundamental rights doctrine emerged as a solution.115
When reviewing equal protection challenges, the Court would only
review legislation that discriminated on basis of traits such as race,
national origin, alienage, sex, and nonmarital parentage, while all other
discriminatory practices would go unheeded. And when it came to due
process challenges, the Court would protect only those liberties that were
deemed to be “fundamental.” No more than a very few liberties would
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receive this honor, and to find out if an infringement on liberty was
sufficiently important to rebut a presumption of constitutionality the
Court would ask if a right is “so rooted in the traditions and conscience
of our people as to be ranked as fundamental;”116 if it is “of such a
character that it cannot be denied without violating those fundamental
principles of liberty and justice which lie at the base of all our civil and
political institutions;”117 and if it must be “implicit in the concept of
ordered liberty.”118
Furthermore, to provide another barrier against meaningful review,
the Court would not accept a broad definition of rights, such as a right to
“autonomy,” “privacy,” or “liberty.” It is no surprise that NC individuals,
having everything backwards (i.e., mistaking shadow for light), will fail
to see how these concepts connect to the letter of the Constitution, and so
the Court decided that it would only examine the right in question at the
most specific level that could be identified. It would narrow down the
asserted right to the point where it would appear at its most trivial, a
doctrine more thoughtful scholars have recognized as “a fraud on the
public”119 and “a gambit toward hacking away not just at substantive due
process but also at the nature of liberty itself”120—a “gambit [that] should
not be allowed to succeed.”121
As these criteria represent an all-out assault on the founders’
conception of rights, they have done so with good reason. For one, the
more narrowly we define a right, the more likely the Court is to deny that
the asserted right is constitutionally protected.122 For instance, if the right
in question is specified as “a right to engage in sodomy” (as it was in
Bowers) NC judges, failing to reason from first principles, will quickly
find that no such right exist (as they did in Bowers), whereas if it is
specified as “a right to engage in personal relationships” (as it was in
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Lawrence) they are likely to find that it does (as they did in Lawrence).
In any event it is the same activity, just defined at different levels of
specificity. And as Barnett noted, “[t]he fact that courts can come out any
way they want, depending on which of the accurate characterizations of
the liberty they choose shows that there is something seriously wrong
with current doctrine.”123
Second, the Court’s equality jurisprudence does not make any sense.
The Court has not recognized any new groups worthy of suspect
classification status since 1977, and even if it had it would still leave other
groups unprotected. Hence, it is a senseless endeavor no matter how
many groups of “suspect classifications” it will include, as all individuals
have the same right to be protected from unjustifiable discriminatory
practices.124
Third, the Court’s fundamental rights test is so malleable that judges
are likely to arrive at a conclusion based on nothing but their own
prejudices.125 It goes without saying that its criteria, to NC individuals,
will not amount to much protection, as only FC scholars have the wits to
perform a rights analysis at its most abstract level. Only they can reason
from first principles and from a general presumption of liberty. Only they
can see why such a wide-ranging conception of rights is “so rooted in the
traditions and conscience of our people as to be ranked as fundamental;”
why it is “of such a character that it cannot be denied without violating
those fundamental principles of liberty and justice which lie at the base
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of all our civil and political institutions;” and why it must be “implicit in
the concept of ordered liberty.”
To NC individuals none of this is obvious. Lacking the capacity to
reason from first principles all they have is their own idea of what these
criteria imply—and it is for this reason that the fundamental rights test
only protects traditional forms of liberty. While NC individuals tend to
think that this is the best they can do, FC individuals will know that such
an endeavor is not only unfruitful but dangerously misguided. After all,
we have no guarantee that traditional values are rooted in reason, and—
not surprisingly—this test has a proven record of falsely authenticating
arbitrary laws.126
Another problem with the fundamental rights test is an all-or-nothing
approach to rights protection that does not make sense. Even the most
“fundamental” of rights (the enumerated ones) must be subject to some
sort of proportionality analysis, and, as Tribe noted, “any such exercise
in enumeration is a fool’s errand that misconceives the structure of liberty
and of the constitutional doctrines that provide its contents.”127
The reason for this is that no matter what kind of activities appellants
want vindicated, we are not dealing with isolated events. We are dealing
with a set of principles about the role of government, principles derived
from higher law—from the unwritten Constitution—which defines the
parameters of individual freedom, and we should never forget to see
constitutional challenges in this light. We must remember that in the
world of constitutional interpretation the micro and macro is ultimately
one—and that the Whole exceeds the sum of its component parts. This
Whole is the idea of autonomy, of individual self-rule and expression. It
is a concept that is all-encompassing and fully embracive. It cuts through
undue infringements across the board and its very design is rendered
meaningless by the fragmented hollow-out approach to constitutional law
advocated by current doctrine.
That much would have been obvious to the founders and it is a great
shame that that the American legal system has been formed into being by
individuals with so narrow a focus that this greater frame of reference has
126
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gone lost. However, FC scholars have rightfully rejected “the foolishness
of attempting to define the dimensions of human liberty . . . by
enumerating a catalog of private actions that might (or might not) fall on
the protected side of [an imaginatively drawn] constitutional line.”128
They know “the claim that a unique body of law applies to each medium
of expression is descriptively and normatively false,”129 and that the
Constitution provides a protection by degrees of every conceivable
human endeavor.
This being too obvious to ignore, even a few justices have taken issue
with this way of doing things.130 We shall see more in part three, but the
second Justice Harlan noticed as much when he said that the liberty
protected by the Constitution “is not a series of isolated points pricked
out in terms of the taking of property, the freedom of speech, press, and
religion; the right to keep and bear arms; the freedom from unreasonable
searches and seizures; and so on. It is a rational continuum which, broadly
speaking, includes a freedom from all substantial arbitrary impositions
and purposeless restraints.”131
Last, and not least, this is all unconstitutional. We now know that the
founders not only wanted all rights equally protected,132 but that a
presumption of liberty would be the main barrier against unlawful rights
transgressions.133 By adopting a presumption of constitutionality and
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making it effectively irrebuttable the Court has successfully derailed the
founders’ project, for according to the most used standard of review, the
rational basis test, the government bears no burden of proof. Instead, it is
the defendant that must rebut every conceivable basis for the statutory
classification, and there is no need for the government to respond to the
charges.134 As long as a judge cannot discount the possibility that a
legislation was motivated by some concern for the public welfare, it will
pass constitutional muster. It is completely irrelevant whether the
legislation actually does protect the public interest and, using this
standard of review, there are no limits to the state’s power to criminalize
behavior. As scholars have noted, even the criminalization of pizza,
doughnuts, or Beethoven music on pain of lifetime imprisonment would
pass the Court’s rational basis test.135 This alone speaks to its merits, and
another problem is that it overturns the adversarial principle, which is
vital to the legitimacy of the legal process.136
For these reasons, scholars have criticized the Court’s doctrines for a
failure to protect rights137 and they are clear that the burden of evidence
134
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must be placed on government whenever the constitutionality of a
criminal law is challenged.138 This is the only way to honor fundamental
principles of justice; this is the only way to bring integrity to law; and
this is the only way for the justices to honor their pledge to the
Constitution.
This being so one would expect the Court to act on their criticisms,
either by refuting their argument or abandoning the NC system of law.
To this day, however, these scholars have been ignored.
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6.5 THE EVOLUTION OF LAW: A SYMPTOM OF THE NC PSYCHE
“[T]he amorality of modern constitutional questions and answers is
in part a psychologically, as opposed to legally, mandated authoritarian reaction to the diseased state of the modern political theory
that underlies our constitutional framework. . . .[C]ourts and
commentators are presently inclined toward an authoritarian and
hence amoral resolution of our constitutional questions in part
because modern interpretations of our underlying political theories .
. . reflect our anxieties about ourselves, fears about others, and our
asocial and even psychopathological tendencies, rather than our
social aspirations.”139
―Robin West, Professor of Law and Philosophy―

The American system of law is the predictable result of leaving law to
NC lawyers, and we shall here explore the psychological component of
these doctrines—the NC mindset.
We know that NC individuals will see the world from a fragmented
and isolated perspective. They have not yet developed the integrity to free
themselves from contemporary prejudices and restraints and so they (1)
cannot connect with the light of first principles and (2) fail to see their
day and age in a historical context. They may care deeply about opinions
of right and wrong, but what they primarily care about is their own idea
and not its merits. Therefore, they will take great pride in their morality,
even though their moral stance is detrimental to fellow human beings.
Furthermore, even if they had sufficient humility to question basic
presumptions, they would not be much better off. Only to the extent that
their inner world connects and coheres with FC values will their ideas
about right and wrong prove to the betterment for society but failing to
grasp the implications of first principles, NC individuals have no means
of checking whether this is so. Instead, they must point to tradition or
authority figures in search for a basis of opinion, and this will not help.
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In addition, NC individuals will have an authoritarian proclivity.
They will either (1) want to rule others or (2) be ruled by others, and as
they in any case will see the world as a treacherous place, they easily fall
prey to enemy images. Thus, they will constantly be looking for ways to
guard against perceived ills, and the dynamics of NC societies ensure that
those who most clearly demonstrate these traits will be drawn to positions
of power. The further we go towards the NC-end, the more this holds
true, and it is easy to see what kind of social dynamics and law that will
result.
First of all, NC jurists will not be able to draw upon the resources
found in the depth of law—i.e., FC law. Only those who can connect with
the light of first principles can grasp the Wholeness of law, the essence
of the Constitution, and as they fail to connect with this “depth” they will
be operating on the surface, oblivious to the greater picture and how it
comes together. As they fail to connect with this depth, they also fail to
connect fact and value, and they can neither bring coherence nor integrity
to the system of law. As Thomas Paine, one of the great minds of the
Enlightenment put it:
“When a man in a long cause attempts to steer his course by anything
else than some polar truth or principle, he is sure to be lost. It is
beyond the compass of his capacity to keep all the parts of an
argument together, and make them unite in one issue, by any other
means than having this guide always in view. Neither memory nor
invention will supply the want of it. The former fails him, and the
latter betrays him.”140

Nowhere is this better seen than in the evolution of U.S. doctrines,
for these are just as fragmented and incoherent as their proponents’
mindset. Lacking the analytical capability needed to operate on the
waters of law, both above and below its surface, NC individuals are like
people who cannot swim. They will therefore be looking for whatever
driftwood (i.e., precedent) they may find and cling on to it.
As a result, they have a fear for deep waters; they will never trace an
argument back to first principles and they will never begin their analysis
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with them. Being firmly set within the parameters of NC law they will
instead be psychologically predisposed to disregard the founders’ call for
a frequent return to first principles, either for reasons of political
expediency or ignorance. Psychologically speaking, there are good
reasons for this, for should they bring these principles into the equation—
should they now, after 200 years of a steady drift off course, suddenly
begin to look at the map—it would be an intolerable wake-up call.
For one, it takes a certain amount of courage to face that they have
been navigating without a functional compass for 200 years and that, as
a result, those defenses that the founders put in place to bar against
tyranny have been laid to waste. It is much easier to ignore all evidence
of failure, hoping that not too many people will see the mess they have
made of law in this period.
Secondly, there is no way that they can do their math with first
principles and arrive at a conclusion that is tolerable to the status quo. For
200 years the government has been allowed to trespass on our catalogue
of rights whenever its agents deemed it expedient. To the extent that
society is defined by NC traits, power will not yield willingly, and our
leaders will not voluntarily let their “lust for self-aggrandizement”141 be
checked by principled limits. Thus, to whatever extent the Court accepts
its role as a tool for tyrants in the engineering of society, we can expect
it to keep ignoring the founders’ call for a return to first principles.
In addition to this, there is a sincere concern that trusting the guidance
of first principles will prove a recipe for disaster. Failing to connect the
bigger picture, they do not see how these principles provide a perfect
frame of reference—one that on a case-by-case basis can calibrate all
variables into a coherent and consistent body of law. The lack of
understanding makes conservatives fear that if natural rights be
recognized, the barricade that keeps anarchy in check will be gone and
society will perish. Consequently, as they cannot see how everything
connects below the surface, they will go with precedent rather than think
things through.
Psychologically speaking, these are the most obvious reasons why
the justices at the Court have paid little attention to the principles of
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law.142 Their disregard for first principles, however, is not the only
predictable characteristic of NC jurists. For them to pull off their coup
the bigger picture must be ignored all together, and so they must deny the
implications of the founders’ political theory as well as the obvious
connection to the Declaration of Independence. Isolating the Constitution
from its historical, political, and moral context is of paramount
importance, for only in doing so can they turn the Constitution into a NC
document.
Having done this, they can attribute to the Constitution any meaning
they want, and true to their character they will read the text as a recipe
for tyranny. The most obvious FC parts of the document, like the
implications of the preamble and the Ninth Amendment, will be ignored.
The Fifth Amendment’s Due Process Clause will be taken to mean that
for a person to be deprived of his life, liberty or property, a certain
protocol must be followed—but this protocol will not include questioning
the premises of the legislation. Likewise, as the concept of human dignity
will carry no weight, the Eighth Amendment’s prohibition of cruel and
unusual punishment will have no substantive meaning. The Fourteenth
Amendment’s Privileges or Immunities clause, the most obvious
candidate for grounding American law in human rights jurisprudence,143
will mean little more than a right to travel to Washington to petition the
government. The Necessary and Proper Clause will be perceived as a
carte blanche to prohibit whatever they like, and so on, and so on.
Only one thing is more terrifying to NC individuals than freedom and
that is the freedom of others. They will therefore construe freedoms
narrowly and government powers broadly. When it comes to individual
freedoms, they will ask: “Does the Constitution explicitly allow such
behaviors?” and if it does not, they believe that they have a right to
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prohibit the activity. When it comes to government powers, on the other
hand, they will be asking: “Does the Constitution explicitly forbid such
an act of government?” and if it does not, the state is be free to expand its
sphere of influence.
To the extent that there are exceptions to this rule it will be due to the
lingering influence of FC traits, as these are still with us. However, we
are here concerned with the NC mindset and this reading is extremely
common among scholars. As they cannot grasp the bigger picture—the
Whole of law—they isolate and narrow down all aspects of the
Constitution until it is void of substantive meaning. Furthermore, lacking
a proper compass for navigating these waters they will seek to abstract
themselves from the reading of the document. To the extent they engage
the text wholeheartedly, there is a fear of applying their own subjective
values, and so they prefer to leave it to the legislature to define the
parameters for the rule of law. Their thinking is that, at the very least, the
system of law will follow the prevailing trends and opinions of society—
and this is good enough for them. Somehow, they fail to recognize that
“it is emphatically the province and duty of the judicial department to say
what the law is,”144 and that neither public opinion nor tradition are
reliable guideposts.
The problem with this narrowed-down and wishfully objective
reading of the Constitution is obvious to FC individuals. For one,
majority rule is not the solution but the problem that the Constitution is
to remedy,145 and secondly, to the extent we look to text and tradition for
answers, these sources can blind us to the prejudice and ignorance of our
predecessors. Only the light of first principles can help us see past internal
contradictions and conflicting textual sources; only they can help us
discover the folly of tradition; and only they can guide us beyond the
present-day mental horizon. Jurists like Tribe and Dorf146 have
demonstrated the fallacy of beginning in the other end—and as those who
144
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agitate for the NC approach will be the most small-minded and prejudiceladen of all lawyers, society would be ill-served by following their lead.
It just so happens that such jurists, despite their assurances to the
contrary, are the ones who to the greatest extent are trapped within the
prison of their own minds. They think that “objectivity” is best achieved
by withdrawing completely from the equation; that only in looking at the
founders’ writings, history, tradition, and textual sources can the meaning
of the Constitution be objectively interpreted. And it is true. Even so, they
fail to understand that everything they do is subjectively motivated; that
the textual sources require their interpretation and that no matter what
textual and historical sources they examine, they must choose what
period to look to and what importance to attribute to the data. Like other
positivistic-oriented scientists they fail to realize that no matter what they
cannot separate themselves from their studies; that their inner world still
shapes everything they do, and that their search for meaning and answers
will be informed by their own preconceptions, values, and belief
structures.
This, of course, also goes for the rest of us. But psychologists have
found that to the extent there is a meaningful measure of objectivity, it
will be found at the FC-end.147 Therefore, in recognizing our own
limitations and trusting the principles of justice to guide us, we can
compensate for our own subjective shortcomings—and in following the
light of these principles we can erect a greater framework, one that helps
us overcome inherent contradictions.
Psychologically speaking, this is why the most subjectively driven
and misguided lawyers are the ones with the greatest fear of principled
reasoning. While FC individuals have a sense of identity that is rooted in
something deeper, NC individuals have a sense of identity that is
fundamentally entwined with their beliefs. Thus, nobody is more set on
preserving their own notions of morality than NC individuals; nobody is
more protective of their prejudices. To the extent that their concerns are
sincere, their fear of principled reasoning must be attributed to the fact
that they do not understand it and that they lack the capacity to operate
within law’s greater framework. However, the arguments they put forth
to bar against principled reasoning (i.e., operating at the highest level of
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generality) can be so obviously flawed that it looks more like a desire to
shield their own preconceived notions. An example was provided by
Judge Bork when, in discussing the constitutionality of homosexuality,
he charged that “[t]here is no apparent reason why the Court should
manipulate the level of generality to protect unconventional sexual
behavior any more than liberty should be taken at a high enough level of
abstraction to protect kleptomania.”148
When he speaks of “manipulating the level of generality,” what Bork
refers to is the Supreme Court’s doctrine of operating with the most
narrowed-down conception of an asserted right. As seen, this is a sure
way to disparage rights, for it is much easier for the Court to deny that
there is a constitutionally protected right to have anal intercourse than it
is to deny that there is a right to self-determination. It is the same activity,
but the more specifically defined the easier it will be for the Court to
conclude that the founders never intended exactly this activity to be
protected.
As previously discussed, NC individuals have a natural bent towards
recognizing as few rights as possible while reserving for the government
the broadest latitude in legislating for the public welfare, and this is one
way they do this. Bork himself is a strong supporter of this doctrine. He
is one of America’s most controversial judges, both admired and detested
for his stance against the wave of so-called immorality that has flushed
away the “old” America. It bears emphasis that we are not speaking about
the “old” America of the founders, the one built on reason, but the one
that religious conservatives, racists, and homophobes remember with so
much fondness. If it were up to Bork, America today would be more like
America in the early 1900s, and this may be the real reason for his fear
of principled reasoning.
It is, after all, the most value-neutral method that can be employed
when it comes to the quest of giving specific content to the Constitution’s
terms. It will limit the influence of subjective sympathies better than any
other method, for to the extent that we familiarize ourselves with its
implications we will transcend the boundaries of time and the cultural
baggage that clouds our vision. Hence, conservatives like Bork will reject
such reasoning for the fear that it may show them more than they want to
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see of our misguided ways; that it may uncloak prejudice and falsehoods
they are not yet prepared to correct; and that it will expose their “moral
concern” for what it really is—as unwarranted meddling with other
people’s lives.
In any case, whatever Bork’s rationale may be, his fear of first
principles is not motivated by reason. The light of first principles
provides us with the only objective measure for carving out a reasonable
and valid body of law, and anyone equipped with the moral compass
needed to maneuver by their lights will know that they will no more
protect thievery than murder and mayhem. All they do is draw a line that
protects the individual against undue infringements on his life, liberty,
and property—and this makes Bork’s and others opposition highly
suspect.
Ideally, this would have been clear if they would only recognize that
they themselves, by their standard of reasoning, (i.e., by sticking to
tradition, positive law, and the will of power as guideposts for
constitutional interpretation) would have been exactly the kind of judges
Hitler needed to build his Third Reich. It is clear that only those capable
of principled reasoning could have exposed the Nazis’ system of arbitrary
law for what it was—and the same applies to our age.
However, as NC individuals cannot conceive of normative
development, this is not likely to deter faith in a system of arbitrary law.
To them, there is no universal standard of ethics that can measure such
growth, and so Hitler’s reign was no more immoral or ethically flawed
than any other. The evidence they will produce to support this claim is
that because people disagree on morality, there can be no true moral
principles—and no true principles of law. However, to quote Leo Strauss,
it should be obvious that “[b]y proving that there is no principle of justice
that has not been denied somewhere or at some time, one has not yet
proved that any given denial was justified or reasonable.”149
To the contrary, diversity of opinion only provides us with a true
basis for morality. Words like “greatness”, “courage”, “wisdom”, and
“integrity” are pretty much defined by their negation, and so a true
standard of ethics would be meaningless if it were not possible to depart
from a loftier ideal. To those who live in darkness therefore, (those at the
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NC-end) it will appear to be no universal morality. But for those at the
other end—those who have emerged from the darkness—behind the
apparent fragmentation of existence and the relativity of morals and
values that comes with it, there is always a greater Wholeness, complete
in itself. And once we begin to tap into this understanding, once we begin
to merge with this Wholeness and the values that follow, it is clear that a
universal standard of morality does exist—but that we must be further
evolved to see it.
Most NC individuals, no doubt, will remain unconvinced until they
wise up to the greater picture. In the world of NC, double standards are
the name of the game, there is no solid ground, and another interesting
feature that goes to prove the inconsistency of their position is that even
though NC jurists reject any true standard of justice, they themselves will
appeal to first principles in their decision to deny first principles.
As mentioned in part one, any legal argument will begin with the
premise that a law derives its authority from the state or from some deeper
moral foundation. Positivists reason from the former position while
natural law theorists reason from the latter, and so the two begin their
argument from the exact opposite starting point: FC individuals accept as
their anchoring principle the preposition that whenever there is a conflict
between higher law and positive law, the latter must yield, while jurists
like Bork accept the premise that if there is a conflict, the higher law must
yield. Even so, whereas FC individuals understand that their legal
reasoning is grounded in something deeper than positive law, positivists
like Bork fail to understand that their reasoning is itself comparable to
the tenets of natural law, only with an authoritarian bent. As Arkes and
others have noted,150 the preposition that higher law must yield whenever
there is a conflict between the two is itself a principle of construction that
is nowhere to be found in the Constitution nor any other source of law,
and so its “claim to fame” must be derived from the assumption that it is
some kind of axiom—a self-evident primary truth, just like the first
principles of natural law.
In this sense, both natural lawyers and positivists can be said to build
their argument on “first principles.” Even so, this is where any similarity
ends, for while the principles of natural law are self-evident (any
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argument that proceeds from them will be harmonious with reason and
advance the sense of justice) the principle that positive law must always
take precedence is impossible to take seriously. After all, if we accept its
premise, the connection between morality and law falls apart. The most
heinous crimes against humanity would become legalized and there
would be no end to the misery that could be inflicted in the name of law.
To accept such a rationale would be preposterous. It would leave us at
the bottom NC-end, and the incongruity of this preposition leaves us with
no other conclusion but a moral obligation to accept the premise that
positive law derives its legitimacy from higher law.151
Thus, the problem for NC jurists should be evident: positive law is
itself only partial but pretending it to be whole its proponents fail to see
the point where their reasoning collapses, landing them in disrepute. This
failure to connect wholes is evident in everything they do, and we shall
now expand on the problematics of a system of arbitrary law, studying
the result of the NC mindset writ large.
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A CASE STUDY
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7
THE LAW & CONSTITUTIONAL CHALLENGES
“To rob the public, it is necessary to deceive it. To deceive it, it is
necessary to persuade it that it is being robbed for its own benefit,
and to induce it to accept, in exchange for its property, services that
are fictitious or often even worse.”1
―Frederic Bastiat―

BEING FAMILIAR WITH THE downfall of American law and the basic
difference between FC and NC jurisprudence, it is time for a more indepth view of how the system of arbitrary law works to deny justice. We
have seen that when a litigant wants to try the constitutionality of a law,
he or she will either claim a due process or equality rights violation—or
sometimes both. In the area of Due Process challenges we have seen that
the doctrines of American law separate between fundamental rights and
mere liberty interests; the fundamental rights will be those rights
explicitly mentioned in the Bill of Rights and those dozen or so
unenumerated rights that the Court has recognized as being of such
importance that they qualify for protection anyway. In the area of equal
protection challenges we have seen that the Court has targeted laws that
attack groups of people on the basis of traits such as race, alienage,
national origin, or sex; if a litigant claims an equal protection violation
on these grounds the Court will review the matter, but not else.
Thus, we find that the Court’s doctrines will provide certain people
with protection against discriminatory practices and that they will
provide protection against infringements of certain rights deemed
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fundamental. If these criteria are met, strict scrutiny will apply, and the
appellant will find herself well protected. The burden of evidence will be
on the government to show that the legislation is a reasonable and
necessary enterprise. This means that it will be for the state to
demonstrate that it serves a compelling interest, that it is narrowly
tailored to serve this interest, and that its objectives could not be met by
relying on less restrictive means. If the Court, however, decides that these
criteria are not met, then a presumption of constitutionality will apply,
and the burden of evidence will be on the appellant to convince the Court
that there can be no conceivable legitimate reason for the law. In reality,
this burden of proof has proven impossible to shoulder and the
government wins no matter what.
While this is a simplification,2 this is the essence of the Supreme
Court’s approach to constitutional challenges, and we shall now, by
example of drug policy, see how it makes a mockery of law.

7.1 THE WAY FORWARD IN A FC SYSTEM OF LAW
In the history of the drug laws there have been more than a hundred
constitutional challenges.3 The majority has focused on the legality of
laws criminalizing the production, possession, use, or sale of the
marijuana plant (or derivatives thereof) and together these challenges
cover a broad spectrum of constitutional protections. In the area of equal
protection challenges, appellants have argued that the scheduling system
that categorizes illegal drugs is arbitrary and irrational. As regards to
marijuana its status as a Schedule I drug has been challenged on the
premise that neither the plant nor its derivatives satisfy the three statutory
criteria necessary for inclusion in this category: (a) high potential for
abuse; (b) no currently accepted medical use; and (c) lack of accepted
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safety for use of the drug under medical supervision. Litigants have
provided substantial scientific evidence showing that none of these
criteria apply and they have noted that the drug law was not properly
framed. They claim that it is overinclusive because the law punishes
cannabis users as harshly as it punishes more harmful substances, like
cocaine and heroin, and that it is underinclusive because the law fails to
define similar punishments for comparable substances, like tobacco and
alcohol. The essence of their charge is that the criminalization of drugs
must have some scientific basis and that if society is going to permit
alcohol and tobacco, two very dangerous drugs with significant attendant
harms, then, in light of current knowledge, there is no rational basis for
prohibiting marijuana.
Furthermore, the harms associated with marijuana being less
significant than those associated with legally regulated substances, they
have argued that its prohibition is not a valid exercise of the police power.
They have held that their choice in drugs is important to them for
religious, medical, and/or recreational reasons, and that unless the state
can document that the law is a necessary or reasonable intrusion, drug
prohibition constitutes a violation of their right to autonomy, liberty,
property, and the pursuit of happiness. They have claimed the protection
of the First Amendment because the ingestion of these substances
involves the reception of information or ideas (sometimes deeply
spiritual in nature) and because “the State cannot, consistently with the
spirit of this Amendment, unduly contract the spectrum of available
knowledge.”4 They have claimed the protection of the Eighth
Amendment because the severity of the sentences for drug law violations
is incompatible with its prohibition of cruel and unusual punishment.
They have claimed the protection of the Ninth and the Tenth Amendment
because these were intended to protect all unenumerated rights and to
keep the government off their backs. And they have claimed the
protection of the Fifth and the Fourteenth Amendment because the drug
laws, failing to reflect a proportionate and reasonable application of the
police power, violate the Constitution’s Due Process and Equal
Protection mandates.
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These charges are by no means unheard-of. We know that under the
FC conception of rights it does not matter if a right to use drugs is
enumerated in the Constitution.5 The founders wanted all rights equally
protected and the Ninth and Tenth Amendment were intended to ensure
that the people retained their freedoms. No doubt, then, drug users—just
as everyone else—have a right to challenge the constitutionality of a law
that targets them for persecution. An effective remedy is at the core of
the courts’ mandate, and the issue brought before the courts is not some
insignificant matter to be treated lightly—it is not about a “right to get
high.” As Professor Husak has noted, each year more persons are jailed
or imprisoned for drug offenses than were jailed or imprisoned for all
other crimes combined in any year from 1920 to 1970.6 More than 40
million Americans have suffered imprisonment. Every year 1.5 million
more are caught in the net of the criminal process, and an additional 40
million annual drug users are up for grabs.7 The ordeal directly associated
with incarceration is just one aspect of the many consequences of the drug
law, as violators will have to live the rest of their lives as second-class
citizens, being ineligible for social security, student loans, as well as
hundreds of other government programs. Many will also lose the right to
vote and as a result more than 1.4 million Afro-Americans currently have
no say in the electoral process. Add to this the disastrous effects that
incarceration and other hardships have on their families (25 percent of
African Americans who grew up in the past three decades have had at
least one parent locked up) and we may begin to appreciate why
philosophers of law have labeled drug prohibition “the worst injustice
perpetrated by our system of criminal law in the twentieth century,”8 why
judges have named it “the biggest failed policy in the history of our
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country, second only to slavery,”9 and why also policemen have held the
same.10
The consequences at the level of society underscores this point as
drug prohibition has left a market worth more than $300 billion to be
exploited by organized crime. Because this force cannot exist without a
comparable corruption of government,11 it is difficult to overestimate the
corruptive influence of the drugs economy. According to law
enforcement experts, the political leadership in more than 30 countries is
actively involved in the drugs economy.12 There is much to suggest that
this includes the leadership in America,13 and that even in Washington
DC. “no aspirant wins a high elective office today without depending,
directly or indirectly, knowingly or not, on crime-generated funds.”14
It is beyond the scope of this book to describe the destructive
consequences of drug prohibition. However, its constitutionality has been
contested in academic circles since the 1960s,15 and so one would expect
9
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the courts to give the issue its due consideration. Drug policy historians,
after all, have carefully documented the trail of lies, deceit, prejudice and
misconceptions that preceded, enveloped, and followed the legislative
process in this period. It has been established that before the drug laws
there was no real drug problem in America (except alcohol);16 that the
first drug laws were the result of powerful lobby interests,17 moral panic,
and a deeply flawed political process;18 that it was motivated primarily
by racism, ignorance and empire building, and that things have not
improved since then.19 They have documented how bureaucratic thrust
expression.”); King, Wild Shots in the War on Crime (1971) 100-01 (“If a single folly. . . were
to be selected as the worst, it would be the federal drug effort. . . . Uncle Sam has no business
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and power-political incentives ensured that the enemy image of drugs
became an addiction, one that politicians would embrace to win votes,
bureaucrats would employ to enlarge their budgets, and war profiteers
would use to claim ever-increasing powers;20 that because of these
incentives public servants have consistently ignored all evidence of
failure only to fuel the cycle of failure and escalation;21 and that this has
led to drug policies ever more detached from realities on the ground, ever
more hostile to human flourishing, and increasingly opposed by a
widening majority of experts.22 In short, the history of drug prohibition
shows that government has followed one imperative: to keep the War on
Drugs going (and growing) at any cost, without checks and balances—
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and that the harder this war has been fought, the greater the human
causalities in its wake.23
While prohibitionists will disagree, all this has been documented. Not
only have advocates of prohibition never proven the validity of their
premises; reform activists have noted their unwillingness to engage in
debate, and the diversity of literature that prohibitionists and reform
activists each can draw upon to advance an argument suggests that this is
no coincidence. At the very least it attests to the inherent weakness of the
prohibition argument; while philosophers of law are at a loss to find
anything of substance in this category,24 scholars have documented how
drug prohibition has continued to this day supported by nothing but false
premises, distorted data, overt lies, and a massive propaganda effort.25
This being so, one would expect the courts to be mindful of their
responsibility to the Constitution, individual applicants, and the
community at large. Considering that politicians have such a poor track
23
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24
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record on this subject, one would expect the judiciary to step in and
provide some quality control of a law that criminalizes 20 percent of the
citizenry and of a war effort that scholars and law enforcement have
described as a “totalitarian solution,” a “vehicle for fascism,”26 and a
“lurch towards the police state.”27
It is after all incontestable that drug prohibition from a liberal
perspective is inherently suspect28 and that there are especially weighty
reasons for reviewing legislation that burdens politically marginalized
groups. This, no doubt, includes drug users, as it is impossible to find a
group against which government has been more antagonistically
predisposed. Hence, as the justices at the Supreme Court have reminded
us that “the very essence of civil liberty . . . consists in the right of every
individual to claim the protection of the laws, whenever he receives an
injury;”29 “that experience teaches us to be most on our guard when the
asserted Government purpose is to protect the public welfare”;30 that “it
makes sense to scrutinize governmental action more closely when the
State stands to benefit;”31 and that “if it can be shown that one half of the
effort has failed, we are at liberty to consider the question of policy with
a freedom that was not possible before,”32 we would expect them to honor
their commitment to the rule of law.
The only way to do this would be to give the founders’ system of
principled law due recognition. And to ensure that the drug laws satisfy
the criteria for constitutionality under a FC conception of rights the Court
must ask if the drug laws represent a necessary and proper application of
the police power. To see if this is so, the Court has several modes of
analysis available. It could go with the proportionality analysis that has
risen to international prominence or it could go with domestically crafted
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models like the Lawton or Strict Scrutiny test. In either case the way
forward is much the same: The state must show that the purpose for the
law is legitimate; that the means it employs to reach this goal are
necessary; that the law reflects a careful balancing of the interests of the
individual and society; and that less restrictive means would not do.
To succeed in this endeavor, the state must show that the separation
between licit and illicit drugs makes sense and that there are good reasons
for criminalizing illicit drug users. The only way this can be done is by
first demonstrating in specific fashion the precise nature of the threat (i.e.,
the illicit drugs). After this, the state must show that the drug law is
necessary to combat the threat; that it is effective in doing so; and that it
at the same time preserves the interests of the individual and society. This
means that the prohibition not only must be effective in curbing the
supply and demand of the illicit drugs, but that it must be the least
intrusive instrument amongst those which might achieve a protective
function. All these criteria must be met, for only in doing so can it be said
that the law strikes a fair balance between the rights of the individual and
the interests of the community.
This is the essence of the test of reason, and if the state fails to show
that the drug law satisfies these criteria, then we are dealing with an
arbitrary, disproportionate, and discriminatory practice—and we have a
violation of our catalogue of rights.

7.1.1 CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE COURT
Now, as we shall see, the courts have never looked into the premises of
prohibition. Nevertheless, whenever citizens claim that constitutional
rights are violated, they have a right to have the issue determined to the
satisfaction of an independent, impartial, and competent court, and the
first order of business for a court abiding by the rule of law would be to
find out what exactly is the drug problem. For the goal of a drug free
America to be legitimate, the state must show that the negative
consequences of drug use outweigh the positive. The illicit drugs must be
shown to pose a threat so tremendous that the world would be clearly
better off without them and their alleged benefits must be shown to be
trivial and negligible. To find out if this is so the court must examine why
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people take drugs, what it means to them, their patterns of use, and
whether there can be valid reasons. It must investigate drug use from a
historical and anthropological perspective as well as from a social and
psychological point of view. Expert witnesses must be called upon to
testify on these topics and what we can learn from history and common
practices.
Traditionally, prohibitionists have had the privilege of defining the
problem. However, their version of events has become increasingly
contested, and so the court must find out if drug use really is the useless,
misguided, dangerous, and inherently worthless pursuit that they claim.
Relevant questions for consideration would be: Are drug users the
maladjusted misfits they are portrayed to be? Do they use drugs merely
for reasons of peer pressure, boredom, alienation, immaturity,
depression, or some other pathology? Are they “victims of a plague who,
tempted by pushers, peers, and the pleasures of drugs, succumb to the
lure and lose control of themselves?”33
Is there some truth to this oft-cited prohibition-lore or does it vastly
misrepresent the facts? Could the legalizers be correct in perceiving drug
users as autonomous agents, people who normally handle themselves
responsibly and consequently should be allowed to choose for themselves
how to pursue their life-plan? Are they correct in asserting that most users
are happy with their drug of choice, that they are functional citizens, and
that they find drug use to be of value—a positive contribution to their
life?
Supposed that most people do describe their use in these terms, are
they misguided? Do they misrepresent the truth, or could there be good
reasons for using drugs? Is there evidence to suggest that their use could
be a rational pursuit—one having inherent value? Assuming that there
are benefits of drug use, what are they and how do they compare to
harms? How many drug users experience the positive effects and how
many experiences the harms? And when all is said and done, do the
negative aspects of drug use overshadow the positive?
Furthermore, how do all of this relate to autonomy, the weightiest
factor on the constitutional scale? Does drug use increase autonomy?
Does it limit autonomy? Do the properties of certain drugs exact such a
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powerful influence that the concept of self-determination loses its
meaning? Does drug use normally have a negative bearing on a person’s
ability to perform or contribute to society? Is it compatible with the rights
of non-users to live free and productive lives? If it is not, in what sense
does it conflict with the exercise of the fundamental rights of others? If
drug use does negatively impact autonomy, what drugs are worse? How
representative are the worst-case scenarios? And how do they compare
with those instances of asserted/actual autonomy enhancement?
These are important questions to consider, but we have by no means
neared the end of our quest. Before we can form an opinion on the drug
problem, we must also ask: what part of it is prohibition related and what
part is pharmacologically related? We know that many of the harms
associated with drug use must be attributed to its criminalization; what
are the actual costs of prohibition?
Another area of investigation must be whether the harms related to
drug use are greater than the harms associated with other activities that
we have learned to live with. After all, there is a risk associated with
everything we do. Nothing is more lethal than living and so what is the
risk-benefit ratio? When it comes to sports: Is drug use more dangerous
than motorcycling, ski jumping, horse riding, mountain climbing, or
other activities? When it comes to foods: Are the illicit drugs more
harmful than peanuts, sugar, salt, fast-food, etc.? When it comes to the
legal drugs: are the illicit drugs more dangerous than tobacco, alcohol,
coffee, aspirin, valium, etc.? Are they more prone to be misused? Do their
addictive and pharmacological properties render them especially
problematic? And what about the user groups: Why exactly is it ok to
persecute the former and not the latter? What crimes against fellowmen
has a cannabis/cocaine user, producer, transporter, or distributor
committed that alcohol drinkers, producers, transporters, or distributors
have not? Are the former more prone to mischief? Has their involvement
with these drugs stripped them of autonomy rights and human dignity?
Have they debased themselves and lost their humanity? Are they no
longer worthy of equal protection?
For drug prohibition to be sustained there must be something about
the illicit drugs (other than their classified status) that makes their users
worthwhile targets for the criminal law. A prime objective for the court
therefore must be to find out why this group of people has been selected
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to bear the burden of the law. Is there a plausible, nonarbitrary
explanation for this or does the classification merely reflect disproval,
dislike, or stereotyping of the class of persons burdened by the
legislation?
If any of these inquiries come up short, prohibitionists will already
be on shaky ground. However, assuming that the harmful effects of drugs
are unparalleled; assuming that they are vast and weighty compared to
whatever positive qualities; assuming that the positive qualities are of
little significance—and that we are qualified to make this value judgment
on behalf of others: Once we have established that the goal of a drug-free
America is a worthy endeavor, it must be shown to be feasible. The
relationship between means and ends is profoundly significant whenever
the question of constitutionality is addressed, and the state must not only
show that drug prohibition serves important governmental objectives but
is substantially related to the achievement of those objectives. This means
that the price of pursuing the goal of a drug-free America must not be too
high and that the law must be properly tailored to deal with the threat.
Not only must there be a relationship of proportionality between the
importance of reaching the goal and the price we can be expected to pay
for pursuing policy. There must also be a reasonable relationship of
proportionality between the ways we deal with different threats—
alcohol, tobacco, cocaine, marijuana, etc.
So how have the drug laws served society? Has the prohibition
experiment functioned as intended? What has been its effect on the
supply and demand of illicit drugs? To what extent has the criminal law
been an effective deterrent? To what extent has prohibition succeeded in
reducing the potential harms caused by drug use? To what extent are
other factors important? Has it proven efficient or are there fatal flaws in
the strategy that cannot be amended? Is a prohibition the least drastic
means available to deal with the problems of drug abuse, or could we
achieve the same—or better—results by less despotic means? And what
about the societal consequences of prohibition: To what extent has the
drugs economy corrupted our social order? Are the good guys and the
bad guys clearly defined different groups, or has the illicit economy
corrupted society to the point where even governments are in on it?
If the latter is the case, how realistic is the goal of winning a War on
Drugs? And if we add up all the negative consequences of drug use with
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all the negative consequences of prohibition, which one would come out
on top? In the final balancing of scales, are the problems generated by
drug use sufficiently serious to merit criminalization or is the remedy a
bigger evil than the mischief it seeks to eradicate?
All these questions must be contemplated. The answers must be
carefully weighed for the court to make sense of the larger picture and
arrive at an informed opinion as to if the war effort is necessary. To find
out if the law is a proper application of the police power it must always
be necessary—and to be necessary, it must never be more invasive than
needed to protect the public welfare. It must be effective in dealing with
the mischief at hand and represent a careful balancing of the interests of
the individual and society. As always, the liberty presumption favors the
individual’s right to choose her own life-plan and any doubt must be
resolved in favor of liberty. This means that if less invasive means could
contain the problem, they must be the preferred option and drug
prohibition fails the test of reason.

7.2 THE WAY FORWARD IN A NC SYSTEM OF LAW
We have just seen what it would entail if the state would ever have to
defend its policies. However, most justices do not think this is necessary
and when a constitutional challenge comes their way, they will find a way
to disparage the rights claim. Depending on the charges levied against the
law, the courts differ in their approach, but the gist of their argument is
that “because there is no fundamental constitutional right to import, sell,
or possess illegal drugs,” they will defer to the legislative and uphold the
legislation.34
Some courts have been more hostile to the rights claim than others,
but the standard approach for denying drug use status as a protected right
is simple. The court will begin its analysis by stating that “in ascertaining
whether a right is fundamental, a court must determine whether the right
34
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is explicitly or implicitly guaranteed by the Constitution.” Looking at
this, drug use is not explicitly protected and so the question becomes: is
it implicitly protected?
So far in the analysis both FC and NC individuals agree, and from
here on the proper way forward would be to recognize the individual’s
autonomy and liberty interest and perform a balancing test as to whether
the interests of society outweigh the interests of the individual. This is
what FC justices would have done. However, because NC justices
mistake the spirit of the Constitution with its letter, they must rely on
precedent and tradition rather than principled thinking and so they choose
another route.
This is what comes naturally. For one, because they remain bound by
contemporary constraints, they have no access to the implications of first
principles; they cannot fathom their reach nor see how they connect.
Second, because they fail to connect with this bigger picture, they cannot
see their day and age in a historical context; they cannot access the
timeless world of universal morality; and they do not know how to work
with a general conception of rights. Third, because they have no access
to this greater framework of FC reasoning, they are in the position of
blind leading the blind and so they are naturally afraid of doing their
job—which is to be moral arbiters and overturn acts of the legislature
whenever politicians fail to respect individual boundaries.
Consequently, NC judges continue their analysis on this track: First
they will say that because “guideposts for responsible decision-making
in this uncharted area are scarce and open-ended,” (i.e., “because we do
not know how to operate in FC terrain”) and “judicial extension of
constitutional protection for an asserted right places the matter outside
the arena of public debate and legislative action,” (i.e., “we have no better
guidance than the irrational movements of the masses”) they will defer to
the legislature whenever possible.
To find out if deference is an option, they must make sure that the
asserted right is a liberty interest and not a fundamental right, for if they
can conclude with the former their business is done. Never mind that the
founders wanted all rights equally protected. Never mind that the
separation between liberty interests and fundamental rights is an arbitrary
divide. Never mind that this mode of analysis outright defies the rule of
construction specifically outlined by the Ninth Amendment. Because
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they do not know how to maneuver by first principles they will have to
go by precedent. The past is the only map they know that will provide
them with a sense of direction, and so the task will be to find out if the
asserted right is sufficiently similar to other, already accepted rights to
merit protection.
True to the NC mindset, they will demand a narrow description of
the asserted right, which (depending on the constitutional challenge) will
be the smoking of marijuana either for religious, recreational, or medical
purposes. And because the smoking of marijuana for these purposes is
not explicitly mentioned in the Constitution, NC judges will determine
the status of marijuana smoking by asking whether it is so “deeply rooted
in this Nation's history and tradition” or so “implicit in the concept of
ordered liberty” that neither liberty nor justice would exist if it was
sacrificed.
Because this test is not rooted in any objective criteria it will be for
the judge to arrive at a conclusion based on his own preferences, and after
comparing marijuana smoking to other, already protected activities he is
not likely to be impressed with the importance of protecting this right.
Colored by many years of prohibitionist propaganda, he is likely to be
deeply suspicious (if not openly hostile) to any claim that this activity
merits protection and so the way forward is predictable. After looking at
the rights claim the judge will simply reaffirm his own preconceptions,
stating that “smoking marijuana receives no explicit or implicit
constitutional protection;” that “the act of smoking does not involve the
important values inherent in questions concerning marriage, procreation,
or child rearing” (i.e., the other protected rights); that “its use
predominantly as a ‘recreational drug’ undercuts any argument that its
use is as important as, e.g., use of contraceptives;” and that it is neither
so deeply rooted in this Nation’s history and tradition nor so implicit in
the concept of ordered liberty that freedom or justice would seize to exist
if it were sacrificed. At this point in the analysis the judge is likely to
quote the Ravin court’s speculation that “few would believe they have
been deprived of something of critical importance if deprived of
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marijuana,” and on this basis he will conclude that “private possession of
marijuana cannot be deemed fundamental.”35
In the large majority of constitutional challenges brought before the
courts, this is all the effort it takes for a judge to deny the argument any
merit. He or she will simply quote previous court decisions while taking
for granted that their analysis was properly performed. Only a very few
courts have put in some effort on their own and one of them was the Ravin
court. In the history of constitutional challenges this is one of the most
important, as the Alaska Supreme Court held that the Alaska
Constitution’s right to privacy protects an adult’s ability to use and
possess a small amount of marijuana in the home for personal use. Unlike
all the other courts that put the burden of evidence on the applicants, the
Ravin court did not disparage marijuana smoking as an utterly
insignificant activity. It recognized that the drug law represented a
substantial intrusion into the sphere of privacy, and because “the privacy
of the individual’s home cannot be breached absent a persuasive showing
of a close and substantial relationship of the intrusion to a legitimate
governmental interest,” it put the burden on the state to show that this
was the case.36
After a careful review, the justices found “no firm evidence that
marijuana, as presently used in this country, is generally a danger to the
user or to others.” And after weighing “the relative insignificance of
marijuana consumption as a health problem,” the importance of
respecting the sanctity of the home, and the importance of personal
autonomy to the people of Alaska, the Court did not see the requisite
“close and substantial relationship” between the state’s asserted interest
in protecting the public from marijuana use and the means chosen to
advance that interest (a law prohibiting all possession and use of
marijuana). Consequently, the Alaska Supreme Court became the first to
provide constitutional protection for marijuana users.
Later courts, however, have disregarded this part of the Ravin court’s
analysis. They have explained it away by saying that the Alaska
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Constitution provides better privacy protection than other state and
federal constitutions (as if that is at all possible), and instead of focusing
on that aspect of the court’s analysis which held privacy to be important
and that the state must show some reasonable relationship between means
and ends, they have cited Ravin for its fundamental rights analysis. This
is highly unfortunate, for as we shall see its fundamental rights analysis
was misframed and erroneous. Nonetheless, on the basis of its deeply
flawed analysis later courts have jumped to the conclusion that no
fundamental right to drug use exists, and this has been the end of any Due
Process complaint.
In the area of Equal Protection challenges applicants have fared no
better, for “in light of the very limited constitutional interests asserted by
defendants,” the courts think it “clear that they have not been denied
equal protection of law.”37 Because most judges see marijuana use as a
significant “threat to society as a whole,”38 they have great difficulty
considering the possibility that the Constitution provides such activity
with meaningful protection and they see no reason why the state should
have to justify its different treatment of marijuana smokers and alcohol
drinkers. They make it clear that in this area the legislature has been
granted a wide discretion in attacking social ills and that “if Congress
decides to regulate or prohibit some harmful substances, it is not thereby
constitutionally compelled to regulate or prohibit all.”39
Due to this policy of legislative freedom in confronting social
problems, the courts have declined to investigate if there is a rational
basis for treating the different groups of drug users differently. Not only
that, but because of the perceived unimportance of the asserted right,
courts “do not agree with the defendants that the Legislature is bound to
adopt the ‘least restrictive alternative’ that would fulfill its purpose of
protecting the health, safety and welfare of the community.”40 In fact,
because the right in question is perceived to be of so little importance,
these judges “know of nothing that compels the Legislature to thoroughly
investigate the available scientific and medical evidence when enacting a
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United States v. Bergdoll, 412 F. Supp. 1308 (D. Del. 1976) at 1314
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Borras v. State, 229 So. 2d 244 (1969) at 246
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United States v. Kiffer, supra, 477 F.2d at 355
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Commonwealth v. Leis, 355 Mass. 189 (1969) at 195
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law. The test of whether an act of the Legislature is rational and
reasonable is not whether the records of the Legislature contain a
sufficient basis of fact to sustain that act. The Legislature is presumed to
have acted rationally and reasonably,”41 and this is true even if evidence
to the contrary exists.
In other words, “every presumption is indulged in favor of the
validity of a statute.”42 The legislature’s decision to criminalize drug use
may be contaminated with prohibitionist prejudice, contradictory logic
and demonstratively false presumptions—it does not matter. At this level
of scrutiny there is no inquiry into the relationship between means and
ends, no second-guessing of Congress’s “wisdom, fairness, or logic of
legislative choices,”43 and the burden remains with the contender to show
that there can be no conceivable rational basis for the legislative action.
This has proven impossible, for as long as the state holds that the
classifying measure is necessary no further explanation is needed.44
With very few exceptions, the courts that have considered the
constitutionality of the drug laws have consistently applied this form of
review. As a result, all these constitutional challenges have failed, and we
shall now go into detail as to the reasoning that has been used to uphold
drug prohibition.
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Id. 192
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Id. 200
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Heller, 509 U.S. 319
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As the Pickard court held: “Under the deferential standard of rational basis review . . . as long
as there is some conceivable reason for the challenged classification of marijuana, the [drug law]
should be upheld. Such a classification comes before the court bearing a strong presumption of
validity, and the challenger must negative every conceivable basis which might support it. The
asserted rationale may rest on rational speculation unsupported by evidence or empirical data.
The law may be overinclusive, underinclusive, illogical, and unscientific and yet pass
constitutional muster. In addition, under rational basis review, the government has no obligation
to produce evidence to sustain the rationality of a statutory classification.” United States v.
Pickard, et. al., No. 2:11-CR-0449-KJM (2015) 27-28 (citations and internal quotation marks
omitted)
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8
MORE ON THE PROBLEMATICS
OF NC REASONING
“It is of great importance to observe that the character of every man
is, in some degree, formed by his profession. A man of sense may only
have a cast of countenance that wears off as you trace his
individuality, whilst the weak, common man has scarcely ever any
character, but what belongs to the body; at least, all his opinions have
been so steeped in the vat consecrated by authority, that the faint
spirit which the grape of his own vine yields cannot be distinguished.
Society, therefore, as it becomes more enlightened, should be very
careful not to establish bodies of men who must necessarily be made
foolish or vicious by the very constitution of their profession.” 45
―Mary Wollstonecraft―

NC system of law and current U.S. doctrine
have already been discussed. The case of the drug laws, however,
provides us with a better understanding of the problematics of NC legal
reasoning. Nowhere is its illogicality and deceptiveness better exposed,
and nowhere is the injustice that follows in its wake more pronounced.
We shall now discuss the various ways by which the courts set a
challenge up for failure.
THE PROBLEMS WITH THE

45

WOLLSTONECRAFT, A VINDICATION OF THE RIGHTS OF WOMEN (1790) 17
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8.1 IMPROPER DEFERENCE
The first thing we may notice is that the courts use a presumption of
legality to sustain the validity of the law. The defendants are never given
a chance to defend themselves, as whatever evidence there exists to
challenge the constitutionality of the law is ignored. This, as Judge
Shangler of the Michigan Supreme Court noted, “contradict[s] the
principle that the constitutionality of a criminal statute predicated upon
the existence of a particular state of facts may be challenged by showing
to the court that those facts have ceased to exist.”46 In every challenge to
the drug laws the appellants seek an opportunity to show that the present
state of facts no longer support prohibitionist assumptions, and as “[t]he
determination that the classification remains justified . . . can only come
after full consideration of the most contemporary and informative data,”47
they are effectively denied their day in court.
The right to an independent, impartial, and competent court is at the
very heart of the right to a fair trial. And so, as a person cannot be
imprisoned without being accorded a fair hearing in accordance with the
Due Process Clause, the extreme prejudice with which these challenges
is met is incompatible with constitutional protections.
Furthermore, not only do the courts deny appellants an opportunity
to have the true state of facts determined but the courts’ faith in the
legislature is hardly warranted. Legislatures, after all, rarely act in accord
with principle when they enact laws. The laws they enact usually come
about as a result of lobbyism, peer pressure, or as a response to
majoritarian will, and the principled reasoning that guides human rights
thinking has nothing to do with either. In fact, human rights law is there
to protect us from the despotism of special interests, bureaucracy, or
populism. And so, as the legislature has not been known to examine if
the laws they enact and uphold are compatible with its principles, the
courts’ presumption of legality is highly misplaced.
Another reason why the courts’ deference violates the Constitution is
that the burden of proving guilt naturally belongs to the state. Hence, as
it is a constitutional requirement that the burden of proving guilt is placed
46

State v. Mitchell, 563 S.W.2d 18 (Mo. 1978) 34 (Shangler J., dissenting)

47

Id. 35 (Shangler J.)
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squarely on the government, it is only logical that the burden of proving
that the criminal law is compatible with constitutional limits should be
placed there. After all, the question of guilt does not only depend upon
whether a defendant has broken the law. The question of guilt goes
further. It is fundamentally entwined with the judicial maxim that all
punishment must be deserved, and as the principle of just desert (no
punishment without moral culpability) reaches into the substantive areas
of the law, the question of guilt depends on whether the law conforms to
principles of justice.
Thus, the constitutional requirement that the burden of proving guilt
remains with the government logically extends to constitutional
challenges and the criminal law. As Justices Black and Douglas stated in
their Turner dissent:
“It would be a senseless and stupid thing for the Constitution to take
all these precautions to protect the accused from governmental abuses
if the Government could by some sleight-of-hand trick with
presumptions make nullities of those precautions. Such a result would
completely frustrate the purpose of the founders to establish a system
of criminal justice in which the accused . . . would be able to protect
himself from wrongful charges by a big and powerful government. It
is little less than fantastic even to imagine that those who wrote our
Constitution and the Bill of Rights intended to have a government that
could create crimes . . . and then relieve the government of proving a
portion of them.
[If] Congress . . . define[s] a crime . . . due process requires the
Government to prove each element beyond a reasonable doubt before
it can convict the accused of the crime it deliberately and clearly
defined.”48

This is especially important in those “crimes” where no person is
directly victimized. In instances such as this, where the government to
justify punishment refers to such abstract notions as “harm to society,”
the burden of proving that the law conforms to principles of justice must
not only befall the government, but the government must pass the

48

Turner v. United States, 396 U.S. 398 (1970) (Black, J., with whom Douglas J. joins,
dissenting.) (emphasis mine)
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compelling interest/strict scrutiny test. If not, the government will have
the power to criminalize any behavior no matter how private or innocent.
After all, most of our actions cause some indirect harm to some vaguely
defined social interest. For example, sport activities—in fact, any
activity—can result in physical injuries which again could be said to pose
some degree of harm to society. Likewise, much of what we eat contains
some harmful substances. Not only that, but all foods can be abused by
overeaters, and, as all foods have the potential of making us less than
healthy, the government could find an excuse for criminalizing these
products. Furthermore, speech is often provocative and every day people
say things that have the potential of indirectly harming some social
“interest.” It may strike at prejudices and biases and have profound
unsettling effects. In times of tyranny, for example, simply speaking the
truth will be a revolutionary act and the government’s interest in selfpreservation can be used to justify any infringement on “objectionable”
speech.
Now, the “harms” attached to sports, foods, and speech are quite
different in nature. The first two are characterized by physical and
economic harm, while the latter is usually thought of as a “moral” harm.
The NC State is more likely to criminalize the latter, for it is willing to
accept a great deal of physical and economic harm if it does not threaten
the perceived values of the status quo (which means the power base of
authority).
When our leaders talk of “harm to society,” therefore, what they
usually mean is a threat to their own perceived power base, and history
leaves no doubt that this is the common denominator behind the “harms”
our leaders are keen to eradicate. While they tend to accept (and
encourage) any harmful activity as long as it is seen to promote their
interests (power, prestige, and money), we see that any abstract and
vaguely defined “harm” is to be dealt with as long as it is deemed
threatening to the powers that be. More shall be said on this, but NC
leaders are keen to criminalize anything they do not like. Consequently,
unless the government bears the burden of showing us that it has a
compelling interest in criminalizing such behavior, there is no limit to the
laws it may enact.
Now, this improper deference to the legislature is a consequence of
the rational basis test, which again is an upshot of the fundamental rights
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doctrine. We know that FC scholars have criticized both for being
incompatible with the spirit of the Constitution and in drug cases several
judges have joined the choir. As Justice Sanders put it in his Seeley
dissent:
“This two-tiered classification system of strict scrutiny and rational
basis has proven problematic and subject to criticism because it
shoehorns what in reality exists on a continuum into absolute but
artificial categories. While the 14th Amendment simply references
‘liberty,’ the question posed by the majority is whether there is a
‘fundamental interest’ to smoke marijuana. I disagree with this
formulation because the constitution speaks of principles, not
specifics. Freedom from needless suffering; the right to individual
autonomy; the right to bodily integrity . . . and freedom from arbitrary,
privacy-invading restraints are the principles applicable here.
Better we should question the predicate which supposedly
justifies state intervention in the first place than shift the burden to the
private citizen to show why he should be free—which is, or should
be, the natural state in a free society.”49

This, of course, is pure FC reasoning, and to FC justices like Sanders
it is clear that laws prohibiting the sale, use, and/or ingestion of marijuana
are in violation of the Constitution. They have long held that First
Amendment, Fifth Amendment, Eighth Amendment,50 Ninth
Amendment and Fourteenth Amendment rights are implicated in drug
use. According to them, it is clear that there is a “fundamental
constitutional right to smoke marijuana;”51 “that it is founded upon the
constitutional rights to personal autonomy and privacy, guaranteed by
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Seeley v. State, 132 Wash. 2d 776, 940 P.2d 604 (1997) 631 (Sanders J., dissenting)
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Bonnie & Whitebread, The Forbidden Fruit and the Tree of Knowledge (1970) 1153 (“the
rationality arm of the eighth amendment should prohibit imprisonment for violation of that
legislation, even for five minutes”)
51

Justice Abe of the Hawaiian Supreme Court stated in 1972 that “I do not agree . . . that one
does not enjoy the fundamental constitutional right to smoke marijuana. . . . I believe that the
right to the ‘enjoyment of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness’ includes smoking of
marijuana, and one’s right to smoke marijuana may not be prohibited or curtailed unless such
smoking affects the general welfare.” State v. Kantner, 493 P.2d 306 (1972) at 312 (Abe J.,
concurring)
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[the state and Federal] Constitution;”52 that “our present method of
regulating marijuana . . . is unreasonable and unconstitutional in violation
of the due process and equal protection clauses of the Fourteenth
Amendment;”53 that the drug law therefore “violates the Federal and State
Constitutions in that it is an impermissible intrusion on the fundamental
rights to liberty and the pursuit of happiness, and is an unwarranted
interference with the right to possess and use private property;”54 and that
“where the State endeavors to intrude into the individual's private life and
regulate [such] conduct, . . . it is the duty of the courts to offer a haven
of refuge where the individual may secure vindication of his right to be
let alone.”55
Hence, the only problem for drug users is that FC individuals are few
and far between. In the history of challenges to the drug laws, we find
them expressing their judgment in the dissents rather than the majority
opinions. But even so, their reasoning speaks for itself and it is clear that
“the majority’s response is . . . misguided and in error.”56 Furthermore,
the self-defeating reasoning relied upon by the majority suggests that it
only “seeks a legal shield behind which it can avoid objective inquiry,”57
and that the rational basis test and fundamental rights analysis is their
way of doing so.
For reasons that have already been discussed (and which will be
further explained) NC judges have strong objections against letting drug
users have their day in court. Reason, however, will not come to their
rescue and so, to disparage the rights-claim, they must rely on phony
tactics. These shall now be reviewed.
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Id. 313 (Levinson J., dissenting)
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Id. 319 (Kobayashi, J., dissenting)
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People v. Sinclair, 387 Mich. 91, 194 N.W.2d 878 (1972) 133 (Kavanagh J., concurring)
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Kantner, 493 P.2d 306 (1972) 317-18 (Levinson J., dissenting)
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State v. Mitchell, 563 S.W.2d 18 (1978) 29 (Seiler J., dissenting)
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8.2 MISTAKING SHADOW AND LIGHT
The most common way for courts to deny drug users a fair trial is by a
failure to recognize that the enumerated rights are a shadow that is cast
by the light of more fundamental principles. We have seen that according
to the founders’ conception of rights, it does not matter if rights are
enumerated. The unenumerated rights are just as important as those
spelled out, but NC judges, being oblivious to the bigger and how it
connects, only focus on the enumerated rights. Thus, they will perform
an analysis that betrays an ignorance of the ideas upon which the
American system is built. This ignorance is made explicit by such
statements:
“Plaintiffs’ claim in the present case rests on bare allegations of a
general right to privacy to do what one wishes in his own home and
with his own body. Although plaintiff does claim enforcement of this
right of privacy through the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment and
through the Ninth Amendment, he does not ground it or even attempt
to ground it on any one of the amendments which protect certain
guaranteed rights and which in doing so create constitutionally
guarded zones of privacy.”58

As discussed previously, the right to privacy is not explicitly stated
in the Constitution. Even so, it is recognized that zones of privacy are
created by the penumbras of the first, third, fourth, fifth, and ninth
amendments, and the objection in this case was that the appellant did not
first attempt to ground his claim in one or more of these. A more telling
example of the confused reasoning with which challenges to the drug
laws are met is difficult to find, for if the judge did not have it backwards
he would have understood that plaintiff’s failure to “ground it or even
attempt to ground it on any one of the amendments” did not impair the
argument at all. How could it? The amendments themselves are grounded
in (and validated by) the underlying principles of law. These principles
do not care if an activity is enumerated or whether it is similar to other
activities already granted “fundamental” status. All they do is establish
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Louisiana NORML v. Guste, 380 F. Supp. 404 (1974) 407
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that the individual is to be given a free rein and that any limitation to his
domain must be justified by sufficiently weighty considerations. That is
all. The central issue is autonomous choice, and whether you, I, or the
government, would think it wise is irrelevant.
Looking at the relationship between these principles and the
enumerated rights, the right to privacy is more closely connected to these
principles than the amendments. The light of these abstract principles is
channeled into a more “tangible” right to privacy, which again provides
context and substance to the few enumerated rights. Thus, it obviously
makes no sense to ask the appellants to ground their claim in the latter.
The legalization argument remains firmly grounded in the principle of
autonomy—the underlying principle that has given validity all the
enumerated rights (as well as the right to privacy), and this being the case,
it is absurd to ask the appellants to look for it elsewhere.
The example above was District Judge Comiskey’s reply to a legal
challenge made by the law reform organization NORML in 1974.59
Comiskey’s response, however, is not unique. It represents the norm, and
six years later, when NORML countered the drug law with another
challenge, they were met with the same reaction. In an effort to ground
the rights-claim in precedent NORML’s lawyers had relied on Stanley v.
Georgia, a case where the Supreme Court had granted constitutional
protection to the private possession of obscene materials. The Stanley
Court had held that “the right to receive information and ideas, regardless
of their social worth, . . . is fundamental to our free society,”60 and had
asserted a “right to satisfy [one's] intellectual and emotional needs in the
privacy of [one's] own home.”61 For obvious reasons NORML argued that
the private possession/use of marijuana deserved no less protection than
obscene materials, but Circuit Judge Tamm responded:
“NORML tries to bootstrap the Stanley right of privacy in the home
into a fundamental right that protects all activities taking place
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At the time, other scholars also noted the NORML court’s backwards approach. As Brashear
observed: “the opinions suggest that the courts were influenced more by the absence of an
express amendment protecting marijuana use than by the inapplicability of the right of privacy.”
Brashear, Marijuana Prohibition and the Constitutional Right of Privacy (1975) 581
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therein. This reading reverses the proper analysis. The home offers
refuge for activities grounded in other protected rights. The right
protected in Stanley was the first amendment right to read and receive
information even if the information itself was not constitutionally
protected. Without that first amendment right at issue, Stanley would
have no right to privacy in the home.”62

Again, we see the same backwards reasoning in effect. If the
founders’ conception of rights is brought to bear it is Judge Tamm that
“reverses the proper analysis,” as the home does not merely “offer refuge
for activities grounded in other protected rights.” Instead, it offers refuge
for activities grounded in the principles from which other constitutionally
protected rights are derived. These are the principles of fundamental
justice, principles such as those of dignity, autonomy, proportionality,
equality, non-arbitrariness, limited government, and the liberty
presumption. They are all connected and while unenumerated, they are
the principles that breathe life and substance into the enumerated rights.
Apropos first principles, the courts’ flawed natural rights reasoning,
mirrors the same mistake. In Seeley, the plaintiff asserted that the
legislature’s placement of marijuana in schedule I of controlled
substances violated article I, § 32 of the Washington Constitution, which
provides “[a] frequent recurrence to fundamental principles is essential
to the security of individual right and the perpetuity of free government.”
In this case, Ralph Seeley, a man diagnosed with a rare form of bone
cancer (as well as being an able lawyer), argued that the phrase “frequent
recurrence to fundamental principles” suggested that the framers retained
the notion that natural rights should be considered when protecting
individual rights. Defending himself, he claimed that this section of the
Washington Constitution designated “extra-constitutional fundamental
principles as essential to the security of individual rights,” and that it was
evidence of the framers’ belief in natural law. He brought forth evidence
that the notion of fundamental principles was central to natural law
theories when the Constitution was adopted and that by adopting art. I, §
32 the framers intended to expand the scope of rights protected by the
Constitution. On this basis, he held that the Constitution granted him a
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right to have marijuana prescribed as medical treatment for the nausea
and vomiting associated with chemotherapy.
The courts’ analysis is worth noting, as it is another testimony to the
intellectual barrenness of NC reasoning. As discussed in part two, the
Constitution was a natural rights document, one by which the founders
positivized the higher, unwritten natural law. The “frequent recurrence”
Clause was an offshoot of this thinking and it was to be a reminder from
the founders of the importance of anchoring the body of law to first
principles. They knew that powerful forces would conspire to deprive the
people of their government and that a system of arbitrary law was the
means by which this would be done. Thus, the purpose of this section of
the Washington Constitution was to guard against the influence of these
forces and the NC system of law that would be their crowning
achievement.
As seen from the FC perspective, this is the only sensible
interpretation of the “frequent recurrence” Clause. Just like the Ninth
Amendment it means exactly what it says, and its purpose was to ensure
that the relationship between the individual and state were constantly
recalibrated to align with first principles.
Just like the Ninth Amendment, however, this Clause would prove
difficult for NC individuals to come to terms with, and as soon as a
system of arbitrary law was in place they would join ranks to protect it.
We have already seen why. Because NC individuals fail to see the bigger
picture, their psychology is to support the status quo—and because they
have an authoritarian bent, this status quo will favor the agents of tyranny
rather than liberty. It goes without saying that to these people the very
idea of a return to first principles will be anathema. One way or another
it will have to be discouraged and whether it be for reasons of ignorance
or political expediency, this is what most jurists have done.
Hence, as the majority of justices are NC individuals, it should come
as no surprise that the Washington Court chose this route. As if they were
interpreting ancient hieroglyphs whose meaning was long since lost, the
justices made no real effort to decipher the true meaning of the “frequent
recurrence to fundamental principles” Clause. Instead, the majority
simply noted that it had been used infrequently by the judiciary and that
Washington jurisprudence had yet to see a consistent approach to this
clause. From there on, following their authoritarian proclivity, they
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jumped to the conclusion that the framers must have intended to leave it
to the government to legislate as it saw fit. And to support this thesis, so
out of step with the founders’ temperament, they laid bare an equally
blemished understanding of natural law. As the majority put it:
“Respondent fails to identify a natural right, in existence at the time of
the constitution's adoption, to use marijuana or to choose a particular
medical treatment.” And because “[n]either constitutional history [n]or
pre-existing state law indicate that using marijuana is a right that the
Washington Constitution was designed to protect,” the court deduced that
“art. I, § 32 was not meant to provide a substantive right to use marijuana
for medical treatment.”63
Again, we are provided with an extraordinary example of the
cognitive despondency that defines NC reasoning. For one, the court’s
decision smacks of insincerity and bias. Humans have for tens of
thousands of years used different substances to experience different states
of consciousness64 and only the last hundred years have we had laws
restricting the use of some of these substances. As pertains to the medical
use of marijuana, which was the court’s inquiry, it has been used in Asian
and Middle Eastern countries for at least 2,600 years for these purposes.
It first appeared in Western medicine in 60 A.D. in the pharmacopoeia of
Dioscorides and it has been listed in subsequent pharmacopoeias since
that time. In the 19th century, marijuana was widely used for a variety of
ailments, including muscle spasms, and cannabis was still to be found in
the British Pharmaceutical Codex as late as 1949. While the Seeley court
didn’t mention any of this, other courts have recognized the historical use
of marijuana for medicinal purposes, and as the Ninth Circuit held in
Raich v. Gonzales, “[i]t is beyond dispute that marijuana has a long
history of use—medically and otherwise—in this country.”65 As the
Raich court recognized, it was only with the passage of the Controlled
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Substances Act in 1970 that Congress placed marijuana on Schedule I,
taking it outside of the realm of all uses, including medical, under federal
law.
In the history of man, then, it was not until the 20th century that the
right to self-medicate was no longer taken for granted, and so it is difficult
to see how the Washington Court earnestly could have believed that there
was no “natural right, in existence at the time of the constitution’s
adoption, to use marijuana or to choose a particular medical treatment.”
The right to self-medicate was at this time incontestable, and the court’s
opinion is made even more suspect by the fact that this right is a subset
of an (if possible) even more fundamental right, the right to bodily
integrity. This right has deep roots in American history and legal
tradition. There is a wealth of jurisprudence to draw upon, and it is
indisputable that the right to be free of government intrusion with respect
to one’s body has roots in natural rights principles and the philosophy of
individual autonomy. American legal precedent has consistently upheld
legal protection for this individual right, and even before the Founding it
was a firmly established basis of Anglo-American law.66
Aside from the denial of historical evidence, the court’s claim that
the applicant “fails to identify a natural right, in existence at the time of
the constitution’s adoption, to use marijuana or to choose a particular
medical treatment,” indicates that the justices either (1) knew nothing of
the founders’ natural law reasoning or (2) willfully ignored it. It suggests
that they were looking for a textual source explicitly stating that “We, the
framers of the U.S. Constitution, hold marijuana use to be a natural right,”
when in fact the framers could be counted upon to do no such thing. First
of all, they saw no need to enumerate natural rights as their existence had
nothing to do with textual basis. We have already seen that there is a
written and an unwritten constitution of the United States. The former
draws its legitimacy from the latter, and as the natural law belongs to the
realm of unwritten law, the court’s attack makes no sense. It might as
well deny a right to have children, to wear a hat, to farm lands, or to go
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to sleep because the founders did not explicitly articulate these natural
rights.67
Furthermore, in 1889, at the time of the adoption of the Washington
Constitution, cannabis was a freely sold and frequently used medicine68
and the framers could not see any reason for stating the obvious—that it
was a natural right. Unlike modern day justices, they abided by a presumption of liberty, and unless marijuana use somehow violated the
rights of others to live free and productive lives, there was no question in
their mind that it was a natural right. When it comes to this, Seeley’s right
to use marijuana for palliative relief from terminal illness can hardly be
said to violate the rights of non-users to administer their own affairs as
they see fit. And as Seeley’s medicinal choice is “theoretically and
practically consistent with the exercise of the fundamental rights of
others,” it is plainly “inferable from the axioms of natural law theory.”69
Thus, Seeley’s claim was firmly grounded in the principles of natural
law. One does not have to look further than across the border to find a
Supreme Court decision declaring it to be so,70 and as Rufus King put it,
“If people have no freedom to make such choices as cannabis over
nicotine for their preferred lung irritant, what did the Constitution leave
them?”71

8.3 IGNORING THE BIGGER-PICTURE IMPLICATIONS
We would do well to ponder King’s question, for as seen from the FC
perspective drug prohibition does implicate important rights. As seen
67
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from this perspective, the War on Drugs is an authoritarian attempt to
control consciousness and it is not so much a war on drugs as a war on
autonomous choice. As Graham Hancock noted, the fundamental premise
of this war effort is that “we as adults do not have the right or maturity to
make sovereign decisions about our own consciousness and about the
states of consciousness we wish to explore and embrace. This
extraordinary imposition on adult cognitive liberty is justified by the idea
that our brain activity, disturbed by drugs, will adversely impact our
behavior toward others. Yet anyone who pauses to think seriously for
even a moment must realize that we already have adequate laws that
govern adverse behavior toward others and that the real purpose of the
‘war on drugs’ must therefore be to bear down on consciousness itself.”72
The fact that is so obvious from the FC perspective, that the right to
drugs is a right to control one’s consciousness, the most intimate,
elemental, and personal there is, has been lost on NC individuals. This is
because they are born into a world where prohibitionist propaganda has
defined the drug policy debate for nearly a century. And because they
have been raised to believe in the one-sided and untruthful image of drugs
as a source of all our problems, they have fallen victim to an exaggerated
enemy image. To them, therefore, drugs are simply bad. They are an evil
to be eradicated by whatever means necessary, and only to the extent that
this is done can our children be safe.
We shall have more to say on the enemy image of drugs and how it
fails to mirror reality. However, leaving aside the question of whether
drugs are “bad,” it is undeniable that the whole point of taking drugs is to
alter the chemical balance of the brain, leading to changes in a person’s
cognitive process, and it follows that fundamental rights necessarily are
involved. As Professor Richards noted “the right of drug use, if it is a right,
is a right associated with the control of consciousness, and thus with the right
of conscience itself, and should be understood accordingly.”73

The U.S. Supreme Court has already recognized that “the right to
receive information and ideas, regardless of their social worth, . . . is
fundamental to our free society,”74 and that, except in very limited cases,
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the right to be free from unwanted government intrusion in one’s privacy
is fundamental. The Court has also acknowledged that “the State may
not, consistently with the spirit of the First Amendment, contract the
spectrum of available knowledge,”75 and that the “right to receive”
recognized in Stanley is “a right to a protective zone ensuring the freedom
of a man’s inner life, be it rich or sordid.”76 Furthermore, the Court has
acknowledged that people have a fundamental right to make certain
“intimate and personal choices,”77 and that “[a]t the heart of liberty is the
right to define one’s own concept of existence, of meaning, of the
universe, and of the mystery of human life.”78 The Court has also noted
that “[b]eliefs about these matters could not define the attributes of
personhood were they formed under compulsion of the State,”79 and that
the First Amendment secures a “right of the individual to be free from
governmental programs of thought control, however such programs
might be justified in terms of permissible state objectives.”80
All this applies to the drug law, for the War on Drugs is nothing if
not an attempt to control our thought processes. It may be for our own
good or for the good of society; this is a question that remains to be
addressed, and it can only be properly addressed under the auspices of an
independent, impartial, and competent tribunal. However, thought
processes are, at the deepest level, what we are, and as Hancock noted,
“to the extent that we are not sovereign over our own consciousness, then
we cannot in any meaningful sense be sovereign over anything else
either.”81
Also, as seen from the FC perspective, drug use implicates another
important right—the right to liberty. Because the state uses the criminal
law to address the “problem” of drug use, drug law violators, if caught,
will be subjected to arrest and imprisonment. We have already seen FC
scholars insist that these people “have every right to demand a
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justification for how they have been treated,”82 and according to these
scholars, criminal law must be subject to unique scrutiny to ensure that
no punishment is unjust. There is a rule of law that the more severe the
sanction, the greater will be the burden of overcoming the liberty
presumption. And as the drug law imprisons millions of people and
threatens to imprison many millions more, it should be uncontroversial
that the government must have very good reasons for doing so. This is
the only way to honor the fundamental principles of law, and because
liberty, as Husak and other scholars have noted, “is a fundamental
interest,” it “should be subject to deprivation only by a compelling state
interest.”83
As the drug law clearly implicates autonomy and liberty rights, FC
justices will insist that the government proves that this is the case. Judge
Sweet, for instance, has argued forcefully that the right to drugs is a
constitutionally protected autonomy right, and that “[b]ecause the right
to self-determination is a fundamental right, any governmental action that
encroaches upon it must be justified by a ‘substantial’ state interest and
be tailored in the narrowest manner possible.”84 As he continued:
“governmental action encroaching on the right to self-determination
faces a scale that is tipped heavily against it before the balancing analysis
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even begins,”85 and pertaining to the liberty encroachment other justices
have also noted the need for strict scrutiny.86

8.3.1 HOW THE BIGGER-PICTURE IMPLICATIONS ARE IGNORED
To NC justices however, none of this is obvious. As far as they are
concerned drug use has no inherent value and neither does the freedom
of the drug using population. Some will be more frank about admitting
this than others. Nonetheless, their actions speak for themselves, for
whenever challenges to the drug law are brought before the courts they
will protect the law from critical review and drug users’ autonomy and
liberty rights will carry no weight in their analysis.
This is their modus operandi: In order to sustain the law, they have
to steer clear of the bigger picture and any coherent analysis. They must
ignore the fundamental principles of justice, discount the factual picture,
and narrow their focus to the point where their twisted and self-refuting
logic is not too obvious. This is done by the following sleight-of-hand:
They will define the right narrowly, look to precedent for guidance, and
begin analysis with the assumption that the enumerated rights and a
handful of others are the only worthy of protection. This approach to
constitutional interpretation obviously connects with their failure to
understand the difference between shadow and light, but because of this
backwards methodology challenges to the drug laws fail again and again.
Medical marijuana challenges are disparaged because “the liberty interest
specially protected by the Due Process Clause [does not] embrace a right
to make a life-shaping decision on a physician's advice to use medical
marijuana to preserve bodily integrity, avoid intolerable pain, and
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preserve life, when all other prescribed medications and remedies have
failed.”87 Traffickers and distributors will be denied their right to a fair
trial “[b]ecause there is no colorable claim of a fundamental
constitutional right to import or to distribute marihuana.”88 And even
hemp farmers will be denied their day in court because, “[t]he Supreme
Court has not declared ‘farming’ to be a fundamental right.”89
The reasoning is, of course, false on all accounts because the rule of
narrowing blinds the justices to the real issue, which is the law’s relation
to the fundamental principles of justice. To know if there is a right to use
cannabis for medical, recreational, or religious reasons; to know if there
is a right to produce or distribute marijuana commercially; and to know
if there is a right to grow hemp, the court must first look at this underlying
issue—but this is never done. Because NC individuals fail to operate at a
more abstract level of generality, they will cling on to what little they can
grasp and so they begin in the other end, with the few enumerated rights.
These textual sources will be used to consider the issue, and because drug
use, possession, production, trafficking, distribution, etc., is not explicitly
granted by the Constitution, they will look to the unenumerated right to
privacy to see if it can contain the asserted right in question.
Now, the only way this could be done with some sincerity would be
first to formulate a general conception of the right to privacy and then
determine whether the possession/use/sale of cannabis was fit to be
included. In the history of the drug laws, however, only one court has
ever done so. This was the Ravin court, and it found it impossible to
formulate a general idea of privacy which did not include drug use. In its
general outline of privacy, it was defined as “a right of personal autonomy
in relation to choices affecting an individual’s personal life” and “a right
to be let alone.” From this characterization it followed quite naturally that
the use of cannabis in the privacy of one’s home had to be included in
such a right, and this is what the court confirmed. Perhaps for this reason
no other courts have followed the Ravin court’s example. Instead, they
will skip this part and go directly to the fundamental rights test already
discussed; they will ask if cannabis use is of such importance that it is
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“implicit in the concept of ordered liberty,” and as this test is flexible
enough to accommodate any bias, no court has found drug use deserving
of constitutional protection.
When it comes to this, we have already seen that the fundamental
rights analysis, the rule of narrowing, and the presumption of
constitutionality are not only interconnected and symptomatic of the
justices’ closed mindset. As we have seen they are also unconstitutional,
for while the presumption of liberty and the equal treatment of all rights
claims are inferable from first principles, these doctrines are not. In truth,
they are merely helpful means of divesting with proper thinking and
frowned upon constitutional challenges, and nowhere is this better seen
than in drug cases. By narrowing their focus NC justices somehow
manage to escape the inevitable conclusion that autonomy and liberty
rights are important rights worthy of strict scrutiny. This can only be
achieved by applying a frame of reference so detached from reality that
it becomes possible to ignore the logic that dictates otherwise; that the
rights at issue are not only about a right to bodily integrity and to control
our own thought processes, but a right also not to be imprisoned for doing
so—rights that must be called fundamental if the word is to have any
meaning at all.90
It is also interesting to note that in the NC state of affairs, the game
is always rigged in favor of the state. As pertains to the rule of narrowing,
therefore, it is no coincidence that constitutional challenges must be
defined at its most specific level, whereas this rule is not applied to the
state. The courts, for instance, do not demand that the state justifies its
aggression by narrowing down the issue as to whether “a state has a right
to persecute and imprison non-violent citizens for exercising their
autonomy rights in ways that directly hurt no one.” They do not insist that
the state justifies its assault on liberty by narrowing down the issue as to
whether “a state has a right to harass and incarcerate individuals for trying
to experience their connection to God more directly in ways that
truthfully harm no one.” And they do not ask the state to justify its violent
onslaught against citizens by narrowing down the issue as to whether “it
has a right to hunt down and lock away individuals for striving towards
90
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greater levels of well-being and happiness in ways that directly affect no
one—not even themselves—negatively.”
At least 90 percent of all drug use conforms to these criteria and yet
the courts would never think to ask the state to defend its hostility to
autonomous choice in this way. True to their authoritarian inclination, the
justices would never even consider looking for exactly where in the
Constitution such a right could be granted to the state. Instead, it is the
individual that must vindicate his choice of drugs and every conceivable
doubt benefits the state. The presumption of liberty being effectively
reversed, what we are dealing with is, of course, a presumption of guilt,
and so it is that the American system does sneakily what fascist jurists
did openly.91
To summarize, this is the problem with current doctrines. Aside from
being unconstitutional, they are the result of the isolated, fragmented, and
freedom-fearing perspective that defines the NC mindset, and it comes as
no surprise that they are well tailored to help the justices ignore the
bigger-picture implications. The courts’ restricted focus effectively
defines away the right we want to validate, as the judge is free to draw
upon his personal bias to conclude that drug use is not important enough
to merit protection. Never mind that many people and religious groups
attest to the ability of some drugs to communicate with the Divine;92
never mind that some of these drugs have been used by wisdom seekers
for millennia; never mind that some of them have a proven record for
facilitating physical and psychological healing;93 never mind that they are
91
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important tools for personal growth; never mind that most drug use is
personally rewarding and socially unproblematic;94 never mind that
people with a history of moderate drug use on average are better
functioning than non-drug users;95 never mind that there is evidence to
suggest that drug use enhances self-control and autonomy, whereas
prohibition undermines conditions of autonomy;96 never mind that 1.5
million Americans are arrested every year for violating this law; never
mind that their use doesn’t directly harm anyone else; never mind that
prohibition has failed to reduce the supply and demand of drugs;97 never
mind that there are less invasive means of dealing with any social
problems arising from their use; and never mind that the destructive
consequences of prohibition are tearing the fabric of society apart.98 None
of this matter. In fact, it is consistently ignored because of the courts’
narrow focus.

8.4 REASONING FROM THE NARROWED-DOWN PERSPECTIVE
We have seen that there are autonomy and liberty interests at stake in
challenges to the drug laws and there is more to say on how they are
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disparaged. We have already discussed how the rule of narrowing
dissociates the right in question from the bigger picture, making it
possible to ignore the bigger context and the fundamental issues at play.
Furthermore, we can count on the courts to deny the plaintiff’s rights
claim any merit by (1) belittling the rights claim, (2) focusing on
precedent and refusing to expand the area of protection, (3) misframing
the issue, (4) relying on falsehoods and an exaggerated enemy image, (5)
applying different kinds of logic to otherwise similar cases, (6) applying
the same logic to otherwise dissimilar cases, and (7) emptying words of
their essential meaning.

8.4.1 BELITTLING THE RIGHTS CLAIM
This tactic takes many forms. The NORML court, for instance, in
discussing if smoking marijuana was worthy of constitutional protection,
concluded in the negative by comparing the use of cannabis to previously
accepted activities. First, it took for granted that “the act of smoking does
not involve the important values inherent in questions concerning
marriage, procreation, or child rearing.”99 Then, referring to previous
decisions where the courts had recognized the use of contraceptives as
constitutionally protected, the court stated that “its use predominantly as
a ‘recreational drug’ undercuts any argument that its use is as important
as [such objectives].”100 It bears noticing that FC scholars and justices
have refuted this part of the argument.101 Nevertheless, to support the
99
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100
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validity of this conclusion, the court quoted the Ravin court’s assumption
that “few would believe they have been deprived of something of critical
importance if deprived of marijuana.”102
Just like the Ravin court, the NORML court provided no evidence that
this was so. It merely took this for granted. However, perhaps this is not
really true. After all, drug users will go through extraordinary difficulties
to pursue their habits. Even though government agents have done
everything in their power to make life a living hell for them, they have
had no success in deterring drug use. Today, hundreds of millions of
people around the world will risk the hassles of the criminal sanction to
experience their preferred states of consciousness and drug use persists
even in those countries where the death penalty is provided.
This being so, the eagerness with which we pursue a choice in drugs
could be seen as a testimony to the legitimate interest in question. At the
very least, scholars have pointed out that the judgment of individual drug
users is far more reliable than that of the state,103 and as Bakalar and
Grinspoon noted:
“If it ever became necessary for the government to use vast amounts
of money and personnel to curb an organized illicit traffic in [some]
other commodity forbidden by consumer protection laws, the law
would probably be repealed. If people wanted the commodities so
much, we might conclude that they have a legitimate interest and
value strong enough to outweigh any argument for prohibition. In
other words, we would handle the problem as we handle mountain
climbing, hang-gliding, or motorcycle racing: We would treat it as a

is certainly fundamental in our constitutional scheme—a scheme designed to keep government
off the backs of people.” (481)
Justice Levinson of the Hawaii Supreme Court had this to say on the constitutional right to
privacy: “[It] encompasses more than just freedom from government surveillance. It guarantees
to the individual the full measure of control over his own personality consistent with the security
of himself and others. This freedom to choose one’s own plan of life is essential to the pursuit
of happiness and the enjoyment of life and thus finds additional protection in article I, section 2
of the Hawaii Constitution. In the instant case, the State’s infringement upon this right of
personal autonomy becomes apparent when one understands the nature of marihuana and the
reasons for its use.” State v. Kantner, 493 P.2d 306 (1972) at 315 (Levinson J., dissenting)
(references omitted)
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matter of preferred tastes and activities (however questionable) rather
than consumer error.”104

The NORML and the Ravin courts are not the only ones that have
failed to add any importance to people’s choice in drugs. Later courts
have basically copied the NORML court’s analysis,105 and to this day they
have all excepted drug use from those personal rights that can be deemed
“fundamental” or “implicit in the concept of ordered liberty.” To them,
accepting drug use as a right to autonomy or privacy seems so contrary
to the values upon which society is erected that even “obscene materials”
have better protection. This is the case even though drugs have more
potential to bring about new insights and mental discoveries of any real
value, but this aspect of drug use has gone neglected.
The bias against drug use is so great that no court has attributed any
weight to the positive aspects of drug use.106 Even though most drug use
is unproblematic to society and rewarding to the users, it is portrayed as
an evil to be eradicated. Hence, autonomy and liberty rights are easily
disparaged, for if drugs are “bad” what interest could be at stake in
prohibition? If drug use is a menace to society, why should we not
imprison the people who ensure its continuation? Why should we think
twice about this?
To NC judges, no further thinking is needed. However, they must
find a way to deny drug users a fair trial, and this is how it is done.

8.4.2 DISPARAGING AUTONOMY RIGHTS
When defending drug users’ autonomy rights, many lawyers have argued
the First Amendment. To reason with the courts this has been a traditional
way forward, as the courts will consistently mistake text for principle,
thinking the text to be the source of a right. Whether it be for reasons of
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ignorance or convenience, therefore, many lawyers have accepted this
false premise and held that drug use comes under the protection of the
First Amendment.
Leaving aside the fact that there is no need to anchor drug users’
autonomy rights in the First Amendment to determine if drug use is a
protected activity, their thinking is understandable. First, the courts
expect the appellant to hang his rights-claim on one or more enumerated
rights, and secondly, autonomy is recognized as being at the heart of the
First Amendment.107 Thus, as scholars of law and philosophy have noted
that the concept of autonomy by necessity includes the right to choose
which drugs are to be ingested,108 one would think that the courts would
be interested to see if this is in fact so.
After all, without a freedom to experience the whole range of
thought, emotion, and sensation connected to the human experience, we
are being deprived sources of insight. And as drug use does provide “new
sources of belief and experience,”109 it follows that it must be “protected
under the first amendment because it supplies these necessary
preconditions to speech and expression.”110 According to this reasoning,
just as the Constitution treats restrictions upon speech, press, and religion
as a substantial harm, so the judiciary should recognize that the
Constitution applies the same protection for infringements on our
freedom to think. It should recognize that our freedom to form opinions,
to gain new perspectives, and to develop and exercise our thought
processes as we see fit is not merely a prerequisite for constitutional
protections, but that without it the avowed right to “life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness” becomes an Orwellian ruse.
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As thought precedes verbal communication the freedom of speech
would be meaningless without us first recognizing a fundamental right to
cognitive liberty. Recognizing this right is equally central to our freedom
of religion: without an absolute freedom to connect with our inner world
by whatever means we deem fit, it would mean little more than a freedom
to accept established authority.111 Provided therefore that the use of drugs
can be shown to help us grasp new concepts, to access new ideas, to gain
spiritual insight, and to rediscover and illuminate the majesty of our inner
landscape, it follows that our right to use drugs, while enumerated, is an
integral part of the Constitution. As Justice Brandeis described the
founders’ quest:
“The makers of our Constitution undertook to secure conditions
favorable to the pursuit of happiness. They recognized the
significance of man’s spiritual nature, of his feelings and of his
intellect. They knew that only a part of the pain, pleasure and
satisfactions of life are to be found in material things. They sought to
protect Americans in their beliefs, their thoughts, their emotions and
their sensations. They conferred, as against the Government, the right
to be let alone—the most comprehensive of rights and the right most
valued by civilized men.”112

The fact that drug use should be included in the right to be let alone
is obvious to those that reason from the FC perspective. Since the 1960s
scholars have made the connection between drug use and the rights
protected by the First Amendment,113 and Justice Levinson of the Hawaii
Supreme Court recognized as much when he said that:
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“The individual who uses marihuana does so from choice, in the
pursuit of various goals which may include the relief from tension,
the heightening of perceptions, and the desire for personal and
spiritual insights. In short, marihuana produces experiences affecting
the thoughts, emotions and sensations of the user. These experiences
being mental in nature are thus among the most personal and private
experiences possible. For this reason I believe that the right to be let
alone protects the individual in private conduct which is designed to
affect these areas of his personality.”114

As I have said, the question of whether there are good reasons for a
prohibition is not being addressed here. Perhaps there is evidence that
some drugs are so “bad” that we cannot be allowed to choose for
ourselves if we want to use them; we do not know because the issue has
never been seriously reviewed. Nonetheless, they can be used for these
purposes,115 and so First Amendment rights are implicated in drug use.
The reason why so many lawyers have tried to get the courts to accept
the idea that drug users’ autonomy is protected by the First Amendment
is that, if this is so, the state must show a compelling interest in denying
drugs. The burden of evidence befalls prohibitionists, for as the U.S.
Supreme Court once held, all rights must be construed liberally116 and
“[a] State's interest must be ‘compelling’ or ‘paramount’ to justify even
an indirect burden on First Amendment rights.”117
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8.4.2.1 DENYING THE FC PERSPECTIVE
Now, this connection between drug use and the First Amendment, while
compelling for those who reason from the bigger perspective, have not
persuaded NC individuals. They must find a way to ensure that the drug
law escapes scrutiny, and so, where the religious use of drugs is not at
issue,118 the courts will deny that First Amendment rights are involved.
As one may expect, they have never cared to bolster their position by
countering the argument above or by offering any convincing analysis in
support of their thesis. All they have done is refer to the Stanley Court,
where the justices, after holding that the possession of obscene materials
was protected because the First Amendment right to receive information
was involved, continued to say that:
“What we have said in no way infringes upon the power of the State
or Federal Government to make possession of other items, such as
narcotics, firearms, or stolen goods, a crime. Our holding in the
present case turns upon the Georgia statute’s infringement of
fundamental liberties protected by the First and Fourteenth
Amendments. No First Amendment rights are involved in most
statutes making mere possession criminal.”119

On this basis the courts have denied that First Amendment rights are
implicated in drug use. A proper constitutional interpretation, however,
leaves us with another conclusion, for while the principles of justice “in
no way infringes upon the power of the State or Federal Government to
make possession of other items such as narcotics, firearms, or stolen
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goods, a crime,” they do demand that no such activity can be made a
crime unless the proposed legislation passes a proper balancing test—one
that, as natural rights theorists would put it, can separate license from
liberty. Such a test weighs the individual’s autonomy and liberty interests
against society’s need for protection, and the extent to which the scales
are tipped in favor of the individual depends on the facts. In this regard,
criminalizing the possession of stolen goods will pass with flying colors
whereas the criminalization of narcotics possession is less likely to
succeed. Whether we ground drug users’ autonomy rights in the First or
the Ninth Amendment is irrelevant. In either case, weighty individual
interests are involved, and as the Supreme Court traditionally has
reserved its heightened scrutiny for “values grounded in equality and
personal autonomy,”120 the state must show that even weightier
considerations speak in favor of denying people a choice in drugs.
From a perspective of principled law, this is uncontestable. And
unless the state can show that the drug law survives a proper analysis, the
Stanley Court’s oft-cited quote on the protection of privacy, properly
modified, should read: “If the First Amendment means any-thing, it
means that a State has no business telling a man . . . what books he may
read, what films he may watch, or what drugs he may take. Our whole
constitutional heritage rebels at the thought of giving government the
power to control men’s minds.”121
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8.4.3 DISPARAGING LIBERTY RIGHTS
As seen, the courts have consistently refused to recognize drug users’
autonomy rights and their liberty rights have not fared much better. The
fact that many millions have been imprisoned because of the drug law
and that the freedoms of millions more is at risk has never prompted the
court to demand a justification.122 In fact, in the American system of law,
the freedom of drug users have no value, and economic and other
regulations are more carefully scrutinized. As Judge Spiegel of the Leis
court held:
“We do not agree with the defendants that the Legislature is bound to
adopt the ‘least restrictive alternative’ that would fulfill its purpose of
protecting the health, safety and welfare of the community. The least
restrictive alternative doctrine does not apply to the instant case. It has
been limited to regulations affecting interstate commerce,
constitutionally sheltered activity, and economic regulations. The
Narcotic Drugs Law is not an economic regulation. It affects neither
interstate commerce nor constitutionally sheltered activity.”123

Also in Schmitt, the Michigan Court of Appeals attested to the
perceived unimportance of drug users’ liberty rights.124 The defendant
argued that, instead of the rational basis test, the court should use the
substantial-relation-to-the-object test used in Manistee Bank & Trust Co
v. McGowan.125 In that case petitioner claimed a decision by the
legislature to carve out a discrete exception to a general rule (such as
requiring a showing of gross negligence by a guest passenger to recover
for loss or injury from his host while all others recover on a showing of
mere negligence) was unconstitutional. One would be hard pressed to
argue that the liberty rights of 40 million Americans should count for less
than the financial interests of a few people, but that did not discourage
the Michigan court. As it said: “We do not find defendant’s arguments
122
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on these points persuasive. The legislative decision to place controls on
marijuana, from among the galaxy of substances, does not compare with
the legislative decision to single out guest passengers for special
treatment in recovering for a loss resulting from an automobile
accident.”126 That was it, and so the court decided that the rational basis
test would do fine.
Now, not only are economic rights more important than drug users’
liberty rights, but the courts provide enhanced protection for commercial
speech. Hence, laws prohibiting the advertising of prices for prescription
drugs127 and laws restricting the advertising of liquor, tobacco, and other
harmful products128 also receive heightened scrutiny. Any such restriction
on commercial speech will be subjected to the substantial interest test
where the government must prove that it directly advances the
government’s objective and that it is no more extensive than necessary to
achieve that purpose. All this, while drug users are being imprisoned en
masse for laws that we have reason to suspect would fail any type of
meaningful scrutiny, and that the judiciary to has shielded from review.
When it comes to this, the Pickard court129 provides us with an
example of how drug law violators’ liberty rights are disparaged. The
defendants had argued that strict scrutiny should be applied because their
fundamental right to liberty was at stake, and the court confirmed this by
stating that “[e]very person has a fundamental right to liberty in the sense
that the government may not punish him unless and until it proves his
guilt beyond a reasonable doubt at a criminal trial conducted in
accordance with the relevant constitutional guarantees.”130 As seen from
the bigger perspective, the “relevant constitutional guarantees” means
that no one shall ever be imprisoned for violating laws that do not
conform to the criteria laid out by the fundamental principles of justice.
The defendants, however, should have suspected that something was
amiss when the judge continued: “But substantive due process requires a
‘careful description of the asserted fundamental liberty interest.’ Hence,
126
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the right asserted in this case cannot be the broad fundamental liberty
interest defendants claim.”131
According to Judge Mueller, a general right to freedom from
imprisonment did not define the right in question. More specifically
defined, the right in question was if marijuana producers had a right to
freedom from imprisonment and this notion was easily dismissed by the
court. In support of her ruling the judge referenced a series of court
decisions holding that there was “no fundamental right” to use, import,
sell, or possess marijuana in any context, and that was all it took to deny
a proper hearing.
The lack of analysis betrays an eagerness not to reflect on the subject.
Indeed, the lack of coherence is palpable to anyone who cares to think
about things, so let us see how the court jumped from a true premise to a
false conclusion.
First, the judge accepted the premise that all individuals enjoy a
fundamental right to be free from undue incarceration. The appellants
having made this claim, the court could not simply deny that this is not
so—especially after the prosecution, in its supplemental brief, had
admitted that:
“Defendants enjoy a fundamental right to liberty, [but the statute]
does not encroach on that liberty interest. The only way it could would
be if there were a constitutional right to manufacture marijuana,
which of course there is not. If there were a constitutional right to
manufacture marijuana, then the government would have to concede
that the statute encroaches on that right, and the statute could only be
sustained via proof that the law was narrowly tailored in support of a
compelling governmental interest (strict scrutiny).”132

Now, we have established beyond contention that a constitutional
right to be free from undue liberty deprivation exists, and from here the
right thing to do would be to apply strict scrutiny and see if the drug law
violated drug users’/producers’ autonomy and liberty rights. A proper
balancing test would have provided the answer to this question and the
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court could not, like the prosecution, simply take for granted that the law
was beyond reproach. Remember that the Constitution “is cut out of one
cloth” and that its purpose is to protect the individual from all undue
interference. The light of first principles shines in all directions and it is
impossible to determine if marijuana production constitutes a
fundamental right before these principles have been applied.
When it comes to this, the light of first principles is all we need to
establish that the state must have good reasons to punish the individual
for exercising his liberty/autonomy rights. And as the state has enacted
such punishment for violations of the drug law, the law must survive a
balancing test, one that shows compelling reasons for criminalizing such
conduct. This means that a restriction must either (1) be in place to protect
the rights of others in their individual capacity or (2) to protect the rights
of others in a communal capacity. There are certain minimum criteria that
a law must comply with to be lawful, and to determine if the drug law
fulfills these criteria it must be subjected to the test of reason. Unless this
is so, the right to be free from undue incarceration is rendered
meaningless, as the state will be free to throw coffee drinkers, sugar
consumers, pizza eaters, football players, and anti-war activists in prison
simply by prohibiting such activities.
We must never forget that these laws would pass the rational basis
test. Only a more searching review like the Lawton, strict scrutiny, or the
internationally recognized proportionality analysis would stop them
dead. And if we accept the premise (which human rights law does) that
for a system of law to have legitimacy, it must provide protection against
wanton infringements on our autonomy/liberty rights, we must also
concede that the legitimacy of the U.S. justice system depends on the
extent to which it ensures that its criminal law survives these more
demanding types of scrutiny.
The failure of the Pickard court, then, becomes plain to see. For by
accepting the doctrine that fundamental liberty interests must be narrowly
defined and quoting previous court decisions that have held the use of
cannabis not to be a fundamental right, the court quashed any meaningful
application of the appellants’ unalienable rights. It simply makes no sense
to accept the premise that one has a fundamental right not to be unduly
incarcerated and then use a rational basis test to see if this fundamental
right is violated—and yet this is what the court did.
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Now some, like Judge Spiegel of the Leis court,133 may say that drug
law violators are not “unduly” incarcerated. They have, after all, chosen
to exhibit behavior they know is prohibited. However, as Professor Colb
points out, the fact that people can avoid punishment by conforming to
the demands of a law does not “eliminate concerns about depriving an
individual of a fundamental right when that deprivation is not necessary
to serve a compelling governmental interest. . . . [E]ven people on notice
of the consequences of their actions are entitled to a searching review of
whether it is constitutionally appropriate to permit those consequences to
follow.”134
In challenges to the drug law therefore there are two issues before the
court: (1) if drug use, production, distribution, etc., are constitutionally
protected autonomy rights, and (2) if the incarceration of those who are
engaged in these activities serves a compelling state interest.135 None of
these questions can be answered without bringing first principles into
play and in both cases strict scrutiny must be applied. However, no matter
what the court may decide as to the autonomy rights, it still must deal
separately with the liberty rights at stake. It may, after all, be that some
drugs are so harmful that the state can show a compelling interest in
reducing their use, but even so the fourteenth and fifth amendment right
to liberty from undue incarceration is a fundamentally protected right,
putting constrains on how government may pursue an otherwise
acceptable end.136
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Because of this, all confinement must be justified according to the
compelling interest test, and as Sherry Colb noted: “If incarceration is not
necessary to a compelling interest, then the state does not confront the
‘enemy’ when it incarcerates the criminal; it confronts decent individuals
and strips them of their most prized freedom—their liberty from
confinement.”137

8.4.4. DENIGRATING EQUAL PROTECTION CHALLENGES
The tendency to belittle drug users’ rights claims is seen in the courts’
equal protection analysis. The Equal Protection Clause requires “that
criminal statutory classification schemes cover all persons or things
related to each other reasonably, logically or scientifically.”138 A criminal
statute therefore violates equal protection if it treats similarly situated
persons differently for reasons not rationally related to the purpose of the
statute.139 Consequently, to the extent that we are dealing with the same
supply and demand factors when it comes to licit and illicit drugs; to the
extent that there are the same varying patterns of use associated with the
different groups of drugs; and to the extent that comparisons of licit and
illicit drugs indicate that there is no meaningful difference between those
groups singled out for persecution and those we tolerate, there is evidence
to suggest that the different categories of drugs lack a rational basis and
that the illicit drug users are being denied the equal protection of the law.
A fundamental premise of the social contract is that we all have a right to
be treated with equal respect and concern. Hence, if the government has
created two classes of drug users, it better have good reasons for using
the criminal law against one group; and as always, the burden is on the
government to show a compelling interest in treating the two classes of
people differently.
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What this means is that the government must show that cannabis
users, for instance, cannot enjoy the same liberty and autonomy rights as
alcohol drinkers; that they for some reason represent a bigger social
problem; that weighty social considerations necessitate that the criminal
law be used against them; that the criminal law is an effective means to
an end; that it is the least restrictive means available for dealing with the
problems associated with cannabis use; and that the law reflects a proper
balancing of the rights at stake. Because fundamental interests are
involved, the law must be narrowly tailored to achieve its stated purpose.
This means that both over- and under-inclusiveness is frowned upon, so
let us see how the drug law conforms to these criteria.

8.4.4.1 EQUALITY ANALYSIS 101
As far as the Equal Protection Clause is concerned, assuming that the
purpose of the drug law is to promote the general welfare, we can say that
for the law to be a 100 percent reasonable application of the police power,
two criteria must be met: (1) all those to whom the law applies must be
morally blameworthy for acts against the public welfare, and (2) their
transgressions must be more pronounced than the acts of individuals who
are not singled out for persecution.
To the extent these criteria are fulfilled, the law can be said to treat
similarly situated people the same. This is a prime tenet of the Equal
Protection Clause but, looking closer, the classification does a poor job
in this regard.140 First of all, as the purpose of the law is to protect the
public welfare, it can only seriously concern itself with drug abuse—only
drug abusers, to some extent, put the public welfare at risk. When the
drug laws were enacted it was assumed that all drug use equaled abuse.
However, there is evidence to presume that roughly 90 percent of all drug
consumers use drugs responsibly, that they are functional and well-
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behaved citizens, and that they represent no problem to the public
welfare.141
If this is the case, the statute is over-inclusive because it includes
many people who have done nothing to deserve persecution. We should
never forget that moral blameworthiness is a primary criterion for
subjecting people to the criminal law and that any degree of overinclusiveness is highly problematic.142 In order for over-inclusiveness to
be legitimate, there must be extremely good reasons to maintain the
classification. Only in circumstances of genuine emergency, where
society is under threat by some imminent evil, can such measures be
considered as acceptable.
Prohibitionists, for their part, believe that this is the case. They
proceed upon the presumption that (1) drugs are a menace to society; (2)
that their use has no intrinsic value; (3) that the threat is so profound that
applying the criminal law is necessary for the protection of society; (4)
that the law is effective in dealing with this threat; and (5) that less
restrictive solutions would be unfit for purpose. In their mind, therefore,
everything is as it should be. Even moderate prohibitionists believe drugs
to be so bad that an over-inclusive law is justifiable. According to them,
this collateral damage is the price society must pay for survival. More
fanatical prohibitionists, however, insist that the law is not over-inclusive
at all. Because drugs are so dangerous, they will claim that every drug
user is morally blameworthy for his or her choice in drugs; that even
though they appear to be functional and well-behaved citizens they are a
part of a greater problem; and that they deserve whatever punishment
they get. As Daryl Gates, the chief of LAPD, once told Congress: “Casual
drug users should be taken out and shot; we are at war and drug use is
treason.”143
Prohibitionists, of course, are entitled to their opinions. However, we
are in a situation where we must accept on faith that such wartime
141
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measures are necessary, as these opinions have yet to be empirically
confirmed.
Furthermore, the problematic nature of the drug law becomes even
more apparent when we consider that not only is it over-inclusive; it is
also under-inclusive as it fails to include substances that pose an even
greater threat to the general welfare. When it comes to social harms, both
alcohol drinkers and tobacco smokers represent a bigger threat to
society.144 And as professors Tussman and tenBroek noted: “Since the
classification does not include all who are similarly situated with respect
to the purpose of the law, there is a prima facie violation of the equal
protection requirement of reasonable classification.”145
To conclude, we find that the traits singled out are not synonymous
with being offenses against the public welfare and that there are other,
more obvious threats traits to society which are not singled out. On this
basis, the law does a poor job at arresting offenders against the public
welfare. It is both over- and under-inclusive, and to sustain such
classification on equal protection grounds the law “requires both the
finding of sufficient emergency to justify the imposition of a burden upon
a larger class than is believed tainted with the mischief, and the
establishment of ‘fair reasons’ for failure to extend the operation of the
law to a wider class of potential saboteurs.”146
This is for the state to show. To this day it has never had to justify its
actions on any other terms but its own. But when we recognize that 90
percent of those singled out have done nothing to harm the public welfare
and that there are other population groups more deserving of reproach (if
crimes against the common welfare is the criteria) it is difficult to escape
the conclusion that the law arbitrarily singles out one class of citizens for
persecution—and that the law, on Equal Protection terms, is
unconstitutional.
It is also important to recognize that the people being persecuted are
the least politically influential. We are in other words dealing with classlegislation because politicians have singled out a politically insignificant
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and marginal group for persecution while ignoring more powerful
interest groups whose behavior puts the general welfare more at risk.
Indeed, this is the sole defining trait for the criminalized group as a
whole; people are persecuted not because they are threats to the public
welfare, but because they are the scapegoats that must bear the brunt of
the ingroup’s prejudice and baseless intolerance.
This is even openly admitted. As many prohibitionists are keen to
point out, both alcohol and tobacco would be prohibited today, if these
substances did not have a long history of use in Western society. In other
times and places both alcohol and tobacco have been frowned upon
(while some of the illicit drugs have been accepted) and it is well-known
that culture, not reason, has been the defining characteristic of drug
policy.147 However, just as “culture” did not justify classifying people on
grounds of race, gender, and certain sexual preferences, so it remains
irrelevant for drug policy. The essence of the Equal Protection Clause is
that people shall not be singled out for disadvantage or privilege based
on morally irrelevant traits, and this is always the case when criminal
punishment is involved. As Sunstein noted, “a difference is morally
irrelevant if it has no relationship to individual entitlement or desert,”148
and to sustain the criminalization of drug users the state must show that
they are more deserving of punishment than alcohol drinkers.
There can be no doubt that the former are at a systemic disadvantage.
They live in a state of perpetual subordination without sufficient political
power to defend themselves against policies enacted for reasons of
prejudice or ill will. To this day they have been easy prey for politicians
eager to find scapegoats and problem-areas to attack, and because the
Equal Protection guarantee requires that “courts should protect those who
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can’t protect themselves politically,”149 drug users clearly deserve their
day in court.

8.4.4.2 HOW THE EQUALITY DOCTRINE FAILS TO PROTECT DRUG USERS
The equal protection standard discussed is a doctrine of principled law.
It is, however, not the doctrine being applied in the United States. As seen
in part two, a suspect classification doctrine has evolved under the
auspices of the Supreme Court. Therefore, courts will apply the equal
protection standard described above only to legislation affecting a
fundamental interest or laws targeting individuals on the basis of race,
alienage, national origin, or sex. Hence, because drug use is not accepted
as a fundamental right and the drug law makes no distinction relying on
any of these categories, American justices will apply the rational basis
standard. This means that they do not care if the law is a fit means to an
end; they do not care if less invasive means could have been applied; and
they do not care if there are no good reasons for treating illicit drug users
differently than alcohol drinkers. In the instance of the drug law neither
over-inclusiveness nor under-inclusiveness is seen as a problem and the
state is free to deal with the illicit drug users as it deems fit. As Justice
Coler of the South Dakota Supreme Court held:
“Normally, the widest discretion is allowed the legislative judgment
in determining whether to attack some, rather than all, of the
manifestations of the evil aimed at; and normally that judgment is
given the benefit of every conceivable circumstance which might
suffice to characterize the classification as reasonable rather than
arbitrary and invidious. . . . With specific reference to appellant’s
contention that marijuana is less harmful than tobacco and alcohol,
we find support for our holding from the United States Court of
Appeals, Second Circuit, which . . . concluded that ‘If Congress
decides to regulate or prohibit some harmful substances, it is not
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thereby constitutionally compelled to regulate or prohibit all. It may
conclude that half a loaf is better than none.’”150

We shall have more to say on the courts’ use of such words as
“reasonable,” “rational,” and “arbitrary.” Suffice now to say that they are
void of meaningful content, for our politicians need only imagine that
drug prohibition does some good and it does not matter if this is in fact
so. As long as the drug law is “rational” to prohibitionists, the courts will
defer to the legislature, and in this regard it is interesting to note the
court’s “half a loaf” comment. It is frequently used to deny drug users
their day in court, but this abused quote stems from Thomas Jefferson
and referred to the enumeration of rights in the Constitution. As discussed
in part one there was a debate among the founders as to whether rights
should be enumerated in the Constitution. Many were against it because
it would be impossible to enumerate every one, and as “it would be
implying, in the strongest manner, that every right not included in the
exception might be impaired by the government without usurpation . . .
it would be not only useless, but dangerous, to enumerate” only some.151
Jefferson, however, felt that the natural rights of the people were too
easily infringed without a Bill of Rights, and despite the danger of an
imperfect enumeration he held that “half a loaf is better than no bread. If
we cannot secure all our rights, let us secure what we can.”152
It is ironic that this passage, which initially attached to the liberty
presumption, has become a tenet for arbitrary government. Orwellian
judges have reversed Jefferson’s intention; there are now no principled
limits to the police power—and as it is employed to justify totalitarian
notions, the transformation could not have been more profound.
While ironic, it is also symptomatic of the shift from the FC to the
NC conception of law. Following this reasoning, the Equal Protection
Clause is rendered meaningless for all but a few fundamental rights and
suspect classifications. It is stripped of its very essence, for could a law
prohibiting doughnuts while exempting more harmful foods be valid?
Would a law seeking to reduce motorcycle accidents be legitimate if it
150
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targeted only Harley Davidson motorcyclists? Could a law seeking to
reduce the negative influence of videogames target only Nintendo users?
Is it too much to ask that the state provides us with good reasons before
targeting doughnut eaters, Harley Davidson motorcyclists, and Nintendo
gamers for persecution?
As scholars and justices have pointed out, all these laws would pass
the rational basis test,153 and they have also noted the parallels between
drug taking and such activities.154 Hence, these examples are relevant.
Not only are the drug laws unconstitutional for the exact same reason, but
the social burden associated with drug prohibition is worse than the evils
that would result from these laws. As other food, motorcycle, and
videogame manufacturers have products that can match the experience
provided by the proscribed products, few would be likely to break the law
to continue eating doughnuts, driving Harleys, or playing Nintendo.
Consequently, the illicit economy following such criminalization would
not even remotely trouble society to the extent that drug prohibition has
done—and gangsters, paramilitary groups and secret services would not
start wars to gain control of profits.
Yet this is the case with drug prohibition. Documenting the evils
resulting from prohibition is beyond the scope of this book, but in Latin
America 150.000 people die every year because of the drugs economy;155
in America, roughly half of the 15.000 annual violent deaths can be
attributed to drug prohibition;156 and globally, 160.000 of the 200.000
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drug-related deaths can be traced back to black-market factors.157 It is
impossible to ponder the trials posed by these factors. Caught between
cops and gangsters, users exist between a rock and a hard place, even
though substances like alcohol and tobacco are freely available. This is a
testimony to the importance of their drugs of choice. This should tell us
that their choice is not to be taken lightly, attributing to it no value or
benefit.
Prohibitionists will predictably disagree, but so what? What right
have alcohol drinkers, tobacco smokers, or non-drug users to decide on
the importance of drug use to others? They have nothing but their own
prejudice to support their opinions. Reason has never been brought to the
table and so why should their bigotry, chauvinism and distorted
worldview merit any consideration? What if we could find a billion
people to whom outward appearance such as hair length was of little
importance? Would their view in any way be representative for others?
The courts have ruled time and again that this is an issue for the individual
to decide, so why should drugs be otherwise? Why should alcohol
drinkers, tobacco smokers and non-drug users be allowed to throw
cannabis or opiate users in jail without ever providing good reasons?
Why should the preconceived and deluded notions of fearful minds—of
brains muddled by 100 years’ worth of prohibitionist propaganda—be
allowed to carry the day? What sort of justice system would allow such
a travesty to continue decade after decade?
Unfortunately, the honest answer is that only a society in which the
principle of equal protection carries the same weight as the off-track
society portrayed in Orwell’s Animal Farm would allow such a state of
affairs. And the courts, therefore, could just as well, like the pigs in
Orwell’s classic novel, solemnly have declared that “Of course we are all
equal, but some—like alcohol drinkers, tobacco smokers and non-drug
users—are more equal than others.”
While such analogies are never popularly embraced, the facts speak
volumes. The cruel irony of the equality doctrine is that it discriminates
more people are killed by the prohibition of drugs than by the drugs them-selves.” Duke, Drug
Prohibition: An Unnatural Disaster (1995) 577 (sources omitted)
157
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against people based on irrelevant traits; that its application makes a
mockery of law; and that all this is plain to see. “Plain to see,” at least for
FC justices,158 and yet, because “some are more alike,” this charade can
continue.
The inherent absurdity is made evident when we consider that in
other situations, when the legislature enacts a law that burdens a segment
of the population on basis of race or ethnic background, individuals
associated with the group are entitled to a judicial determination that the
burden they are asked to bear is precisely tailored to serve a compelling
governmental interest. This is the case no matter how negligible the
burden they are being asked to bear. Even if no criminal law is applied
and the purpose of the legislation is to help a disadvantaged group, the
Court will demand that the regulation be justified according to the most
exacting criteria of scrutiny.159 Why, then, are not drug users who risk
lifetime imprisonment afforded the same courtesy? Why should the drug
law—a law which arguably has had no less disastrous consequences than
any race or ethnicity-based law—be exempt from the same level of
review? Should not the millions of Americans who are imprisoned
because of this law have a right to expect that it be precisely tailored to
serve a compelling governmental interest? Or—if this is too much to
ask—that, at the very least, it be somewhat tailored to achieve a legitimate
purpose? What sort of justice system would deny even this? Why should
drug users be left with no meaningful quality control? How is this fair?
A reply from prohibitionists is that the “suspect” classified groups
are being asked to shoulder a burden based on an inherent trait they can
do nothing about, while drug users have chosen to exhibit behavior they
know is prohibited. To some extent there is a difference between being
158
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criminalized for being black or Hispanic and for being a drug user.
However, as seen, that people can avoid punishment by conforming to
the demands of a law does not “eliminate concerns” about the importance
of ensuring that the law is justified in the first place.
A second reply is that we have a hideous history with legislation that
burdens a group based on traits of race or ethnicity, and that, to guard
against the mistakes of the past, a law that separates people based on these
criteria must pass strict scrutiny. This answer will provide us with proper
justification for applying strict scrutiny to race-based legislation.
However, it does not explain why drug users should not also be protected
against discriminatory practices. After all, as a group they fulfill most
criteria for being included in a suspect classification analysis. It is clear
that the law directed against them were motivated by racism, ignorance,
and prejudice; that it is a fear-based response to a perceived threat against
the status quo; and that it burdens a politically inferior group.
Just like previous laws affecting race, the drug law is not only used
to control a minority population but it serves to confirm and justify the
prejudices and hypocrisies of the ingroup, making it appear legitimate to
hate and despise the targeted population. Today, therefore, this class of
people is so ostracized that it is politically acceptable to blame them for
most evils. The very language that is used in political debates, courts, and
media outlets to describe “the problem” leaves no doubt. In our modernday caste system, they are the “untouchables,” the “vermin,” the
“pushers,” and the ones infested by the “plague.” They are those
designated to the lowest rung on the social ladder and delegated the
unbearable task of atoning for the sins of others.
We shall have more to say on this aspect of prohibition, but the
sentencing practices clearly reveal that when it comes to these “misfits”
anything goes. The horrendous effect that the drug law has had on the
lives of tens of millions of people is simply too unfathomable to grasp.
But we can begin by acknowledging that these millions are real people;
they have names. They are people like Robert Zornes and his wife, Jenice,
both 22 years, who were lying on the lawn watching meteors on the night
sky when about half a dozen officers raided their home. After uncovering
a tiny amount of marijuana on the premises, the government sentenced
Robert to 20 years while Jenice “got off” with one year. They are people
like David Ciglar, a firefighter credited with saving over 100 lives and
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also a husband and father of three. Ciglar got a mandatory minimum of
10 years after being caught with a tray of marijuana seedlings in his
garage and his family home was confiscated. They are people like James
Geddes, who was sentenced to 90 years after police found a small amount
of marijuana and five plants in his vegetable garden. They are people like
James Cox, who discovered the therapeutic effects of marijuana after
struggling with cancer. He was sentenced to 15 years for growing his own
medicine; his wife, Pat, got 5 years and they also lost the family house.
They are people like Will Foster, a husband and father of three who
struggled with crippling rheumatoid arthritis. He was sentenced to 93
years in prison for his attempt to find relief through cannabis—a sentence
that was later reduced to 20 years. They are people like Jodie Israel and
Calvin Treiber, a couple who belonged to a religious community that
used marijuana as a sacrament. Jodie was sentenced to 11 years while
Calvin received a 29-year sentence for possessing smaller amounts of the
herb. Their four children were orphaned by the government and separated
from each other to live in different homes.160
While the courts’ equal protection doctrine allows for this, the Equal
Protection Clause does not. The equality guarantee inherent in the
Constitution seeks to remove from existence all laws that serve the
interests of a particular class rather than the general public (class
legislation) and to eliminate all statutes that subject one class of citizens
to a code not applicable to another. The Clause is connected to the
fundamental principles of justice and these principles care not one bit if
rights are termed “fundamental” or classifications are called “suspect.”
They simply demand that all infringements on liberty be reasonable, and
they demand that all groups singled out for persecution shall have their
day in court.
Recognizing this, there is no reason why laws directed at drug users
should be held to a lesser standard than laws directed at blacks, women,
or homosexuals.161 The right not to be unduly deprived of autonomy and
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liberty is fundamental. And while the examples above may belong to the
extreme end, they are certainly not unique. In fact, we can multiply the
pain and suffering of these people and their families by a million before
we come close to putting the cruelty of the drug law in its proper
perspective. Why, then, is the suffering of these people reduced to
insignificance? Where in all this is the right to equal respect and concern?
The equal protection test is simple: Would we accept alcohol drinkers or
tobacco smokers being treated like this?
There is evidence to suggest that we would not. Not only does reason
forbid it, but the European Court of Human Rights looked into the issue
of depriving alcohol users their liberty rights in Witold Litwa v. Polen.
The Court concluded that even a couple hours in a holding cell was
unconstitutional and so we have an idea of the different measures of
decency applied towards the two groups of people. But why is it so
difficult to understand that the drug law violators have an equal right to
liberty? Why is it impossible to accept to this group the same measure of
human dignity?
To find the answer, we must look to the enemy image of drugs.

8.5 THE IMPACT OF AN OVERBLOWN ENEMY IMAGE
Studies reveal that the more we know about illicit drugs, the less scary
they become.162 In fact, in comparing the harms associated with tobacco
and alcohol to those of illicit drugs, we find that we have legalized the
drugs that are the worst for society (alcohol) and the most addictive and
harmful to the individual (tobacco).163
According to Duke and Gross, per 100,000 users, tobacco kills 650
people each year, alcohol 150, heroin 80, cocaine 4, and marijuana
zero.164 The most comprehensive study done on the harms associated with
the different drugs confirms this picture. In this study the Independent
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Scientific Committee on Drugs compared each drug to 16 criteria of
harm. On a scale from zero to 100, where zero was the most favourable
outcome and 100 was the worst possible, they came up with a ranking
that looked like this: Psychedelic mushrooms (6), Buprenorphine (7),
LSD (7), Khat (9), Ecstasy (9), Anabolic Steroids (10), Butane (11),
Mephedrone (13), Methadone (14), Ketamine (15), Benzodiazepines
(15), GHB (19), Cannabis (20), Amphetamine (23), Tobacco (26),
Cocaine (27), Methylamphetamine (33), Crack (54), Heroin (55), and
Alcohol (72).165
As we can see, there is no relation between the overall harmfulness
of these drugs and their classification. In fact, in most cases the
classification is completely backwards, as some of the least dangerous
drugs are the most strictly prohibited.
Predictably, many people will disagree with the conclusions reached
by the ISCD. After all, we live in a world where the prohibition ideology
has shaped our minds to such an extent that most of us simply cannot
accept these findings. That alcohol could be more dangerous than heroin
and tobacco more dangerous than LSD is so contradictory to common
beliefs that most automatically discard such findings. Nonetheless, the
more we learn about drugs, the more likely we are to agree.166
The more we know, the more we understand that the same supply and
demand mechanisms are involved when it comes to the licit and illicit
drugs; that there are the same varying patterns of use; and that the illicit
drugs are no worse than the licit. In fact, some of them hold enormous
potential for psychological healing/growth and can be of immense value
to society.167 And the more we come to terms with this factual picture, the
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more we also come to grips with its implications—that the classification
system that separates licit and illicit drugs makes no sense, and that the
basis of the War on Drugs is fundamentally flawed.168
Prohibitionists, however, are not there. The enemy image of drugs is
deeply ingrained, and, as knowledge brings us closer to the FC level
while ignorance and fear drags us down to the NC level, it comes as no
surprise where prohibitionist reasoning is found. Due to the exaggerated
enemy image, they will apply two diametrically opposed types of
reasoning to the two classes of drugs—and while they recognize alcohol
and tobacco consumers as autonomous individuals responsible for their
lifestyle choices, they see illicit drug consumers as the victims of sinister
influences, meaning cynical dope peddlers and the lure of an easy fix.
This is the myth that sustains the ideology of prohibition. Without
this foundation, it would be impossible to infantilize adults and persecute
them for using their drugs of choice. Without it, the demonization of
those involved with the drugs economy would be understood as the
mindless endeavor it is. And without it, the cruelty of our sentencing
practices would be plain to see.
We shall now see how the courts are colored by this fiction.

8.5.1 PROHIBITIONIST REASONING WRIT LARGE
Prohibitionist reasoning in its pure form was most prevalent in the first
half of the 20th century. The narcotics police were the purveyors of
information and as neither the legislature nor the courts knew anything
about these drugs, they fell prey to the Federal Bureau of Narcotics’
misinformation campaigns. According to the Burke court, it was “an
established fact” that “narcotic drugs are dangerous. Not that they are
poisons within themselves, but worse than poisons. Their excessive use
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destroys will power, ambition, self-respect, and in the end, mentality.
They make men and women moral perverts.”169
“Narcotic drugs” included cannabis, and we saw another example of
the influence of this enemy image in Markham. In this case the defendant
sought an opportunity to dispel the myths surrounding marijuana, proving
it was no “narcotic” and therefore should not be classified among the hard
drugs. Circuit Judge Duffy, however, held that it was a narcotic because
Congress had decided it was a narcotic and that it belonged to the class
of hard drugs because the legislature had decided it belonged there. As
proof of the harmful effects of marijuana, he cited the following text from
the legislature’s deliberations:
“Marihuana is . . . used illicitly by smoking it in crudely prepared
cigarettes, which are readily procurable in almost all parts of the
country at prices ranging from 10 to 25 cents each. Under the
influence of this drug the will is destroyed and all power of directing
and controlling thought is lost. As a result of these effects many
violent crimes have been and are being committed by persons under
the influence of the drug. Not only is marihuana used by hardened
criminals to steel them to commit violent crimes, but it is also being
placed in the hands of high school children in the form of marihuana
cigarettes by unscrupulous peddlers. Its continued use results many
times in impotency and insanity.”170

The enemy image of drugs having such an influence, it comes as no
surprise that several states made the death penalty available for those who
delivered drugs to adolescents. It also comes as no surprise that in
Thomas, the first challenge raising the issue of cruel and unusual
punishment, the Louisiana Supreme Court upheld that state’s mandatory
minimum sentence of ten years without parole for unlawful possession.
As the court said, “[i]n view of the moral degeneration inherent in all
aspects of the crime denounced by the Narcotics Act, it cannot be said
that the length or severity of the punishment here prescribed is
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disproportioned to the offense.”171 Five years later, in Garcia, the Texas
Supreme Court upheld a life sentence for first offense possession.172 But
even if the moral climate supported the severity of such punishment (and
has continued to do so until this day), there were a distinct change in the
air. As drug use became more widespread throughout the 1960s, an
increasing amount of research and information became available. By
1970, between ten and fifteen percent of the American people had tried
marijuana and it was plain to see that prohibitionists had misrepresented
the factual picture.
The courts would increasingly draw upon this knowledge to reject
the government’s version of events. In 1970, in State v. Zornes, the
Supreme Court of Washington was the first to find marijuana laws
unconstitutional on classification grounds.173 In 1971, in People v.
McCabe, the Supreme Court of Illinois followed and concluded that the
classification of marijuana with the hard drugs violated the equal
protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. One year later, in People
v. Sinclair, the Supreme Court of Michigan dealt another blow to the drug
law. Delivering the opinion of the court, Justice Swainson affirmed that:
“Comparison of the effects of marijuana use on both the individual
and society with the effects of other drug use demonstrates not only
that there is no rational basis for classifying marijuana with the ‘hard
narcotics’, but, also, that there is not even a rational basis for treating
marijuana as a more dangerous drug than alcohol. . . . The murky
atmosphere of ignorance and misinformation which casts its pall over
the state and Federal legislatures’ original classification of marijuana
with the hard narcotics has been well documented . . . We can no
longer allow the residuals of that early misinformation to continue
choking off a rational evaluation of marijuana dangers. That a large
and increasing number of Americans recognize the truth about
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marijuana's relative harmlessness can scarcely be doubted. . . . We
agree with the Illinois Supreme Court . . . that marijuana is improperly
classified as a narcotic and hold that [the law], in its classification of
marijuana violates the equal protection clauses of the [state and
Federal Constitution].”174

As the 1970s unfolded, more and more courts would recognize the
relative harmlessness of cannabis. The pressure for reform was growing
and many scholars expected prohibition to yield.175 However, they
underestimated the prohibitionists’ will to power and ignorance, and
despite the incriminating evidence the enemy image held sway.
The Sinclair court, for instance, did not properly digest the
implications of the passage above, as the court refused to look into the
more important issues. Sinclair, a political activist of regional notoriety,
had originally contended that the statute (among other things) violated
equal protection, denied due process of law, violated rights of privacy
retained by the people, and that the penalty provisions imposed cruel and
unusual punishment. In all, he raised ten constitutional objections, but the
court dealt only with two. One being whether the classification of
marijuana as a narcotic violated the equal protection guarantee of the
Constitution and the other being whether the two marijuana cigarettes
Sinclair was charged with should have been excluded from evidence on
the ground that they constituted evidence obtained as the result of an
illegal police entrapment. The court concluded in the affirmative on both
accounts and reversed Sinclair’s ten-year sentence.
Only one of the justices, T.G. Kavanagh, had the acumen to point out
that the court had neglected the obvious—the defective relationship to
first principles. As he held:
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“Although I am persuaded that our statute is unconstitutional, I cannot
agree that my Brothers have ascribed the correct or even permissible
reasons for this conclusion. . . . I find that our statute violates the
Federal and State Constitutions in that it is an impermissible intrusion
on the fundamental rights to liberty and the pursuit of happiness, and
is an unwarranted interference with the right to possess and use
private property. As I understand our constitutional concept of
government, an individual is free to do whatever he pleases, so long
as he does not interfere with the rights of his neighbor or of society,
and no government state or Federal has been ceded the authority to
interfere with that freedom.”176

Again, we see pure FC reasoning in effect, and from this period we
have other examples of this more highly evolved perspective. These
justices, however, belonged to a minority and the majority would be too
enmeshed in the enemy image of drugs to connect with first principles.
Hence, despite the efforts of dissenters, constitutional challenges would
fail time and again.
Even so, events would go from bad to worse, for as the 1970s drew
to a close the enemy image of drugs was reinflated to its former glory.
The Reagan and Bush Administrations militarized the War on Drugs and
would use this enemy image for all its worth. To succeed, a revision of
history was necessary and 64 different catalogues and information
pamphlets from the National Institute of Drug Abuse were removed from
public libraries.177 Drug taking was no longer accepted as a health
problem. It was purely a moral problem, one that was explained by a lack
of character, social commitment, and decency. Also, there was no longer
a difference between soft and hard drugs; they were all the same and all
drug use equaled abuse.
The government’s misinformation machine increased its pressure
and a predictable moral panic ensued. Only FC individuals have some
measure of immunity against propaganda, and even though drug use rates
had dropped for five years consecutively, 1989-polls revealed that 62
percent of the American people were willing to give up more of their
freedoms in the War on Drugs. 83 percent responded that reporting drug
176
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taking friends and family members to the police was the proper thing to
do,178 for as America’s drug czar William Bennett had told them:
“Turning in one’s friends, is an act of true loyalty—of true friendship.”179
Bennett, a former professor who used to teach ethics, also confirmed that
he had “no moral qualms about beheading convicted drug dealers.”180
It is not for nothing that Professor Wisotsky has described prohibition
as “profoundly totalitarian.”181 Even ministers of the Church would join
the choir calling for the death penalty,182 and the enemy image of drugs
being reestablished there was, as we can expect, a marked drop in FC
reasoning. As seen in part one, there is a connection between the two in
the sense that they are diametrically opposed. On the one hand, the more
enlightened we become, the less impact an enemy image will have.
However, it is also the other way around, and the more powerful an
enemy image becomes, the further we will draw towards the NC-end.
Psychologically speaking it is difficult to overestimate the power of
enemy images. They appeal to our emotions, not our intellect; they affect
us in primordial ways, and their impact is such that people will prefer
ignorance to knowledge. A principled review must be avoided at all costs,
as the enemy image does not only provide an outlet for subconscious
fears—it provides us with an identity.
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8.5.2 THE PSYCHOLOGICAL DIMENSION
“The fact that drug use can be discussed at the highest levels of
government only in metaphorical terms with mythological demonic
imagery constitutes an unmistakable warning to us that something is
seriously wrong.”183
―Judge Sweet & Edward Harris―

The language and the confused reasoning that accompanies the
prohibition ideology, coupled with the fervency with which the
persecution of drug users is administered, betrays that something else is
afoot. It suggests that psychological defense mechanisms are at play
which are rarely understood and to overcome the power of enemy images,
these psychological issues must be clarified.
We have already seen that for those in the grips of an enemy image
the suggestion of reevaluating the preconceptions from which they build
a worldview is met with great resistance. The reasons will soon be
explained, but it is impossible to understand the history of constitutional
challenges without adding the psychological dimension. Only this can
explain why drug prohibition has endured to this day unsupported by
evidence and reason. Only this can explain the doublethink184 and
cognitive dissonance that allows for different kinds of logic to be applied
to otherwise similar cases. And only this can explain why judges and
183
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lawyers who normally take great pride in the respectability of their
profession will undermine the rule of law rather than let drug users have
their day in court.
Now, due to the impact of the enemy image (and the psychological
incentives that support it), NC individuals will not perceive it this way.
Nonetheless, if the reader is not convinced, further documentation will
be provided—and to FC individuals, all this is clear. As Professor
Wisotsky summarized the judiciary’s treatment of drug cases:
“What is remarkable is the extent to which the irrationality [of the
legislature] is shared by the judicial branch, the branch institutionally
committed to knowledge and reason. . . . Judges who have been called
upon to answer drug law policy questions . . . have abandoned the
method of fact-based, reasoned elaboration that is the essence of
thinking like a lawyer or deciding like a judge. In place of careful
analysis, judges have attempted to justify drug law decisions with
misinformation or inflammatory rhetoric. . . . Few opinions combine
careful reasoning and attention to evidence or empirical knowledge;
we are left instead with drug law decisions based mainly on
metaphors of outrage at drug users and sellers. Courts denounce the
‘degeneracy’ of ‘moral perverts,’ and call them ‘vampires’ or the
‘walking dead’ engaged in ‘ugly’ and ‘insidious’ drug distribution
offenses. Generations of scientific research, scholarly analysis, and
the reports of learned commissions have been almost completely
ignored. The Supreme Court of the United States has never cited . . .
any of the classic drug policy studies . . . in opinions concerning drug
laws. Instead, [its opinions are] filled with emotionally charged dicta
mimicking the political rhetoric that has dominated drug control in
the United States since its inception. . . . In this respect, they have
damaged the ethical basis of the adversary system, converting it
largely into a propaganda tool for the party line.”185

That the Supreme Court has abandoned all pretense of objectivity in
this area is not even denied. As Justice Stevens himself said, “No
impartial observer could criticize this Court for hindering the progress of
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the War on Drugs.”186 He took pride calling the Court a “loyal foot soldier
in the Executive’s fight,”187 and to explain why otherwise upright judges
embrace populist bias and let prejudice take the place of reason,
important psychological factors bear emphasis.
One is what John Stuart Mill called the tyranny of majority opinion.
After more than 100 years of prohibition its ideology has transcended the
factual realm. The premises behind prohibition have been elevated to the
status of myth, and the power of myth is simply too great for NC
individuals to resist.188 Today, therefore, everyone knows that “drugs are
bad” and the fact that drug prohibition came into being as a result of
irrational fears, racism, and insufficient knowledge is conveniently
forgotten. I say “conveniently,” for as the prohibition philosophy has
shaped society, the officials have developed such vested interest in this
ideology (and maintaining the overblown enemy image behind it) that no
amount of evidence as to the destructive effects of their crusade has
succeeded in changing their minds.
This, however, is only one side of the coin and on the other we must
recognize that drug users fulfill an important social role. Throughout
history people have had a need to find some outsider-group (1) to use as
a measure of their own wholesomeness, and (2) to blame for the ills that
befall society. If we look closer, this has been the emotional appeal
behind every destructive mass-movement and drug prohibition is no
different; it persists because it separates the world into us versus them,
providing an outlet for unconscious fears.
The psychological incentive behind our eagerness to separate the
world into us and them results from the fact that a person cannot live
without having some measure of self-worth. Neither organized religion
nor Neo-Darwinism can provide us with a sound footing and so people
186
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will have to look elsewhere to solve this problem. Unless they embrace
the FC-view on religion/spirituality, there is one way to do this, and it is
finding someone to look down on. Hence, if people are not sufficiently
free from the NC Groupmind to go with the FC-option, this is what they
will do. It may be homosexuals, drug users, a racial group, whatever. The
important thing is that something out there must serve as a measure of
lesser-worth so that people can experience themselves as having at least
some relative value. The more they are troubled by feelings of inadequate
self-worth, the greater will be the psychological incentive to trample
others down, and as soon as some group has been targeted for this
purpose the process of degradation begins. The moral status of those in
the outgroup will be bitterly attacked and their humanity eroded until the
moral obligations we sense towards our fellow men no longer apply. All
those qualities we refuse to accept within ourselves, all our repressed
fears, will be projected onto this outsider group—and to the extent that
we can see them at the “other,” this something that we are not, we will
bring meaning to the image of our own goodness.
This outsider group will be blamed for the problems of society and it
becomes self-evident that they must be removed. No matter the time and
place, this is the recipe behind any mass-movement gone wrong—and in
this sense drug users are the modern equivalent of witches, Jews, and
other social outcasts. This is well-known among scholars,189 and
according to this view, owing to our fear of having to accept
responsibility for ourselves and our actions as free and rational agents,
we have located the source of our problems in drugs.
We have seen that in the NC State there will be a constant pressure
from above to deprive us of autonomy. Agents of the state will encourage
dependency and paternalistic policies, and while this can be a
comfortable solution, it is a Faustian bargain that will come back to haunt
us. Not only is it a law of politics that tyrannical government will ensue
189
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if we fail to take responsibility for our lives, but dereliction of our duty
as adults to take responsibility for our own behaviors and lifestyle choices
will undermine our feelings of self-worth. This is inevitable, for to the
extent we conform to the NC State’s expectations, we must abandon that
which makes us individuals—our penchant for autonomy, freedom, and
responsibility. To the extent we reject these values we will be less than
complete individuals. We will be living on our knees, submitting to the
rule of others, and we will be secretly ashamed of ourselves.
I say “secretly,” as none of this can be admitted. We will continue to
see ourselves as sovereign agents and in no way acknowledge the extent
to which we fall short of this ideal. This phenomenon is well-known,190
and it should come as no surprise that people who reject autonomy in
their own life feel deeply threatened by those who take its value more
seriously.
Thus, drug users become so deeply despised. For one, drug use is
associated with youth culture. Adolescents have an ingrained opposition
to false authority, a yearning for freedom, and the courage to act on it.
Fretting about all this has always been a favorite pastime of the elder
generation for in the youth they are confronted with the reality of their
own souls. This is a most difficult encounter. While the elder generation
at some point shared the youth’s impatience with false authority, their
social conditioning and careers have made them cognitively weak and
morally corrupt. The price they have paid for conformity is accepting a
social contract based on lies, oppression, and injustice, and this is not
easily admitted. Therefore, most adults go through life with eyes wide
shut, willfully neglecting the obvious. Reality must be avoided at all costs
and they will stick with the established paradigm—the idea that (1) the
current state of affairs is not that bad; (2) that to the extent there are
problems to be solved their authorities are working on it; (3) that
improvement takes time (in the sense, who knows when?); (4) that the
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only responsible way of action is to work within the system to improve
things; (5) that rejecting the authority of those in charge is not a sensible
option; and (6) that those who do are irresponsible and immature
troublemakers.
This is the mindset that goes with being a well-adjusted citizen. And
as these citizens do not have the courage to oppose false authority, they
fret about the younger generation. This psychological response is only
natural, as they themselves, at some level, are aware that something is
rotten in the kingdom. Thus, they are deeply uncomfortable when faced
with any reminder of the treason they have committed in accepting a
social contract on false pretenses. To protect from this embarrassment,
they instinctively reject questions or behaviors that rock the boat—and as
the youth cannot be blamed for cherishing FC values, they are abused for
their drug preferences. Because they have qualms about authority, and
still own the integrity to demand some meaningful measure of control
over their lives, that percentage of the population who blindly accept the
power of authority will side with authority in these perceived acts of
rebellion. It is well-known that drug use to many people is an expression
of liberation rather than enslavement. By using these drugs responsibly
and to their satisfaction they not only dispel the propaganda that authority
rely on to keep the populace sedated; they refute the fundamental premise
of the crusade—the hilarious notion that authority persecutes them for
their own good.191
No wonder this act of insolence is deeply frowned upon. Their
activities are a reminder that those who side with authority build their
lives on a lie, and so they are persecuted for representing those values
preached but abandoned by the elder generation. Because this generation
cannot face the fact that rebellion, suicide, crime, depression, and
misbehavior among the youth are no more than symptoms of the extent
to which society fails to live up to wholesome ideals, values, and
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principles, they must find some other cause to explain all this—and so
drugs, music, and the like, will be blamed.192
Thus, scapegoating drug users is intimately connected with these
“well-adjusted” citizens’ inability to face the Faustian bargain that comes
with being compliant members of a deeply unjust society. The problem
of “dangerous drugs” becomes the answer, an escape clause, that makes
the otherwise unfaceable possible to ignore. Even if drug prohibition has
failed in its explicitly stated purpose it has succeeded exceptionally well
in this regard. The myth of the “demon drugs” has made it possible for
the average citizen to keep a cognitive discord intact by ignoring reality
and making the victims bear the oppressor’s guilt. No one else—not
robbers, rapists, or murderers—is hated as are drug users, and the
minimum penalties imposed by U.S. Federal law illustrate this level of
fear, as well as the insanity that results: Burglary with a gun—2.0 years;
kidnapping—4.2 years; rape—5.8 years; attempted murder—6.5 years;
possession of LSD—10.1 years!193
It is no coincidence that the less we know, the easier it becomes to
believe in the demonizing traits that is ascribed to the “other;” the greater
impact the enemy image will have on our minds; the more we will despise
and fear the perceived “enemy;” and the more efficiently this enemy
image will provide its psychological function, which is absolve us from
“sin.” When it comes to this psychological set-up ignorance, fear, and
disgust feed off each other, and for the sake of “sanity” reason cannot be
allowed. If prohibitionists were to reconsider the underlying premises of
their assumptions, they would no longer have straw men to attack.
Instead, they would have to face their fears and inadequacies head on—
and they would have to come to terms with the horrible truth of their
campaign, which is too disturbing to consider.
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We must remember that the problem to begin with is an ego unsure
of itself and that psychological growth (which always equals more love
for self and others) is needed before they can face reality. Consequently,
they will strongly reject any attempt to have reality imposed on them or
their policies. No matter the historical context this psychological set-up
is the same, and it is no easier for a prohibitionist to come to terms with
the reality of his campaign than it was for a Nazi or an inquisitionist. This
being so, unless we are to look for more sinister motives, the hysteria and
absurd reasoning that goes with the prohibition ideology is a testimony
to the power of the unconscious, for when the truth becomes unbearable
defense mechanisms will intervene to keep us from putting two and two
together.
Now, most people are oblivious to such psychological influences.
They know that they despise drug users (and hate drug distributors) but
they do not know why, and they will look for rational reasons to explain
irrational opinions. As we shall see, the enemy image dictates the logic
and not the other way around, and so they will be looking for evidence
that confirms their opinions: they will reason from worse-case scenarios,
they will rely on hearsay and flawed research, and they will ignore all
evidence to the contrary. So it is that even today, nearly fifty years after
Professor Kaplan, after a two-year study of the drug law, concluded that
the arguments relied upon by prohibitionists “are often so transparently
flimsy that one can hardly believe they have been put forward
seriously,”194 continue to regurgitate the very same logic, even though the
evidence to refute it has grown exponentially.
This is the power of enemy images and the psychological incentives
behind them. It is simply taken for granted that one knows what one
knows, and as long as they remain in the grip of these influences
prohibitionists will degrade any constitutional challenge to the point
where, as the Supreme Court held in Chapman, “whatever debate there
is [will] center around the appropriate sentence and not the criminality of
the conduct.”195 It is simply impossible for these judges to take seriously
the notion that drug use could be a constitutionally protected activity as
it would open the floodgates to self-reflection. Hence, as other
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commentators have noted, the sloppy reasoning that is applied in drug
cases is a testimony to the psychological bias that serves to deny users a
fair trial,196 and we shall now explore this bit.

8.5.3 THE PROBLEM OF DIFFERENTLY APPLIED LOGIC
“An extraterrestrial creature who listened to our declarations about
the terrible problems created by drugs, and then compared our
approach to marijuana with alcohol and tobacco, would have to
conclude that we do not quite mean what we are saying.”197
―James Bakalar & Lester Grinspoon―

From what we have seen, drug prohibition can only be taken seriously by
a society firmly established at the NC level. Indeed, from the FC
perspective, drug prohibition is seen as a symptom of the psychological
traits that define the NC mindset, as only a society scared of embracing
the responsibility that comes with being adults would accept the premises
of drug prohibition. The reasoning that accompanies the prohibitionist
mindset is characteristic of the lower-analytical faculties of those
inhabiting the NC-end, and for those inhabiting the FC-end it is seen as
the folly it is. For instance, the decision to deny drugs status as property
is ridiculous as seen from the FC perspective, for as James Madison said:
“In its larger and juster meaning, [property] embraces everything to
which a man may attach a value . . . [and includes that] which individuals
have in their opinions, their religion, their passions, and their faculties.”198
On this notion alone, the distinction between licit and illicit drugs is
illegitimate. As seen from the bigger perspective, the separation that now
exists between recreational, medical, and religious drug use is also
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unreasonable and the same applies to our perception of drug users.
Because we have lost our way so completely as a society, this may not be
obvious, but as seen from the FC perspective our schizophrenic view on
drug users borders on the comical. Psychiatrist Thomas Szasz noted it
thus:
“If the state (official medicine) certifies you as sick and gives you
drugs—regardless of whether you need them or not, whether they
help you or not, even whether you want them or not—then you are a
patient receiving treatment; but if you buy your own drugs and take
them on your own initiative—because you feel you need them or,
worse, because you want to give yourself peace of mind or pleasure—
then you are an addict engaged in drug abuse.
This outlook on life and the policy it engenders rests on a medical
imagery that idolizes the therapeutic state as benevolent doctor, and
demonizes the autonomous individual as a person who is both a
criminal and a patient and whose sole aim in life is to be high on drugs
and low on economic productivity.”199

Because this passage aptly summarizes our view on drug taking, we
could easily have solved the “drug problem” by giving all drug users a
diagnosis and “medicating” them with their drugs of choice.
This, however, is not the point. The problem goes deeper, and it is
not so much that a minority of the drug using population will develop a
dysfunctional relationship to their favorite drugs but that we refuse to see
them as autonomous agents. In doing so we enable them, for only to the
extent that problem-users are perceived as responsible for their lives will
they be empowered to change their ways. It is unfortunate therefore that,
instead of ascribing responsibility where it is due, we make the mistake
of attributing to the drugs some sinister influence. In changing our focus
from the autonomous agent to an inanimate object, not only do we
increase the likelihood that irresponsible drug relationships will evolve
but we nourish an unwholesome enemy image. There will always be
users who are eager to buy into the notion that drugs have ruined their
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lives, and as our society encourages this rejection of responsibility, fuel
is provided for the myth that drugs are “bad.”
I say “myth” as it should be obvious that drugs cannot be “bad,” any
more than knives or axes can be. It all depends on the user, and just as
knives and axes can be used for bad as well as good things, so can drugs.
In this sense, a fear of drugs is as irrational as a fear of knives or axes.
Their ordinary intended purpose is benign and at least 90 percent of all
use conforms to this norm. Furthermore, drug taking is volitional and
there is no need for “pushers” to push them on to anyone. In fact, drug
consumers are exactly like other consumers, and the War on Drugs, as
Professor Wisotsky has noted, is actually “a war on the American
people—their values, needs, and choices, freely expressed in the
marketplace of consumer goods.”200
When it comes to merchandise such as alcohol, tobacco, coffee, and
coca cola, this is all too obvious. But when it comes to the illicit drugs
prohibitionists turn this logic on its head. Instead of seeing drug users as
autonomous agents, they are perceived as being victims of a plague and
it becomes their perceived duty to protect people from themselves. This
is where prohibitionists’ logic breaks down and they leave reason behind.
They will apply two wholly different standards to the world; one for the
illicit drug users and one for everyone else; and being caught in the grips
of the enemy image, they will not question this differently applied logic
nor come to terms with its implications. Instead, they will operate on
autopilot, ignoring all evidence of cognitive discord and duplicity.
Refusing to see the disconnect that gives meaning to their ideology they
will eagerly embrace a schizophrenic worldview. They will happily feed
and nourish the deception that validates their position, and we shall now
see the result of this phenomenon.
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8.5.3.1 DIFFERENT MEASURES OF HARM,
CULPABILITY, AND HUMAN DIGNITY
That we are dealing with two different mindsets is evident everywhere,
not least in the workings of the U.S. Supreme Court. As Justice Black
described the problem of illicit drugs:
“Commercial traffic in deadly mind-, soul-, and body-destroying
drugs is beyond doubt one of the greatest evils of our time. It cripples
intellects, dwarfs bodies, paralyzes the progress of a substantial
segment of our society, and frequently makes hopeless and sometimes
violent and murderous criminals of persons of all ages who become
its victims. Such consequences call for the most vigorous laws to
suppress the traffic as well as the most powerful efforts to put these
vigorous laws into effect.”201

Would it be conceivable for the justices to describe the trafficking of
alcohol in these terms? I think not. It would be difficult to imagine a Court
that would label barkeepers and others involved in the distribution chain
of alcohol as dealers “in deadly drugs,”202 and who would describe a
young man who on five occasions had sold a can of beer as a “trafficker
in human misery.”203 Such terms are reserved for the traffic in illicit
drugs, the drugs that are imagined to have no benefits to society, whose
users are victims (but still worthy of punishment), and whose distributors
are “dealers in death”, worthy of the most severe sentences.
These different standards result from an exaggerated enemy image.
If it wasn’t for this, the folly would be self-evident, but there it is; it has
already separated the world into two different ways of thinking and this
disconnect is seen in the different perceptions of harm, culpability, and
human dignity that is applied to the two classes of users. The facts speak
for themselves, for would the Supreme Court have declined to consider
201
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whether a mandatory lifetime sentence for possession of one beer
constituted cruel and unusual punishment? Would it have accepted the
premise that a person in possession of one beer were implicitly and partly
responsible for all the death, misfortune, and misery that the abuse of
alcohol contributed to society?
It is difficult to entertain the idea that they would. Still, that was the
position of the Court in Carmona v. Ward, when it refused to consider
whether two mandatory life sentences, one for possession of an ounce of
a substance containing cocaine, and the other for sale of 0.00455 of an
ounce of a substance containing cocaine, constituted cruel and unusual
punishment.
The different logic that applies to licit and illicit drug users is further
exemplified by the Supreme Court in Hutto v. Davis and Harmelin v.
Michigan. In the former, the Court approved of imposing 40 years in
prison for the possession of 9 ounces of marijuana, while in the latter a
young man in possession of 672 grams of cocaine was sentenced to
mandatory life. Would the Court, as it did, have attempted to justify such
a sentence for barkeepers on account that “a sentence of life
imprisonment without parole, while being the second most severe penalty
permitted by law, is not grossly disproportionate to the crime of
possessing” 100 bottles of vodka? Would it deride his defense by
claiming that the “defendant’s suggestion that the crime was nonviolent
and victimless is false to the point of absurdity”? Would it justify this life
sentence by reference to studies that demonstrate the grave threat that
alcohol, and particularly strong drink, pose to society in terms of
violence, crime, and social displacement?204
Again, I think not. While the disastrous consequences of alcohol
abuse are factually accurate, it would be difficult to imagine a court which
put the responsibility for a minority of alcohol drinkers’ excessive use
and poor lifestyle choices on the bartender. Still, the Court does not
hesitate in comparing Harmelin’s crime of possessing 672 grams of
cocaine to that of first-degree murder. As Justice Kennedy said: “a
rational basis exists . . . to conclude that petitioner’s crime is as serious
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and violent as the crime of felony murder without specific intent to kill,205
a crime for which no sentence of imprisonment would be
disproportionate. . . . A professional seller of addictive drugs may inflict
greater bodily harm upon members of society than the person who
commits a single assault.”206
More of the different set of reasoning that is applied in drug cases
was seen when Kennedy discussed the connection between crime and
drugs. As he said:
“Petitioner's suggestion that his crime was nonviolent and victimless
. . . is false to the point of absurdity. To the contrary, petitioner’s crime
threatened to cause grave harm to society.
Quite apart from the pernicious effects on the individual who
consumes illegal drugs, such drugs relate to crime in at least three
ways: (1) A drug user may commit crime because of drug-induced
changes in physiological functions, cognitive ability, and mood; (2)
A drug user may commit crime in order to obtain money to buy drugs;
and (3) A violent crime may occur as part of the drug business or
culture. Studies bear out these possibilities, and demonstrate a direct
nexus between illegal drugs and crimes of violence. To mention but a
few examples, 57 percent of a national sample of males arrested in
1989 for homicide tested positive for illegal drugs. The comparable
statistics for assault, robbery, and weapons arrests were 55, 73 and 63
percent, respectively. In Detroit, Michigan in 1988, 68 percent of a
sample of male arrestees and 81 percent of a sample of female
arrestees tested positive for illegal drugs. Fifty-one percent of males
and seventy-one percent of females tested positive for cocaine. And
last year an estimated 60 percent of the homicides in Detroit were
drug-related, primarily cocaine-related.”207

Again, the exact same reasoning could be applied to alcohol and
tobacco. A statistically significant percentage of those who come into
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contact with the criminal justice system will be users of these drugs and
while tobacco is no more associated with killing sprees than cannabis,
alcohol most certainly is.208
Furthermore, it bears emphasis that none of these statistics prove a
causal connection between drug use and crime. Scholars have found no
such link209 and most of the problems Kennedy addresses are in fact
attributable to prohibition, not the pharmacological properties of drugs.
Professor Steven Duke speaks to it thus:
“Contrary to what our government told us when it imposed drug
prohibition, most illegal recreational drugs have no pharmacological
properties that produce violence or other criminal behavior. Heroin
and marijuana diminish rather than increase aggressive behavior.
Cocaine—or cocaine withdrawal—occasionally triggers violence but
usually does not. Very little crime is generated by the mere use of
these drugs, especially in comparison to alcohol, which is causally
related to thousands of homicides and hundreds of thousands of
assaults annually. The major linkages between illegal drugs and crime
must be found elsewhere—in prohibition. . . . [In fact,] the drug war
as it is currently being waged probably produces at least half of our
serious crime. That is, half of our crime (not counting drug crimes, of
course) simply would not occur were we not conducting a drug war.
No more damning an indictment of our political leaders can be
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imagined than that they have affirmatively created half the crime
under which we suffer.”210

The mythical link between crime and drugs was dispelled half a
century ago.211 However, it is a central tenet of prohibitionist reasoning
and crops up again and again. A curious example is provided by Justice
Boyd of the Florida Supreme Court. The litigant had argued that because
Stanley protected the private possession of obscene materials, so also the
smoking of marijuana in the home should be constitutionally protected.
On behalf of the majority, Boyd responded:
“Reprehensible as the possession of obscene material may be, the
possession and use of marijuana poses a much greater potential threat
to society. Appellant states that the primary purpose of smoking
marijuana is the ‘psychological reaction’ it produces in the user and
that by smoking marijuana he was ‘merely asserting the right to
satisfy his intellectual and emotional needs in the privacy of his own
home.’ This Court is aware that commission of other types of crime,
particularly violent crimes, has an emotional effect on the perpetrator.
This, however, does not give a constitutional right to commit the
crime.
Marijuana does not enjoy the protection of the First
Amendment. Its use does not constitute ‘private consumption of ideas
or information.’ Neither are Fourteenth Amendment rights abridged
nor the right of privacy violated. Marijuana is a harmful, mindaltering drug. An individual might restrict his possession of marijuana
to the privacy of his home, but the effects of the drug are not so
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restricted. The interest of the state in preventing harm to the individual
and to the public at large amply justifies the outlawing of marijuana,
in private and elsewhere.
Recently . . . [we recognized] that ‘it is to the interest of the state
to have strong, robust, healthy citizens, capable of self-support, of
bearing arms, and of adding to the resources of the country.’ Since
marijuana, in addition to harming the individual, is a threat to society
as a whole, we have no difficulty in upholding its prohibition by the
state.”212

We see how the court describes the high of a marijuana cigarette as
comparable to the high of violent crimes, and with this image in mind it
is easy to understand why marijuana users are denied constitutional
protection. That marijuana users directly harm no one (except
themselves) and that the law itself poses a much greater threat to users
and society is completely ignored. Ignored is also that the justices’
fundamental premise—the premise that the government has a right to
take whatever measures it deems fit in its battle against imagined social
problems—is inherently flawed. Reasoning by analogy the court could
just as well have compared the high of runners, chocolate eaters, coca
cola drinkers, and tobacco smokers with the psychopathic high of the
violent offender, and on this basis justified the criminalization of such
individuals.
The Florida Supreme Court, however, does not merely grant the
government full authority to deal with perceived evils; it takes its
reasoning to its logical conclusion, and by implication extends to the
government a right to healthy citizens.
The government, of course, has no such right. Only in totalitarian
states like Hitler’s Germany do the state have an imagined right to
citizens who are “strong, robust, healthy, capable of self-support, of
bearing arms, and of adding to the resources of the country.” The idea
belongs to the extreme NC-end, and the founders’ America is the very
antithesis to this notion. As Professor Fuller pointed out 50 years ago, the
essence of the modern state project is the distinction between a morality
of duty and a morality of aspiration. The morality of duty concerns our
duties to our fellowmen: We shall, in short, not infringe on each other’s
212
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autonomy or liberty rights, and the state is there to ensure that we do not
violate the rights of other persons. The morality of duty, then, concerns
the very least that we can expect from each other; it sets the bar where
we cannot lower it further, not without unduly infringing the rights of
others to the same liberties as ourselves. This threshold equals the
parameter of justice. Not only can it not be lowered; it cannot be
heightened, as the idea of freedom would become meaningless.
In other words, it is only if we fail to live up to the morality of duty
as it is defined by this threshold that the state may rightfully intervene.
Any unwanted state meddling in our private affairs must be because we
have failed to abide by the morality of duty, and while we can all do
better—be more compassionate, altruistic, and service-oriented—the
state has no right to expect this from us. This is where the morality of
aspiration kicks in, and it is entirely up to the individual to figure out how
he/she will honor his/her FC aspirations.
Drug users therefore cannot be expected to conform to any other
standard than the morality of duty. However, if they fail to do so, there
are already laws to deal with those misbehaviors that affect the rights of
others and the drug law cannot be justified on such grounds. It is merely
another testimony to the different standards we apply to drug users that
the Florida Court would embrace such reasoning. For as Husak noted,
“[a]part from the context of drug use, no one believes that anyone
possesses a right to mandate that persons be healthy, that workers be
productive, that parents be good, that neighbors be reliable, or that
students be attentive.”213 If this were the case, most of how we organize
our lives would be subject to restrictions and the idea of liberty would be
void of all content.
Another area where we see the application of the different standards
is in those courts where the criterion for upholding the prohibition is
whether marijuana is a harmless drug. Several courts have ruled in favor
of the state because the appellant has not succeeded in convincing the
judges that marijuana is a completely harmless substance.214 In doing so,
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they are misframing the issue, for the question is not whether marijuana
is a harmless recreational drug. The question is whether the possible
harms are significant enough to merit prohibition; whether prohibition is
the least intrusive means available; whether prohibition is suited to deal
with the alleged harms; and whether the harms associated with the drug
are less significant than the harms attributed to prohibition.215
Furthermore, we see the different standards being applied on the
eagerness with which the courts defer to the legislature because of the
“unknown” harms associated with illicit drugs. The argument is that
“alcohol is susceptible to a less restrictive alternative means of control,”
because “there are recognized, accurate means of determining its use and
its abuse” and “the effects of alcohol upon the user are known.”216
However, these are not viable reasons for imprisoning drug users. As
Justice Seiler of the Missouri Supreme Court noted:
“This contention is unresponsive for two reasons. The first is that
however ‘incomplete’ our knowledge may be or how ‘debatable’ the
‘medical issue’ concerning marijuana may be or how much ‘disagreement or controversy’ may surround any discussion concerning
the drug, this grants no legislative license to violate one’s
constitutional right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment.
There is surely less ‘debate’ and ‘controversy’ concerning the
assuredly harmful effects of cigarette smoking. Yet were the
legislature to prohibit the sale of cigarettes as a crime, I question
whether this court would be as deferential were the legislature to
mandate a penalty of imprisonment from five years to life for the sale
of less than half a pack.
The second reason [why this] view is unresponsive is that [the
court] has shielded itself behind alleged factual uncertainty which is
the relic of an earlier day. No longer can we realistically claim, as
once we could, that the data upon which to judge the effects of
harmless, yet only such proof could alter this court’s determination that the legislation is
supported by a rational justification.”)
215
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marijuana is either unreliable, crudely assembled, or considerably
outdated. Substantial private research . . . has been joined by . . .
comprehensive government supported efforts, well-financed studies
utilizing advanced scientific analysis. These studies demonstrably,
effectively, categorically, and reliably show that there is no firm
evidence that marijuana as presently used in this country is attended
with danger to the user or to others.”217

Regarding Seiler’s first point, the different measures of human
dignity attributed to tobacco and cannabis smokers and the different
measure of harm we attach to the products, it is made evident in RJRMacDonald Inc., where the Canadian Supreme Court investigated the
possibility of prohibiting tobacco. Despite the Court’s finding that “the
detrimental health effects of tobacco consumption are both dramatic and
substantial,” the Court held that the government was justified in not
criminalizing tobacco consumption. The reason for this decision was that
criminalizing tobacco products “would likely lead many smokers to
resort to alternative, and illegal, sources of supply,” rendering such an
approach “unfeasible.”218
Now again, the exact same thing can be said of the criminalization of
other drugs and the only relevant difference is that the potential harms
associated with cannabis consumption pale in comparison to the harms
caused by tobacco consumption. Why, then, do our officials come to
opposite conclusions? Why is prohibition a valid endeavor when it comes
to one type of drugs but not the other? How can we reconcile the use of
two divergent scales of harm and human dignity?
An answer is yet to be provided.

8.5.3.2 DIFFERENT MEASURES OF RATIONALITY
When asked to defend their policies, prohibitionists will say that drug use
is a disaster to society and that it is not compatible with a rational
conception of the good life. According to them, drug use is construed as
217
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pathological behavior, as an objectionable activity that deserves no
recognition, and to legalize drugs would be to “send the wrong message.”
As other scholars have noted, however, it is a myth that drug use is
necessarily pathological and in reality it is indistinguishable from other
pleasure-giving activities such as eating, sex, and falling in love.219 Even
addicts can be said to “have chosen to follow a way of life which offers
them the rewards of activity, company and a recognized identity,”220 and
to “single out drug use as necessarily and uniquely harmful to reason (and
so speciﬁcally worthy of prohibition) is to fall for the ‘myth of the demon
drugs.’”221
If we are to paint drug use as an irrational activity, a habit that no
sound mind would pursue, we must adopt Jon Elster’s definition of
rational choice which involves three optimizations: Optimization of
action, given desires and beliefs; optimization of beliefs, given the
available information; and optimization of information acquisition given
desires and beliefs.222
Using this standard, we can see that some types of drug use (but not
all) could be defined as irrational behavior. But then again, so would the
behaviors of the rest of the population. It is all a matter of perspective,
and as seen from the FC-end hardly anything we do meets this strict
standard of rationality.223 The footnote provides us with a few examples,
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and when it comes to prohibitionists it is well known that they themselves
demonstrate the exact same traits as are associated with the most hardcore
drug addicts.224 The history of drug prohibition, after all, is a history of
the extent to which they have denied reality in order to feed an oppressive
habit and mistaken sense of moral superiority. And if their irrational
behavior is not already apparent, consider this: If disagreement helps us
rethink our position, sharpen our intellect, improve our analysis, and see
past our own misconceptions, why are prohibitionists not willing to
debate the pros and cons of current drug policies? If prohibitionists really
want what is best for humanity, why are they unwilling to let these
policies be reviewed by an independent, impartial, and competent
tribunal?
No one of sound mind would dedicate themselves to a position like
this and then refuse to consider if the position is at all defensible—and
yet, this is what prohibitionists have done. Hence, they are throwing
stones in glass houses whenever they try to paint drug use as an irrational
pursuit, and as 90 percent of drug use does not even ﬁt the DSM-IV
diagnostic criteria for dependence, we have no reason to regard drug use
as an irrational endeavor.
This being so, the courts’ willingness to accept the criminalization of
drugs due to the legislature’s fear of “sending the wrong signal” is
misplaced. First of all, as Judge Sweet and Harris pointed out, “the moral
question of what laws a government ought to enact and enforce is
logically independent of what the individual ought to do.”225 As such, a
move away from prohibition does not mean that politicians approve of
drug use; it just means that they recognize that there are areas of the
and considering that most of them, in action if not words, show a contempt for these rights in
the management of our affairs—why do we elect them? Why are they not held to account for
the devious wars and double dealings in which they indulge? Why do we let young men and
women fight wars of aggression? Why do we time and time again fall victim to our officials’
lies and misdirection?
224
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individual domain where they have no business interfering—that’s all.
Secondly, the message politicians really are sending is not a message that
we should listen to. As Sheriff Bill Masters wryly noted:
“If you want to know the “message” politicians are sending to our
children with the drug war, here it is: it’s okay for armed enforcers to
kill innocent children . . . if they believe drugs to be present. It’s okay
for police to bust down doors in the middle of the night with
submachine guns locked and loaded, if some drugged-up, paid
informant said there might be drugs around. It’s okay for police to
take your property without even charging you with a crime. It’s okay
for politicians to wipe their feet on the Bill of Rights, as long as they
are doing it in the name of getting tough on drug dealers. That’s the
‘morality’ of the War on Drugs.”226

This is, of course, no true morality. The world of ethics that has
spawned a War on Drugs is increasingly being seen for what it is, but
prohibitionists have yet to recognize their error.

8.5.3.3 DIFFERENT MEASURES OF WEIGHT
Another area where we see the absurdity of prohibition unfold is in the
measurement of drugs before trial. In Chapman the Supreme Court held
that the punishment for LSD possession should be meted out based on
the weight of the carrier medium and not the potency of the substance.227
This logic also applies to other illicit drugs: “Drugs are drugs” and the
punishment is the same whether or not they are of poor or superior
quality. By the same logic, possession of a gallon of water containing 0.1
percent alcohol should be met with the same criminal sanction as
possession of a gallon containing 98 percent alcohol.
However, while it is unlikely that the Court would have failed to treat
the two gallons of alcohol differently, the lack of reason that is attached
226
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to drug cases is even more profound. For instance, in Fowner,228 a man
who had been arrested in possession of 79.7 grams of methamphetamine
was also charged—and convicted—for being in possession of
approximately 24 gallons of a liquid mixture containing detectable
amounts of a controlled substance. At trial, an expert testified that the
liquid was a waste byproduct of methamphetamine manu-facturing and
that it was an uningestable waste. Still, the Court of Appeals held that so
long as the liquid contained a detectable amount of a controlled
substance, its entire weight was properly included in the calculation of
the defendant's sentence under the Guidelines.
The Supreme Court accepted this decision.229

8.5.3.4 DIFFERENT MEASURES OF BODILY AUTONOMY
Another area which shows the different logic that applies to drug users is
the different measures of harm and human dignity that is utilized in
abortion cases and drug cases.
Whether or not a fetus counts as a “person,” it at least represents a
potential human life, and that potential life is extinguished by abortion.
A prohibition on abortion therefore protects the life or potential life of
human beings. In other words, important rights are at stake, but with
Planned Parenthood v. Casey the Court determined that a woman’s right
to bodily autonomy was so fundamental that neither the state nor her
husband had a right to interfere with her “interest in deciding whether to
bear and beget a child.”230
There can be no doubt that a woman’s decision to have an abortion
may have a profound impact on others. Society, not to mention her
spouse, family, and unborn child all have an obvious interest at stake, and
yet her right to bodily autonomy overrides any other concern. If this is
so, it is difficult to see why drug users are denied the same right to bodily
228
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autonomy. No doubt they, like alcohol drinkers, may make poor lifestyle
decisions and no doubt they may suffer for it, but no good reasons have
been given for treating drug users’ right to bodily autonomy any
differently.231

8.5.3.5 DIFFERENT STANDARDS FOR EVALUATING BODILY INTEGRITY
In Washington v. Harper the Supreme Court “had no doubt” that “a
significant liberty interest” was at stake and used heightened review to
decide whether the state could administer antipsychotic drugs to a
prisoner against his will. Justice Stevens held that:
“Every violation of a person's bodily integrity is an invasion of his or
her liberty. . . . Moreover, any such action is degrading if it overrides
a competent person's choice to reject a specific form of medical
treatment. And when the purpose or effect of forced drugging is to
alter the will and the mind of the subject, it constitutes a deprivation
of liberty in the most literal and fundamental sense. . . . The liberty of
citizens to resist the administration of mind-altering drugs arises from
our Nation's most basic values.”232

The concern were prisoners’ autonomy rights and Justice Stevens
defended the right not to be forcibly administered psychotropic drugs.
However, speaking in terms of autonomy, it is no less a violation of
mental and bodily integrity to be deprived of a choice than to have it
forced upon us. Even though the latter is likely to be regarded as a more
intrusive violation, the denial of free will is equally present, and there can
be no denying that the encroachment of choice itself constitutes a
violation of mental/bodily integrity.
231
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Prohibitionists, for their part, have great difficulty in seeing how this
is so as they consider drug prohibition to be in everybody’s best interest.
Nonetheless, we must not forget that drug prohibition itself represents an
attempt “to alter the will and the mind of the subject” by the
administration of force. No doubt also this is experienced by many
millions of Americans as an invasion of their liberty, and no doubt also
this is experienced as a degrading deprivation of autonomy—one that in
many cases has even more serious consequences than being force-fed
“medication.” Consequently, while philosophers may argue whether one
or the other constitutes a worse deprivation of autonomy, no one can
seriously dispute that both “constitute a deprivation of liberty in the most
literal and fundamental sense;” that the same liberty interests are involved
whether one is being forcibly deprived of choice or whether one is being
forcibly imposed a choice; and that the liberty to be free from both
impositions “arises from our Nation’s most basic values.”
The real issue, then, is in both cases if the government interest is
sufficient to overcome an individual’s autonomy rights. As we have seen,
this issue has yet to be determined by an impartial, independent, and
competent court. Nonetheless, as the Washington Supreme Court and
other courts have concluded that “a competent individual's right to refuse
such medication is a fundamental liberty interest deserving the highest
order of protection,”233 one may wonder what objective reasons the courts
can find for denying the same protection to competent individuals being
forcibly deprived of their choice in drugs.

8.5.3.6 MEANINGLESS MODELS OF BLAMEWORTHINESS
We have already noted the different measures of culpability that attach to
licit and illicit drug users. When it comes to the former, responsibility is
put where responsibility is due—that is with the individual for those
actions and lifestyle choices he himself chooses to pursue. The latter is
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not so fortunate, and with Rodriguez234 we are provided with another
example of the injustice that drug users must suffer.
In this case, Carlos Rodriguez was sentenced to 18 years for the
murder of Susan Hendricks and Fred Bennett. The situation that led to
his conviction was the following: Bennett and Hendricks arrived at
Rodriguez’s apartment to buy cocaine. Immediately after their purchase,
the police raided the premises and to avoid persecution Bennett and
Hendricks swallowed the cocaine. As a result, they both died and
Rodriguez was charged with first degree murder.235
This is the logic of prohibition in a nutshell. These deaths were
clearly the result of drug policy, but prohibitionists refuse to face reality
and blame the victims. Both these deaths, therefore, were listed as
overdose deaths and used by the government as examples of the threat
that drugs pose to society. Rodriguez, for his part, challenged his
conviction, claiming that it constituted cruel and unusual punishment and
violated the Eighth Amendment, but the U.S. Supreme Court would not
hear of it. We have already seen drug users’ liberty or autonomy interests
count for naught. And because the drug law, as far as the Court is
concerned, does not touch upon important interests, all that is needed is
a rational basis. Hence, because the law, in the eyes of prohibitionists,
passes this test the Court saw no reason to intervene.
Even so, that the same logic applied to car manufacturers would have
survived the rational basis test should have been a warning to the justices
that something was amiss. One would clearly expect General Motors to
make safer cars if they were held personally accountable for all trafficrelated deaths, including those resulting from bad government policies,
but no sane person would hold such a statute to be a rational application
of law. The question, obviously, is not if the law is “rationally related” to
some government purpose, but if it is morally related to the nature of the
offense. For punishment to be just, it must be proportional to the moral
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culpability of the offender, and if the concept of blameworthiness is to
have any meaning, Rodriguez cannot be blamed for these deaths.
Prohibitionists may think that he got what he deserved but it should
be unnecessary to remind them that the same logic applied to alcohol,
tobacco, and pharmaceutical drugs would result in imprisonment for life
of almost every truck driver, shop clerk, doctor, and bartender in
America, along with millions of regular citizens. In fact, by consistently
(and more appropriately) applying this logic, one is tempted to ask these
justices what punishment they would mete out to the engineers of war.
What sort of sentences would be appropriate for the producers of war
material, to those who profit from it, and to all those soldiers who do
battle? And last but not least, what sort of penalties would be proper for
politicians, those pathological liars who have a record of supporting any
war, no matter its merits, to satisfy the expectations of war-profiteers?
In all these cases, objectively speaking, punishment would be much
more appropriate as every single one of them—and to a much greater
extent—are morally blameworthy for their actions. I mean, speaking of
drug producers, traffickers, and dealers, those in the receiving end of their
trade are eager to accept their products; at the very least 90 percent of
their consumers use their products responsibly and even the latter 10
percent are thankful. Who can say this about producers of war material
and those that put such products to use? How many in the receiving end
of a missile, bomb, grenade, or bullet appreciate their contribution to the
world?
Anyone with their moral sensibilities intact understands that war
profiteers have a personal responsibility for the misfortunes of humanity
that extends far beyond that of drug dealers.236 Morally, it is not even the
same ballgame; we are talking the difference between night and day—
unless, of course, the prohibitionists can show us that drugs really destroy
the mind, rendering users incapable of autonomous choice.
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Only the undue influence of the collective unconscious may make
this comparison unheard-of. To the extent that we are in its grip, we will
equal state action with morality, and our moral code will be turned upside
down. As we saw in part one, FC ideals and values will have to become
NC values and vice versa, and the result is a collective psychosis where
our moral compass is obliterated. This is the price we must pay for
conforming to the status quo. We simply cannot afford to put two and
two together because it would lay bare the profound immorality of state
action. Hence, to overcome truth and to preserve the delusion, “all that is
needed,” to paraphrase Orwell, “is an unending series of victories over
our own reason.”
Nowhere is this better seen than in drug policy. It is only because of
the influence of an enemy image that the injustice of subjecting drug law
violators to prohibitionist reasoning is not immediately obvious. Had we
thought about things, we would have understood that it being exactly the
same supply and demand mechanisms involved when it comes to the two
classes of drugs, it is clear that drug distributors like Rodriguez are in fact
no eviller and more depraved than anyone involved with the supply-chain
of alcohol and tobacco.
Accepting this, the next logical step would be to come to grips with
its implications—that the drug law enforcers, in fact, are worse than the
drug dealers. From a constitutional perspective, the latter have merely
provided people with a service they want, while the drug law enforcers
have done so much worse. In their enforcement of these laws they have
tapped people’s phones, opened their mail, spied on them, searched their
houses, stripped them naked, performed cavity searches, fined them,
demonised them, discriminated against them, stigmatised them,
terrorised them, confiscated and destroyed their property and valuables,
forced them into “rehabilitation,” jailed them, taken their children,
destroyed their education and work possibilities, threatened them,
humiliated them, beaten them, shot at them, and even killed them. And
what is worse, on those occasions when the victims have opposed such
abusive behaviours and sought to set things straight in accordance with
human rights law, these enforcers—to preserve their pretensions of
personal virtue—have denied them every opportunity to meaningfully
challenge the law.
As we have seen, under no circumstances can the purveyors of the
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status quo bear to face reality. It would be too crushing to their selfesteem, and so we continue to live in a society in which each state
undertakes to respect and ensure to all individuals—except the drug law
violators—the rights recognised in the Constitution; where all persons,
except them, shall be equal before the law and be entitled to equal
protection of the law; where everybody, except them, shall be recognised
as a person before the courts and entitled to a fair hearing by a competent,
impartial and independent tribunal to have their rights determined; where
everybody, except them, shall have an effective remedy against unlawful
detention as well as abusive, discriminatory and degrading policies; and
where everyone, except them, shall have an enforceable right to
compensation after being the victim of such practices.
We live in a society in which everybody, except them, shall have the
right to self-determination and to freely pursue their social, cultural,
economic and spiritual development; where every human being, except
them, shall have the inherent right to life and to be protected from being
arbitrarily deprived of it; where no one, except the drug law violators,
shall be subjected to cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or
punishment; where no one, but them, shall be subjected to arbitrary and
unlawful interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence,
and where everyone, but them, have the right to be protected by law
against such interferences.
We are supposed to accept a social contract where everyone, except
them, have the right to liberty and security of person, and where no one,
but them, shall be unlawfully deprived of their liberty; where everyone,
but them, shall have the right to freedom of expression and to seek, collect
and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers;
where any propaganda for war—except drug war—shall be prohibited by
law; where any advocacy of hatred that constitutes incitement to
discrimination, hostility or violence shall be prohibited by law—except
that which is directed at the drug law violators; and where any family,
except theirs, are entitled to protection by society and the state.
These, I am sure, may be tough words for prohibitionists to hear. In
their minds, they have sought to rid the world of a terrible plague. They
have been soldiers in a crusade that was to be for the betterment of
Mankind, and it is difficult to readjust this frame of reference into one
more conforming to reality. However, if they wonder whether they are on
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the side of good, they need only ask drug users whose services they
prefer: Do they favour the dealers, those who respect their autonomous
choice, or the drug law enforcers, those who infantilize and persecute
them?
Prohibitionists should not be surprised to find that the drug users, like
alcohol drinkers, tobacco smokers, or chocolate eaters, greatly prefer to
interact with that group who cater to their will rather than that group who,
by the whims of their own self-asserted authority, threaten them with
imprisonment to save them from themselves.
This being so, unless prohibitionists can put forth good reasons why
these people have no say in the management of their own affairs, the drug
dealers are in fact agents of autonomy. If this is so, it is also clear that the
law enforcers must be the agents of tyranny—and that, in matters of
blameworthiness, they themselves are much more liable to criminal
persecution than violators. Moral culpability, after all, must be the result
of a violation of autonomy rights, either in a collective or individual
capacity. Because of this thieves, rapists, and murderers are worthy of
persecution, but none have shown drug use to violate the rights of others.
Instead, as professors of law and philosophy have pointed out, it is drug
prohibition that violates autonomy rights,237 and so—unless
prohibitionists can prove this argument wrong—the drug law enforcers
are the real “traffickers in human misery.”

8.5.3.7 NEGLECTING THE OBVIOUS IMPLICATIONS
No wonder prohibitionists refuse to face reality. Had they been willing to
think about things they would, as Miller noted, have understood that
“transforming ordinary productive citizens into criminals for conduct
having less measurable harm than tolerated conduct, is a sign of religious
zealotry rather than public welfare.”238 They would, as Justice Seiler
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noted, have understood that “[w]hen one generation irrationally uses the
criminal sanction to coerce and intimidate another into rejecting a
relatively harmless drug, marijuana, while openly promoting the use of
what we know to be relatively harmful drugs, alcohol and tobacco,
respect for law and the legal process suffers.”239 And they would have
seen the parallels between their own crusade and those of earlier days.240
The argument presented above is after all exceedingly simple. An
unbiased twelve-year old could follow the logic to its conclusion, and so
the problem is not a mental incapacity to reflect or understand. The
problem is that, psychologically speaking, it is extremely difficult to
come to terms with this understanding—and this explains the selfrighteous conviction with which the aggressors pursue their prey, as well
as the breakdown of logic that always accompanies their reasoning.
We have seen it repeated over and over, and more examples will be
provided. We have already discussed the Supreme Court’s reasoning in
Harmelin, where it accepted the constitutionality of mandatory life
sentences for those in possession of drugs. The majority opinion was a
paragon of prohibitionist reasoning, but the refusal to think about things
was also made evident by the dissent. To their credit, White, Blackmun,
Marshall, and Stevens acknowledged the erroneous reasoning that the
majority used to justify its position and noted the following in their
dissent: (1) that “to be constitutionally proportionate, punishment must
be tailored to a defendant's personal responsibility and moral guilt;” (2)
that “unlike crimes directed against the persons and property of others,
possession of drugs affects the criminal who uses the drugs most
directly;” (3) that “while the collateral consequences of drugs such as
cocaine are indisputably severe, they are not unlike those which flow
from the misuse of other, legal, substances;” (4) that “it is inconceivable
that a State could rationally choose to penalize one who possesses large
(1993) 156; SZASZ, CEREMONIAL CHEMISTRY (2003); and Ostrowski, Drug Prohibition Muddles
Along, in FISH (ED.), HOW TO LEGALIZE DRUGS (1998) 366. (“The only civilized way to deal with
irreconcilable conflicts in ultimate values is to declare freedom of religion and let each go his or
her own way. That is the last thing the prohibitionists have in mind. Rather, their solution to the
problem of irreconcilable conflict of values over drugs is to inflict on those who disagree with
them all the force and violence they can muster.”)
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quantities of alcohol in a manner similar to that in which Michigan has
chosen to punish petitioner for cocaine possession, because of the
tangential effects which might ultimately be traced to the alcohol at
issue;” and (5) that “the ripple effect on society caused by possession of
drugs, through related crimes, lost productivity, health problems, and the
like, is often not the direct consequence of possession, but of the resulting
addiction, something which this Court held in Robinson cannot be made
a crime.”241
When it comes to drugs, this is the most lucid thinking we have seen
from the Supreme Court. This, unfortunately, is not saying much, as the
justices did not follow their reasoning through. Had they taken their own
calculations seriously, they would have added these five points together
and checked how this line of reasoning correlated with the principles of
fundamental justice, but no such effort was made. It is regrettable that
they neglected this obvious next step, as they would have had to conclude
that the Constitution not only invalidated the appellant’s life sentence but
that its principles also laid bare the unconstitutionality of drug
prohibition. They noticed the wholly different logic that is being applied
to the two classes of drugs and they recognized “that to be
constitutionally proportional, punishment must be tailored to a
defendant’s personal responsibility and moral guilt.”242 Accepting this,
the foundation of drug prohibition is crumbling, as a proper equality and
proportionality analysis would have found inconsistencies which could
only have been remedied by abolishing the law. First, by applying
coherent reasoning, the drug law’s shaky foundation (which is the
different standards it uses to define and to deal with harms) would have
been exposed. And secondly, had they looked at reality, they would have
seen that the standard applied to the licit drugs (that of personal
responsibility) was what reasonable people would agree on. They would
have had to conclude that this standard conformed to the principles of
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justice, while the one that is being applied to illicit drugs would have been
found to be as irrational as the fear that ensured its survival.
In the history of the Court, this was the closest the justices ever got
to getting it right. They outlined the bigger picture but failed to connect
the dots. This is nothing new, as psychological incentives ensure that
prohibitionists can never afford to think their argument through. If they
did, its incoherence would have to be recalibrated into one of harmony
with reason and the principles of justice, and they prefer the status quo.
In the following, we shall further explore the ingenuity with which
meaningful review is kept at bay.

8.5.4 RELYING ON PREJUDICE AND FLAWED ANALYSIS
To support the use of conflicting logic prohibitionists will sometimes try
to explain why it is reasonable to treat alcohol drinkers differently than
illicit drug users. In this passage from Commonwealth v. Leis, the trial
judge gives it a shot:
“The ordinary user of marijuana is quite likely to be a marginally
adjusted person who turns to the drug to avoid confrontation with and
the resolution of his problems. The majority of alcohol users are well
adjusted, productively employed individuals who use alcohol for
relaxation and as an incident of other social activities.”243

The problem is that there is no empirical evidence to support this
view. There is only prejudice and ignorance to sustain it but because
prohibitionists are never asked to validate the premises of their argument,
this type of reasoning persists.
Another example was provided by the Appeals Court, when Judge
Spiegel said that:
“There are at least two distinctions between alcohol and the ‘mind
altering intoxicants’ that are defined by the law to be narcotic drugs.
First, alcohol is susceptible to a less restrictive alternative means of
control. There are recognized, accurate means of determining its use
243
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and its abuse. Second, the effects of alcohol upon the user are known.
We think that the Legislature is warranted in treating this known
intoxicant differently from marihuana, LSD or heroin, the effects of
which are largely still unknown and subject to extensive dispute.”244

Whatever merit this argument might have had 50 years ago, it is, as
Justice Seiler previously remarked, no good today. Since the Leis court,
no plant has been more carefully studied than cannabis, and still
prohibitionists are arguing that we “just do not know enough” to grant
the defendant the benefit of the doubt.
Furthermore, another example was provided by the German
Constitutional Court when it said that:
“There are also important reasons for the differing treatment of
Cannabis products and alcohol. It is indeed accepted that the abuse of
alcohol brings with it dangers both for the individual and for society
which are equal to or even greater than those posed by Cannabis
products. However, it must be borne in mind that alcohol can be used
in many ways. There are no comparable uses for the products and
parts of the Cannabis plant. Products containing alcohol serve as a
source of nourishment and pleasure. In the form of wine they are also
used in religious ceremonies. In all cases the dominant use of alcohol
does not lead to states of intoxication. Its intoxicating effect is
generally known and is generally avoided by means of social controls.
In contrast, the achievement of an intoxicated state is usually the main
aim when Cannabis products are used. Furthermore the legislature
finds itself in the situation that it cannot effectively prevent the
consumption of alcohol because of traditional patterns of
consumption in Germany and the European cultural sphere.”245

Even though this example is from a foreign court, it so perfectly
describes the reasoning that is being used to sustain the status quo that it
begged for inclusion. Only very rarely will the courts attempt to justify
the different treatment of alcohol and cannabis consumers. I have not
found other examples from American courtrooms, and the attempts
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discussed so far should explain why. After all, everything that is said of
alcohol can also be said of cannabis, and again we see the court appeal to
ignorance rather than reason. To this day, whenever prohibitionists try to
enlighten us on the qualitative difference between licit and illicit drugs,
this has always been the case. And this being so, it is little wonder that
courts usually just defer to the legislature.
Whenever this is done, we find plenty of shoddy reasoning. To divest
of the issue, they must look to precedent, and it bears noticing that the
courts always refer to irrelevant precedent. To deny appellants their day
in court, they will refer to Lindsley v. Natural Carbonic Gas,246
Williamson v. Lee Optical,247 McLaughlin v. Florida,248 United States v.
Carolene Products,249 FCC v. Beach Communications,250 Romer v.
Evans,251 Cleburne v. Cleburne Living Center,252 McDonald v. Board of
Election Commissioners,253 and New Orleans v. Dukes.254
Thanks to this deferential formula, the drug laws have escaped
scrutiny. However, if we look closer, these cases are distinguishable on
their facts. To the extent that they were at all dealing with the criminal
law none, to my knowledge, were ever imprisoned for failing to abide by
their regulations, and as Justice Seiler noted, criticizing the use of
Carolene,255 “[t]here is a great difference between a judgment as to
whether Congress can declare that a compound of condensed skim milk
and coconut oil is ‘imitation milk’ and a judgment as to whether the
legislature can rationally unite marijuana and heroin in a single criminal
prohibition.”256 As we have seen, the criminal law is different from all
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other regulations, for whenever imprisonment is the preferred option the
legislature can no longer be afforded unchecked freedom. The legislature
has a wide variety of alternatives to choose from other than the criminal
law and when such sanctions are applied the burden of evidence belongs
to the government.
Courts, however, have failed to recognize this. Even so, to provide
an aura of legitimacy to the status quo, they will sometimes speculate as
to the “rational” reasons Congress may have had for its decision. In these
instances, we are provided with more examples of futile attempts to
legitimize the legislature’s actions. The courts, for instance, will
hypothesize that “the legislative judgment concerning alcohol and
nicotine may well have taken into account . . . the adverse consequences
of prohibition, and the economic significance of their production.”257
They will even use reasons of political expediency to explain the
legislature’s decision,258 seemingly unaware that a prime basis for the
constitutional order is to protect the individual from the undue influence
of powerful political factions. And last but not least, they will argue that
these drugs are not harmless; that cannabis is more potent today; that
politicians may want to criminalize the different drugs in order to fight
crime and protect the young; and that legalization would send the wrong
message.
But yet again, none of these reasons are sufficient to justify
criminalization. What we have been offered as explanations is irrelevant
from the perspective of principled law, and the latter examples are not
even explanations but merely descriptions of what our officials might
have hoped to achieve. As Professor Goldberg points out it is important
to separate descriptions from plausible explanations. Our officials, for
example, may say that the drug laws will prevent some degree of possible
harm, as they might prevent someone from using a drug and then do
something stupid. This, however, is only a description of one of the laws’
possible functions and it does not explain why some drug users have been
chosen to bear the brunt of the legislation. Unfortunately for our officials
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this is what is important. The relevant question at issue in an equal
protection analysis is not what the government sought to achieve, but if
it can explain the different punitive treatment of illicit drug users. Unless
the state can explain this bit, we are dealing with a constitutional
violation, for as Professor Goldstein reminds us: “Where no reasonable
explanation exists for the government’s singling out of a trait in a given
context, what remains ‘is a status-based enactment divorced from any
factual context from which we could discern a relationship to legitimate
state interests—in other words, class legislation.”259

8.5.4.1 “HALF A LOAF”
As we have seen, all the attempts of justifying why alcohol drinkers
deserve different treatment from cannabis smokers have failed, but still
the argument that “half a loaf is better than one” must be dealt with. For
in a last effort to save the status quo, courts will reason that “[w]hile
alcoholism constitutes a major social problem, surely it is not valid to
justify the adoption of a new abuse on the basis that it is no worse than a
presently existing one. The result could only be added social damage
from a new source.”260
The reasoning is flawed for several reasons. First, there is no
evidence for concluding that the legal regulation of other drugs than
alcohol and tobacco will lead to more social damage. Variables that come
into consideration are the following: (1) The assumption that the criminal
law has been a successful mechanism in reducing drug use is not borne
out by evidence; (2) other factors than criminalization have proven more
effective in regulating the use of different drugs; and (3) the legal
availability of a greater array of drugs is likely to reduce the total of harm
to society.261 The reason is that to the extent other drugs will take the
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place of alcohol and tobacco, the benefit to society and users will ensure
a reduction in total harm. Also, the harms associated with prohibition
must be taken into consideration, and when the pros and cons of
prohibition are weighted in relation to the pros and cons of legal
regulation, the harms associated with prohibition clearly outweigh those
associated with regulated supply.
These are all factors that must be taken into consideration and finally,
provided that the government’s reasons for treating the different classes
of drug users differently are not convincing, it is irrelevant if more drug
users will become problem drug users. The principle of autonomy carries
the greatest weight in any rights analysis and unless the government can
show that its legislation can stand the test of reason, this is a price that
we must be prepared to pay.

8.5.4.2 MISAPPLYING COURT DOCTRINE
The bias against illicit drugs is not only evident in the prejudice and
different logic that is applied on a case-by-case basis. It is also evident in
the way the justices apply their own doctrines to justify their conclusions.
We have seen that the Ravin court was unique in that it first delineated a
general conception of privacy before determining if cannabis use should
be included. For this it deserves credit. However, it should be chastised
for not following through with proper analysis, as its fundamental rights
reasoning was deeply flawed.

criminal laws have failed.” (ROOM ET AL., CANNABIS POLICY (2010) 148). This finding has been
confirmed by a British Government study called Drugs, International Comparators. The report
found that tough criminal sentences for drug users makes no difference to the rates of drug use,
being that use of illegal substances is influenced by factors “more complex and nuanced than
legislation and enforcement alone” and “there is no apparent correlation between the ‘toughness’
of a country’s approach and the prevalence of drug use.”
Increase in use, however, is not the only measure of success, for we must factor in that the
prohibition regime makes use more dangerous. Scholars have calculated that illegal drug use is
between five and ten times more dangerous than legal use. This means that even a highly
unlikely five-fold increase in drug use under legalization would not increase the current number
of drug deaths. See Ostrowski, The Moral and Practical Case for Drug Legalization (1990) 66970; Duke, Drug Prohibition: An Unnatural Disaster (1995) 600 (“even if consumption of
legalized drugs increased tenfold under a repeal regime, the physical harms associated with drug
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One reason why the Ravin court set out to formulate a general
conception of a right to privacy was that it had to find a definition that
included previous cases where the court had found a violation of privacy
rights. One important ruling was Breese v. Smith, where the Alaska court
had held that a school directive that regulated the hear-length of students
was an unlawful invasion of privacy. If drug prohibition was to be a
lawful infringement of privacy rights, the task was to formulate a general
conception that in a meaningful way incorporated the right to choose
one’s own hair-length while excluding a right to use cannabis.
The court struggled with this task. In the area of privacy analysis the
justices found no way of excluding cannabis use, but in the next step of
the examination, the fundamental rights analysis, they found a way to
disparage the rights claim. In what scholars have argued was a biased and
mistaken analysis, the court held the right to choose one’s personal
hairstyle to be fundamental while it refused to grant the same status to
cannabis use. The reasoning behind this decision was that “hairstyle is a
highly personal matter involving the individual and his body,” while
cannabis use was not. To justify this position, the court simply took for
granted that “few would believe they have been deprived of something
of critical importance if deprived of marijuana, though they would be if
stripped of control over their personal appearances.”262
It is for good reason that scholars have criticized the Ravin court for
this analysis. As Professor Husak has pointed out:
“This basis for contrasting the degree of protection offered to hair
length in Breese from that offered to marijuana use in Ravin is
deficient. First, no empirical data are cited to support the court’s
conjecture about what ‘few would believe.’ Persons who smoke
marijuana might feel just as strongly as about their preference as
persons who violate the school ordinance governing hair length.
Moreover, it is unclear that the degree of protection offered by the
right of privacy should depend on the numbers of persons who have
or lack the relevant beliefs. Third, and most significant, the question
is rigged to enable the court to justify its answer. I concede that more
persons would be outraged if ‘stripped of control over their personal
appearance’ than if ‘deprived of marijuana.’ But the terms of the
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comparison are flawed and misleading. The first part of the
comparison is very general and the second is very specific. Imagine
how the question would have been answered if the first part of the
comparison were very specific and the second were very general.
How would persons feel if ‘stripped of control over what they are
allowed to put into their bodies’ relative to a ‘deprivation of shoulderlength hair’? Clearly, the outcome of such a determination would be
very different. To be meaningful and unbiased, the examples to be
compared must invoke the same level of generality. On that basis it is
hard to decide whether persons care more over what they are
permitted to put into their bodies than about control over their
personal appearance. I see no reason to regard either matter as more
important, basic, or fundamental than the other.”263

8.5.5 EMPTYING WORDS OF MEANING
Having reviewed the many ways by which the courts will deny drug users
an effective remedy, we have seen (1) that unprincipled, ad hoc reasoning
is offered as an excuse to defer to the legislature and (2) that none of the
attempts to justify the status quo are valid from a perspective of
principled law. Even so, as long as the courts can hypothesize some
reason for the legislature’s actions, that is all it takes to close their eyes
to the injustice that is our drug laws. In the end, therefore, we find that
the root of all this evil is the courts’ idea of “rationality” and
“arbitrariness,” which is so disconnected from reality that it adds insult
to injury.
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8.5.5.1 PROBLEMS WITH “RATIONAL BASIS”
We have seen that the enforcement of drug prohibition is highly contested
and many scholars264 and reports265 conclude that the drug law has failed
to protect the welfare of society. According to these sources, prohibition
has done the opposite. They affirm that its impact on the supply and
demand of illicit drugs has not only been negligible, but that it has
generated death, disease, and criminal activity at the individual level
while destroying communities and FC values at the collective level. To
the most perceptive, this was clear 50 years ago,266 and the evidence today
is overwhelming.267
This being so, it should be evident that the courts’ rational basis test
is worthless. The prohibitionists’ presumptions have all been refuted, and
yet courts will hold that the drug law meets the rationality criteria. How
can this be? Is it not self-evident that “rationally related” must mean
something more than a rational relationship between our leaders’
assumptions and their actions? No matter what kind of mad hatters we
put in charge, this will always be the case. In the 1600s, the burning of
witches was rationally related to the goal of ridding the world of evil; in
the 1940s, the Nazis’ eradication efforts were rationally related to the
belief in the superiority of the Aryan race; and in our day, the drug laws
are rationally related to the belief that drug users must be persecuted. No
264
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matter the time and place, our leaders’ actions will reflect their beliefs—
and all these beliefs will be “rational” to the people who hold them. But
what kind of justice system will be content with this standard? It has
proven utterly useless in preventing the abuse of power, and doesn’t this
fact—that it is worthless as a standard for protecting human rights—merit
consideration?
To put it another way, does not “rationally related,” by necessity,
imply a certain quality of belief? Does not “rationally related” imply that
a law must be functionally related to the goal it seeks to obtain? That it
must be morally related to values that are said to guide us? That it must
be meaningfully related to the ideals and principles of social contract
thinking?
Few would object to this. And so, should not “rationally related”, by
necessity, imply an opportunity to assess whether in fact our leaders’
beliefs are rationally grounded in the first place? What use is this term if
it ignores (or rejects as irrelevant) whether policies are enacted on false
presumptions? The fact that “rationally related” must imply a certain
validity of belief is everywhere insinuated and articulated in American
law,268 and yet we find ourselves in a situation where the drug laws fail
this standard—and where the courts for more than fifty years have denied
the opportunity to prove this point.

8.5.5.2 THE COURTS’ DEFINITION OF “ARBITRARY”
The courts’ idea of “rationally related” is intimately connected with their
use of “arbitrary,” and the problem with the former is brought to light by
the latter.
In effect, the courts will hold that if they can imagine some reason
for justifying a prohibition it is not arbitrary. Never mind if the reasons
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they imagine are wrong; never mind if the envisioned connection
between means and ends is not there; never mind if the facts and the
consequences of the law undermine any asserted reason for enacting the
law. None of this matter: If they can imagine a rationalization, the law
fulfills the criteria to be justified under the rational basis test.
To FC individuals this selective notion of “rationality” and “arbitrariness” is another example of the intellectual despondency that has
eaten its way into the heart of American law. It should be a source of
worry and contemplation as this is Orwellian Newspeak. The justices are
effectively saying that “in this day and age words have no meaning other
than that which we put into them. If we like it, then it is ‘rational’ and if
we do not it is irrational and arbitrary—but do not expect us to justify our
claims with empiricism. We have no use for reality, we make our own.”
This is the outlandish notion that American citizens are expected to
endure; this is the contemptible state of affairs that is American law. On
this basis 1.5 million people are every year deprived of their freedom;
and on this basis 40 million Americans are supposed to live as
criminals—all in order to sustain conceited egos and a government that
has long since abandoned the rule of law.
These are harsh words, but not unfounded. Everybody knows that
“reasonable” and “arbitrary” must refer to some objectively verifiable
state of facts. Under the Canadian system, for instance, a law is arbitrary
whenever it fails to conform to the criteria set out by the proportionality
analysis—that is, whenever it fails to reflect a correct balancing of the
individual’s right to liberty and society’s need for protection.269 Several
justices at the Canadian Supreme Court have held the drug law to be an
arbitrary—and therefore unlawful—infringement on these terms,270 and
we find the same definition in international human rights law. At the
European Court of Human Rights and in the United Nations system, the
terms “unlawful” and “arbitrary” are interchangeable, and as the UN
Human Rights Committee stated:
“In the Committee’s view the expression ‘arbitrary interference’ can
also extend to interference provided for under the law. The
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introduction of the concept of arbitrariness is intended to guarantee
that even interference provided for by law should be in accordance
with the provisions, aims and objectives of the Covenant [i.e., first
principles] and should be, in any event, reasonable in the particular
circumstances.”271

None of this is controversial. It is the same definition that FC scholars
and judges all over the world, including the United States,272 abide by,
and that a majority of American justices reject this definition can only be
taken as a testimony to the fact that the system of law has hit rock bottom.
After all, what better indication can we find that the U.S. system has left
behind all pretense of respectability? To anyone who cares about words
and meaning this is, to say the least, an embarrassing state of affairs.
Nonetheless, this is the only way that US justices can bridge the gap
between theory and practice, and so this is the way it must be until
Americans once again take matters of law and government seriously.
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9
HAWAII: A MICROCOSM OF THE MACROCOSM
“It has not been shown that consumption of marijuana is any more
harmful than a comparable consumption of alcohol and it is doubtful
that the presently known effects of marijuana are as adverse as those
of alcohol. Until legitimate research indicates otherwise, the harm
created by placing a criminal sanction on the activity of a significant
percentage of our population who would otherwise be law abiding
citizens far outweighs any present benefit to be derived from the
effects of classifying marijuana as a narcotic. There is no logical or
otherwise rational reason for our society, on the basis of a law that
has little or no merit in its application, to continue to make criminals
out of and consequently alienate the youth of today.”273
―Justice Kobayashi―

picture and how the dynamic between
FC and NC reasoning plays out in the area of drug policy, we shall end
this part by focusing on Hawaii. In the history of constitutional challenges
this state is unique. Nowhere did FC reasoning come closer to carrying
the day in court and nowhere is the dynamic between FC and NC
reasoning better exposed. In the following therefore I will rely on the
second Justice Levinson’s Mallan dissent, a noble work which presents
the battle between FC and NC reasoning at the Hawai’i Supreme Court
as it played out between 1972 and 1998.274
HAVING REVIEWED THE BIGGER
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9.1 THE KANTNER COURT
The story begins with a confusing victory to the proponents of NC
reasoning in State v. Kantner,275 where they won even though a majority
concluded that marijuana use was a fundamental right.
In this stunning piece of constitutional history, FC reasoning would
have proven victorious if not for the event that one of its advocates,
Justice Abe, felt compelled to affirm the judgment of the trial court. He,
himself, was personally opposed to the result of the ruling, but because
the appellants from the outset had accepted the prohibition of marijuana
as a reasonable and legitimate exercise of the police power (they only
contended that the inclusion of marijuana in the narcotic drug statute was
unreasonable and violated the Due Process Clauses of the federal and
state Constitution) he found it unreasonable to hold that the state should
have met its burden of proof on this point. Levinson and Kobayashi, the
other FC reasoners, disagreed, believing it to be sufficiently clear that the
merits of the case dictated that the laws prohibiting the possession of
marijuana be held unconstitutional. However, because of the failure of
the appellants to frame the issue correctly, the extraordinary fact that
most of the justices agreed that the prohibition of marijuana possession
was unconstitutional did not have much impact.
It is ironic that the only time in the history of drug law challenges
when a majority was FC reasoners, the appellants underestimated the
unconstitutional nature of the law and the willingness of the justices to
deal with it. Be that as it may, the legacy of Kantner was three carefully
crafted dissenting opinions—opinions that to this day remain among the
top five examples of FC reasoning delivered by any American court.
Unfortunately, this was the only time in constitutional history that the
stars were sufficiently aligned for FC reasoning to have had an impact on
the evolution of drug policy. The year after, in 1973, Justice Abe retired,
and Justice Levinson retired in 1974.
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9.2 THE BAKER COURT
So it came to pass that in 1975, when the next challenge reached the
Supreme Court with State v. Baker,276 it was an open question if the new
court would honor the analysis put forth in Kantner. As it was the only
outcome-dispositive and controlling authority on the subject in the
jurisdiction, the appellants had every reason to believe that they would—
and things started out on a positive vibe. Encouraged by the reasoning of
the Kantner trio, the district court placed on the state the burden of
showing clearly and convincingly that prohibiting the possession of
marijuana was a proper exercise of the police power. After carefully
reviewing the factual picture, the court held that the state had not met this
burden and that the law violated the due process clauses of the state and
federal Constitution. The prosecution appealed the decision, and the time
came for the new court to show its true colors.
On appeal, the primary question for the majority was if the trial court
had been wrong in placing the burden of evidence on the state.
Unsurprisingly (if one considers the prevalence of NC reasoning) they
held that it had, and their opinion proved to be the traditional display of
surrealistic reasoning that inevitably follows from false doctrines.
According to the majority, the district court, in beginning with a
presumption of liberty, had “approach[ed] the issue . . . with the wrong
end of the stick.”277 The right end of the stick, according to the court,
would have been to ask whether there was a fundamental right to smoke
marijuana and from there on get in the line with the previous decisions
which held that no such right existed.
As the problems with this reasoning are spelled out elsewhere, I shall
not elaborate on this bit. However, to arrive at this conclusion, the Baker
court had to perform quite a miscarriage of justice. The quandary for the
Baker court was that there was a strong precedent in Hawai’i
jurisprudence for sustaining the Kantner trio’s analysis. In a series of
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cases278 the court had already defined principled limits on the police
power, and according to this analysis the state had the burden of proof.
To shoulder its burden, it had to (1) show that the interests of the public
required such interference, and (2) that the means were reasonably
necessary for the accomplishment of the purpose and not unduly
oppressive upon individuals.
Taking its own doctrines seriously, then, the court would have had to
invalidate the drug law as being an unconstitutional exercise of the police
power. The Baker court, however, would not be discouraged, and with
the injudicious logic that always accompanies such decisions the majority
went on a rampage to destroy whatever authority FC reasoning had had.
As Justice Levinson himself said on the matter, “the majority opinion . .
. effected a deconstruction and reconstruction of this court’s
jurisprudential ‘past’ that is utterly Orwellian in its scope and
methodology. Indeed, the Baker majority literally ‘went by the book.’”279
In his dissent Levinson documents how the majority rewrote the past
by ignoring reality and reason, but as we have discussed the various ways
by which the courts will disparage constitutionally valid rights-claims,
the Baker court’s odyssey to the bottom of the FC/NC scale shall not be
rehearsed. Suffice to say that it followed the tired old recipe. And as
Levinson noted, so it was that “the Baker majority managed to ignore the
unignorable: that a mere three years previously, a . . . majority of the
Kantner court . . . had agreed that, as a matter of constitutional law, the
police power of the state did not extend to the criminalization of mere
possession of marijuana for personal use.”280
However, there was still one capable FC reasoner left on the court.
This was Justice Kobayashi. A former Attorney General, he stood his
ground, reviewed the factual picture, and in a lone dissent was
“compelled to conclude that the statute in question constitutes an
arbitrary and capricious exercise of police powers by the [state].”281 As
he said:
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“In my opinion . . . the real purpose of the criminalization of
possession of marijuana is simply to perpetuate society's prejudice
against marijuana; a prejudice which I believe is based mainly upon
inaccurate information. Clearly, the only confirmed harm of
marijuana is not in marijuana per se, but the laws which criminalize
the possessor. The lives and careers of many thousands of possessors
have been damaged or destroyed irrationally and oppressively. The
interest of society generally has been seriously harmed by the
unnecessary criminalization of a large segment of the people.
Organized crime or crimes have been fostered by the act of the [state]
in proscribing the possession of marijuana. In the exercise of [the
state’s] police powers, the law is clear: To justify the state in
interposing its authority on behalf of the public, it must appear, first,
that the interests of the public require such interference; and, second,
that the means are reasonably necessary for the accomplishment of
the purpose, and not unduly oppressive upon individuals.
. . . In my opinion, the statute prohibiting the possession of
marijuana fails to meet the above test. Mere debatable possible harm
of marijuana on the individual user does not justify the [state] in
interposing its authority on behalf of the public. Assuming arguendo
[that] justification exists in proscribing the possession of marijuana,
the means used to discourage the individual possession of marijuana
is not reasonably necessary. The means used has not only failed to
accomplish the purpose, but is irrational and unduly oppressive upon
the individual marijuana users. . . . I would affirm the result of the
trial court's judgment for the reasons stated.”282

9.3 THE RENFRO COURT
Six months after Baker, with State v. Renfro, another constitutional
challenge came before the Supreme Court.283 The appellants, however,
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stood no chance. Having already rewritten the past into a picture more to
its liking, the majority simply referred to Baker and left the appellants
with the impossible task of convincing a panel of indisposed justices that
there were meaningful limits to the police power. In the mind of the
majority, this was hardly the case and the appellants lost. As Justice
Levinson summarized the proceedings:
“What is particularly striking about the majority opinion in Renfro is
its mantraesque, rote quality. Although the constitutional constraints
established in Kraft and Lee on the state’s police power were
acknowledged in theory, they seem essentially to have atrophied to a
null set. Indeed, the Renfro majority opinion virtually turns the
Kraft/Lee analysis on its head. Gone was the proposition, from which
‘we start,’ ‘that where an individual’s conduct, or class of individuals’
conduct, does not directly harm others, the public interest is not
affected and is not properly the subject of the police power of the
legislature.’ And in the face of a legislative determination ‘that the
conduct of a particular class of people recklessly affects their physical
well-being and that the consequent physical injury and death is so
widespread as to be of grave concern to the public,’ not only was it
no longer required, as a precondition of the state’s exercise of the
police power, that ‘the incidence and severity of the physical harm be
statistically demonstrated to the satisfaction of the court,’ but the
diametric opposite seemed to have become the case: if the incidence
and severity of the physical harm was ‘inconclusive,’ and the state of
‘scientific knowledge’ was
‘incomplete,’ then the legislature could exercise the police power in
whatever way it wanted.
In short, the Renfro majority seemed to have completely forgotten
the ‘direct harm to others/statistically demonstrated secondary social
harm’ circumscription of the constitutional exercise the state’s police
power so carefully explicated in Kraft and Lee. That being so, it is
little wonder that the Renfro majority regarded the constitutional right
of privacy—if it really believed there was one at all, having never
found an instance in which it took precedence over anything else—as
being of such minor, non-fundamental importance that individual
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privacy was invariably obliged to ‘give way’ to legislative whim and
speculation.”284

Justice Kobayashi, having stated his position with sufficient lucidity
in Kantner and Baker, wrote a one-sentence dissent, holding that he
disagreed for the reasons stated in Baker.285 Significantly, however, his
opinion in that case had apparently persuaded Judge Sodetani, who joined
in the Renfro dissent. Accordingly, as in Kantner, the marijuana law was
found constitutional by a single vote.
Then, on December 29, 1978, Justice Kobayashi retired from the
court. For some time there were no more justices capable of principled
opposition to the impiety which had eaten its way into the heart of the
American legal system. From then on a presumption of constitutionality
ruled supreme and the police power was, as far as drug policy goes,
boundless. It was under these conditions that a unanimous Hawai’i
Supreme Court, on May 21, 1979, handed down a per curiam opinion in
State v. Bachman.286 The court simply stated that it found Bachman’s
contention to be without merit and referred to what it had said in Baker
and Renfro.

9.4 THE MALLAN COURT
It would be 20 years before another justice capable of FC reasoning
emerged to challenge the status quo. That honor went to the second
Justice Levinson who took on the majority in Mallan.
What made this case so interesting was that by the time Mallan was
decided a right to privacy had been added to the Hawai’i Constitution. In
1978 a Constitutional Convention had gathered in order to provide better
constitutional protection against arbitrary infringements on
autonomy/liberty rights. As a result, Article I of the State Constitution
was amended by adding a new section which read: “The right of the
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people to privacy is recognized and shall not be infringed without the
showing of a compelling state interest. The legislature shall take affirmative steps to implement this right.”
The question now was how to interpret this amendment. Could it be,
as the proponents of the drug law predictably would argue, that it only
referred to a small group of privacy rights, such as those already given
preferred protection by the courts? Or could it be that it referred to
privacy rights in general—that is, that it protected any and all autonomy
and liberty rights from undue interference?
Looking at the reports of the Committee that prepared this new
amendment, there was no doubt that it meant exactly what it said. The
Standing Committee spoke of a “right to personal autonomy,” “to be let
alone,” and continued:
“It should be emphasized that this right is not an absolute one, but,
because similar to the right of free speech, it is so important in value
that it can be infringed upon only by the showing of a compelling state
interest. If the State is able to show a compelling state interest, the
right of the group will prevail over the privacy rights or the right of
the individual. However, in view of the important nature of this right,
the State must use the least restrictive means should it desire to
interfere with the right. Your Committee expects that at times the
interests of national security, law enforcement, the interest of the State
to protect the lives of citizens or other similar interests will be strong
enough to override the right to privacy. It is not the intent of your
Committee to grant a license to individuals to violate the right of
others, but rather to grant the individual full control over his life,
absent the showing of a compelling state interest to protect his
security and that of others.”287

The Constitutional Convention endorsed the Committee’s report in
its entirety, and so there could be no doubt about the legislature’s intent:
It was to protect the individual’s right to be let alone and to have “full
control over his life” in the absence of a “compelling state interest.” In
other words, strict scrutiny would apply, and the government would have
to demonstrate that its action had been structured with precision; that it
287
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was narrowly tailored to serve legitimate objectives; and that it had
selected the least drastic means for achieving its objectives.
Not only that, but the Standing Committee stated that “the
importance of this amendment is that it establishes that certain rights
deserve special judicial protection from majority rule. It recognizes that
there will always be a dynamic tension between majority rule, which is
the basis of a democratic society, and the rights of individuals to do as
they choose, which is the basis of freedom, and your Committee believes
that this amendment recognizes the high value that individuality has in
society. Your Committee, by equating privacy with the first amendment
rights, intends that the right be considered a fundamental right and that
interference with the activities protected by it be minimal.”288
As we can see, the legislature most definitely put another act of FC
reasoning/legislation on the books and the Supreme Court unanimously
recognized all of this in State v. Kam,289 where it held the prohibition of
obscene materials in the home unconstitutional.
This being so, the stage was perfectly set for another constitutional
challenge to the drug law. Things were looking good for the appellant,
Lloyd Mallan, as the court needed only apply its own doctrine with some
consistency—then the presumption of liberty would be honored, and the
state would have to provide a compelling justification for interfering with
his rights. The majority, however, would have none of it. Except for
Levinson’s powerful dissent, the justices would not include drug use as a
protected privacy right and yet again NC reasoning carried the day.
Considering that the legislature so clearly had put an act of FC
reasoning on the books, how was this possible?
Again, the answer is found in human psychology. And presuming
that more sinister reasons were not involved, the answer is that the minds
of NC individuals operate in a closed-loop system whereby the
implications of FC reasoning will consistently be ignored. They will
ignore the implications of higher-order reasoning because they are not
yet ready to expand their horizons—and they are not ready to expand
their horizons because it entails an expansion of Self that can be
frightening to the ego. Our identity is closely associated with the beliefs
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we hold, and it takes a certain amount of maturity to leave old beliefstructures behind. To do so is to leave the old idea of Self behind, and
this can only be done when the ego is not too entranced by fear. Fear is
the one thing that prevents people from moving forward, as each step is
a like a small death to the ego.
It is this “petite-mort” that ensures that so many humans will resist
change—and this fear of ego-death is why so many prefer insanity to
reason. Following reason, after all, entails a willingness to leave old ideas
behind and this is impossible if our identity is too attached to old beliefstructures. The further towards the NC-end we operate, the more
fervently we will cling on to the old sense of self, and so those at this
level will reject reason to escape whatever conclusions they would have
to embrace by stepping into a greater, more coherent frame of reference.
The Mallan majority was no different. These justices showed no
willingness to check the validity of their presumptions, and because the
enemy image was beyond reproach the justices could not accept the
implications of the legislature’s principled position. Something—but not
the drug law—had to yield, and we shall see how they solved the
problem.

9.4.1 THE MALLAN COURT’S DEFECTIVE PRIVACY ANALYSIS
For an unbiased observer, the Mallan court had a huge problem if it were
to side with the drug law. To begin with, the Hawai’i Constitution had its
own privacy clause, and it left state courts “free to give broader privacy
protection than that given by the federal constitution.”290 Now, as we have
seen, the premise that privacy rights are better protected by constitutions
with an explicit privacy protection clause is itself flawed. It is the
underlying principles that determine where the line that separates the
individual from the collective’s sphere shall be drawn and if the
Constitution has an enumerated privacy clause is irrelevant. Be that as it
may, the Mallan majority recognized that “our case law and the text of
our constitution appear to invite this court to look beyond the federal
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standards in interpreting the right to privacy,”291 and the justices went on
to the next question, whether there was a constitutionally protected right
to possess marijuana for personal use.
In pondering this, the justices looked to the legislature process. It is
a long-recognized principle of law that the Constitution must be
interpreted with due regard to the intent of the framers and the people
adopting it and that the fundamental principle in interpreting a
constitutional provision is to give effect to that intent. Hence, the task at
hand was to look at the committee reports and debates in the
Constitutional Convention where the privacy clause was adopted.
Looking at this, it was clear that the legislature had done its job
properly. It was clear that the committee members followed in the
founders’ footsteps and that their intention was to provide enhanced
security against undue government interference. This could only be done
by emphasizing the importance of respecting the underlying principles of
the constitutional order, and so the committee members sought to set
principled limits that protected the privacy of individuals. This was the
whole point of the legislature’s work—this was the intention. However,
even though the legislature had made its intentions clear, this did not
hinder the majority from refusing to act. Never mind that the right to
privacy was a general right. Never mind that it only excluded those
activities which the government had good reasons for criminalizing. And
never mind that the statute explicitly said that the only way to determine
if this was the case was by the state showing that it had a compelling
interest in prohibiting the activity in question.
We have already seen how the impact of an enemy image (and the
psychological incentives behind it) will incapacitate those in its grip. Its
power takes precedence before all else, and so it is that, to comply with
the demands of the enemy image, logic will be turned on its head.292 We
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have seen how this results in different standards of harm, culpability,
dignity, decency, as well as other mindless ramblings, and the Mallan
majority was no different. Even though the legislature had stated that the
purpose of the privacy clause was “to grant the individual full control
over his life, absent the showing of a compelling state interest,” it proved
impossible for these justices to cope with the implications. Surely this
could not include drug use? Surely it could not mean that the state had to
show good reasons for denying people this right? Surely the drug law
should not have to be defended?
For some reason, the idea of an effective remedy was repugnant to
the majority and they had to ensure that the legislature’s exact words and
intention was rendered null and void. This was done by resorting to the
traditional way of disparaging rights-claims, the fundamental rights
analysis. They began by stating that “[t]here is no question that the right
of privacy embodied in article I, section 6 is a fundamental right in and
of itself. Any infringement of the right to privacy must be subjected to
the compelling state interest test. Thus, the only analysis this court need
utilize when testing a right to privacy claim such as Mallan’s is whether
the conduct prohibited by law is entitled to protection under article I,
section 6.”293
When it came to this the answer was easy. The justices did not have
to look to any other authority than their own biased notions to find that
marijuana use could not possibly be protected by the privacy clause, for
even if the legislature had opted for across-the-board protection the court
could not imagine that the delegates adopting the privacy provision could
foresee the implications of their actions. The justices felt sure that if the
committee members’ personal preferences (read: prejudices) were
allowed to count, they would not have meant what they said. It was
simply unthinkable that the legislature would have encouraged a
principled application of the law if it meant that the drug laws could be
subjected to meaningful scrutiny. And so, interpreting the privacy
provision according to their own subjective preferences, the Mallan

so the concern for the preservation of human life expressed in both the Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendments undercuts a fundamental liberty interest in assisting an otherwise healthy
individual to poison herself.” Tribe & Dorf, Levels of Generality in the Definition of Rights
(1990) 1070, 1071, 1107
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majority held that “[i]f the delegates had intended such a result, surely
they would have placed an explicit reference in the committee reports.
Instead, the committee reports contain no mention of the legalization of
illicit drugs.”294
Such an interpretation is what we can expect from those operating at
the NC level. Never mind that this interpretation would undermine the
purpose of the constitutional order. Never mind that according to this
interpretation the Privacy Clause would be useless, its words void of any
objective meaning. Never mind that to arrive at this conclusion they had
to rely on the self-refuting logic and incoherent reasoning we have
previously discussed. This is a price NC individuals are willing to pay to
keep their biased notions intact.
If it were not for the psychological incentives behind the enemy
image, however, the justices would have come to grips with the duplicity
inherent in such reasoning. They would have understood that it was the
mindset of immature individuals at work; individuals who insist on
holding two contradictory ideas at the same time, who would like to keep
both, and who therefore refused to reconsider the implications of their
position. A healthy mind—a mind ready to evolve—could not possibly
live with this dissonance. An individual at this level of growth would
have understood that a dissonance between two simultaneously held
beliefs were an indication of mental sickness. She would have understood
that two conflicting ideas could not both be true, that one would have to
yield, and that the moral compass of this predicament was found in
accepting the implications of principled reasoning. Consequently, she
would be open to the light of reason, follow it to its conclusion and
discard the incompatible idea. In doing so she would not be worse off.
Instead, she would have arrived at a higher, more evolved, and coherent
level of reality, one where her sense of self was not entwined with
disserving notions and falsely held convictions.
For the Mallan majority, however, this was not an option. Relying on
the fundamental rights doctrine, they took the coward’s way out and
opted for the rational basis test. Consequently, it was yet again for the
defendant to prove that “the government’s action was clearly arbitrary
and unreasonable, having no substantial relation to the public health,
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safety, morals, or general welfare” to a court that already had made up its
mind. According to the majority, the idea of using a more demanding test,
such as the one advanced by the dissent, was rejected as outmoded and
discredited thinking. It belonged to an era of constitutional history from
which the court had long departed, and the court had no intention of
returning to an age when the presumption of liberty held sway. According
to the majority, that would “lead to dangerous and unprecedented
results,” and “the dissent's general methodology present[ed] a significant
danger.”295

9.4.2 THE MAJORITY’S FEAR OF PRINCIPLED REASONING
To FC individuals it is difficult to imagine the “danger” in abiding by the
doctrines of reason. To them it is impossible to see how a state having to
justify its criminal laws would be a threat to anything other than arbitrary
and unjust laws and the advocates of tyrannical government. But again,
NC individuals feel very much threatened by this. The majority admitted
as much. To them, the problem with Levinson’s reasoning was that it
“decriminalizes the use and possession of virtually all contraband drugs
used within the home or wherever a person believes he is ‘in privacy.’”296
As Justice Levinson replied in his dissent, this may or may not be the
case, depending on whether such a result is the outcome of a properly
applied balancing test.
Levinson’s response, however, is not persuasive to NC individuals.
Being blinded by an exaggerated enemy image, they will resist any urge
to follow the implications of principled reasoning. Under no conditions
will they double-check the validity of this enemy image, and as the light
of reason cannot guide them, they will (1) overcomplicate or (2)
oversimplify the issue. In either case their analysis will be off, and they
imagine that if FC reasoning proved triumphant, all restrictions on drugs
would have to be abandoned and hell would break loose.
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This is not the case. First of all, we are not talking about an either-or,
where we must choose between two extremes. If the prohibition of
cannabis should fail to pass constitutional muster it might be that some
regulation is still feasible; its sales might be taxed and controlled, its use
might be prohibited in public places, and so on. Secondly, even if
cannabis prohibition should violate liberty/autonomy rights, it might be
that the prohibition of other drugs is constitutional; it all depends on the
factual picture and if the state can demonstrate with sufficient evidence
that its premises for advocating a prohibition are sound. If the
government’s argument is sound, prohibition will have no problem with
first principles and the law will have proven its validity. But if there is a
problem, it will be because the drug law does not serve its stated purpose
and because it fails to balance the rights of the individual against the
needs of society. In either case the best argument wins and the public
good will be served—and so, whatever the result, there is absolutely no
need to fear the outcome.
Prohibitionists’ fear of principled reasoning, therefore, is not rational.
The majority’s warning that it would lead to “dangerous and
unprecedented results” is simply a testimony to the power of the enemy
images, as we are dealing with emotional resistance. As long as people
remain spellbound by the enemy image of drugs no reasoning, no matter
how coherent, will make a difference and any objective inquiry will be
shunned. History, as well as the pathetic replies to FC reasoning are
evidence of this. As we have seen, all the objections raised are proven
irrelevant by principled reasoning, and while the Mallan majority
rehearsed a few of these already refuted objections, they also added
another. Explaining why Levinson’s reasoning was so “dangerous,” the
majority not only claimed that its “expansive interpretation circumvents
the natural development of the right to privacy in two respects: (1) it
removes from the developmental process the voice of the people as
expressed by legislative action, and (2) it eschews careful case-by-case
development of the right to privacy by the courts.”297
With respect to the first point, this is of no concern. After all, we are
not merely a democracy; we are a democracy governed by the rule of law,
and the rule of law dictates that the individual has rights that supersede
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the rule of ignorant and prejudiced beliefs, no matter how commonly or
deeply held. As the Hawai’i legislature had reminded the court, “there
will always be a dynamic tension between majority rule, which is the
basis of a democratic society, and the rights of individuals to do as they
choose, which is the basis of freedom,” and the right to privacy is one of
those fundamental rights that “deserve special judicial protection from
majority rule.”298 Hence, what the majority of the voters want does not
necessarily matter, and this objection is another of those kneejerk
responses that NC judges will use to hide from constitutional
responsibilities.299
With respect to the second point, this is equally irrelevant. After all,
there is nothing in the doctrines of law that speak against a full change of
direction whenever rights-violations are discovered. To the contrary, it
would be a gross miscarriage of justice to disregard evidence of failure
only to retreat from the status quo in incremental steps. The only reason
why such an advance would appeal to some is that it would lessen the
embarrassment felt by the purveyors and defenders of the drug laws. It
is, no doubt, difficult for this lot to face the facts and to confront the
reality of their actions. Quite a few would become rabid at the notion of
immediate repeal, and so, to sustain their delusive pretenses of virtue, one
could argue that we need another 50 years to do away with the drug laws
completely.
Indeed, it is small wonder that such a suggestion would come from
the Mallan majority. The justices belong to that percentage of the
populace who are the least keen to face reality, and so it is only natural
that they would come up with such a scheme. To thinking people,
however, it is nothing but a ploy to escape responsibility for their actions.
To maintain a façade of respectability, it is easy to understand why they
would want this change of policy to be so slow that no one really is held
responsible for crimes against humanity. Even so, this is no good reason
for dissolving the drug war effort over a period of decades. The price of
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appealing to vanity is bought at the expense of untold human misery, and
there can be no justice, no rule of law, before this charade is put to an
end.
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10
SUMMARY
“The War on Drugs violates the fundamental common law principle
of responsibility in its reliance on coercive, preventive laws—
prohibition—passed in anticipation of misconduct, whether or not it
actually occurs. It thus proceeds from a platform of disrespect for the
idea of individual rights and responsibilities; its premises do not
harmonize with those of the legal and political systems, and that
dissonance may explain much of its futility and destructiveness.” 300
―Steven Wisotsky―

IN THIS PART WE have exposed the American system of arbitrary law. We
have also explored the qualitative difference between FC and NC
reasoning, and the problem with the latter has been made sufficiently
clear. Hence, there is no reason to elaborate. Instead, what I will do in
this summary is to give FC reasoners due credit. And in looking at the
history of drug law challenges, little more than a handful of justices
qualify for this noble status. Justices Abe, Levinson, Kobayashi, and the
second Levinson of the Hawaii Supreme Court all passed with flying
colors.301 This honor also goes to Justices Kavanagh of the Michigan
Supreme Court302 and Sanders of the Washington Supreme Court.303
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In Sanders’s case, the issue before the court concerned a right to
medical marijuana. However, I have taken the liberty of presuming that
he would have applied the same reasoning in matters concerning
recreational use. This may not be the case, but his opinion fulfills the
necessary criteria. Justices Dolliver, Hicks, and Williams of the same
court also voiced an opinion that qualifies,304 and the same goes for
Justices Seiler and Shangler of the Michigan Supreme Court.305 I will also
name Justice Adkins of the Florida Supreme Court for his dissenting
opinions. He does, after all, establish that drug use is a protected privacy
right,306 and that the state must have more than a hypothetical rational
basis” for its classification. He is clear that there must be a “valid and
substantial reason for classifications,”307 and assuming that he applies the
same reasoning consistently, he deserves credit.
In addition to this, there are a few majority opinions that more or less
qualify. In English v. Miller,308 People v. McCabe,309 People v. Sinclair,310
Sam v. State,311 and State v. Zornes,312 the court had sufficient integrity to
invalidate the marijuana laws on equal protection grounds. However, as
the issue before the court was whether the classification of marijuana
together with opiates violated the equal protection clause, I believe that
these justices would fail the test when push came to shove. Had the
appellants raised the bigger issue, whether the different treatment of
marijuana and alcohol users violated the equal protection clause, they
would most likely, just as every other court faced with this issue, have
denied protection on equal protection grounds and so I do not want to
reward them with FC status. There are also the justices at the Alaska
Supreme Court who, with Ravin, found marijuana use to be a protected
privacy right and demanded that the state justify its prohibition. Thus,
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they deserve credit, but the reasoning of the court was so entrenched in
the NC paradigm that no FC status shall be awarded.
In addition to the justices summarized, we can add a few from the
lower courts. Even so, it is a rather sorry spectacle. We are dealing with
more than a hundred constitutional challenges and so we can assume that
90 percent of American justices belong to the NC category. That is, they
may from time to time expound the kind of principled reasoning needed
to fulfill FC criteria in other areas, but this is easy. It is in the hard cases
(as in constitutional challenges to the prohibitions on drugs and
prostitution) that they have an opportunity to prove their qualities, and
here they fall short. Again and again, we find their reasoning too
contaminated by the cultural prejudice of the status quo to correctly apply
first principles.
We can also look for the same traits among other legal scholars, such
as professors of law. Here the record is also flimsy, but it is unlikely that
more than 10 percent will qualify for FC status. All things being equal,
this is what we can expect from the general population and I have seen
no indication that FC traits are more common among academics.
However, even if this should be the case generally speaking, the trend
among Ninth Amendment scholars is reversed. Looking at their
scholarship, 90 percent could classify as FC individuals. Hence, there is
hope for the future. These are the scholars with the firmest grip on
constitutional interpretation, and had they been consulted—and their
knowledge applied—the American legal system would evolve into FC
status.
If we want to get the American system back on track, we need only
listen to these individuals. They are the avant-garde, the harbingers of
things to come, but they are mostly talking to themselves and have little
influence on current events. At the very least, the justices at the U.S.
Supreme Court do not seem to have much regard for their criticisms. Just
like most politicians, prosecutors, and career bureaucrats at the Justice
Department, they remain dedicated to doctrines of arbitrary law and their
foremost concern seems to be keeping the status quo intact.
This, again, is as one can expect. As Professor Ervin Staub noted,
“being part of a system shapes views, rewards adherence to dominant
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views, and makes deviation psychologically demanding and difficult.”313
Hence, as the dominant view is the NC mindset, they are representative
of this perspective and it comes as no surprise that they have ignored
principled reasoning. It is all part of the pattern, and we can expect our
body of law to remain in shambles for quite some time, as the system’s
force of inertia will continue to fight integrity and FC reasoning every
step of the way, while the majority of the population remains oblivious.
Even so, we can expect the NC mindset to lose out in the end. As we
shall see, we are in the midst of a paradigm shift and the only question is
how expensive the funeral will be in terms of lives needlessly lost,
millions wrongfully incarcerated, and money unwisely spent promoting
organized crime and feeding the totalitarian aspects of the state. The
stakes are high. Every year this war continues, the body count and human
misery that follows in its wake is comparable to that of conventional
wars; as much as 400.000 lives are unnecessarily lost, and one day we
will look back and remember the Drug War as one of history’s most
heinous crimes against humanity.
While prohibitionists will disagree, the evidence is overwhelming.
As we have seen, the case against drug prohibition is nearing complete;
every aspect of its unconstitutionality has been documented and the
problems with the prohibition argument have been exposed in full detail.
More and more people are catching up, and it is only a matter of time
before prohibitionists will have to recognize our right to an effective
remedy. The longer until they do, the more profound will be their denial
of responsibility, and the more our officials will go from a position of
embarrassment to criminal negligence. To the extent they continue to
ignore the evidence, they are depriving the people of basic constitutional
rights, and they are, as openly as civil servants ever can be expected to,
saying F.U. to the people they are supposed to serve. No one of sound
mind would vote for officials such as these and no officials worthy of the
people’s trust will let this state of affairs continue unchecked. Hence, to
the extent that our officials take their duties seriously, they will assist us
in ending drug prohibition.
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Also, to the extent that the NC doctrines discussed are a sincere
attempt to find the best possible instruments for anchoring the light of
first principles, of de-abstracting and transfusing this light into a more
pliable and concrete form (i.e., something to work with), we can expect
judges and lawyers to embrace FC doctrines as soon as their preeminence is established. This, no doubt, is the situation today. Indeed, the
case for a systemic recalibration towards a state of resonance with FC
law is so powerful that impeachment procedures will be the only proper
response if the courts fail the people.
This should be uncontroversial. As Professor Gerber noted, “[t]he
theory of the Constitution requires that Congress exercise the political
courage necessary to perform its constitutional duty of impeaching those
justices who seek to ‘rewrite’ the Constitution rather than interpret it.”314
This is what most justices have done to this day. Under the cover of
“objectivity” the courts have never been more subjectively driven,315 and
the flawed reasoning by which they operate ensures the unnecessary,
illegitimate, and continued suffering of millions. To the extent the
judiciary continues this travesty, they are unlawfully depriving the people
of their constitutional rights, and such open hostility is not what the
founders intended.
All things considered, therefore, unless their representatives quickly
turn things around, Americans will have right to declare the government
an enemy of the people and abolish that apparatus which has become so
destructive to the principles and ends of the founding. To say this is
neither anarchistic hyperbole nor aggravating hate speech: It is simply
the idea of America. It should be uncontroversial that American officials
are responsible to the people, and that, when betraying their trust, the
consequences shall be proportional to their treason. Self-serving,
conniving, and dishonest officials should by all rights be fearful of the
314
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people to whom they are beholden—and just like America was an idea
whose time had come 250 years ago, so it is time for Americans to
embrace the ideas of the Founding.
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PART FOUR
A SHIFTING PARADIGM

11
THE ADVANCING PROGRESS OF REASON
“Our world is ruled by inflexible laws which control not only the
motions of the heavenly bodies, but the consequences of human
conduct. These Universal motions, interpreted politically, are
impelling human society out of a state of autocracy and tyranny to
democracy and freedom. This motion is inevitable, for the growth of
humans is a gradual development of mind over matter, and the motion
itself represents the natural and reasonable unfoldment of the
potentials within human character.”1
―Manly P. Hall―

LOOKING BACK AT HISTORY, we see a steady progress of reason. This
progress was briefly reviewed in part one where we discussed its
implications in fields as diverse as religion and law. It is only in the NCworld that things appear fragmented and apart, but as we evolve towards
the FC-end the dissonance and incoherence at the NC level is traversed
and the result is a more holistic worldview. To high-end FC individuals
therefore law, politics, psychology, religion, physics, and so on, comes
together as one, uniting in a coherent superstructure.
To those at a lower level it is difficult to grasp the outline and the
internal consistency of this superstructure. It is also difficult to judge the
extent to which it is harmonious with reason. However, looking at history
the ideals, values, and principles that follow from Wholeness have
increasingly come into prominence, and we can intuit that this process
will result in a collective recognition of FC traits.
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In the field of religion, we can trace this progress in our image of
God. 5000 years ago, the NC mindset ruled superior, and the image of
God reflected this fact. We can always expect our perception of God to
conform to our ideals and understanding, and the Old Testament God
proves this point. He was a cruel, jealous, and bitterly vengeful patriarch,
one that mirrored the ideals expounded by the outlook of that age. The
society model was a strictly hierarchical, dominance-oriented endeavor
and the impact of the ideals that follow from the Wholeness perspective
was infinitesimal.
2000 years ago, we find a society that had matured. This is reflected
in the New Testament God, one that was more forgiving and patient with
his herd. Society was still governed by ruthless, self-serving individuals,
and it remained firmly entrenched in the extreme NC-end. Nevertheless,
we see that the values and ideals that follow from the Wholeness concept
were beginning to have an impact. To this day there has been a gulf
between theory and practice, but as we have matured this distance has
been decreasing. 500 years ago, the idea of human rights would still be
unheard of, but 250 years later, with the French and the American
Revolution, they became officially recognized. Society, however, had
still not advanced to the point where reason would be allowed to triumph
and the spirit that breathed life into the French Declaration of Rights and
the American Declaration of Independence was quashed by the
prevailing way of thinking. Even so, the inherent dissonance between the
FC and the NC mindset—and the moral and intellectual superiority of the
former—has ensured a gradual calibration of society towards the FCend.2
In the discipline of law, this progress is seen in the advancing
appreciation for the dignity of man as found in the increasing recognition
of autonomy rights. 2000 years ago, the concept of autonomy had no
bearing and there was no shame in dominating or owning another human
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being. Those who did would even take great pride in their achievement,
thinking it established manhood. There is still a remnant of such people,
but as we draw closer to our age we find that things have changed and at
a quicker pace. We still have a way to go before we can call ourselves a
FC society, but at the very least we have matured to the point where we
do not automatically murder or imprison those who assist in the
transformation to this status. Hopefully, therefore, the time will not be
long in coming before we also begin to listen to those who can observe
and understand the causes of our problems.
We shall have more to say on this, but before we go into causes we
shall continue studying their effects—and studying the progress of
history, we see a gradual emergence of the FC mindset. What we are
dealing with is two wholly different modes of perception, two opposing
lines of reasoning, two different paradigms. One is the source of all our
problems and the other is the solution, and as humanity learns from its
mistakes the collective psyche is increasingly being influenced by those
values, ideals, and principles that follow from the Wholeness. As
individuals we will be more or less influenced by one or the other, but
collectively speaking the quality of the collective unconscious is
changing and the impact of FC reasoning will become dominant. We
have not yet reached that point in time. But the increasing polarity is a
sure sign that something has got to give, and looking at trends in law there
are indications that the NC paradigm is nearing its end.

11.1 THE CLASH OF COMPETING PARADIGMS
In the evolution of American law and society, we have seen two opposing
paradigms competing for hegemony. The FC paradigm builds from first
principles and proceeds by means of logical argument while the NC
paradigm merely satisfies our arbitrary notions of right and wrong. To
FC individuals it is self-evident that no law worthy of its name can ignore
the principles of justice. It is also obvious that our ideas about right and
wrong, if they are to carry any weight, must conform to these principles
and that whenever there is discord between the two the light of first
principles must be allowed to guide us towards higher understanding and
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better judgment. However, as we have seen, most people do not care
about justice in any meaningful sense. They care deeply about their own
opinions of right and wrong, but they have no regard for the principles of
justice and whenever there is a conflict between the two, they will go
with the former.
We have seen how this is the case when constitutional challenges to
socially contested issues are made. In order to make the legal system
conform to biased opinions, NC justices must ignore the dictates of
reason and the only thing that can help them maintain an aura of
respectability is a set of fundamentally flawed doctrines. Because of the
need to keep reality at bay, these doctrines must be completely detached
from principled reasoning and the result is two different systems of law.
We have seen how legal concepts like consent, human rights, the rule of
law, popular sovereignty, police power, arbitrariness, rational basis,
public good, burden of proof, the limits of the criminal sanction, etc.,
therefore means different things to different people, and the same goes
for the harm principle, equality principle, proportionality principle, and
the principle of legality. In other words, depending on which end of the
FC/NC model we find ourselves, there will be different theories for
justification of the criminal law and the notion of what the Constitution
means will be completely different.
What we are dealing with is two wholly different levels of
intelligence, different depths of insight, and different reaches of mental
faculties. The further we draw towards the NC-end, the more our logic
will be colored by faulty belief-systems and an eagerness to preserve a
self-righteous and deluded worldview, one that is disconnected from the
greater reality, while the nearer we draw towards the FC-end, the greater
will be the analytical power involved and the more our world will be
harmonious with the ideals, values, and principles that follow from the
Wholeness concept.
It is natural that NC individuals will disagree, but we have proven
beyond dispute the mental and moral superiority of the FC mindset. We
have seen that compared to the reasoning at the FC level, the reasoning
coming from the NC-end will be unprincipled, fragmented, disjointed,
shallow, trivial, inconsistent, illogical, self-refuting, paradoxical and ad
hoc.
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We have also seen that psychologically speaking, the NC paradigm
is simply a symptom of our willingness to delude ourselves. To those
existing at the lower end, the delusion will be too complete for the
distance between theory and practice to be perceived. But as we draw
nearer to the FC-end, it becomes more difficult to ignore the cognitive
dissonance that keeps the status quo in place. At some point we can no
longer accept the worldview of those engulfed in the NC Groupmind. The
price of conformity will become too great, and so FC reasoning takes the
place of NC reasoning.
As a culture we have not advanced to the point where the distance
between theory and practice can be officially acknowledged. However,
we have advanced to the point where it is plain to see, and we shall now
explore some indicators that we are in the midst of a paradigm shift.

11.1.1 THE SHIFTING VIEWS ON DRUG POLICY
At the very core of drug policy, we find a rather simple question. Shall
we, to quote Professor Szasz, see the drug user “as a stupid, sick, and
helpless child, who, tempted by pushers, peers, and the pleasures of
drugs, succumbs to the lure and loses control of himself? Or as a person
in control of himself, who, like Adam, chooses the forbidden fruit as the
elemental and elementary way of pitting himself against authority?”3
Any thinking on drug policy must begin with either of these
suppositions. As Szasz noted, “the questions frame two different moral
perspectives, and the answers define two different moral strategies: if we
side with authority and wish to repress the individual, we shall treat him
as if he were helpless, the innocent victim of overwhelming temptation;
and we shall then ‘protect’ him from further temptation by treating him
as a child, slave, or madman. If we side with the individual and wish to
refute the legitimacy and reject the power of authority to infantilize him,
we shall treat him as if he were in command of himself, the executor of
responsible decisions; and we shall then demand that he respect others as
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he respects himself by treating him as an adult, a free individual, or a
‘rational’ person.”4
The former is the preferred NC option while the latter is the favored
FC option. In the NC society the concept of individual autonomy will
carry no weight, there will be no principled thinking separating the
domain of the state and the individual, and the state will be free to
transgress upon the latter whenever it is politically expedient. In the FC
society, however, the opposite will be the case, and unless it can be shown
that drugs deprive the user of autonomous capacity, society will treat him
as if he “were in command of himself, the executor of responsible
decisions.” It is as simple as that and policy-wise either supposition
makes sense. It all depends on the nature of drug use and if it can be
construed as an activity involving autonomous, rational choice.
To this day our drug policies have been rooted in the NC approach.
We have taken for granted that drug use equals slavery, that it is motivated
by pathological needs and wants, that it has no inherent value, and that it
is an irrational and misdirected pursuit. As it turns out none of these
assumptions are borne out by the evidence, but that has not stopped us
from building drug policy on this ideological foundation.
While it is apparent that current policy is built on a flawed factual
foundation, prohibitionists, at the very least, have been doing their
reasoning from this premise. This, however, is no longer the case. Since
the 1990s, the enemy image of drugs has been waning, and as the moral
panic subsides reason is allowed to influence the course of drug policy.
Since California in 1996 became the first state to legalize medical
marijuana 25 states have followed and now 80 percent of the American
people support this policy. With the waning enemy image, we also see
that an increasing percentage of the population want to legalize the
recreational use of marijuana. In 1990 a mere 16 percent favored
legalization, in 2006 it was 32 percent, and today roughly 60 percent want
to see this done. As this trend is expected to continue, we can predict that
at some point in the near future the prohibition of marijuana will yield. A
handful of states have already legalized recreational use and this trend is
part of a bigger picture. In the Western hemisphere, we see a movement
away from the zero-tolerance ideology that has shaped drug policy. It is
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an open secret that much of the problems associated with drug use results
from prohibition, and as the persecution of drug users is increasingly
being perceived as the futile and indecent endeavor it really is, more and
more countries are decriminalizing drug use.
With the wave of decriminalization, the foundation of prohibition
ideology is crumbling. As we have seen, the only valid foundation for
drug prohibition is the perception of drug use as an activity bereft of
value, one that cannot be rationally pursued. To support the logic of
prohibition the drug user cannot be admitted status as an autonomous
agent,5 and yet, internationally, more and more courts are invoking the
right to autonomy to decriminalize drug use. The tension between this
view and the prohibition paradigm is evident, for (1) if drug use is granted
status as being compatible with the choice of responsible adults the state
has no business interfering. And (2) if the state has no business depriving
of a choice in drugs, it also follows that there must be a correlative right
to purchase such materials for personal use, or else the underlying
autonomy right becomes meaningless.6 As Spooner reminds us, we
5

As Professor Wisotsky noted “Once society shifts from a world view of taking drugs a
victimization, helplessness, and aberration to one of conscious regulation of a natural drive, the
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American people, or more accurately, a stupid and futile attack on their satisfaction of a
fundamental human drive.” WISOTSKY, BEYOND THE WAR ON DRUGS (1990) 214
6
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should also keep in mind that the seller, producer, smuggler, etc., is at
most merely an accomplice to the drug user. And that it is a “rule of law
as well as reason that if the principal in any act is not punishable, the
accomplice cannot be.”7
As of yet, however, society has not evolved to the point where it is
possible for most people to apply reason to drug policy. As previously
demonstrated, it is not logic that dictates the enemy image but the enemy
image that dictates the logic, and reason must yield. After a century’s
worth of propaganda, we have not only learned to see the drug user as the
victim of a plague, but the prohibition ideology has instilled an image of
the drug pusher as being the lowliest, most terrible type of criminal. It
does not matter if the ideological foundation (that of turning the context
of supply and demand into one of victim and aggressor) is purely
mythical. Myth is often more authoritative than reality and this fictitious
conception has a power too immense for reason to penetrate. Hence, as
the era of dehumanizing drug users draws to an end, we see that while
they are being granted status as human beings, worthy of the same respect
and legal protection that we ourselves take for granted, drug distributors
are not that fortunate.
For the prohibition ideology to sustain itself—and prohibitionists to
maintain an aura of respectability—these people must still bear the brunt
of our collective guilt. They must fulfill the function of the scapegoat, for
without them the prohibitionists would have no demons to fight. Without
them, the nature of the prohibitionist crusade would become too obvious;
it would begin to dawn on people what a misdirected plot drug
prohibition really is, and we would have to “live with ourselves in the
wee hours of the morning when we must realize that we savagely
persecute pushers, who like abortionists of such recent past, have merely
offered a product or a service for which there is intense demand, while
we indecisively indulge those who commit countless acts of direct
violence against their fellow citizens.”8
It goes without saying that it is difficult to come to terms with this
realization. Coming to grips with the reality of drug prohibition
necessitates a reorganization of our moral universe that is not complete
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until we fully acknowledge the perversity of society’s official moral
codes. What we have before us is a psychological process, a cleansing of
the national psyche on par with that of South-Africa in the post-Apartheid
period and Germany after the Second World War, but as of yet we have
not matured to the point where can experience this healing moment, this
catharsis of the soul. Collectively speaking, we are still in denial of
reality—still unwilling to face the fact that the “bad guys” are simply
agents of autonomy, while the “good guys” are really agents of tyranny.
As such, as Miller noted, the drug laws can be seen as “a metaphor for
pretensions of personal virtue and their repeal a metaphor for confessing
the sin of pride.”9
This is one important reason why prohibitionists resist legalization.
The act of repeal would not only be a confession of error; it would be an
admittance of guilt, something that is psychologically painful to bear for
officials who have brutalized fellow citizens for so long.10 Hence, to
preserve a sense of pride, it remains taboo to think things through. As a
result, the ideology of prohibition muddles along, despite the fact that its
foundation is not only proven factually inaccurate (this was also the case
while our approach to drug policy remained firmly rooted in the NC
paradigm), but even though its ideological premise is increasingly being
abandoned by courts and officials.
Prohibitionists’ will to power and ignorance aside, this new trend is
a sure sign that we are in the midst of a paradigm shift. As a civilization
we have one foot in the NC-world and another in the FC-world, and the
uncanny result is that when FC individuals thought that their psychosis
could not become worse, prohibitionists have taken it up another notch.
Remember that a symptom of psychosis is to hold two contradictory
beliefs at the same time while accepting both. We have already seen how
prohibitionists will present themselves as believers in human rights on
the one hand while positioning themselves as defenders of the drug law
on the other and that they will space out into an incoherent frame of mind
(and law) when they are confronted with evidence of a disconnect. If
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denying reality is the only way to preserve their beliefs, this is what they
will do. In our day, however, prohibitionists have taken it one step
further, and to preserve their ideology they now picture the drug user as
being both autonomous and non-autonomous at the same time. Professor
Grosman noted this perplexing new trend in prohibitionist reasoning:
“Courts and scholars have invoked the right to autonomy to
decriminalize drug use, but have advocated for severe punishment of
provision and for compulsory detoxification treatments. To justify
this approach, they have oscillated between two images of the drug
user which, in fact, are inconsistent: on the one hand, an autonomous
agent who pursues her freely chosen life plan; on the other, a sort of
automaton with no will who gives in to the influence exerted by the
person who shares or sells drugs. This ambiguity is hard to maintain,
and forces us to re-evaluate the regime in force.”11

Reevaluating the regime in force, however, is not on the
prohibitionist agenda. They have a vested interest in the status quo, and
whether this perceived interest is emotional, political, or economic, they
will hold on to the prohibition ideology for dear life. Hence, this is the
paradox they must embrace: To conform to the changing standards of
decency, they must on the one hand accept the drug user as an
autonomous agent, but on the other they are unwilling to embrace its
implications as doing so will inevitably confront them with the reality of
prohibition. So it is that public officials embrace the idea of
decriminalization. As a matter of reason and principle it makes no sense,
but like children they will have their cake and eat it too—and because
11

Grosman, Drugs under the Constitution (2011) 1. Commenting on the Arriola decision of the
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committing to reason is politically and emotionally unpalatable, they
embrace half-wit logic to justify their position.
Nevertheless, despite the worsening psychosis, the changing debate
on drug policy is an important step to becoming a FC society. What we
see unfolding is the natural tension between FC and NC reasoning, and
the fact that more and more public officials will admit that drug users are
autonomous agents who choose their life plan with a reasonable degree
of freedom is a sign that the NC paradigm is nearing its end.

11.1.2 THE GLOBAL MOVEMENT TOWARDS FC LAW
“What we need, in short, is a fresh start. . . .[W]e need to set out
principles ourselves, and follow their implications throughout the
criminal law.”12
―Markus D. Dubber―

The changing debate on drug policy is part of a bigger picture. It is the
result of a legal revolution that has been gaining ground for some time,
for since the 1950s the legal profession has become more international in
scope, more calibrated towards a resonance with first principles. This is
a natural consequence of FC reasoning, for while fragmentation and
disorder are a trademark of NC societies, the impact of the FC mindset
will reorganize whatever dissonance into states of higher coherence.
The proof, as they say, is in the pudding. Looking back some 250
years ago, when the political theorists of the Enlightenment established
the intellectual foundation for modern governments, a FC system of law
was established in both the Old and the New World. The French
Declaration of Rights mirrored the American Constitution, and the legal
and political theory embodied in these documents were identical. While
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their solution to political problems was different,13 they both built on first
principles and their spirit was one and the same.14
However, as we have seen, society was still governed by the NC
mindset, and it did not take long before this spirit was corrupted and the
legal system of both the Old and the New World became one of arbitrary
law. Already in 1799, the French Constitution was rewritten to become a
model for authoritarian regimes and the American system of law would
develop its own doctrines, increasingly detached from the fundamental
principles of justice. By 1950, this process was complete. The legal
systems of the Old and the New World had evolved into purebred NC
systems—systems where the State was the perceived sovereign and the
individual was its property.
It is no coincidence that the positivist ideology of these times gave
birth to a myriad of oppressive regimes, two world wars, and human
misery on an untold scale. It is also no coincidence that out of the horrors
of the Second World War, after being confronted with the result of the
NC State run amuck, the spirit of humanity would rise again. From what
can only be called a legal Dark Age, the light of FC reasoning would once
more emerge, and to this day it has continued to grow more powerful. As
a result we find that, in Europe, a system of human rights law came into
being. It was inspired by the principled thinking that gave birth to
America but blessed with not having the doctrinal baggage that had
evolved under the American system. Hence, modern human rights law
became a system of law much more in touch with the intent of the
Founding Fathers.
This is noncontroversial. As the light of FC reasoning shines brighter,
it is increasingly recognized that American law has evolved into a system
that does not conform to the principles of justice. With the passing of
time, the disconnect is only becoming more palpable, and there is no
shortage of scholars who have scorned the rational basis test, the
fundamental rights doctrine, the presumption of legality, and the suspect
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classification analysis as being inherently opposed to the principles put
in place by the founders.15
The major difference between the two systems is that the American
system has come to focus on the shadow that was cast from the light of
first principles, whereas is the light itself is modern human rights law’s
primary focus.16 Needless to say, this is the only way to meaningfully
balance the autonomy interests of the individual against those of the
collective—this is the only way to appeal to reason.17 Because of this,
Canadians went with the international human rights system rather than
the American when they established their Charter. And because of this
more and more American scholars are in favor of a remodeling of the
American system in an overhaul inspired by human rights law.18
This debate and the increasing discontent with current doctrines and
interpretations is indicative of the emerging FC mindset. In all areas of
law, we see a new awareness beginning to surface, one that understands
the central purpose uniting all law to be the protection of the person as
such, of his or her integrity, autonomy, and dignity. We see it in political
philosophy where the contractarian approach, since the 1950s, has been
the dominant influence. We see it in the Ninth Amendment scholarship
that has materialized these past 30 years. We see it in the growing call for
a constitutionalization of the criminal law.19 We see it in the upsurge of
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academic research into comparative constitutional law, and what scholars
have called the “gradual manifestation of an underlying universal,
ultimate rule of law.”20
The U.S. Supreme Court’s increasing reliance on international and
comparative law21 is symptomatic of this global convergence around
constitutional principles. So is the growing popularity of proportionality
analysis in constitutional adjudication, not to mention the ever-expanding
reach of the right to privacy. This expansion is a sure sign of the
increasing acceptance of natural rights, and the evolving conception of
rights is another indicator.
The past 100 years American law has gone from understanding rights
as either absolute or non-existent towards an interpretation more in line
with the Global Model of Constitutional Rights, where they are
understood as “optimization requirements.”22 Because American lawyers
remain constrained by the precedent that has accumulated under a system
of arbitrary law, the authority of the fundamental rights doctrine still
lingers. But even if the American system has a way to go before it catches
up with international trends there is most definitely a movement in this
direction. A certain indicator is those occasions when the Supreme Court
will abandon its own doctrines to provide some meaningful standard of
protection, like it did in Casey23 and Lawrence.24 In cases like these, we
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see the Court reconnecting with first principles to provide proper
analysis, and we can expect the justices to continue moving forward until
they are ready draw consistently on fundamental principles.
Historically we see a contraction and expansion, contraction and
expansion. The court may take one step forwards, one step back, one step
forward one step back, but we are not at a standstill. In the larger frame,
we see that there is an evolution—and that for each cycle, society is
calibrated towards a state of harmony with the principles of law.
Over the course of constitutional history, therefore, we see that the
substantive core of the Constitution, its objective to protect the inherent
and inalienable dignity of the person, is increasingly being recognized.
With Atkins25 it was recognized as being at the heart of the Eighth
Amendment’s Cruel and Unusual Punishments Clause, and with
Lawrence it was accepted as constituting the essence of the Fifth and
Fourteenth Amendments’ Due Process Clause. One day we can expect
the Court to recognize it as permeating the entire Constitution, for as
Dubber noted, the principle of human dignity “underlies not only the
protection against cruel and unusual punishments and the guarantee of
due process of law, but the Constitution, and in fact the American system
of government, as a whole. What is at stake is the basic principle of
legitimacy of the American state, and of all modern liberal states:
autonomy, or self-determination.”26
Only to the extent that we recognize the full scope of this principle
and work out “its implications for the criminal process in all of its
aspects,”27 will our system of law will be worthy of FC status. In this
regard, we are not speaking of a “dignity” that can be defined according
to the whims of NC individuals. It is not a social or collective dignity,
one that can be defined in terms of “the dignity of living in a drug free
world,” “the dignity of state,” or “the dignity of a superior race.”28
Instead, it is a dignity that speaks to the inviolate nature of each human
being, one that is fundamentally entwined with the concept of autonomy
and free will. It is the kind of dignity from which follows a right to equal
25
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respect and concern and to be free of all undue infringements. And it is
the kind of dignity from which the FC conception of justice and the rule
of law draw their meaning. It exists independently of social hierarchy and
social institutions, just as it exists independently of state boundaries and
state laws. And as Dubber noted, to the extent “we recognize the basis of
human dignity in the concept of the person, understood as an individual
possessed of the capacity for autonomy, or self-government, the
connection between the challenge of constitutional criminal law in the
United States and in other legal systems, as well as in international law,
becomes clear.”29
As we become proficient at FC reasoning, we are moving from a
fragmented understanding towards one that is holistic, and because of this
increasing recognition of the inherent dignity of man, the world’s legal
systems are being calibrated towards a state of coherence and harmony.
It is entirely logical, as the principles, ideals, and values found at the FCend reflect on each other. They are the larger-than-life conceptions that
will transform our society into Utopia if we let them. And as the
principles of law are intimately connected with this concept of human
dignity, it is only natural that as our understanding and appreciation
grows, not only is the concept of dignity being filled with substantive
meaning and value, but the principles of law are allowed to inform our
legal systems.
Furthermore, the extent to which human dignity is recognized and
filled with substantive content being a sign of how far a society has
advanced towards the FC-end, it is interesting to note that the American
system of law lag behind those that abide by doctrines of international
human rights law.30 The American criminal justice system is qualitatively
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different from not only the European but most civilized countries’, and it
will comparatively come up short on most FC indicators. While this book
has focused on the U.S. system’s incompatibility with first principles, the
general trend is no less striking. Despite comprising only five percent of
the global population, the United States holds one-quarter of the world’s
incarcerated population. More than 7 million people are under the control
of the criminal justice system, with 2, 2 million behind bars. The result is
that American rates of imprisonment run at nearly ten times the per capita
rate in any other Western country. Not only will Americans punish more
often, but they also punish more harshly. Prison sentences are between
five to ten times as long as sentences for comparable offences in Germany
and France, and almost one in every ten prison inmates in the U.S. is
serving a life sentence. In some states, including California and New
York, that proportion approximates one in five.31
Why this grand scheme of incapacitation?32 Why this failure to
respect the rule of law as envisioned by the Founding Fathers?
The phenomenon of overcriminalization is duly noted by scholars
and some will point to the American Constitution as a source of the
problem.33 Professor Stuntz, for instance, has criticized its framers for
failing to put clearer limits on the criminal law, noting that they seemed
more concerned with procedure than substance. Now, a case can be made
that the U.S. Constitution is not flawless in this regard and that Americans
would have been better off if the founders, like the framers of the French
Declaration of Rights, more visibly had outlined the limits of substantive
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“Between 1972 and 2003, the national prison population rose by 500%. There were
approximately 330,000 individuals in America's prisons and jails in 1973 which amounted to
approximately 160 inmates per every 100,000 people in the United States. Over the next three
decades, the number of inmates and the rate per 100,000 Americans steadily climbed. In 1985,
313 per 100,000 people were incarcerated. By 1995, the rate had risen to 601 per 100,000 people.
In its most recent estimate at mid-year 2005, the Bureau of Justice Statistics placed the rate at
738 prison and jail inmates per 100,000 people. As a result of the increase in the prison
population, the United States was required to open the equivalent of one prison per week during
the period from 1985 to 2000. The cost of locking up an offender for a single year exceeds
$22,000. In some states, the cost is double that amount. All told, the United States spends
approximately $60 billion annually on corrections.” Gershowitz, An Informational Approach to
the Mass Imprisonment Problem (2008) 53
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law.34 However, as we have seen, the French Declaration was quickly
rewritten into a more “government-friendly” version, and there is no
reason to believe that a more substantive-oriented constitution would
have saved American law from its embarrassing voyage. There is, after
all, no way for a system of principled law to satisfy the ambitions of those
in charge of NC societies. And as passion, not reason, is the most
influential factor in the shaping of such societies a system of principled
law, no matter how carefully designed, could not possibly have survived.
One way or another, by constitutional amendment or simply interpreting
it to their own liking, the proponents of arbitrary government would have
found a way to ensure that the original FC document was turned into one
they could use for their own ends.35
The proof is in the pudding, as this is what they have done. Any
conscientious and informed reading of the Constitution would have
interpreted it in light of the founders’ political theory, and whenever
controversial or difficult issues arose the justices should have “frequently

34

The French Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen did away with the Ancién Regime
and its provisions were to set the record straight for all time. To begin with its Preamble
recognized that “ignorance, neglect, or contempt of the rights of man are the sole cause of public
calamities and of the corruption of governments.” Therefore, to ensure the happiness of all, a
solemn declaration of “the natural, unalienable, and sacred rights of man” was put forth in order
to remind all members of the Social Body of their rights and duties, to limit the powers of
government, and to provide a platform for “grievances of the citizens, based upon simple and
incontestable principles.”
These principles should, by now, be familiar. Article 1 held that all “Men are born and remain
free and equal in rights,” while Article 2 stated that “The aim of all political association is the
preservation of the natural and imprescriptible rights of man. These rights are liberty, property,
security, and resistance to oppression.” When it came to the criminal law, Article 4 held that
“Liberty consists in the power to do anything that does not injure others; accordingly, the
exercise of the natural rights of each man has no limits except those that secure to the other
members of society the enjoyment of these same rights. These limits can be determined only by
law.” Article 5 emphasized that “the law has the right to forbid only such actions as are injurious
to society,” while Article 7 made it clear that those officials who failed to honor the natural
rights of the citizen by enacting or upholding arbitrary and unjust laws should be punished for
their transgressions. To make it clear what kind of laws the Declaration frowned upon, (those
who would subject its “procurers, expediters, and executors” to punishment) Article 8 stated
that this would be all those criminal codes which were not “strictly and obviously necessary.”
Furthermore, Article 9 established a presumption of innocence (i.e., liberty) and a principle of
proportionality. The principle of equality had already been articulated in Article 1 (and restated
in Article 6), and with that the French had put in place a Declaration that would strike fear in
the hearts of tyrants.
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JUSTICE (2013) 85
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returned to fundamental principles.” Had this been done, it would have
been quite clear what kind of limits it provided to the police power, but
because this would prove unacceptable to the ruling elites such a reading
has been thwarted by the courts.
We can see from this that there is nothing wrong with the American
Constitution. It will work just fine if we leave interpretation to FC
individuals and whatever problems persist is owed to the fact that it has
been left to NC individuals to make sense of things. As long as this is the
case, it doesn’t matter whether we go with the American or international
system of human rights law. NC individuals will take the spirit of both
and turn them into authoritarian endeavors—and while the latter has
some ideological purity that remains uncorrupted by NC doctrine, there
is no shortage of examples that also this system is a ruse.36
The legal protection can be no better than that offered by the
constitutional courts, committees, and tribunals established in its name,
and whenever push comes to shove we find that institutions such as the
Canadian Supreme Court, the Norwegian Supreme Court, the German
Constitutional Court, the European Court of Human Rights, the United
Nation’s Human Rights Committee, and so on, will abandon principled
reasoning to shield the totalitarian projects of the state from review. Just
like American courts have denied drug users a fair trial, so also these
institutions can be counted upon to do the same. Thus, while scholars
continue to debate whether or not America needs a new constitution, their
focus is misdirected. All it takes for the American system of law to
provide proper constitutional protection is better judges—and unless we
have better judges no amount of remodeling will make a difference.
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12
THE PROBLEM WITH THE STATUS QUO
“The intrusion of government . . . is symptomatic of the disease of this
society. As the years pass the power of government becomes more and
more pervasive. It is a power to suffocate both people and causes.
Those in power, whatever their politics, want only to perpetuate it.”37
―Justice Douglas―

SINCE THE 1950S, AN array of FC scholars—Rawls, Dworkin, Gewirth,
Sen, Husak, and Barnett, just to name a few—have written lucidly on the
demands of a just society. They have provided us with the conceptual
framework needed for thriving and their theoretical constructs are within
the requirements for FC status. In other words, I am not the first to define
the parameters of social interaction in more evolved societies—and yet
we have failed to heed their advice.
Looking at this superficially, one could be amazed at our systemic
refusal to support and build on those very constructs that would advance
the demands of justice. The scholars mentioned are but a fraction of the
world’s FC scholars and if our officials really wanted to represent the
values they swear allegiance to, one would expect them not only to
provide lip-service but to give effect to the fundamental principles of
justice. One would expect them to keep in mind the old adage that that
government is best which governs the least; to welcome principled limits
on government; to encourage individual autonomy; to support the
advance of human rights; to be eager to provide us with an effective
remedy whenever allegations of rights-violations were brought to their
attention; to provide effective barriers against the undue influence of
37
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special interest groups; to do away with cultures of impunity; and to
ensure that the police power would remain bound by first principles.
One would, in short, expect them to honor those barriers the founders
put in place to protect against tyranny. One would expect them to be
mindful of their role as civil servants. And one would expect them to be
happy to provide a valid justification if constitutional issues such as the
legality of the drug laws were disputed. This would, after all, be the only
way to respond successfully to the problems that plague NC societies—
wars, corruption, abuse of power, unjust societal structures, arbitrary law,
capricious government, dysfunctional and discriminating policies, and so
on. If our officials really wanted what was best for society, if they—as
they should be—were always looking for ways to improve the status quo
to ensure that that framework which best served human growth and
welfare, they would have worked diligently to give this higher version of
law its due. They would have welcomed analysis that took a broader
view, and, in matters of dispute, they would have gone back to first
principles.
This, however, is not what happens. Whenever FC scholars point out
the deficiencies of the status quo; whenever they point to the false
doctrines of the Supreme Court, the abuse of power, and the extent to
which we fail to live by our ideals, they are ignored. And when more
vocal critiques of the distance between theory and practice erupt (as when
human rights activism proliferates, and the status quo becomes pressed)
our officials will respond with brute force. Why is this?
To find the answer we need merely look to our position on the FC/NC
model. It is in the nature of things that the quality of our civil servants
will reflect the quality of the social fabric. We have already discussed the
influence of the collective consciousness and how it holds us in its grip.
We have seen psychologists describe the power of situational forces over
individual minds, and while a few will have sufficient integrity to go
against the grain, the majority will follow the system’s force of inertia.
They will, in other words, conform to the expectations of the status quo,
whatever they might be.
We see from this that the system is rigged towards ensuring its own
survival. The prospect will be to preserve the status quo and depending
on the quality of the collective consciousness, it will reward FC or NC
traits. It will be one or the other and, depending on its quality, the masses
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will on autopilot embrace one or the other. Indeed, thoughts are like
matter; the more mass, the greater their gravitational force. Consequently,
the more commonly shared our beliefs, the less we tend to question them
and the more difficult it will be for individual minds to leave them behind.
Thus, if we wonder why our system of law is not better than it is; why
it fails to live up to its potential; why our government fails to live up to
its; and why the justices at the Supreme Court fail to live up to theirs; the
reason is simple: It is because we all, collectively speaking, fail to live up
to ours. Humanity, after all, is one organism. Our officials respond to the
prevailing mindset, and to the extent citizens would take FC ideals and
values seriously so would our officials.
Looking at this, it becomes clear that just as humanity would do
better with another class of civil servants, so would the principles of
justice do better with another people. Our officials’ disregard for first
principles mirrors our own—and in all cases the problem is a lack of
understanding (or respect) for those values, principles, and ideals to
which we pay lip-service. Despite our constitutional pledge to the
contrary, we live in a society firmly entrenched in the NC mindset, and
so every time our officials are faced with an opportunity to help society
move forward, they will feel the pressure of conforming to the
expectations of the status quo.
Hence, it is clear why public officials tend to fight the natural
movement towards the FC State by being loyal to the unprincipled
version of law that we are so familiar with. The FC/NC model indicates
that the further we go towards the NC-end, the more the psychology of
fear will set the standard for their performance and the less they will be
guided by the principles, ideals, and values that follow from the
Wholeness perspective. It does not matter how pitiful, misleading, or
incoherent the logic that sustains the status quo: They will cling on to it
no matter what, and to the extent that the status quo is incompatible with
reason truth will be their enemy.
We do not need to look to Stalin’s Soviet Union, Mao’s China, Pol
Pot’s Cambodia, or Hitler’s Germany to see the eagerness with which the
majority will abandon reason for madness. We see it clearly in our culture
and its mindless embrace of the War on Drugs and the War on Terror.
Our officials can be counted on to defend these campaigns no matter
what. They will ignore the dictates of reason and the rule of law to shield
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them from principled review, and no matter how much death and tragedy
that may follow in their wake—and no matter how overwhelming the
evidence against them—our officials will stand firm with these
campaigns in their denial of reality.
It is in the cards that most people will not see this. Only to the extent
that the world is seen from the FC perspective will it be obvious. But for
those who exist at this level of affairs—and who are committed to the
realization of FC ideals, principles, and values—this can be rather
frustrating. As seen from this perspective, we live in a state of collective
schizophrenia where our officials, on the one hand, talk affectionately
about popular sovereignty, rule of law, shared values, human rights, and
so on, but whenever we want to ensure that these words are filled with
meaning, the very same officials will avoid serious debate. For some
reason, if forced to choose between theory and practice, they will work
diligently to ensure the survival of the status quo. And while the masses
remain too oblivious to care, FC individuals are left pondering if this is
for reasons of ignorance or arrogance.

12.1 IGNORANCE AND ARROGANCE:
THE PRESERVERS OF THE STATUS QUO
It must be one or the other. Speaking of the drug laws and the tenacity
with which our officials have held meaningful review at bay, it is
undeniable that they have violated their constitutional oath and official
duties. Law, as Lon Fuller noted, is a “purposeful enterprise” and its
legality will be measured by the extent to which it fulfills its purpose. As
seen there is no shortage of scholars who will testify that the drug law has
been to the detriment of humanity, and any official who is not more
concerned with protecting the interests of gangsters and war profiteers
would want to see the issue resolved. Why then has the state worked to
avoid evidentiary hearings? What kind of officials would argue against
such a thing? Why would they not want to have the issue properly
reviewed? Do they not care whether laws that criminalize 20 percent of
the population can be defended? Do they not care if millions of people
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rot away in the criminal justice system for no good reason? Have they no
respect for the morality of the law, the integrity of the Constitution, or
the people they serve?
Our officials, no doubt, will assure us that they care deeply about all
of this. However, actions speak louder than words—and we can see that
the answer is in the negative. Despite the fact that scholars have described
the history of the drug law as “a case study in legislative carelessness,”
one that presents us with “near comic examples of dereliction of
legislative responsibility,”38 the drug law has continued to this day
supported by nothing but flawed assumptions, misleading and/or
irrelevant statistics, and an amazing dedication to ignorance. Why is this?
At best this irrational and unlawful behavior is explained by the
psychological incentives previously described, those which ensure that
people will deny reality to protect dysfunctional moral codes and their
view of themselves as crusaders for a worthy cause. In all likelihood
this—the power of myth and the psychic costs of admitting failure—is
the primary reason why drug prohibition is allowed to endure. Ignorance
therefore (or more specifically, the will to ignorance) is most definitely a
factor. However, it is unlikely to account for all the momentum that has
ensured the survival of the prohibition ideology. From the social
dynamics that define NC societies we know that the further towards the
NC-end, the more certain it is that spineless individuals with
psychopathic traits will rise to the top. And considering that so many
officials privately agree that prohibition has failed while they publicly
endorse these policies,39 we must also factor in a lack of integrity and
disregard for the welfare of humanity.
To the extent ignorance is not a factor, the arrogance of power will
have to explain their behaviors, as drug prohibition is a NC politician’s
wet dream.40 No doubt this must account for the eagerness with which the
38
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As Julian Chritchley, the former director of the UK Anti-Drug Coordination Unit observed:
“What [I think] was truly depressing about my time in the civil service was that the professionals
I met from every sector held the same view: the illegality of drugs causes far more problems for
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prohibition ideology is endorsed. No doubt also vested interest must
account for the extent to which it has been shielded from review.
However, there is another possibility. This is the possibility that drug
prohibition is not merely some badly drawn plan, a capricious and
ungainly attempt to do good. Because we live in a NC society, we must
be prepared for the eventuality that drug prohibition has functioned
exactly as planned, and that it works just as those in charge intended.
Scholars, after all, have noted that the first drug laws were motivated by
the need to control populations, and there is the distinct possibility that
the War on Drugs has continued as part of a deliberate scheme of rights
demolition.

12.2 SOCIAL ENGINEERING 101
Now, even though most people will have great difficulty imagining this
scenario, it cannot be completely ruled out. Like I said, the further we go
towards the NC-end, the more certain it is that individuals with
psychopathic tendencies will rise to the top and their number one goal
will be to work out schemes of control. As Henry Kissinger once noted,
“power is the ultimate aphrodisiac”, and provided that a network of
control-oriented individuals has sufficient influence, they will be
interested in social engineering for their own ends. The recipe is simple,
for the further towards the NC-end a society is found, the easier it will be
for rulers to consolidate power. The closer to this end, the more pliable
the populace will be, for the more they will be driven by unconscious
fears rather than lucid thinking and the greater and more profound will
be their will to denial. As discussed in part one, it is only when power is
wedded with chronic fear that it becomes formidable, and it would be
extremely naïve to believe that rulers are unaware of this simple
equation.41
wielded by individuals and institutions who would feel harm if the drug problem diminished,
who gain by perpetuating policies that strengthen the illicit drug trade.” MILLER, THE CASE FOR
LEGALIZING DRUGS (1991) 107
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At the very least, the Founders were well aware of it. As Thomas Paine wrote: “War is the
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in all countries. It is the art of conquering at home; the object of it is to increase revenue; and as
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Hence, provided that a cabal of elites is sufficiently dedicated to this
task, all they have to do is to fill the collective psyche with fear. To the
extent this is done, their mission will be successful, and it is for this
reason that FC individuals are watchful of enemy images. Without the
energy they provide people would follow their natural inclination for
cooperation and companionship, and society would become more
freedom- than control-oriented. If humanity would follow its natural
drive towards the FC-end, the game would be up for those with an agenda
of domination, and it is for this reason that elites in NC societies tend to
be more interested in social engineering for destructive rather than
constructive purposes.
When it comes to this, the FC/NC model is the only map to go by and
the choice engineers have to make is whether to move society in one
direction or the other. To the extent that we have any interest in the
conscious manipulation and formation of society, this is easy to do, and
the only question will be to what kind of society we are committed. Do
we want a system that values human dignity, respects individual freedom,
and breeds responsible, autonomous, and socially concerned citizens? Or
do we prefer the opposite; a system breeding weak-minded, fearful,
senseless, naïve, and heteronymous individuals, increasingly
infantilizing policies, and more and more unlimited state power?
There is no third option. Hence, if social engineers want to create a
better world, they need only encourage FC traits through education,
media outlets, and the system of law, but if they want to move us towards
the NC-end, they must do the opposite. The most efficient way to do this
would be to encourage fear, powerlessness, and aggression by (1)
promoting the worldview of Neo-Darwinian theory and organized
religion, thus making people believe in their hearts that they are worthless, sinful, depraved, and abandoned beings, left to fend for themselves
in a Universe that does not care; (2) by meddling with other countries’
internal affairs in pursuit of profits, resources and power-political
ambitions; (3) by secretly financing, training, and supporting extremist
movements around the world; (4) by rejecting responsibility for the

revenue cannot be increased without taxes, a pretence must be made for expenditures. In
reviewing the history of . . . Government, its wars and its taxes, a bystander, not blinded by
prejudice nor warped by interest, would declare that taxes were not raised to carry on wars, but
that wars were raised to carry on taxes.” PAINE, RIGHTS OF MAN (1996) 42
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consequences when a certain percentage of the robbed, occupied,
frustrated, and humiliated population (or their own trained and financed
extremist groups) lash back with suicide bombings and other violent
behavior; and (5) by filling the newspapers and televisions with
propaganda, lies, and fear-porn to nourish enemy images and keep the
population sedated.
In short, NC leaders need only continue to follow the same old recipe
on which they appear to have cooked their sinister brew for hundreds of
years. I say “appear,” for this has been the way of the world to this day
and there are reasons to believe that our society has been engineered for
quite some time. As Edward Bernays, Freud’s nephew and a social
engineer for the elite, wrote in the 1920s:
“The conscious and intelligent manipulation of the organized habits
and opinions of the masses is an important element in democratic
society. Those who manipulate this unseen mechanism of society
constitute an invisible Government which is the true ruling power of
our country. . . . We are governed, our minds are molded, our tastes
formed, our ideas suggested, largely by men we have never heard of.
This is a logical result of how our democratic society is
organized. Vast numbers of human beings must cooperate in this
manner if they are to live together as a smoothly functioning
society. . . . In almost every act of our daily lives, whether in the
sphere of politics or business, in our social conduct or our ethical
thinking, we are dominated by the relatively small number of persons
who understand the mental processes and social patterns of the
masses. It is they who pull the wires which control the public mind.”42

To the extent that these people want to control the populace, they
only need to keep feeding us the idea that we are the good guys; that our
leaders’ designated enemies are the bad guys; that our lifestyle and
everything we hold dear is threatened by them; and that we need our
leaders to protect us. In the world of NC affairs, it is as simple as that, as
the majority will eagerly—indeed blindly—accept their authorities’
version of events. The reason for this is that NC people are extremely
easy to manipulate. Like children need to believe that their parents are
42
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good, so NC individuals need to believe in some authority outside
themselves. They need to believe that the state is their benevolent
protector, the representative of all things good and decent, as the
alternative is too terrible to consider.
Hence, they cannot afford to think about things. No matter how
perverted, their authorities’ moral code will have to be integrated and
accepted as their own, and so it is that they will robotically pursue any
task, no matter how offensive to reason. This is the power of the
collective unconscious. Critical thinking comes at a psychic cost few are
willing to pay, and to keep any rational assessment at bay authority will
appeal to their sense of patriotism.43
To the extent elites succeed in such tactics, the population will be a
misinformed, fearful, and easily manipulated breed. Furthermore, their
likelihood of success will be proportional to the extent to which a society
exists at the NC-end. Just as there is a correlation between freedom and
responsibility at the FC-end, so the same goes for trauma and the defense
mechanism of denial at the NC-end. There is a dichotomy between
freedom/responsibility and trauma/denial, and just as we find a maximum
amount of mental health at the FC-end, so we will find an accumulation
of pathology at the NC-end. Hence, the ability of control-oriented elites’
to define reality on their terms will be proportional to the trauma they can
inflict on the individual/collective mind.
All this is well known to social engineers. The science of social
control and the working dynamics of mass-psychology is probably
thousands of years old, and while it may be difficult to believe that social
engineers are active today, manipulating events behind the scenes, it is a
possibility that should not be dismissed.
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12.3 HAVE THE FOUNDERS’ FEARS COME THROUGH?
“So, there are questions that need to be posed: Has the government
of the United States of America become a criminal enterprise? Is the
nation ruled by psychopaths?”44
―Professor John Kozy―

Now, as social engineering for destructive purposes can only be
successful to the extent that the populace remains unaware, it is selfevident that authority will want to keep it hidden. It is also in the nature
of things that NC individuals will not want to hear of it, as the possibility
would be too horrendous to consider. Even so, while it may be
uncomfortable to contemplate the possibility, the founders them-selves
were conspiracy theorists and they feared that control-oriented elite
factions would succeed in their mission to “separate the people from their
government.”45
Perhaps their fears were misplaced, perhaps not. In the spirit of the
founders, however, we should be open to the possibility. It is evident that
something has gone terribly wrong with the American Dream and there
is evidence to suggest that it could be by design. In part two we saw that
a centuries-old secret society fraternity had gone public, stating that “the
real problem, and the ultimate root cause of corruption of the legal
system, is the practice of infiltration and fraternal control by secret
societies from the 15th century, whose agendas became even more
aggressive from the 18th century, and escalated to being shamelessly
obvious by the 21st century.”46
It is indisputable that the American legal system has evolved under
the stewardship of the Freemasons for the past 200 years, and according
to the Knights Templar Order, the top levels of Freemasonry are
“infiltrated by another secret society of ‘elites’ with highly negative
agendas against humanity.”47 Like George Washington, the Templars
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have referred to this group as the Illuminati, and while historians will tell
us that this secret society group seized to exist at the end of the 18th
century, there remains a distinct possibility that they could be wrong, or
that other factions have taken their place. We just saw Edward Bernays
discuss “[t]he conscious and intelligent manipulation of the organized
habits and opinions of the masses” by “an invisible Government which is
the true ruling power of our country,” and he is not alone. If we are to
believe President Woodrow Wilson, “some of the biggest men in the
United States, in the field of commerce and manufacture . . . know that
there is a power somewhere so organized, so subtle, so watchful, so
interlocked, so complete, so pervasive, that they had better not speak
above their breath when they speak in condemnation of it.”48 If we are to
believe Caroll Quigley, Bill Clintons mentor and a professor of history at
Georgetown University, “there does exist . . . an international Anglophile
network which . . . wishes to remain unknown . . . [and whose] farreaching aim [is] nothing less than to create a world system of financial
control in private hands able to dominate the political system of each
country and the economy of the world as a whole.”49 If we are to believe
Theodore Roosevelt, the 26th President, this “invisible government . . .
owe[s] no allegiance and acknowledge[s] no responsibility to the
people,” and “to destroy this unholy alliance between corrupt business
and corrupt politics is the first task of the statesmanship of the day.”50 If
we are to believe Winston Churchill, a British Prime minister during the
Second World War, the agenda of “this band of extraordinary
personalities from the underworld” is a “worldwide conspiracy for the
overthrow of civilization and for the reconstitution of society on the basis
of arrested development, of envious malevolence.”51
If we are to believe Franklin Roosevelt, the 32nd President, this
“element in the large centers has owned the government ever since the
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days of Andrew Jackson,”52 and there are many others who have spoken
in similar terms. At the Iran Contra hearings, for instance, Senator Daniel
Inouye spoke of “a shadowy government with its own Air Force, its own
Navy, its own fundraising mechanisms, and the ability to pursue its own
ideas of the national interest, free from all checks and balances, and free
from the law itself.”53 Another important whistleblower is General
Fletcher Prouty, first Chief of Special Operations with President
Kennedy’s Joint Chiefs of Staff, who wrote a book about his interactions
with a secret team of operatives. According to him, this “network was
ancient and world-wide.” It was the “functional element of the dominant
power” and would “operate everywhere with the best of all supporting
facilities from special weaponry and advanced communications, with the
assurance that its members would never be prosecuted.” This network
would “topple government, create governments, and influence
governments almost anywhere in the world;” it was lawless, and would
“get the job done whether it had political authorization or not.”54
Now, it boggles the mind, but let us remain open to the possibility
that these people are sincere. Many other whistle-blowers have exposed
the activities of this network,55 so let us suppose that this cabal of elites
is real and that they have an interest in manipulating our perception
reality. For this to work they would have to control the power centres of
society, which includes the secret services, the government apparatus,
and the media. The testimony above indicates that this is so, but can we
find further corroboration?
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Again, this is not difficult. If we are to believe John F. Hylan, a
former Mayor of New York City, this “coterie of powerful [individuals]
virtually run the United States government for their own selfish purposes.
They practically control both parties and the majority of the newspapers
and magazines in this country. They use the columns of these papers to
club into submission or drive out of office public officials who refuse to
do the bidding of the powerful corrupt cliques which compose the
invisible government. It operates under cover of a self-created screen
[and] seizes our executive officers, legislative bodies, schools, courts,
newspapers and every agency created for the public protection.”56
Also from the secret services do we find whistle-blowers who can
testify that that they are heavily corrupted by this force, that they are
frequently pulling the strings behind the scenes, manipulating the media,
training terrorists, arming them, operating as their handlers, etc.57 And if
we are to believe John Stockwell, one of the highest ranking CIA officers
to tell his story, “it is the function of the CIA to keep the world unstable,
and to propagandize and teach the American people to hate and to fear,
so we will let the Establishment spend any amount of money on arms.”58
Now, supposing that these people are sincere, there would have to be
some kind of cover-up unit whose mission was to bury the truth every
time it threatened to expose this secret network. Is there any evidence for
this?
Yes. If we are to believe Al Martin, a lieutenant Commander attached
to the Office of Naval Intelligence, he has written a book detailing the
workings of a suppression unit in the Department of Justice that is “so
powerful it reaches into all agencies.”59 If we are to believe Senator John
DeCamp, he witnessed this cover-up unit in action when his senate
committee investigated a corrupt financial institution in Nebraska. When
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it was discovered that certain elites in Nebraska were also involved in
drug smuggling, satanic rituals, and the trafficking of children, powerful
forces began conspiring against the investigation. And as DeCamp later
wrote:
“Though there are no doubt other branches of the government where
corruption flourishes, there is no question in my mind that the stench
of evil which emanates from Washington originates in the so-called
Department of Justice, particularly in its permanent bureaucracy. .
. . In case after notorious case . . . Justice Department personnel appear
as liars, perverts, frame-up artists, and even assassins.”60

Again, it boggles the mind. But suppose that this cover-up unit exists
and that it has the power to derail any official investigative effort into the
real goings-on. If we take a closer look, we will find much to suggest that
the committees which were set up to investigate the most controversial
events in American history were either set up to fail or derailed,61 and if
this so, then this cabal of elites is powerful enough to define reality on
their terms.
Having the power to manipulate events and define reality, these elites
would most likely be interested in social engineering. To the extent that
they are NC individuals they would want a society firmly entrenched in
the extreme NC-end, and they would have an interest in how it most
efficiently could be done. Is there any evidence of this?
Again, the answer is yes. If we are to believe Norman Dodd, the staff
director for the 1953 Reece Committee, he found that the elites were very
interested in war for social engineering purposes. Dodd gained unlimited
access to the Carnegie Foundation’s archives and after spending two
weeks in the library and following the paper trail back to 1908, he
discovered the following:
“The trustees meeting for the first time, raised a specific question
which they discussed throughout the balance of the year in a very
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learned fashion, and the question is: ‘is there any means known more
effective than war, assuming you wish to alter the life of an entire
people?’ And they conclude that no more effective means than war is
known to humanity. So then, in 1909, they raised a second question
and discussed it, namely: ‘How do we involve the United States in a
war?’ . . . and finally they answered that question as follows: ‘We
must control the State Department.’ And that naturally raised the
question of how do we do that? And they answered it by saying: ‘We
must take over and control the diplomatic machinery of this country,’
and finally they resolved to aim at that as an objective.”62

Then came World War I and, despite public opinion to the contrary,
America was successfully involved. Let us suppose, then, that this was
the result of the elites’ manipulation of events. If this is the case, they
must be eager to control our perception of history, because, as Orwell
once said, “He who controls the past controls the future.” According to
Dodd, the elites also thought of this. As he said:
“After the war their priorities shifted “over to preventing what they
call a reversion of life in the United States to what it was prior to 1914,
when World War I broke out. . . . And they come to the conclusion
that to prevent a reversion we must control the education in the United
States. And they realize that that is a pretty big task.
. . . It is too
big to them alone, so they approach the Rockefeller Foundation with
the suggestion that that portion of education that which could be
considered domestic be handled by the Rockefeller Foundation, and
that portion that which is international should be handled by the
Endowment. And then they decide that the key to the success of these
two operations lay in an alteration of the teaching of American
history. So they approach four of the then most prominent teachers of
American history in the country, people like Charles and Mary Beard,
and their suggestion to them is: Will they alter the manner in which
they present their subject? And they get turned down flat. So they then
decide that it is necessary for them to do as they say ‘build their own
stable of historians,’ and then they approach the Guggenheim
Foundation which specializes in fellowships, and say: ‘When we find
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young men in the process of studying for doctorates in the field of
American history, and we feel that they are the right caliber, will you
grant them fellowships on our say so?’ And the answer is yes. Under
that condition they eventually assembled twenty historians . . . and
that group of twenty historians eventually becomes the nucleus of the
American Historical Association toward the end of the 1920’ies.” 63

Furthermore, assuming that Dodd is not making all this up and that
elites are interested in war for social engineering purposes; if this is so,
they would be interested in the production of enemy images. Is there
evidence to support this?
Again, this is not difficult to find. If we are to believe Carol Rosin,
who was a corporate manager at Fairchild Industries from 1974-77, she
was “in a meeting in Fairchild Industries, in a conference room called
‘The War Room,’ and in that room were a lot of charts on the walls with
enemies. Identified enemies, names that people had never heard of,
names like Saddam Hussein and Qaddafi, but we were talking then about
terrorists, the potential terrorists. No one had ever talked about this
before, but this was the next stage after the Russians, of against whom
we were going to build . . . weapons—these terrorists.”64
Yes, it is unheard of. But if elites were contemplating the design of a
War on Terror already back in the 1970s, could the events unfolding on
9/11 be part of their plot? Could it be a military false-flag operation
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designed to traumatize the American psyche to the point where denial
would be the common reaction? Could it, in other words, have been an
intelligence success rather than failure?
Again, there is evidence that this could be so. If we are to believe
Aaron Russo, a Hollywood producer who became friendly with Nicholas
Rockefeller when he was running for Governor of Nevada, Rockefeller
told him “eleven months before 9/11 ever happened that there was going
to be an event, and out of that event they were going to invade
Afghanistan and Iraq . . . that there was going to be this War on Terror,
and the whole thing was a giant hoax, a way for the government to take
over the American people.”65
It is beyond the scope of this book to address the topic of 9/11 and
the evidence of foul play.66 Hence, we shall leave it be an open question
if the elite factions that the founders so greatly feared have come to
control the U.S. Government, just as I shall leave it be an open question
whether 9/11 was their doing. However, there is a wealth of evidence that
refutes the official story, and the government has sabotaged every effort
to find out what really happened. Instead of encouraging truth, we have
seen what we can expect from a state firmly entrenched at the NC level.
It has used the events of 9/11 as an excuse for grabbing more and more
power and for watering down our catalogue of rights. Predictably,
government agents have exploited the level of fear that resulted from the
attacks for these ends, while the enemy image of terrorism has been
nourished and maintained by the media. This enemy image has not only
served to legitimize a near doubling of defense expenditures, wars, and a
new dawn for the military industrial complex, but it has ensured vast
profits for numerous other profiteers, as well as an expansion of feardriven bureaucracy. The mainstream media has not only aided and
abetted by ignoring difficult questions and inconvenient truths, but it has
65
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helped quell dissent by painting those who question the official narrative
as “unpatriotic” and “terrorist sympathizers.”
In short, the War on Terror, just like the War on Drugs, has been a
boon for the NC State. The parallels between the two campaigns are
conspicuous to say the least, as closer scrutiny reveals nothing but smoke
and mirrors. For one, the ideological foundation behind these campaigns
cannot survive a rational debate. The more one investigates the premises
behind both, the more obviously flawed the war mongers’ rationale and
the more suspicious is the eagerness with which they deny the evidence.
Not only is the reality of these enemy images disputed, but even if drugs
were all bad and Al-Qaeda terrorists were the sole perpetrators behind
9/11, the strategy is deeply flawed. It is inherent in their very design that
these campaigns can never achieve their official objective. Just like the
War on Drugs has produced more of the problems it was intended to stop,
so the War on Terror has only succeeded in producing more terrorists—
and as the official objectives cannot be met, one is bound to wonder if
there are other, hidden motives. Secondly, the social dynamics generated
by these campaigns are identical. The power of the enemy images tears
the social fabric apart by weakening our positive inclinations and
empowering our negative. They generate hostility, anxiety, distrust,
powerlessness, and fearfulness, making people turn against each other
and to their authorities for protection. Hence, it is only logical to be
suspicious of the motives behind these campaigns. History, after all,
attests that in the NC State control-oriented elites will always be in
charge; that enemy images will always be their most efficient tool for
keeping an unjust social structure in place; and it would be naïve to
believe that the American system proves an exception to this rule.
For this reason, there is a possibility that there is more to these
campaigns than meets the eye. Provided that elites are interested in social
engineering for NC-ends, the War on Terror and the War on Drugs would
be the perfect mechanisms for social control. Hence, responsible citizens
will be open to the possibility that this could be one reason why these
campaigns—our authorities’ holy cows—are so uncritically embraced.
When all is said and done, perhaps this is why they continue to be
sheltered from meaningful review even though they, by their officially
stated ends, are complete and unmitigated disasters.
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13
THE AMERICAN PSYCHE:
POTENTIAL UNFULFILLED
“You see, the danger is not a single politician with ill intent. Or even
a group of them. The most dangerous thing any nation faces is a
citizenry capable of trusting a liar to lead them.”67
―Andy Andrews―

FROM WHAT WE HAVE seen, there are problems in America that not only
legal scholars but everyone else should take seriously. The United States
today is a wholly different country than the founders envisioned, and the
corrupt legal and political system is a symptom of a much bigger
problem—the National Psyche.
From the FC/NC model we can see that the quality of a society’s
body of law and political institutions will mirror the quality of the
collective psyche and that a distance between theory and practice at the
level of law and government will have its origin in this entity. It is
inescapable that a distance between theory and practice at these levels
must be a reflection of the extent to which we, collectively, refuse to live
by the ideals and values we officially endorse. And this being so, the only
reason why the distance between theory and practice escapes our
attention is because of our ability to deceive ourselves. After all, if we
were to take ourselves seriously, we would also take our ideals and values
seriously, and so the disorder at the level of law and government can only
endure to the extent that we delude ourselves.
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Now, as the quip goes, “man’s ability to deceive others is only
surpassed by his ability to deceive himself” and so, to the extent that we
live in denial, the distance between theory and practice will “not exist.”
Even so, it is clearly seen by those who operate at a higher level of
psychological health—those who to a greater degree remain true to FC
ideals, principles, and values. As seen from this perspective, this divide
is an open wound that must be dealt with if society is to recover. It is, in
a very real sense, a sign of mental sickness, and if we are to readjust the
body of law and politics into one of conformity with first principles, our
primary objective must be the healing of the Nation’s psyche. To the
extent this is done, all else follows. And we shall here, in closing, have
more to say on the challenges facing America.

13.1 A SPLIT PSYCHE
From the FC/NC model we can see (1) that the NC mindset is the source
of humanity’s tribulations and (2) that the extent to which this mindset
has infected society will be mirrored in its structure. Hence, as the idea
of America was a nation founded upon the principles, ideals, and values
that attach to the Wholeness concept, the extent to which Americans have
betrayed their own values, principles, and ideals is revealed in the
structure of society.
Looking at this, the American society is one of the most unequal,
hierarchical, authoritarian, and competition-oriented cultures on the
planet. And while some will attribute this to the “American Dream,” this
is another testimony to the sickness that has taken hold of the American
psyche. It goes without saying that only those who embrace the NC
mindset will equal the promise of America with that of oligarchy, and to
the degree that Big Media, politicians, and other snake-oil salesmen will
have us believe that the founders’ vision was that of an each-man-forhimself, dog-eat-dog world we should not only reevaluate the message
but the messenger.
Throughout this book, we have been introduced to the weakness of
NC reasoning and the extraordinary poor quality of our civil servants.
True to the nature of the NC State their loyalty has been to the status quo
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rather than reason, and the obvious question becomes: Do we want these
people to govern our affairs? Have we seen any indication that they are
entitled to our trust? Do we want to see America continue in the direction
it has been going? Is this the best that we can do?
A quick glance reveals that, despite the resurgence of FC reasoning,
the system has been moving towards the NC-end in this period of time.
The budgets for defense, police, and criminal justice programs have been
increasing while other sectors are suffering. Not only are negative
expenses escalating and positive spending trimmed down. Whatever
services the government provides have gradually been transformed into
milking cows for the elite, where the point is not so much to provide
something of value but to ensure increasing revenue to contractors. As a
result, whether it be healthcare, education, defense, or any other area,
Americans pay more for poorer services. What we see is a government
more and more servient to the expectations of Big Business while the
people are left to fend for themselves. As a result, the superrich get richer,
the middle class is shrinking, and more struggle to survive.68 Is this a
trend we want to see continue?
It is self-evident that no society can survive this dynamic for long,
just as it is self-evident what needs to be done. On the one hand, it is easy
to see that unless there is a change of direction what is left of the
founders’ America will collapse and open tyranny will ensue. On the
other, it is equally plain that the problem contains the seeds to its own
solution. It is, after all, just a repetition of the timeless scenario that we
have seen unfolding so many times. It is the story of a society unguided
by the values, principles, and ideals that follow from the Wholeness
perspective. It is the tale of a people wildly adrift on the seas of the
collective unconscious; of fearful, powerless, and ignorant individuals
looking to “others” to save them; of “others” taking control of
government; of the psychology of fear running its course; of the
totalitarian force inherent in NC government becoming more prominent;
of increasing paranoia and despondency; of a control-oriented elite
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devising devious schemes to stay in power; and of a people willing to
embrace ever more desperate measures not to see what is going on.
Collectively it is a mass-movement away from integrity, one where the
individual “Self” is obliterated as the system’s force of inertia becomes
more powerful. As its momentum takes over, everything spins out of
control, and the downward spiraling continues until the NC mindset has
run its course. Then the cycle begins anew, until humanity has learned its
lesson and understands the source of its problems.
In a very true sense, the NC mindset serves as a negative catalyst for
change, as something new will be born out of the ashes of the old. It is
just a question of how bad it will have to get until we wise up, collect
ourselves, and embrace FC ideals, principles, and values. And while
America is closing in on the point where it will collapse into tyranny,
there is also a positive change in the air.
In no other country is the increasing polarity that accompanies endgame scenarios more clearly seen. On the one hand, a significant
percentage still has faith in authority. We see their susceptibility to
propaganda on surveys revealing that some 50 percent in 2004 believed
that Saddam Hussein’s regime was involved in the planning, execution,
and financing of the 9/11 attacks; that some 50 percent in 2006 believed
that weapons of mass destruction were found in Iraq (and that around 40
percent still believe it); that more than 50 percent still believe in the
official story of 9/11; and that approximately 50 percent do not even
know that a third building, WTC-7, also collapsed that day.
On the other hand, others are beginning to see the writing on the wall,
suspecting their government to be a wolf in sheep’s clothing. We see this
trend in surveys telling us that “28 percent of American voters believe a
secretive power elite with a globalist agenda is conspiring to eventually
rule the world through an authoritarian world government, or New World
Order;”69 that only 30 percent believe the official story on the Kennedy
assassination;70 that roughly half of all Americans believe their
government hides the truth about 9/11;71 that only 28 percent of those
who have seen the collapse of Building 7 believe the official story of that
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event;72 that 60 percent of Americans would favor an all-inclusive
congressional overhaul—i.e., fire every single congressional
representative if they could;73 and that 68 percent of Republicans believe
the 2020 election to be stolen by Biden.74
For better or worse, polls like these are worth noting. The American
psyche is split between those living in denial and those on the alert, and
that so many suspect foul play is a sign that the disconnect between theory
and practice is becoming increasingly difficult to ignore. Another way to
put it is that FC traits are emerging in the populace, as the archetypical
NC individual will hardly notice the distance between the two. I say
“hardly,” as only the most naïve will truly believe that society conforms
to the officially recognized standards of decency. Others may recognize
that there is room for improvement but will (1) prefer not to think about
it; (2) fail to act on it; or (3) actively work to sabotage FC efforts. These
are all model NC responses, as they are motivated by ignorance, denial
of responsibility, and the will to dominate others.
Now, we all share these traits—some more and some less. However,
on some level, we will also be haunted by our acceptance of the status
quo, and to the extent that we are, it will be our conscience—the inherent
FC aspect of us—that seeks to spur us towards action, towards growthpotentials, and accepting greater responsibilities. We all have this FC
voice within, and to the extent that we are willing to listen the road to FC
status is quickly traveled. Part one elaborated on this bit. A previous book
Reason Is, elaborates further, and as it is beyond the scope of this work
to provide more detail on the psychological processes that shape NC and
FC individuals (and turn the former into the latter), we shall focus on its
implications for the American psyche—and the American project.
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13.2 RECLAIMING OUR POTENTIAL
“Call to mind the sentiments which Nature has engraved in the heart
of every citizen, and which take on a new force when they are
solemnly recognized by all: For a nation to love liberty, it is sufficient
that she knows it; and to be free, it is sufficient that she wills it.”75
―Marquis De LaFayette―

The healing of the American psyche begins at the individual level with a
simple choice: Do we want to see the world through FC or NC eyes? If
we want to go with the latter, we need only obey any other authority than
our own by letting fear, priests, politicians, mainstream media,
mainstream scholars, etc., define our reality. Living as we do in a NC
society, this is a sure way to continue feeding the energy that keeps the
status quo in place. On the other hand, if we want to see the world through
FC eyes, this is only possible to the extent that we are willing to question
commonly held assumptions. How many people are willing to do this?
It is difficult to say. When it comes to those who still believe that
drug prohibition is constitutionally sound; that Saddam Hussein had
weapons of mass destruction; that Osama Bin Laden was the mastermind
behind 9/11; that the dogmas of organized religion is a path to god or
spiritual enlightenment; or that the Neo-Darwinian worldview must be
the basis of science, chances are that many will not. Beliefs like these are
more than addictive—they provide an existential footing. To abandon
them is to let go of that which connects us to the NC Groupmind, and it
takes quite an effort to move from this level of understanding to another.
A certain percentage of the populace will therefore prefer to stick with
what they “know,” no matter what evidence exists to the contrary.
It is self-evident that to the extent the American people remains
committed to this position, the founders’ vision will become an ever more
distant dream. These people have effectively abandoned reason and are
those Hannah Arendt described as the ideal subjects of tyrannical rule.
To the extent the United States is populated by people like this, all hope
is lost for the founders’ America. However, there are those for whom the
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distinction between fact and fiction, truth and falsehood still holds
relevance, and this percentage will question official truths—no matter the
ramifications.
The fate of America, therefore, depends on the population that
belongs to this category. Only FC traits can solve the Gordian knot that
retards healthy progress, and it will be up to them to show others the
meaning of integrity. They belong to a proud tradition, for throughout
history it is these people who have moved society forward. They are the
visionaries that hold up a mirror to society, showing the masses the folly
of their ways. They are the ones who are courageous enough to embrace
the unknown and to challenge the authority of the old. And they are the
protagonists who will pursue the truth, no matter its costs. This is what
they must always do, and when it comes to this quest history teaches us
that the bigger the taboo, the more important it is to look behind the
façade. Taboos indicate trauma, and while they constitute the greatest
impediments to reaching the FC state, they also provide valuable
opportunities for growth. There can be no healing of trauma unless we
have the courage to face our fears—and there can be no achievement of
FC status unless this is done.
Speaking of this, we have seen how the War on Drugs qualify as a
traumatic event, one that makes people hide from the truth while it
continues to inflict pain and misery. Even so, the War on Drugs is not the
only wound on the American psyche in need of attention. For healing to
be complete, we must also investigate the War on Terror, as the 9/11
attack, quite possibly, is the greatest trauma ever inflicted upon the
American psyche. The irrational response that so often accompanies any
attempt to bring light to this event is a testimony to the power of denial,
for it is obvious that the government has something to hide and that
people do not want to think about it. Alert citizens could think of a
thousand unanswered questions on the subject of 9/11 alone, not to
mention the Kennedy assassinations, Martin Luther King assassination,
and the Iran Contra affair. And while only a few have been dedicated to
digging into these deep-events, a significant percentage of the
population—perhaps 50 percent—suspect that something is amiss.
This gives us a reason to be hopeful for the future. The ability to
question authority is a certain indication that they have begun to let go of
the NC Groupmind and this is the most difficult part. From there on the
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road to FC status becomes easier, and if you sit on the fence, not quite
sure what to make of this and the questions alluded to above, try these for
starters:
If the Government really wanted to eradicate terrorist groups like IS
and Al Qaeda, why were Brad Birkenfeld, a UBS banker, imprisoned and
gagged after informing US authorities that together with cell phones,
hotel rooms, meeting dates, email addresses and other vital information
he had solid information on 19,000 bank accounts which were used to
finance terrorism?76 If the War on Terror was a sincere effort to protect
the homeland, why did US intelligence services, together with the
Department of Justice, the State Department, the Senate Armed Services
Committee, and the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
collude to make sure that none of Birkenfeld’s information was passed
on to the Army? If President Obama really wanted to win the War on
Terror, why was he, as a member of the Senate Permanent Subcommittee
in 2007, part of the effort to silence Birkenfeld?
If the Republicans and the Democrats weren’t merely two wings of
the same bird of prey, why did no one in Congress blow the whistle on
these activities after being informed? If the media abided by its watchdog
duty, why did CNN, Fox News, Wall Street Journal, USA Today, New
York Times, Washington Post, L.A. Times, and other media outlets
decide to bury this story? If the Bush Administration merely wanted to
liberate Iraq, why was Susan Lindauer, the mediator between the
American and Iraqi regime, imprisoned after reporting that Saddam had
capitulated and that he would give the Americans anything they
wanted—oil, rebuilding contracts, even democratic elections to avoid an
invasion? And again, why did Congress and the media, after being
contacted by Lindauer, stay silent on this issue?77
If the media can be trusted, why have mainstream media for years
ignored the criminal enterprise that has become of the Democratic Party?
Why have they ignored Tony Bobulinski, a business associate of the
Biden family, who held a press conference before the 2020 election
talking about Joe Biden’s shady dealings with a Chinese spy chief and a
business model based on “plausible deniability”? Why have they ignored
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For more on Birkenfeld and the attempts to silence him, see BENNETT, SHELL GAME (2013)
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Ukrainian officials who have attested to this corruption, and why have
they ignored Patrick Byrne, former CEO of Overstock, who have tried to
tell the American people that he assisted the FBI in a 2016 sting operation
against Hillary Clinton, where she received a $18 million bribe.
According to him, this was operation Snow Globe, but it was scrapped
by the FBI, because as it was explained to him:
“President Obama has his people across the federal bureaucracy at
this point, but especially at the Department of Justice. Hillary Clinton
is going to be President for 8 years and nothing is going to change
that, but think of there being a Bunsen burner within the DOJ. That
evidence about the bribes you were a part of gathering is going to be
sitting on the Bunsen burner. The hand sitting on the burner is going
to be one of Barack Obama’s people. If Hillary is a “good girl” and
defends Obamacare, that flame stays low. If she’s a “bad girl” and
thinks for herself, that flame is going to get turned up high. That way
Barack Obama is going to manage Hillary Clinton for the 8 years
she’s President, and then when she steps down, Michelle is going to
run.”78

We have just begun scratching the surface. It is only so much a mind
can take, and even if this is some of the more “polite” questions, they will
be ignored by NC individuals. They open the rabbit hole to a terrifying
dimension. Thus, to the extent that the collective unconscious controls
and inhibits our reasoning, it will be difficult to contemplate their
implications and psychological defense mechanisms ensure that they will
be discounted.
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https://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/293156. According to Byrne, Snow
Globe was a plan by CIA Director Brennan and President Obama to control Hillary Clinton’s
presidency. They were confident that she would win the 2016 election, and panic erupted in
Washington when she lost to Trump. His first term, therefore, was a testimony to the power of
the unconscious. During this period, the media parroted the Democratic Party and its leaders
who had a guilty conscience. From Ukraine to Iraq to Iran to China the trail of corruption ran
deep. So did the Clinton machine’s influence, and the establishment did everything to protect
the status quo. Thus, the more afraid they were that the truth would come out, the more fervently
they attacked Trump, and the media assisted by encouraging double standards and spreading
fake news. The masses being easy prey for propaganda, a collective psychosis ensued, one that
is becoming more evident every day. See www.obamagatescandal.com.
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Nevertheless, while trauma like the War on Terror and the War on
Drugs will be the biggest obstacles to overcome, facing them is the only
way to get America back on track. If these campaigns are allowed to work
their destructive magic, there can be no redemption, and to the extent that
they are the manifestations of social engineering, uncovering the reality
behind them is of utmost importance. Only in doing so can the cancerous
substance that has thrived on NC traits be removed from the body
politic—and while questions such as these may be annoying, sensible
citizens would demand that they are answered.
At the very least, this is what FC citizens would do. They know that
problems do not go away by us ignoring them. On the contrary, they will
only get worse, and reflexes that urge us towards denial is a symptom of
weakness. Rather than accepting a social contract on false pretenses,
therefore, FC individuals adhere to the old trope, “if we can face it, God
can fix it.” They are serious about social commitments, and not only
would they dig deeper until they themselves had uncovered a thousand
more questions, but they would ensure that governments responded to
their demands. Under no circumstances would they let the truth stay
buried for reasons of “national security.” They would see such
paternalistic concerns as an insult, and they would ensure that those
officials who did not assist them in their quest would never hold public
office again.
To the extent that Americans do this, they will find that the ultimate
authority resides in the people. Civil servants may have let them down,
but only because they themselves have denied their inherent FC traits.
We have seen that it is a law of politics that we cannot have freedom
without responsibility and that we cannot give away our responsibility
without also embracing tyranny. The forces of darkness know that this
freedom is a terrible burden to bear, and they would love nothing more
than to absolve us from it. Likewise, (to paraphrase Voltaire) the FC/NC
model shows us that to the extent we continue to believe in absurdities,
our leaders will with a 100 percent certainty continue their atrocities.
These two variables are inextricably entwined and the former controls the
other. If we want the founders’ project back on track, then, the recipe is
simple, and to the extent we collectively move towards the FC-end, the
founders’ vision will be completed.
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Again, we can say this with a 100 percent certainty. Contrary to NeoDarwinians’ beliefs, we do have a say in the creation of reality and our
destiny is not in the hands of chance. Also, contrary to religious beliefs,
we have never been abandoned by God, and the urge to blame the devil
is another symptom of our limited vision and our propensity for denial of
responsibility. The reality is the exact opposite, as from the FC
perspective the desire of the collective finds a proper expression in
contemporary affairs. In looking at this on an individual basis, one can
be sick at heart of the events that take place. Bad things certainly happen
to good people, but it is only from the NC perspective that it appears to
be the work of a universe that does not care. Seeing everything from a
too limited perspective, NC individuals will jump to such conclusions.
However, in looking at this from the high-end FC perspective, everything
is as it must be, and the afflictions befallen humanity have been well
deserved. As seen from this perspective, all these unfortunate events—
the crime, the poverty, the injustice, drug abuse, the warfare, etc.—is the
price we collectively have chosen to pay for embracing NC traits; they
have been God’s way of showing us our folly; and they have been a
lesson we have ignored.79 Had we been willing to listen to reason, we
would have moved on to a more advanced level of being, but to this day
we insist on continuing our folly. This being so, the Universe will have
to speak louder to its children until we wake up.
However, a perfect storm is brewing. Karma may be tough, but it is
also a Master teacher and as more and more people draw nearer to that
threshold which separates the NC from the FC paradigm, it is unlikely
that humanity will knowingly choose the disgrace that comes with
willfully neglecting our potentials much longer. Hence, chances are that
the citizens of the United States, as they did 250 years ago, will rise to
the occasion once again in a not-too-distant future.
The circle will then be complete. This time, like the last, Americans
can expect their struggle for a return to first principles to be an arduous
journey. To the extent that the American psyche remains entrenched in
the NC paradigm, they can look forward to no help from the judiciary, no
help from the executive, and no help from Congress in their epic quest
79
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for the reestablishment of a system of FC law. To the extent that this is
so, they can expect the system’s force of inertia to fight them every step
of the way. And to the extent that this is so, they will have to outshine the
Founding Fathers in their exposure of FC traits. They will have to be
prepared for a fight against tyranny that will rank them second to none,
and they will have to decide if they want posterity to remember them as
cowards, traitors, or champions of liberty.
These are the only options. In the great book of humanity, there can
be only one true revolution; this is that revolution which ensures a
genuine and lasting transfer from the NC to the FC state of affairs, and
this is the revolution at hand. This time, like the last, it will be born out
of necessity. It will not merely be a matter of self-fulfillment; it will be a
matter of self-preservation, of defending all that is worth fighting for—
and while everything hangs in the balance, God will Bless America if
Americans are worth saving.
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